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1. Management Summary
The U.S. Army Garrison White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), with the assistance of the U.S. 
Army Engineering and Support Center Huntsville Facilities Reduction Program (FRP), is ac-
tively developing lists of properties that may be candidates for demolition.  In accordance with 
Sections 106 and 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) the WSMR Cultural 
Resources Program, under the Environmental Division, Conservation Branch, is actively eval-
uating all candidate buildings, structures, and objects for their National Register of Historic 
Places (NRHP) eligibility in addition to acquiring existing historic documentation on each.

Additionally, launch complex facilities are frequently undergoing modification that includes 
upgrades and renovations, which may also include demolitions.  The majority of structures are 
over 50 years old.  In support of NHPA requirements Epsilon Systems Solutions, Inc. (ESS) 
has been contracted by the WSMR Environmental Division, Cultural Resources Program, to 
conduct an inventory and evaluation of Launch Complex 33 (LC-33). The scope of the inven-
tory area was determined in consultation with William Godby, Archaeologist at WSMR. In 
order to adequately meet the requirements set forth in Section 106 of the NHPA and NRHP 
guidelines, the inventory was inclusive of all LC-33 properties rather than just those that are 
scheduled for future removal. 

During the current inventory, a multi-disciplinary team of archaeologists and architectural his-
torians conducted an on-site inventory from September to October 2017 and recorded a total of 
52 buildings, structures, and objects as well as 486 features at LC-33. All the recorded resourc-
es related specifically to Research, Development, Testing, and Evaluation (RDT&E) activities 
in the Cold War era (1945 to 1989) and immediate post-Cold War years; no prehistoric features 
were recorded or evaluated. The current inventory was logged as New Mexico Cultural Re-
sources Information System (NMCRIS) number 139665 with the New Mexico Archaeological 
Records Management System (ARMS).

Three major previous research efforts have been performed at LC-33; a State Register (SR) 
listing in 1978; a 1985 National Historic Landmark (NHL) listing; and a 1996 documentation 
effort by Human Systems Research (HSR). The SR and NHL nominations mostly focused on 
Property 20814 (Army Blockhouse) and Property 20820 (Gantry Crane) as the basis for the 
register listings; neither specifically discussed eligibility under the four NRHP Criteria. In 
1996, an inventory project conducted by HSR (NMCRIS Number 56033) recorded properties 
within the main LC-33 complex under Laboratory of Anthropology (LA) 116553. Per cur-
rent state guidelines, historic buildings, structures, and objects should be documented using 
Historic Cultural Property Inventory (HCPI) numbers, but this system was not completely 
established as of the mid-1990s. As a result, the documentation of built environment under LA 
numbers was not unusual during this period. 

HSR documented multiple properties at LC-33 in 1996 as part of LA 116553. The document-
ed properties included Properties 20810, 20811, 20814, 20817, 20819, 20820, 20821, 20822, 
20839, 20840, 20872, and the Environmental-Control Missile Storage Building (Lance Con-
ditioning Shroud). Multiple portable buildings without formal WSMR property numbers were 
also described as part of the LA 116553 recording. However, most of the documented proper-
ties were not assigned individual HCPI numbers or documented on Historic Building Inven-
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tory Form (HBIF) forms. Only two properties recorded as part LA 116553, Property 20810 
and 20839, were recorded on HBIF forms as part of this inventory effort. HSR recommended 
Properties 20810 and 20839 as eligible under Criteria A and C.

As part of the current effort, all of the recorded resources, including those previously docu-
mented, were evaluated for their NRHP eligibility. Nine of the recorded properties were rec-
ommended for individual eligibility under Criteria A and C. Additionally, it was found that 
LC-33 represents a definable concentration of resources, most of which date to the primary 
period of significance (1945 to 1954). As such, an additional 17 properties were recommended 
for eligibility as contributing elements to a historic district encompassing the primary con-
centration of Cold War-era LC-33 facilities. LC-33 was the first launch complex established 
at White Sands Proving Ground (WSPG) and remained an active test location throughout the 
Cold War. Due to its extensive use, LC-33 has accrued some recent additions and modifications 
that are unrelated to or post-date its Cold War-era period(s) of significance. However, it is the 
recommendation of ESS that LC-33 retains much of its historic character and still conveys its 
significant associations with early American missile and space research. As such, ESS recom-
mends that LC-33 is recognizable as a historic military landscape that is best managed as a 
historic district, per Department of the Army guidance (Loechl et al. 1994).

The NRHP-eligible LC-33 properties should be managed so as to avoid any impacts to the 
elements that contribute to their eligibility. Any proposed undertakings that would adversely 
impact the property should include consultation with the New Mexico State Historic Preserva-
tion Officer (SHPO) beginning early in the planning stages. Mitigation measures for adverse 
effects should also be developed in consultation with the SHPO.
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Figure 2. Map of the current inventory location within WSMR.
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2. Introduction and Project Background
WSPG was formally established on July 9, 1945, but construction at LC-33 started as early as 
June that summer. Construction on the Army Blockhouse and Without Attitude Control (WAC) 
Corporal launch tower was well underway by August of 1945, as WWII drew to a close. Ger-
many surrendered on May 8, 1945 and Japan offered its unconditional surrender on August 14, 
1945, just under a month after the world’s first atomic bomb test on July 16, 1945 at the Trinity 
Site in the northern portion of the new range. The Army Blockhouse and WAC Corporal launch 
tower were completed by the end of the summer, which allowed for the first WAC Corporal 
booster launch on September 26, 1945.

The LC-33 facilities expanded quickly during the following year, with the construction of the 
Gantry Crane and its associated tracks, and a third launch position at the Blast Pit. The exist-
ing launch pads for the V-2 and WAC Corporal were also connected to form Property 20819 
in 1946. During the last few years of the 1940s, additional facilities were added to LC-33, 
including the Hermes Launch Pad (Property 20839) and Nike Launch Pad (Property 20817). 
Construction continued into the 1950s, with the addition of the Honest John Launch Pad (Prop-
erty 20811), then additional Nike facilities during the latter part of the decade. Other facilities 
that supported instrumentation and communications were also constructed during the 1950s. 

New construction slowed during the 1960s, as existing facilities were repurposed for new test 
activities at LC-33. Several Nike facilities were converted to house vibratory test equipment 
beginning in the late 1960s, and the dynamic testing complex at LC-33 expanded through 
the 1970s. The Property 20811 Launch Pad hosted Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) 
testing during the 1980s and Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS) launches during the 
1990s. The MLRS/ATACMS was probably the most active late Cold War test program at 
LC-33, continuing the Cold War legacy of the complex. The WSMR slogan is “Birthplace of 
America’s Missile and Space Activity” — the rich history of LC-33 provides a meaningful and 
legitimate basis for the statement.  

In April 2017, ESS was retained by the WSMR Cultural Resources Program to conduct an 
inventory and evaluation of the area for its NRHP eligibility. This task relied upon the current 
boundaries of LC-33 as indicated in WSMR Geographic Information System (GIS) layers to 
guide the inventory, but the inventory area was also influenced by the distribution of the built 
environment resources of the complex. In order to accommodate spent boosters and other 
launch debris, the WSMR designated LC-33 boundary extends far north beyond the limits of 
the main developed area of the complex. A known Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) area is also 
mapped north of the developed portion of the complex. The inventoried area was limited to the 
southern portion of the LC-33 boundary where nearly all the Buildings, Structures, and Objects 
(BSOs) of the complex are concentrated. This also avoided the UXO area, which could not be 
safely entered.

The documented resource types at LC-33 include Launch Control Facilities, Launch Facilities, 
Instrumentation and Communication Facilities, Environmental Testing Facilities, Magazines, 
Blast Barricades, and Miscellaneous Facilities. The inventory also recorded isolated historic 
resources that were not identifiable as BSOs as features. No prehistoric archaeological resourc-
es were identified as part of the inventory. In addition to the detailed recordation of the identi-
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Figure 3. The limits of the current inventory at LC-33 and the fenced limits of the main complex.  
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fied resources, each was evaluated for its eligibility to the NRHP. Additionally, the inventoried 
resources were evaluated as possible contributing elements to a larger military landscape or 
historic district.  

The results of the inventory effort and NRHP evaluation are provided herein. Cultural resource 
specialists Nate Myers, Dan Martinez, and Brad Beacham with ESS conducted the on-site in-
ventory and survey work. Nate Myers served as primary author of the report, and Phillip Esser 
acted as project coordinator and report co-author. William Godby, Archaeologist with WSMR 
Environmental Stewardship, provided support and guidance throughout the process. 
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3. Purpose of the Project
WSMR launch complex facilities are frequently undergoing modification that includes up-
grades and renovations, which may also include demolitions.  The majority of structures are 
over 50 years old.  In support of NHPA requirements Epsilon Systems was contracted by the 
WSMR Environmental Division, Cultural Resources Program, to conduct an inventory and 
evaluation of LC-33.  

Historic resource inventories and evaluations have been undertaken at military installations 
since the passage of the NHPA in 1966 and issuance of Executive Order 11593 in 1971. Section 
106 of the NHPA requires federal agencies to “take into account” the impact of their undertak-
ings on historic properties, whereas Section 110 directs federal agencies to inventory historic 
properties under their care and management, beyond considerations related to specific projects. 
Historic properties are buildings, structures, sites, districts, and objects that meet the criteria 
for listing in the NRHP (36 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 60). Codified in Section 110 
in 1980, Executive Order 11593 requires agency heads to locate, inventory, and nominate all 
eligible cultural resources to the National Register and to exercise caution until these invento-
ries and evaluations are complete to ensure that no eligible federally owned property is trans-
ferred, sold, demolished, or substantially altered. The Order outlines procedures for meeting 
the inventory requirements of NHPA and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and 
establishes the principle of “interim protection,” which means that until a resource has been 
evaluated, it must be treated as if it were eligible for listing in the National Register.

This report will assist WSMR in compliance with Section 106 and Section 110 of the NHPA. 
This document serves as a comprehensive inventory and NRHP evaluation of the LC-33 re-
sources from the earliest launches of the WAC Corporal and V-2 through the expanded suite 
of test programs of the 1950s that included the Corporal, Hermes variants, Honest John, Nike, 
MX-774, and Viking, as well as the later uses of the complex for dynamic survivability testing 
and developmental tests of the MLRS and related variants. 
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4. Research and Field Methodology
Launch complexes are one of the most historically significant facility types encountered at 
WSMR. In recognition of this, the historic core of LC-33 was listed as a NHL in 1985. Other 
launch complexes at WSMR that were active during the Cold War (and later) include LC-32, 
LC-34, LC-35, LC-36, LC-37, LC-38, and LC-50 (Eckles 2013:7-9). The focus of the current 
inventory is LC-33, the first launch complex established at WSPG in 1945. 

Generally, a launch complex can be defined as a staging and launch area for missile RDT&E, 
and can include a wide variety of built environment resources, including launch pads, gantry 
cranes, blast barricades, magazines, radar installations, blockhouses, and assembly buildings. 
The intent behind the methodology outlined herein is to provide a comprehensive treatment 
and evaluation of the built environment resources found at LC-33.

Traditionally, built environment is conceived of as the net result of human activity resulting in 
the accumulation of physical modifications, materials, and facilities present within a defined 
area of the natural environment. Buildings, structures, and objects serve as the most prominent 
exemplars of the built environment and typically serve as the focal point of inventory efforts 
while minor elements of supporting infrastructure are often overlooked. For the purpose of 
the inventory of the launch complexes at WSMR, these elements were captured as associated 
features to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the launch complex built environ-
ment. 

The methodology for recording launch complex facilities at WSMR was based on the four 
components of research and fieldwork: revisiting and updating previous evaluations; on-site 
recordation; contextual historic research; and research into the evolution of the construction 
and function of individual buildings, structures, and objects. Each of these components informs 
upon the other, and together can provide an in-depth understanding of the history and activities 
carried out at a given launch complex. Each of these components is described in greater detail, 
beginning with the incorporation and enhancement of previous recording efforts.

4.1 Revisiting and Updating Previous Evaluations

Prior to the initiation of fieldwork, the listing of previous inventory and evaluation efforts 
housed at the WSMR Environmental Stewardship Program were consulted in order to identify 
the previously documented properties located within a given project area. Additionally, De-
partment of Public Works (DPW) Real Property files were consulted and scanned, as needed, 
to facilitate future referral. These previous recordings were updated with current photography 
and any observed changes in the property’s condition or physical characteristics were also not-
ed. In many cases, the previous recordings were completed on the now obsolete New Mexico 
Historic Building Inventory Form (HBIF), and for these recordings a current WSMR specific 
version of the New Mexico Historic Cultural Properties Inventory (HCPI) form was prepared. 
The previous recording was referenced in the property’s descriptive narrative, recommenda-
tions, and HCPI form.  

In many cases, previous recording efforts were conducted in a piecemeal fashion, which pre-
vented a comprehensive perspective on the entire launch complex facility. This is also the case 
at LC-33, the core of which was listed on the New Mexico State Register of Cultural Properties 
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in 1978 (as SR 580) and listed as an NHL in 1985. Additional inventory work was completed at 
LC-33 in 1996 by HSR. The current methodology expands upon the previous inventories, and 
all of the resources at LC-33 were inventoried and evaluated both individually and as elements 
of a possible historic district. The current approach seeks to remedy the lack of comprehensive 
evaluation by taking a holistic approach which considers the macro view (i.e., historic military 
landscape and historic district potential) in addition to evaluating each resource individually. 

4.2 On-Site Recordation

In order to achieve a comprehensive inventory of LC-33, on-site fieldwork focused on the 
primary areas of built environment located within the boundaries of the launch complex, as 
defined in the WSMR Master Plan (WSMR 1982). The inventory relied upon the WSMR GIS 
layer of the LC-33 properties and boundaries displayed on handheld Trimble Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) units to guide the on-site survey. The primary concentration of LC-33 
buildings, structures, and objects are within the southern part of the larger launch complex 
boundary, and this area is demarcated by a barb wire fence. The overall LC-33 boundary ex-
tends substantially further to the north, encompassing a large swath of undeveloped desert that 
is devoid of built environment. In recognition of this, the pedestrian inventory focused on the 
developed area of the launch complex.

The inventory area was determined in consultation with WSMR Cultural Resources Program, 
under the Environmental Division, Conservation Branch, and was defined by the launch com-
plex boundary on its east and west limits, Nike Avenue on the south limit, and the north limit 
was extended to the southern edge of the UXO area at the north end of the main complex. 
Pedestrian transect inventory (485 acres) was completed throughout the defined inventory area 
to fully capture all the LC-33 buildings, structures, objects, and features.

The primary resources that compose the built environment of LC-33 are buildings, structures, 
and objects, although associated features are also present across the complex, which is dis-
cussed in further detail below. However, some additional discussion regarding the recordation 
of the prominent components of the launch complex environs is required.  

4.2.1 Building, Structure, and Object Recordation

The National Park Service (NPS) guidance for identifying NRHP-eligible properties recog-
nizes buildings, structures, and objects, as well as two additional types of resources that may 
include multiple resources; sites and districts. The NRHP is by necessity oriented towards 
recognizing “physically concrete properties that are relatively fixed in location” (NPS 1995:4). 
The selection of categories should be dictated by “common sense and reason” (NPS 1995:4) 
and the NPS Bulletin 15 provides definitions for building, structure, and object as follows: 

A building, such as a house, barn, church, hotel, or similar construction, is cre-
ated principally to shelter any form of human activity. “Building” may also 
refer to a historically and functionally related unit, such as a courthouse and jail 
or a house and barn [NPS 1995:4].

In the case of LC-33 and other WSMR launch complexes, buildings are more specialized and 
serve specific functions related to launch control and support. Examples of such buildings 
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include blockhouses, assembly buildings, and instrument shelters.  

The term “structure” is used to distinguish from building those functional con-
structions made usually for purposes other than creating human shelter [NPS 
1995:4].

At LC-33 and other WSMR launch complexes, specialized structures are required to prepare 
and physically support missiles for launches, as well as to isolate surrounding areas from 
potentially hazardous refueling and launch sequences. These specialized structures include 
launch pads, gantry cranes, magazines, and blast barricades. 

The term “object” is used to distinguish from buildings and structures those 
constructions that are primarily artistic in nature or are relatively small in scale 
and simply constructed. Although it may be, by nature or design, movable, an 
object is associated with a specific setting or environment [NPS 1995:5]. 

Assorted objects at LC-33 are generally not artistic in nature, but otherwise fit the definition by 
being of a portable nature, small in scale, and simply constructed. Examples at LC-33 include 
modular storage units and some launcher rails. 

Additionally, the NPS defines sites and districts as:

A site is the location of a significant event, a prehistoric or historic occupation 
or activity, or a building or structure, whether standing, ruined, or vanished, 
where the location itself possesses historic, cultural, or archaeological value 
regardless of the value of any existing structure [NPS 1995:5]. 

A district possesses a significant concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, 
buildings, structures, or objects united historically or aesthetically by plan or 
physical development [NPS 1995:5]. 

It should be noted that the core of LC-33 was listed as a NHL in 1985. However, this listing 
focused on the Army Blockhouse and Gantry Crane to the exclusion of many of the other 
resources at LC-33. The resources present at LC-33 primarily consist of buildings, structures, 
and objects, which were distinguished using the stated NPS definitions. It is likely that these 
collective resources may also qualify as a historic district, as the guidance states that “proper-
ties with large acreage or a number of resources are usually considered districts” (NPS 1995:4). 
However, the recommendation of LC-33 as a district can only be made after a comprehensive 
recordation of its affiliated properties, followed by a careful consideration of these properties 
and their relative integrity within the framework of an appropriate historic context. The poten-
tial of LC-33 as a historic district is discussed in detail in Chapter 8.   

The purpose of the on-site inventory was to document previously unrecorded buildings, struc-
tures, and objects and update the recordings of those that were previously evaluated, both at 
the individual level and as contributing elements to a potential historic district. Additionally, 
built environment resources recognized as associated features were recorded via a simplified 
documentation process as discussed in the following section. In order to record the LC-33 
properties, the survey team prepared field notes and took representative photographs of each 
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building, structure, and object. In addition to inclusion within the body of the inventory report, 
the in-field recording data and information from archival research were incorporated into a 
WSMR-specific version of the HCPI form. The WSMR-specific version of the HCPI form 
eliminates many fields of the standard HCPI form that are not applicable to the properties 
encountered at the range, and substitutes these with fields and descriptive options that are more 
useful for describing WSMR properties. When accessible, building interiors were also photo-
graphed and alterations noted. In these cases, the condition of the building interior was con-
sidered when assessing the overall integrity of the property. However, not all building interiors 
were accessible at LC-33 due to logistical issues or Operational Security (OPSEC) concerns.

4.2.2 Associated Feature Recording

The NPS guidance does not recognize minor elements that are less substantial than buildings, 
structures, and objects. However, many isolated remnants of the range infrastructure are scat-
tered across launch complexes, either in association with more substantial properties or in iso-
lated locations. These isolated remnants can be both architectural and archaeological in nature. 
Although spatially and functionally associated with the launch complexes, these elements are 
not readily identifiable as a building, structure, or object. Nor can they always be treated as 
associated elements of a building or structure, as they are often located in discrete locations 
away from more substantial construction. As such, they were recorded as features.  

The term “feature” was used as it is commonly recognized within the NMCRIS archaeolog-
ical guidelines. Although not formally defined within the New Mexico Historic Preservation 
Division (HPD) guidelines, features generally “include, but are not limited to, structures (i.e., 
something made up of a number of parts that are held or put together in a particular way), fa-
cilities (i.e., something created to serve a particular function), and other cultural remains such 
as middens, deposits, stains, pits, rock alignments, etc…” (NMCRIS 1993:10). Examples at 
LC-33 are obviously historic in nature and consisted largely of small components of the built 
environment that fell outside the definitions of buildings, structures, and objects. 

4.2.3 Pedestrian Inventory

In order to properly capture the full range of associated feature locations at LC-33, a pedestrian 
inventory of the southern portion of the launch complex area was conducted. The limits of the 
pedestrian inventory were defined in consultation with WSMR Environmental Stewardship 
cultural resources staff and were based on the LC-33 boundaries as indicated in WSMR GIS 
and the distribution of built environment resources within the launch complex boundary. The 
pedestrian area was loaded into the Trimble GPS units carried during the inventory. This inten-
sive pedestrian survey was based upon the standard New Mexico HPD guidelines for cultural 
resource surveys which call for 15 meter transects established via GPS guidance. Pedestrian 
survey is not usually a component of built environment inventory as it is implicit that standing 
buildings, structures, and objects are readily visible and obvious. However, features are often 
more subtle and can be masked by vegetation or otherwise blend into the landscape. The use 
of pedestrian survey was borrowed from archaeological inventory methods and allowed for 
a more systematic and comprehensive method of encountering and recording associated fea-
tures, which in turn facilitated a more complete understanding of the full range of activities and 
built environment at LC-33. 
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Pedestrian inventory was completed across the 485 acres encompassed by the defined inven-
tory area. The LC-33 boundary extends substantially further to the north of the pedestrian 
inventory area, but due to the lack of built environment in this portion of the complex inventory 
efforts were not conducted in this area. 

4.2.4 Associated Feature Types

For the purpose of the LC-33 inventory, seven general feature types were encountered. These 
types were defined based primarily on functional characteristics and were largely constructed 
in support of operations at the launch complex, or were otherwise by-products of range op-
erations. The feature types were influenced by previous inventory experience at WSMR and 
consisted of: 

• Electrical Infrastructure: Provided electricity in support of the facilities asso-
ciated with LC-33.

 Subtypes:

 ◦ Pull boxes

 ◦ Electrical cabling

 ◦ Electrical panels 

 ◦ Electrical boxes and terminals

• Water and Wastewater Infrastructure: Water and wastewater systems construct-
ed in support of the LC-33 facilities.

 Subtypes:

 ◦ Septic tanks

 ◦ Water lines and valves

 ◦ Fire hydrants

 ◦ Drain fields

• Instrumentation Support: Supported instrumentation systems in use at LC-33.

 Subtypes:

 ◦ Calibration targets and poles

 ◦ Instrument pedestals 

 ◦ Instrument mount foundations

 ◦ Portable pedestals
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• Launch Support: Elements constructed in support of launch activities at LC-33.

 Subtypes:

 ◦ Concrete platforms

 ◦ Earthen platforms

 ◦ Fire control plumbing

 ◦ Earthen blast berm

 ◦ Stand-alone lighting fixtures

 ◦ Anchor rails and hardware

 ◦ Cable trench

• Liquid Propane tanks: Supplied LC-33 facilities with liquid propane gas.

 Subtypes:

 ◦ LP tanks with concrete supports

 ◦ LP tanks with steel supports

• Refuse Dumps: Discrete deposits of historic trash, including formal and infor-
mal dumps with either individual or multiple episodes of deposition. 

 Subtypes:

 ◦ Structural

 ◦ Domestic

 ◦ Commercial

 ◦ Industrial

 ◦ Shipping/packaging

 ◦ Launch debris

 ◦ Mixed debris

• Miscellaneous: Features whose functional associations were ambiguous or un-
known, and therefore cannot be assigned to a more specific category. 
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Most of the features encountered were highly redundant and consisted largely of minor, stan-
dardized infrastructural components. The term “infrastructure” as used here refers to the basic 
power, communications, and water systems that were constructed in support of LC-33. By 
design, the basic components of these systems are highly standardized to minimize cost and 
facilitate simple installation and operation. As a result, these associated features have little to 
relate regarding the story of the launch complex, and lack the interpretative power of actual 
buildings, structures, or objects.

Most associated features encountered during launch complex inventories were captured via a 
streamlined recording process that is incorporated into the handheld Trimble GPS units. The 
Trimble units were used to take a Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) position on the fea-
ture for inclusion in the project mapping. Within the project data dictionary in the GPS unit, 
drop down menus were utilized based on the types and sub-types presented above to quickly 
describe the feature type and subtype. No additional description or photography was necessary 
for the typical features encountered at WSMR launch complexes. However, if a given feature 
was particularly complex or notable, yet still not classifiable as a building, structure, or object, 
a photograph and additional notes were taken in the field. The recorded features are presented 
in a tabular presentation in Appendix A and displayed graphically on the maps included in Ap-
pendix B. Unlike buildings, structures and objects, associated features were not documented on 
HCPI forms; however, a summary of the feature results is included in Chapter 7 of this report. 

4.3 Contextual Historic Research

The purpose of a historic context is to allow the significance of a historic property to be judged 
and explained within the larger patterns of history. NPS Bulletin 15 provides the following 
definition:

Historic contexts are those patterns or trends in history by which a specific 
occurrence, property, or site is understood and its meaning (and ultimately its 
significance) within history or prehistory is made clear. Historians, architectural 
historians, folklorists, archaeologists, and anthropologists use different words 
to describe this phenomena such as trend, pattern, theme, or cultural affiliation, 
but ultimately the concept is the same [NPS 1995:7]. 

Coincident with field recording of the launch complex properties, a comprehensive historic 
context for LC-33 was prepared that considers not only the history and activities of the launch 
complex itself, but also the larger historical framework of WSMR and the Cold War, and how 
LC-33 and its programs were intertwined with larger national and international trends. Sources 
for this context included a number of DOD-sponsored guidance and contextual documents, as 
well as several historical overviews of Cold War activities at WSMR. WSMR firing records 
were also consulted in order to better define the lifespan of various missile programs; unfortu-
nately these records do not include specific launch locations and are therefore limited in that 
regard.

Other relevant databases and depositories were also consulted during the preparation of the 
historic context. The recent completion of a searchable electronic archive of the WSMR base 
newspaper, Wind and Sands and later The Missile Ranger, is also a publicly available resource 
for the local history of WSMR and its numerous Cold War programs and activities. Additional-
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ly, the WSMR Museum Archives contains a large number of historic photographs, documents, 
and videos that offer invaluable information into the WSMR launch complexes and the myriad 
programs they supported. WSMR inventories of real properties were also consulted to deter-
mine property identification and construction dates. These databases included historic WSMR 
property inventories and the current Army General Fund Enterprise Business System (GFEBS) 
which was provided electronically by WSMR Environmental Stewardship.

4.4 Property Evolution and Function

Fieldwork was followed by research into the recorded buildings, structures, objects, and asso-
ciated features. This research included review of original construction information and alter-
ations, historic images, and a variety of other manuscript materials collected over the decades 
by Public Works, WSMR Museum Archives, and WSMR Environmental Stewardship. 

Although limited information is available for most of the recorded features, in some cases they 
were identified as the remains of a more substantial property through the use of historic maps, 
photography, and architectural drawings further adding to the story of the launch complex’s 
change and evolution through time. 

As much as possible, property evolution and function were established through individual 
property records including the disposition forms and real property forms available from the 
WSMR Public Works Department. The WSMR Museum Archives, in addition to information 
about the larger launch complex facilities and programs, also provided period photos of the 
launch complex that were very helpful in identifying property modifications. Original architec-
tural drawings and plans were an important resource for interpreting changes in building design 
and use, but were not available for all properties. When possible, the changes at the individual 
building level were tied back to the overall historic context, and the larger Cold War programs 
and initiatives that drove the re-use and adaptation of the built environment at LC-33.
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5. Environmental Setting
WSMR lies within the Mexican Highland Section of New Mexico’s Basin and Range Prov-
ince. This province is characterized by narrow mountain ranges that separate internally drained 
structural basins and valleys of major drainages (Hawley 1986). LC-33 is located in the south-
ern portion of WSMR, in the southwest corner of the Tularosa Basin, which is a graben basin 
bounded by the Organ, San Andres and Oscura Mountains to the west and the Sacramento 
Mountains to the east. Topographically, LC-33 is located in the basin floor in relatively flat 
terrain that is dotted with coppice dune formations. LC-33 occupies a flat area ranging from 
approximately 3,970 to 3,990 feet above mean sea level. A low-lying drainage basin associat-
ed with West Dry Lake Tank lies to the south, and the Organ and Jarilla Mountains provide a 
dramatic backdrop to the west and east, respectively.

The built environment associated with LC-33 consists of a series of launch areas and associ-
ated facilities located along Nike Avenue that were constructed from the mid-to-late twentieth 
century; LC-33 was the first of the WSMR launch complexes constructed along Nike Avenue. 
It transitions into LC-32 along its western margin and LC-34 to its east. Like with many of the 
WSMR launch complexes, the main concentration of built environment is within the south end 
of the complex; the northern extension of the LC-33 boundary consists of mostly undeveloped 
desert.

The climate of the LC-33 vicinity is characterized as semiarid (Muldavin et al. 2000b). Cli-
matic data were collected at a weather station located at the White Sands National Monument, 
New Mexico from January 1, 1939 to June 7, 2016 (Western Regional Climate Center [WRCC] 
2017). During this period, mean annual precipitation was 22.89 cm (9.01 inches). Rainfall was 
heaviest from July through September. Average minimum temperature was 5.2 degrees Celsius 
(C) (41.4 degrees Fahrenheit [F]), while average maximum temperature was 25.6 degrees C 
(78.1 degrees F). Average annual snowfall totaled 6.35 cm (2.5 inches). Snowfall was heaviest 
from December through January (WRCC 2017).

Vegetation typical of the area is Plains Mesa Sand Scrub (Dick-Peddie 1993). Deep-sand areas, 
such as coppice dunes, throughout New Mexico were historically dominated by grasslands 
associated with the periphery of old floodplains and playas that have given way to succes-
sional communities of expanding Plains Mesa Sand Scrub (Dick-Peddie 1993:128). Plains 
Mesa Scrub is typically dominated by deep-sand tolerant or deep-sand adapted species that 
can manifest in various combinations of floral species. White Sands serves as an oft cited 
example of this successional ecotone (Dick-Peddie 1993:129). The flora within LC-33 were 
observed to be variable, defined by co-dominance of four-wing saltbush (Atriplex canescens) 
and honey mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) with an understory of forbes and grasses including 
broom snakeweed (Gutierrezia sarothrae), and bush muhly (Muhlenbergia porteri). This phe-
nomenon of variable scrubland/shrubland has been documented by comprehensive vegetation 
mapping at WSMR (Muldavin et al. 2000a; Muldavin et al. 2000b). The floral community 
observed at LC-33 aligns with the Honey Mesquite-Fourwing Saltbush or Mesa Dropseed 
Coppice Dune Shrublands Plant Associations defined by Muldavin et al. (2000b) under the 
Mesquite Shrubland. 
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6. Historic Context
A historic context is fundamental for understanding the significance of any given property, 
as physical resources do not occur in historical vacuum but are rather by-products of larger 
trends and patterns (NPS 1995). These patterns occur at the local, regional, and national levels, 
and even at the global scale. Often, these tiered patterns are intertwined, and the significance 
permeates from the local level to the national and beyond. 

The built environment of WSMR is largely an outgrowth of the Cold War that is generally 
attributed to the period between 1946 and 1989. Most of the historic properties at the range 
were constructed during this period, and were the result of the competitive arms race between 
the US and the Soviet Union. However, many programs at WSMR that were initiated during 
the Cold War only reached maturation in the years following the end of that era, so the historic 
context is often required to reach into the post-1989 years to fully account for the operational 
life and use of many resources.

Per NPS guidance, only resources that are 50 years of age or older are to be considered “his-
toric” as a half-century is generally considered the minimum amount of time required to assess 
whether events or trends are significant to the wider patterns of history. However, the NPS 
guidance also allows for the inclusion of recent properties if they are of “exceptional impor-
tance.” As of this writing, properties that were constructed after 1968 would be considered for 
eligibility to the NRHP only if they meet the standards of exceptional importance as outlined 
in NPS Bulletin 22.

In order to provide a complete historical perspective for WSMR, a brief summary of the area 
prior to the establishment of WSMR is presented. The following section provides a brief over-
view of the Cold War and how historical events of the period influenced the programs under 
development at WSMR. The thematic focus then narrows to the topic of launch complexes at 
WSMR, providing a brief overview of the major launch areas at the range and the programs 
they supported. With this context established, the history of LC-33 and its various programs 
is then presented. Typical of many WSMR launch complexes, LC-33 underwent an extensive 
cycle of re-use and modification; the context summarizes the programs tested at LC-33 and 
how they modified the built environment of the launch complex.
6.1 The Tularosa Basin before WSMR

The US history of the Tularosa Basin begins with the incorporation of the region into the US 
by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848. Although known by the Spanish and Mexican 
colonial powers, the Tularosa Basin remained a remote and sparsely settled area that was con-
sidered largely uninhabitable due to the constant threat posed by the Apache. Fort Stanton was 
established along the Rio Bonito in 1855 in order to provide settlers with protection against the 
Mescalero Apache, but even so, settlement away from the fort in the Tularosa Basin remained a 
risky affair and the population in southern New Mexico remained focused in the Mesilla Valley 
of the Rio Grande. 

By the 1860s however, several factors conspired to change the uninhabited nature of the Tu-
larosa Basin. The onset of the Civil War made New Mexico a subject of military interest among 
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both the Union and Confederate armies, 
and several engagements were fought for 
control of the Territory. These conflicts 
eventually saw the Union victorious, 
and the military presence across the area 
continued following the end of the war. 
The establishment of a series of military 
outposts across the region somewhat 
ameliorated the Apache threat, and the 
perceived security encouraged settlers 
to move into the area between the Sac-
ramento and San Andres Mountains. 

The earliest Territorial settlement in the 
Basin began even before the end of the 
Civil War. In the fall of 1862 Hispanic 
settlers fled the destruction wrought by 

the flooding of the Rio Grande in the Mesilla Valley and established a community at the mouth 
of Tularosa Creek at the western base of the Sacramento Mountains. This community, known 
as Tularosa, was carefully cultivated by its settlers and became a permanent oasis of civili-
zation in the basin. By the early 1870s the Apache were largely contained on reservations 
which mostly ended the threat of further raids from that quarter (Sonnichsen 1960:15). By the 
early 1880s, Anglo ranchers, mostly Texans, 
had discovered the Tularosa Basin, which at 
the time was especially verdant after several 
years of higher-than-average precipitation. 
The Texas cattle growers found in New Mex-
ico a continuation of the open range grazing 
that was under assault by waves of post-war 
settlers and farmers in their native state, and 
these roving cattlemen rapidly established 
cattle ranching as an industry in the Tularosa 
Basin (Sonnichsen 1960). 

The rise of cattle ranching in the late 19th 
century eventually led to “range-war” type 
conflicts that were experienced in New Mex-
ico and elsewhere across the west. In the Tu-
larosa Basin, this saga culminated in the dis-
appearance of Albert Fountain and his son 
Henry on February 1, 1896. The site of the 
disappearance is located within WSMR, at a 
low ridge known as Chalk Hill that Highway 
70 now bisects near the Doña Ana/Otero 
County line (Eckles 2013:57). Although po-
litical rival Albert Bacon Fall and his associ-

Figure 4. Colonel Albert Fountain, who disappeared in 
1896 within what would later become WSMR (public 

domain image). 

Figure 5. Albert Bacon Fall during his tenure as 
senator (public domain image).
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ates, including prominent area rancher Oliver Lee, were suspected in the case, no convincing 
evidence tying them to the crime was ever found (Sonnichsen 1960). The Fountain case was a 
polarizing incident that encapsulated much of life in and around the Tularosa Basin at the close 
of the 19th century, and endures as a compelling mystery today.

The arrival of the railroad at the newly established railroad town of Alamogordo in 1898 
brought the Tularosa Basin into wider contact with the rest of the nation, but after the conclu-
sion of the turbulent events of the 1890s, the area remained little changed during the early years 
of the 20th  century. The main economic activity continued to be cattle ranching, with ranchers 
relying on a mixture of their own private property and large grazing leases of federal lands in 
order to make a living in the sparsely vegetated Chihuahuan Desert landscape. The carrying 
capacity for grazing was calculated at only five or six cattle per 640 acres in some areas of 
the Tularosa Basin (Eckles 2013:67). With the capacity for grazing so minimal, it took many 
thousands of acres to make cattle grazing a feasible endeavor for ranching families in the area.  

New Mexico became the 47th state of the US on January 6, 1912. Thomas Catron of Mesilla, 
and Albert Fall, who resided in Las Cruces, were elected as the first US Senators of the state, 
ensuring that southern New Mexico was well-represented. As a state, New Mexico began to 
benefit from infrastructural improvements, and a state highway system was well underway by 
the 1920s. The old trail between Alamogordo and Las Cruces through San Augustine Pass was 
replaced with US Highway 70 during the 1930s (Wallace 2004:118). However, the lives of 
the people in Tularosa Basin area were not much affected. The area remained much the same 
by the time White Sands National Monument was established in 1933 to preserve the unique 
white gypsum dunes that formed from the winds blowing off the Lake Lucero playa in the 
basin interior. However, the entry of the US into WWII would change the area forever. 

With its open air space and reliably clear weather, the Tularosa Basin was an ideal place for 
training military pilots. The first flight training facility was under development for the training 
of British pilots when the attack on Pearl Harbor brought the US into the war in December 
1941.  The training school was subsequently re-directed into the Alamogordo Army Air Field 
and US bomber flight crews began training there in May 1942 (Kennedy 2009:19). The great-
est conflict of the 20th century would bring many changes to the Tularosa Basin, and would 
also re-define concepts of offensive and defensive weapons for the remainder of the century. 
6.2 The Establishment of White Sands Missile Range

In 1936, J. Frank Malina, a graduate student from the California Institute of Technology 
(Caltech) Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory (GALCIT), and a group of students under the 
guidance of Dr. Theodore von Karmen initiated research into rocket propulsion. The goal was 
to eventually develop a sounding (research) rocket capable of reaching altitudes of 100,000 
feet or higher (Carroll 1974:3). The GALCIT group made steady progress, and in 1939 the 
group began work on Jet-Assisted Take-Off (JATO) units for aircraft. This early JATO work 
was first supported by the National Academy of Sciences, but as the war in Europe began to 
loom larger the Army Air Corps offered support for the JATO development (Carroll 1974:3). 
The emphasis on developing a workable JATO unit shifted the GALCIT group’s focus away 
from liquid-propellant and towards long-burning solid propellant, whose simplicity and econ-
omy was required for the expendable JATO unit. 
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Prior to the GALCIT work on the JATO, solid propellants were based on black powder rockets 
and burn times of over three seconds had never been achieved. Beyond three seconds, the 
combustion pressure of the rocket motor spiked and exploded the motor. By working from a 
theoretical model first and then developing an improved design of solid propellant motors, a 
working group led by John W. Parsons developed a solid propellant motor with burn times of 
eight seconds, ideal for JATO units. However, early results showed that these units quickly 
deteriorated in storage and, as a result, exploded during use. The GALCIT group was again 
forced to reexamine the fundamentals of the system, this time looking at the propellant mixture 
itself (Carroll 1974:4).

Parsons next developed a propellant mixture based on asphalt, an inspiration that struck him as 
he watched a roof being constructed. The asphalt-based propellant used potassium perchlorate 
as an oxidizer, and after being heated into a liquid form, could be poured into the motor body. 
The asphalt-perchlorate mixture provided a castable, long burning, and most importantly, sta-
ble mixture for JATO motors. This mixture was used to fulfill a Navy contract for JATOs in 
1942 (Carroll 1974:4). 

As GALCIT was not financially or physically structured to handle mass production of the 
Navy contract JATOs, in 1942 GALCIT project personnel founded Aerojet Engineering Cor-
poration. By 1944, the Aerojet Corporation had mastered JATO production and John Parsons 
left GALCIT to work with Aerojet full time (Carroll 1974:6). Meanwhile, the completion of 
the JATO solid propellant work left GALCIT available for new projects, and news of the 
German missile program from Europe inspired Von Karmen to further the liquid propellant re-
search. Von Karmen, J. Frank Malina, and Hsue-Shen Tsien prepared a memorandum outlining 
the proposed liquid-propellant work in 1944 (Carroll 1974:7). This memorandum was the first 
GALCIT document to use the title of Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). 

The JPL memo was a major turning point for US rocket and missile development. The German 
use of missiles in Europe was the major focus of the Army Ordnance Department Guided Mis-
sile Program and the JPL memo received a very positive reception by Army Colonel Gervais W. 
Trichel of the Rocket Development Branch of the Army Ordnance Department, who developed 
a contract to expand the JPL liquid propellant research effort (Kennedy 2009:14; Miles 1961). 
This contract was the Army Ordnance-California Institute of Technology (ORDCIT) contract 
with Caltech, which was instrumental in the development of the liquid propellant Private test 
vehicle series.  The Private A launches were conducted at Leach Springs, a location within 
Camp Irwin, California in early 1944. The next ORDCIT rocket, the Private F, was launched 
at the Hueco Range at Fort Bliss, Texas. 

The next ORDCIT experimental prototype was the Corporal series, which was a larger and 
more powerful rocket that required a larger range in order to test it safely (Kennedy 2009:16; 
Miles 1961). Early scale model tests of the rocket were conducted in California, but the pro-
jected range of the full size rocket required a larger overland test range. Concurrently, intelli-
gence gained through the course of WWII further emphasized the need for enhanced missile 
testing facilities comparable to those used by Germany. 

As hostilities drew to a close in Europe, the US was able to capture parts, equipment, and 
research materials from the German V-2 rocket program at Mittelwerk prior to the Russian 
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advance into eastern Germany. Additionally, Werner von Braun, chief scientist of the German 
missile program, and key members of his staff surrendered to Allied forces on May 2, 1945 
and were brought to the US under a program later known as Operation Paperclip (Eidenbach 
et al. 1996). With both the parts and the minds behind the V-2 program in hand, the US now 
possessed the means to accelerate the rocket research the ORDCIT program had begun. 

In anticipation of the captured German rocket and missile technology, the Army Ordnance 
Department had issued a research and development contract to General Electric (GE) on No-
vember 20, 1944 (Bullard 1965:8). This contract, which became known as Project Hermes, 
was aimed at developing a new generation of long-range missiles and required GE to develop 
control, guidance, and ground equipment for new missile systems. The contract included three 
phases: a literature search; study of the German guided missile program; and the design and 
development of its own experimental systems (Bullard 1965:8). Project Hermes served as a 
parallel contract to the existing ORDCIT. As the prime contractor, GE was responsible for the 
processing of the V-2 materials that began to arrive in 1945. Both Project Hermes and ORD-
CIT required a suitable testing and proving ground; the Army began to search for an appropri-
ate location for a new test range (Kennedy 2009). The introduction of the V-2 during the last 
year of WWII and the subsequent capture of the program by the Allies for testing at WSPG is 
covered in more detail in Section 6.7.    

The proposed proving ground required flat and open ground, a sparse population, and predomi-
nantly clear weather. Other preferred characteristics included surrounding hills or mountains for 

Figure 6. The flash and mushroom cloud of the world’s first atomic bomb at the Trinity Site. 
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observation sites and natural barriers, access 
to railroad lines and utilities, and proximity 
to an established military post for support.  
The Tularosa Basin was identified as the best 
choice, possessing nearly all of the desired 
characteristics. The location was selected in 
February 1945 and named WSPG after the 
adjacent National Monument.  Some of the 
land in the proposed proving ground was 
already under federal lease, and additional 
property was acquired from private landown-
ers in the area via annual lease payments. The 
lease payments for the use of the ranchers’ 
properties were used in lieu of outright pur-
chase of their lands, as the range was con-
ceived as being a temporary extension of the 
existing bombing ranges, and it was believed 
that the new missile mission would eventu-
ally be completed (Eckles 2013:87). This, of 
course, was not the case and the formation 
of the new proving ground effectively ended 
the ranching lifestyle in the Tularosa Basin 
which dated back to the 1870s. 

WSPG was formally established on July 9, 1945. The following week, on July 16, 1945, the 
top secret Manhattan Project detonated the world’s first atomic bomb at the Trinity Site in the 
northern portion of the new range. The atomic explosion was the result of four years of focused 
development, and J. Robert Oppenheimer named the test site “Trinity” as an homage to a fa-
vored poem by John Donne.2 The flash and rumble of the Trinity explosion was reported as far 
away as Silver City, New Mexico and El Paso, Texas (Sonnichsen 1960). 

On September 26, 1945 the ORDCIT project launched a Tiny Tim rocket modified as a booster 
for the WAC Corporal at the newly established WSPG, the first rocket launched at the new 
range (Kennedy 2009:29). On October 11, 1945, the first fully fueled WAC Corporal launch 
reached an altitude of 235,000 feet, the altitude record for an American rocket at the time 
(Kennedy 2009:29). The development and testing of the WAC Corporal is discussed in further 
detail in Section 6.6. Meanwhile, the first of the captured V-2 materials were transported to the 
range and GE personnel working under Project Hermes began to sort, catalogue, clean, and 
assemble the various German missile components. Parts that were missing or damaged were 
fabricated as needed. The program progressed quickly, and the first American launch of a V-2 
missile took place at WSPG on April 16, 1946 (Kennedy 2009:29). 

As the range continued to develop, the late 1940s and early 1950s proved to be a significant 
period of advancement for the range instrumentation and communications systems. The instal-
lation of range-wide instrumentation, communications, and timing networks was a significant, 
2  John Donne was a 16th century poet and sermon-writer, and Oppenheimer based the Trinity name on 
Donne’s Holy Sonnet XIV, which started with “Batter my heart, three-person’d god...”   

Figure 7. J. Frank Malina stands by the WAC 
Corporal launch tower at LC-33, 1945 (US Army 

photo).
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but often overlooked, part of the effort required to turn the desert landscape of the Tularosa 
Basin into a world-class missile test range. In many ways, the capability to precisely track, 
measure, record, and generate data from tests, while synchronizing these activities across long 
distances, is what truly defined the facility as a proving ground. Pioneering work on range 
instrumentation systems was undertaken by a group led by Ernst Steinhoff and a select group 
of optical, electronics, and geodesy experts at Holloman Air Force Base. Steinhoff originally 
was brought to the US as part of Operation Paperclip and came to HAFB in 1949 after working 
at Fort Bliss. There he selected additional German experts that were brought into the coun-
try in 1951 as part of Project 63, which was an Air Force program to place knowledgeable 
German scientists and engineers into private sector positions within the aerospace industry 
(HAFB 1949; Mangum 1951). In addition to selecting the instrumentation locations at HAFB, 
Steinhoff and his instrumentation group published early guidelines and plans for range instru-
mentation systems and infrastructure at HAFB that were soon incorporated at WSPG as well.  

Early instruments that met the requirements for range instrumentation were limited, and exist-
ing equipment had to be adapted to fit the role. Some of the best early optical instruments were 
Askania cinetheodolites recovered from the German rocket program and re-used at WSPG. 

Figure 8. The IGOR tracking telescope housed in an astrodome, one of the new generation of 
specialized tracking instruments developed during the 1950s (courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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Fastax and Mitchell high speed cameras and surplus WWII SCR-584 radars were also staples 
of the early range instrumentation, while more specialized instruments had to be custom fabri-
cated. For example, the first tracking telescope was hand-assembled by planetary astronomer 
Dr. James B. Edson and assistant Ralph Konegan (Mabe 1958:2; Wind and Sand 1956). This 
early precision instrument was known as “Little Bright Eyes” and was built on a surplus M45 
gun mount and relied on telescopes pieced together with spare refractors, a 35 mm motion 
picture camera, and a pair of high power Japanese Navy binoculars Edson acquired via barter 
during WWII (Delgado 1981). Edson was unable to remain at WSMR, but recruited fellow as-
tronomer Clyde Tombaugh to continue the tracking telescope effort. Edson and Tombaugh had 
worked together at Lowell Observatory and Tombaugh was actually Edson’s brother-in-law. 
Tombaugh is mostly remembered today as the discoverer of Pluto, but made major contribu-
tions to the optical tracking of missiles and satellites. In December 1946, Tombaugh captured 
a V-2 tumbling near the apex of its flight, a previously unknown flight characteristic (Mabe 
1958:2). This landmark film heralded the tracking telescope as a revolutionary new kind of 
instrumentation that was critical to further missile development and remains a key data collec-
tion component in contemporary missile testing.  

By the late 1950s, technology had caught up to the need for range instruments, and the instru-
mentation became increasingly specialized and sophisticated. New instruments included the 
AN/FPS-16 radar, the first tracking radar built expressly for use at test ranges. New optical 
instruments included two new tracking telescopes; the advanced Intercept Ground Optical Re-
corder (IGOR), developed by Clyde Tombaugh, and the Recording Optical Tracking Instru-
ment (ROTI). Both of these devices possessed far greater ranges than the original Bright Eyes 
and were significant, state of the art advances at the time of their introduction. Also during this 
period, the Army contracted with Land-Air Corporation for the operation and maintenance of 
most of the range instrumentation. This greatly streamlined the compatibility and standardiza-
tion of the range instrumentation, the repair and operation of which was formerly handled by a 
mixture of various contractors and military personnel.
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6.3 WSMR through the Cold War

As WSPG was established in the desert landscape of the Tularosa Basin in the immediate post-
war years, the Soviet threat coalesced and the Cold War assumed a recognizable form. Follow-
ing the end of the war, the Soviets began to take an increasingly aggressive stance in Eastern 
Europe, prompting Winston Churchill to deliver his “Iron Curtain” speech in March 1946. 
This speech is widely considered by the public and many historians to mark the beginning of 
the Cold War. The relations between the West and Soviet Union continued to degrade, culmi-
nating in the Berlin Blockade of 1948 to 1949. Following the end of the Berlin Blockade and 
the inability to come to treaty terms with the Soviet Union, Germany was partitioned into the 
Federal Republic of Germany (West) and the German Democratic Republic (East), a division 
that would remain throughout the Cold War. The defense of West Germany against a potential 
Soviet advance was a major strategic priority for the US and its allies for the remainder of the 
Cold War. In the spring of 1949, contemporaneous with the Berlin Blockade, the US, Canada, 
and 10 western European countries signed a mutual defense treaty that created the North At-
lantic Treaty Organization (NATO). NATO member countries each committed troops and re-
sources to the defense of Western Europe against Soviet expansionism. The Soviet equivalent 
was the Warsaw Pact, which consisted of the communist countries of Eastern Europe including 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria (Lavin 1998:18).  

For the early years of the Cold War, US military policy focused on the use of the atomic bomb 
as a deterrent against Soviet military aggression in Europe. The national defense budget was 
greatly reduced from $81.5 billion in 1945 to $44.7 billion in 1946, and then to $13.1 billion 
in 1947. However, missile research and development continued, albeit on a smaller scale than 
what otherwise might have been possible (Lonnquest and Winkler 1996:19).

Due to the post-war budget constraints, much of the early effort at WSPG focused on the use 
of the captured German V-2 missile materials and the creative use of available surplus materi-
als. In November 1944, the Army established Project Hermes as a long-term ballistic missile 
research and development effort with GE as the prime contractor. GE worked in parallel with 
ORDCIT, and was responsible for the processing of the V-2 materials that began to arrive at 
WSMR in 1945. The first launch area at WSPG, Army Launch Area 1, later known as Launch 
Complex 33 (LC-33), was constructed about six-and-a-half miles to the east of the headquar-
ters in 1945. As the first launch complex established at WSPG, LC-33 hosted many historic 
programs, including the WAC Corporal, V-2, Corporal, MX-774, Viking, and various Hermes 
prototypes. These programs, and others, are covered in further detail below. 

While American missile technology progressed at WSPG, Western strategic planners were in-
creasingly concerned by the Soviets’ technological advances. These included the introduction 
of the Soviet Tupolev Tu-4 long range bomber in 1947, which was a reverse engineered copy 
of the Boeing B-29 Superfortress. The Tu-4 had a range of nearly 3,500 miles, which would 
allow it to reach targets along the US coast in a one-way flight. Even more worrisome was the 
end of the US monopoly on nuclear weapons on August 29, 1949, when the Soviet Union det-
onated its first atomic bomb at the Semispalatinsk Test Site in Kazakhstan (Kennedy 2009:70). 
Within a few short years, the Soviets had developed both the atomic bomb and the ability to 
deliver it to targets in Europe and the US, and this situation demanded a serious evaluation of 
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the capabilities of the US early warning and air defense systems against the threat of atom-
ic-bomb equipped Soviet bombers. 

In response to the evolving Communist threat, the Truman administration in 1947 pledged 
to contain Soviet expansion in Europe, which became known as the Truman Doctrine. The 
same year, the National Security Act substantially restructured the US military and intelligence 
agencies, creating what would become the Department of Defense (DOD) and separating the 
Army Air Forces into the independent service branch of the Air Force. The formation of the Air 
Force initiated a period of friction with the Army as both organizations struggled to delineate 
under whose jurisdiction the development of new rocket and guided missile technology fell. 
The Army and Air Force were also in close competition for funding of independent, but often 
parallel, programs. Funding was often determined by various DOD review panels that were 
tasked with evaluating the technical feasibility of the various programs offered by the different 
service branches. Underlying the competition for program recognition and funding between 
the service branches was the desire to possess control of the nascent space program.     

At WSPG, the division between the Army and Air Force was expressed in a lengthy debate 
about how the range was to be divided between the two service branches. This issue was finally 
settled by the Integrated Range agreement of 1953. The Integrated Range allowed the Army, 
Air Force, and Navy to use the same ranges and test facilities. It also effectively combined the 
WSPG and Holloman ranges into a single large range accessible to all three service branches, 
but under the command control of the Army (Redmond 1957). 

Communist expansionism in Asia contributed to a pessimistic, if not paranoid, outlook in the 
West during the late 1940s and the early 1950s. By 1949, Communist forces under the leader-
ship of Mao Zedong had prevailed over the Nationalists in China, forcing Chiang Kai-Shek and 
the remnants of his government into exile in Taiwan. Soviet forces had occupied the northern 
half of Korea since 1945, ostensibly in preparation for the invasion of Japan, but continued to 
entrench themselves following the surrender of Japan. In agreement with the Soviet Union, the 
US had occupied Korea south of the 38th Parallel, and by 1948 independent governments had 
been established in both halves of the country. This temperamental stalemate finally broke on 
June 25, 1950 when North Korean forces invaded South Korea, initiating the US involvement 
in the Korean War.

The Korean War ended in 1953 and reestablished the boundary between North and South 
at the 38th Parallel which remains today. The Korean War was significant in that it clearly 
demonstrated that the US could no longer simply rely on the tremendous surplus of WWII-era 
conventional weapons, but would need to devote more energy and funding to the develop-
ment of new technology and weapons. The Korean War also demonstrated that the threat of 
nuclear weapons was not enough to prevent the outbreak of conventional warfare in regional 
conflicts, in which the consequences of deploying nuclear weapons outweighed their strategic 
value (Kennedy 2009:72). It also was the first of several proxy conflicts where the Cold War 
superpowers would indirectly engage each other via limited wars in satellite states (Salmon 
2011:14). 

The conventional military build-up in response to the global Communist expansion was cod-
ified in the National Security Council Report 68 (NSC-68), which was a top-secret report 
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published in 1950. Although general containment of Communism was already a US policy pri-
ority, actual strategic policies remained vague. NSC-68 specified that Western powers should 
be ready to counter Communist expansion through conventional military means at any time. 
The NSC-68 report provided a blueprint for much of the Cold War military stance in Western 
Europe for the remainder of the Cold War. The NSC-68 report was published just a few months 
prior to the outbreak of the Korean War, which likely confirmed the report’s prediction of ag-
gressive communist expansion in the minds of many US defense strategists. 

After the onset of the Korean War, the Truman administration dramatically increased defense 
spending, and programs such as the Nike Ajax, which had progressed slowly through the 1940s 
due to lack of support, were placed on expedited schedules. Kennedy (2009:72) notes that in 
1951, Army spending on missile programs was increased to $55.4 million, nearly equal to the 
$56.5 million that had been allocated in the five-year period from 1944 to 1949. This re-invigo-
rated efforts to develop new tactical missiles and a nationwide network of air-defense systems. 

By the mid-1950s RDT&E work on missiles at WSPG had expanded to include an array of tac-
tical and air defense missiles. This period saw the release of the Corporal missile, the Army’s 
first surface to surface tactical missile. The Corporal was a large liquid fueled missile capable 
of delivering a nuclear warhead at ranges up to 75 miles. The Corporal was tested at LC-33, 
and the improved Type II Corporal first flew at WSPG in 1953. The Honest John artillery rock-
et was a contemporary of the Corporal, and was also designed to carry a tactical nuclear war-
head. Air defense systems under development during the 1950s included the aforementioned 
Nike and the Hawk missile, a highly successful portable anti-aircraft missile system. The Navy 
utilized LC-35 in the development of the Talos anti-aircraft missile during the 1950s, which 
entered service in 1959. A short-lived prototype of a land-based Talos air defense installation, 
the Talos Defense Unit, was also tested from 1957 to 1959 at what is now LC-34.  

The build-up of conventional military troops and weapons per NSC-68 was expensive, and in 
1953 the incoming Eisenhower administration advocated for the New Look defense strategy. 
The Eisenhower administration had campaigned on a promise to end the Korean War and avoid 
any repeats of similar conflicts, and Eisenhower also wanted to balance the budget and stem 
inflation (Howard 2004; Slantchev 2014:3). This precluded massive defense spending on a 
large conventional military, so Eisenhower’s New Look policy relied heavily on US nuclear 
weapons superiority of the early 1950s as a deterrent to communist expansion. The New Look 
relied on a minimal conventional military that possessed technological superiority in the form 
of nuclear weapons and the ability to deliver them via strategic bombers and missiles. The 
New Look military strategy therefore relied on the threat of massive retaliation to counter 
communist expansion without maintenance of a large conventional military force. This was 
coupled with an array of mutual defense pacts with allied nations to diplomatically encircle the 
communist bloc and limit its expansion (Slantchev 2014:4). 

An underlying premise of the New Look strategic stance was “missiles not men,” and the 
basic unit structure of the Army was adjusted to reduce overall numbers of personnel and 
accommodate the use of tactical nuclear weapons on the battlefield. As of WWII, the major 
fighting unit of the Army, the division, was based on a tripartite organization; a division con-
sisted of three regiments, a regiment consisted of three battalions, and a battalion consisted of 
three companies. The battalions within a regiment operated closely together in the field to pro-
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vide mutual tactical and logistical sup-
port (Howard 2004:11; Roblin 2017). 
In 1957, the Army unit structure was 
reorganized to reflect the nuclear-centric 
strategy of the time. The Pentomic Army 
of the New Look era, derived from the 
Latin “penta” (five) and atomic, eliminat-
ed the mid-level regiment entirely, and 
divisions were formed directly by five 
battalions, renamed as “battle groups.” 
The theory behind this reorganization 
was that regimental units would be easy 
targets for tactical nuclear weapons. The 
battle groups, each with 1,400 men, op-
erated independently and were dispersed 
in the field to mitigate losses from tac-
tical nuclear weapons (Roblin 2017). 
In total, the divisions contained fewer 
men in the Pentomic structure, in keep-
ing with the reduced scale of the Army 
that was part of the New Look strategy. 
Extensive distribution of tactical nucle-
ar weapons was also an important part 
of the Pentomic structure. Each division 
was equipped with nuclear-capable short 
range weapons, such as the Honest John 
artillery rocket. By the early 1960s, even 
the smaller battle groups were issued the M28 and M29 Davy Crockett recoilless guns that 
could lob short range W54-variant nuclear warheads (Howard 2004; Roblin 2017).  

A corollary of the New Look policy was the ability of the US to defend itself against Soviet 
bomber aircraft carrying nuclear weapons. An advanced air defense network was an important 
component of the New Look’s reliance on a minimalist, high-tech military that was focused on 
nuclear weapons and strategic bombing (Howard 2004:8). Between 1954 and 1957, Army an-
ti-aircraft gun batteries across the country were converted to missile battalions armed with the 
Nike-Ajax missile, America’s first guided air defense missile (Berhow 2005:19). Much of the 
early testing of the Nike Ajax was conducted at LC-33 during the late 1940s and early 1950s. 
The training of Nike missile battalions was a major undertaking for the Army, and in 1953 the 
Red Canyon Range Camp was established in the northeast corner of WSPG for the training of 
air-defense units. The camp also served as an important tool for educating foreign and public 
officials about the Nike Ajax; from 1953 to 1959 the camp hosted more than 10,000 visitors 
from 45 countries and 40 states, and approximately 3,000 Nike Ajax missiles were launched 
from the site (Eckles 2013:241). 

The New Look policy was limited in that it had few non-nuclear options in the event of con-
ventional conflicts or proxy wars; it assumed that in future wars tactical nuclear weapons 

Figure 9. A Nike Ajax launch at the Red Canyon 
Range in 1956 (photo by LP Moore, courtesy frontier.

net).
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would almost certainly be used and would largely supplant conventional troops, armor, and 
artillery (Howard 2004:9). This left Army commanders poorly positioned to deal with limited, 
“brushfire” wars that did not call for nuclear escalation. The Pentomic structure was not very 
well received by the Army for several additional reasons. For one, it eliminated the command 
and staff opportunities of the regimental level, and many regiments had distinguished histories 
and traditions that were lost with the reorganization. It also placed a heavier burden on officers 
at the division and battle group levels, who had more troops and logistics to manage than they 
had with the older tripartite organization (Roblin 2017). Perhaps the biggest problem was that 
logistical support and transportation had formerly been organized at the regimental level, and 
the Pentomic Army required that each divisional battle group be self sufficient with its own 
transportation, air support, and communications resources (Howard 2004:11). This was not 
the case and trials soon discovered that the Pentomic Army structure was actually less combat 
effective in the field than its predecessor structure (Roblin 2017).  

By 1957, it was apparent to the military establishment that the future of long-range delivery of 
nuclear weapons was not with aircraft or short-range tactical missiles but with long-range bal-
listic missiles, generally referred to as Inter-Continental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs) or shorter 
range Medium and Intermediate Range Ballistic Missiles (MRBMs and IRBMs). The arcing 
trajectory and extremely high speeds of these missiles made their detection and interception 
very difficult, much more so than conventional bombers. The development of long-range bal-
listic missiles also provided the means for placing the first manmade satellites into orbit. The 
US had announced that it intended to launch a satellite during the International Geophysical 
Year (IGY) of July 1957 to December 1958. Unprecedented in scope, the IGY was an interna-
tional year of scientific collaboration on projects that involved geography, physics, meteorolo-
gy, astronomy, and related fields. 

The Army, Air Force, and Navy Research Laboratory (NRL) submitted competitive proposals 
for the first American satellite launch as part of the IGY. The Army proposed a minimalist 
satellite launched by a modified version of the Redstone missile, a program that was initially 
referred to as Project Slug and later renamed Project Orbiter. Planning for Project Orbiter in-
volved WSPG, primarily through the technical contributions of astronomer Clyde Tombaugh 
who was employed by the WSPG Flight Determination Laboratory (FDL) at the time (Wosika 
and Wezelman 1956). Although the Army Orbiter proposal was competitive, in 1955 the NRL 
Vanguard program was selected to launch the first American satellite into space (Green and 
Lomask 1970). Vanguard was a multi-stage vehicle that was based on the Viking sounding 
rocket that was tested at WSPG during the early 1950s. Viking, Project Orbiter, and Vanguard 
are discussed in additional detail in Section 6.9. 

The Vanguard program encountered numerous technical issues and delays, which allowed the 
Soviet Union to take the lead in the space race with the launch of Sputnik I in October 1957 
(Missile Defense Agency 2009). The Soviet satellite launch during the IGY was a very visible 
coup over the West and fueled fears that the Soviets now held the strategic advantage in ICBM 
development, a controversy that became known as the Missile Gap. John F. Kennedy success-
fully used the Missile Gap as a campaign issue in his 1960 presidential bid (Werrell 2005:186), 
and it also added urgency to the US Space Program, energizing the Space Race. Although the 
Vanguard satellite was successfully orbited in 1958, it was a variant of the Redstone missile — 
whose origins could be traced directly to Project Hermes — that launched the first American 
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satellite in 1958 and the first American astronaut in 1961 (Kennedy 2009:61). 

The anti-aircraft oriented air defense systems created by the Army and the Air Force (the 
Nike Ajax and Hercules and the Air Force BOMARC) were ineffective against ICBMS and 
IRBMs, which rendered these sophisticated systems semi-obsolete. These systems were de-
signed for intercepting aircraft, which approached at low angle trajectories at lower speeds 
and altitudes than ballistic missiles. Due to the high angle trajectories and very high speeds of 
IRBMs and ICBMs, the window for interception is minimal; early ICBMS traveled at speeds 
up to 5,000 miles per hour at altitudes up to 100 miles. This required powerful early warn-
ing radar networks, long-range precision guidance systems, rapid automated responses, and 
high-performance missiles that simply did not exist as of the late 1950s (Schaffel 1991:255-
256). Accordingly, next generation Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) and Anti-Ballistic Missile 
(ABM) systems became the primary focus of land-based air defense systems. The Army began 
to modify the existing Nike program into a BMD system known as the Nike-Zeus in 1957, 
while the Air Force gradually phased out its BOMARC installations and focused on its early 
warning radar and ICBM programs.

WSPG was re-designated White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) in 1958, a change that reflect-
ed the emphasis on the development of ICBMs and BMD systems that were a major focus at 
the time due to the Missile Gap and the ongoing Cold War arms race. Starting in 1958 and 
extending through 1962, tests of the short-range Redstone ballistic missile were conducted at 
LC-36. A modified version of the Redstone was used to place the nation’s first satellite, Ex-
plorer I, into orbit in 1958. In 1962, WSMR initiated the Advanced Ballistic Re-Entry Systems 
(ABRES) program, which studied the re-entry characteristics of ICBMs using the sophisti-
cated Radar Advanced Measurement (RAM) and Radar Advanced Measurement Program for 
Analysis of Re-entry Techniques (RAMPART) systems. The goals of this program were to 
improve both offensive and defensive systems (Feit et al. 2014; WSMR 1968a). The ABRES 
program established the WSMR Green River Test Site (GRTS), in Green River, Utah. It served 
as a launch site for the Air Force Athena missile, which impacted at White Sands. The ABRES 
program launched Athena missiles from Green River to WSMR until 1973. Following the 
Athena launches, the GRTS served as the launch area for the Pershing missile through the mid-
1970s (Feit et al. 2014; WSMR 1968a). 

In addition to ICBM and BMD development, WSMR made important contributions to the 
American Space Program. During the late 1950s and 1960s the centralized tracking, command, 
and communications networks pioneered by Ozro Covington at WSMR became the basis for 
the global networks created for support of the Mercury and Apollo Programs. WSMR par-
ticipated in the tracking networks for the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo Programs, using the 
AN/FPS-16 radar to track the orbiting spacecraft (Corliss 1974; Tsiao 2008). Across the San 
Andres Mountains from WSMR, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
Johnson Space Center established the Propulsion Systems Development Facility (PSDF) in 
1963 to support the development of Apollo propulsion and power systems. In 1965, the PSDF 
was renamed the White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) and it continues to be an important test 
facility of the Johnson Space Center today (NASA 2015). 

WSMR also provided a launching location for testing of the NASA Little Joe II vehicle. The 
Little Joe II was specifically designed to test the Apollo Launch Escape System (LES), which 
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separated the Apollo Command Module from 
the main vehicle body in the event of an emer-
gency abort. The Little Joe II and the Apollo 
LES were tested at LC-36 between 1963 and 
1966. LC-36 had formerly been the home of 
Redstone missile testing at WSMR. 

The New Look defense policy crumbled when 
the Soviet Union developed ICBMs, which 
ended the period of US nuclear weapons su-
periority. The rapid growth of ICBMs during 
the late 1950s redefined what was considered 
as the “atomic age” and undermined the nucle-
ar superiority that defined the New Look de-
fense policy of the Eisenhower administration. 
From the 1953 to 1960, the Army had focused 
heavily on tactical nuclear weapons to the det-
riment of conventional weapons, troops, and vehicles. With the inauguration of the Kennedy 
administration in 1961, the New Look policy and its overt reliance on nuclear weapons was 
retired in favor of a “Flexible Response” strategy, which recognized that conventional troops 
and weapons were still required in order to scale strategic responses accordingly (Howard 
2004). During the early 1960s, the Pentomic Army structure was abandoned almost as quickly 
as it had been implemented. In 1962, the Army began the transition to the Reorganization 
Objective Army Divisions (ROAD) structure that closely resembled the WWII-era tripartite 
structure, with a mid-level “brigade” formed by three to four battalions that approximated the 
former regimental unit (Roblin 2017). The doctrine of Flexible Response would be maintained 
throughout the remainder of the Cold War. The renewed interest in conventional weapons 
would be reflected in RDT&E programs at WSMR for the remainder of the Cold War, many of 
which focused on tactical anti-tank and anti-aircraft weapons designed to serve troops on the 
non-nuclear battlefield.    

It is perhaps ironic then that while the Kennedy Administration was beginning to reduce military 
reliance on nuclear weapons, the US and Soviet Union entered the most dramatic nuclear crisis 
of the Cold War. Cuba, whose communist government had been established in 1959, agreed to 
host Soviet MRBM and IRBM installations in mid-1962. These missiles were equipped with 
nuclear warheads and could easily reach much of the continental US. The US promptly estab-
lished a blockade against further Soviet missiles entering the country and demanded that the 
existing installations be dismantled, resulting in a tense 13-day standoff with the Soviet Union 
in October 1962. Known as the Cuban Missile Crisis, the stalemate was probably the closest 
that the two nations came to an actual nuclear exchange during the Cold War. A settlement was 
reached between President Kennedy and Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev, where the Soviets 
would remove the nuclear weapons from Cuba in exchange for the US secretly removing nu-
clear-equipped Jupiter MRBM installations in Italy and Turkey.  As a result of the crisis, both 
the US and Soviet Union undertook steps to improve communications, as expressed in the 
establishment of the Moscow-Washington teletype hotline in 1963 (Salmon 2011:23). 

On June 5, 1963, President John F. Kennedy visited WSMR to view a series of missile 

Figure 10. President Kennedy shakes hands 
during his June 5, 1963 visit to WSMR (US 

Army photo).
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demonstrations, an event known as Missile Exercise White Sands or Project MEWS (Eckles 
2013:291). While the visit was brief, President Kennedy viewed firings of the Honest John, 
Little John, Sergeant, and Hawk missiles from LC-32, followed by launches of the Nike Her-
cules, Navy Talos, and a Nike Zeus at LC-37 (Eckles 2013:292-293). The timing of President 
Kennedy’s visit to WSMR was not coincidental, with the Cuban Missile Crisis less than a year 
behind and the Missile Gap and Space Race still very prominent in the public consciousness. 
Earlier in the year President Kennedy attended a similar demonstration at Redstone Arsenal, 
and during the same tour he also visited the US Air Force Academy and North American Aero-
space Defense Command (NORAD) in Colorado. After the visit to WSMR, he continued on 
to the Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, California where he observed another series 
of weapons demonstrations. These highly publicized visits helped to encourage the public’s 
confidence that America’s military and technological prowess remained competitive against 
that of the Soviets (Eckles 2013:291). 

Despite the thaw in US-Soviet relations following the Cuban Missile Crisis, the US soon be-
came entrenched in another war against an expansionist Communist state in Asia. After a pur-
ported North Vietnamese attack on the USS Maddox and the USS Turner Joy in August 1964, 
known as the Gulf of Tonkin incident, Congress passed a resolution proposed by President 
Johnson to commit conventional US military forces to the conflict without an actual declara-
tion of war (Lavin 1998:40). The military build-up on both sides of the conflict rapidly esca-
lated in the following years, with the North Vietnamese Army (NVA) committing conventional 
military and supporting the massive guerrilla campaign of the Viet Cong in South Vietnam.  
In January 1968, the NVA and Viet Cong launched the widespread Tet Offensive across the 
country, which caught US forces by surprise but ultimately was a tactical failure. However, the 
Tet Offensive was an ideological success in that it made a victory in Vietnam seem unlikely to 
the American public and caused a dramatic increase in the already simmering opposition to the 
war (Lavin 1998:40; US Army Center for Military History 2009:214).

The 1960s were an important period of development for a variety of tactical anti-tank missiles 
at WSMR. The Shillelagh missile, a guided missile that was designed to be fired from the 
barrel of the lightweight Sheridan tank, incorporated significant developments in line-of-sight 
guidance technology. The Shillelagh/Sheridan system did not prove to be very successful in the 
field, but its guidance system was improved and incorporated into the Tube-launched, Optical-
ly-tracked, Wire-guided (TOW) anti-tank missile. The TOW was one of the most successful 
portable anti-tank missiles ever designed, variants of which were used well into the 21st cen-
tury. Both the Shillelagh and the TOW were tested at the Small Missile Range (SMR), and the 
anti-tank mission continued at the SMR into the 1970s with testing of the man-portable Dragon 
system and the Copperhead guided artillery shell. Larger Army tactical missile systems were 
also upgraded throughout the decade. Just as the Sergeant replaced the complicated Corporal, 
the Lance missile was developed as a replacement for the Sergeant and Honest John. Engi-
neered during the 1960s and tested at LC-33, the Lance used prepackaged, stable liquid propel-
lant and was launched from a self-propelled launcher vehicle. It offered a major improvement 
in mobility over the Sergeant and better accuracy and range than the Honest John. The Lance 
underwent a lengthy development period, and was first issued in 1972. 

The incoming Nixon administration in 1969 inherited a very unpopular war, and began to take 
steps to withdraw US forces while leaving South Vietnam intact. These efforts finally led to 
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the signing of the Paris Peace Accords in 1973, which established a temporary ceasefire and 
allowed the withdrawal of US forces from Vietnam. South Vietnam nationalist forces were 
expected to maintain the partition against North Vietnam without further US support. The 
ceasefire was short-lived, and by 1975 the South Vietnam government had collapsed and Viet-
nam was reunified under a Communist regime (Salmon 2011:26).   

Despite reduced spending on research and development due to the cost of supporting the Viet-
nam War, technological advances continued to be made at WSMR. During the early 1960s, 
the Nike Zeus Ballistic Missile Defense system was tested at WSMR, after which field testing 
operations for the missile were moved to Kwajalein Missile Range (KMR) in the Marshall 
Islands. The Nike Zeus was not deployed as a BMD system due to several concerns about its 
targeting capabilities. The improved Nike X system was developed at WSMR and incorporated 
a modified Nike Zeus missile, now renamed the Spartan missile, and the high-speed Sprint 
missile. The Sprint was developed and tested at WSMR at LC-50 (Eckles 2013:9). The Nike X 
also incorporated a new phased array radar system that was capable of detecting and tracking 
multiple targets simultaneously, a major advance over the Nike Zeus. The prototype of this sys-
tem, the Multi-Function Array Radar (MAR), was built and tested at WSMR during the early 
1960s (Eckles 2013:456; Lonnquest and Winkler 1996:111). The Nike X served as the basis for 
the Sentinel and Safeguard BMD systems proposed during the 1960s, which were supported 
by more sophisticated versions of the MAR. 

The Sentinel BMD system, reorganized as the Safeguard system in 1969, possessed political 
momentum even though the prevailing anti-military sentiment of the time made the systems 
unpopular with the public, particularly in cities where the missile batteries were to be installed. 
The Federation of American Scientists added intellectual weight to the grass roots movement 
that opposed the installation of a nationwide BMD system (US Army Center of Military His-
tory 2009:214). During the same period, the Soviet Union also developed and fielded a series 
of BMD systems, including the Griffon, Galosh, and Gammon (Werrell 2005:189-191). The 
Soviet investment in BMD systems was much higher than that of the US, estimated at $4 to $5 
billion by 1967 compared to the $2 billion expended by the US (Werrell 2005:191). The con-
tinuing cost of developing these systems in order to maintain parity with US BMD technology 
likely influenced Moscow to engage in arms limitation talks.

In 1969, the first of the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT) talks was conducted in Hel-
sinki, Finland.  The SALT talks eventually led to the signing of the Anti-Ballistic Missile 
(ABM) Treaty by the United States and Soviet Union in 1972. The ABM Treaty limited the 
number of both deterrent and defense missile systems, and while research and development of 
these concepts continued, it was at a much diminished scale for the remainder of the Cold War. 
By the mid-1970s the ABM Treaty, along with increasingly negative public sentiments, ended 
the era of nationwide anti-aircraft and BMD systems. The funding for BMD systems dropped 
from around $1 billion annually in the late 1960s to one-tenth that amount by 1980 (Werrell 
2005:196).   

Despite the reduction in defense budgets in the 1970s, pioneering efforts in new technology 
continued at WSMR. Examples include early work on lasers and the study of atmospheric 
effects on laser beams (Eckles 2013:453). This work culminated in the Mid-Infra-Red Ad-
vanced Chemical Laser (MIRACL) which was first fired or “lased” in 1980 (Federation of 
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American Scientists 2015). In 1976, WSMR was selected as the site of the DOD-wide laser 
development facility known as the High Energy Laser System Test Facility (HELSTF), con-
struction of which was undertaken at the former MAR site during the early 1980s. By 1980, a 
detachment of the Navy responsible for the testing of sub-systems related to the Sea Lite Beam 
Director was stationed at WSMR (Bingham 1980:14). HELSTF was completed and officially 
operational in 1985, and the same year the MIRACL laser was used to destroy a static Titan I 
booster (Bingham 1985:10). 

While nuclear weapons remained a public and political priority, the 1970s and 1980s were 
also marked by a heightened concern over a conventional war in Europe. The militaries of the 
Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact nations expanded significantly during the 1970s, and the threat 
of an armored invasion into West Germany was a major strategic concern for NATO defense 
planners. At the time, it appeared that the Soviet Union might be willing to gamble that the US 
and NATO allies would not escalate a conventional war into a nuclear exchange. New precision 
strike weapons capable of balancing out the Soviet quantitative advantage were therefore the 
focus of Army RDT&E efforts during the late Cold War. Vehicles designed to deliver precision 
guided anti-tank submunitions were tested at LC-33 during the 1980s to address this need. The 
T-16 and T-22 Assault Breaker, so named as it was designed to disrupt advancing Soviet tank 
divisions, were tested at LC-33 in 1982. Neither of these prototypes were successful, but the 
guided submunitions concept was later successfully incorporated into the ATACMS system. 
The neutron bomb warhead for Lance missile was also envisioned as a means to halt an inva-
sion by Soviet tanks while limiting collateral damage.   

The reduced funding levels and transition to a volunteer force in the 1970s had left the Army 
understaffed and poorly equipped, a period that historian Mary Lavin refers to as the “Hollow 
Army” (Lavin 1998:52). However, by the mid-1980s the state of readiness of the Army con-
ventional forces was substantially improved due to the increased defense budgets of the Carter 
and Reagan administrations (Lavin 1998:52). The Reagan administration also launched the 
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), a plan that would protect the US from a ballistic missile 
attack using, in part, advanced concepts such as orbiting intercept systems and lasers. The 
SDI was promoted as an alternative to the deterrent measure of massive nuclear retaliation. 
The concept of massive retaliation, or Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD), as a deterrent to 
nuclear attack was established during the 1950s. MAD remained the major defense strategy 
against an ICBM attack since ABM systems had been banned by treaty in 1972. With the 
SDI, President Reagan sought to “create a nationwide defense shield against ballistic missiles 
that would make nuclear weapons impotent and obsolete” (Werrell 2005: 198; Lonnquest and 
Winkler 1996:116). Although the deployment of BMD systems like those proposed in the SDI 
would violate the ABM Treaty, there was no limitation on their research and development. 
The SDI program never produced a functional system, but proponents of the effort hold that it 
hastened the end of the Soviet Union by forcing it to invest in unproductive defense programs 
that overburdened its already stagnant economy (Lavin 1998:58; Salmon 2011:28; 32). 

The HELSTF facility and MIRACL programs at WSMR were part of the effort to develop 
laser weapons for the SDI (Eidenbach et al. 1996:189; Eckles 2013:455). The Patriot Surface 
to Air Missile (SAM), which would later become well known to the American public during 
the Gulf War, was also developed in this period and deployed in 1984 (Werrell 2005:202-203). 
The Patriot proved to be an effective BMD system against the Soviet-designed Scud missiles, 
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and was the only US BMD system actually used in combat (Werrell 2005:204). Also during the 
1980s, the NASA WSTF became home to the primary ground terminal for the NASA Tracking 
and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS), which continued the long association of WSMR 
with the American Space Program. The TDRSS is the modern descendent of the NASA global 
networks used for the Mercury and Apollo Programs (Tsiao 2008).

In DOD guidance, the year 1989 is generally acknowledged as the end of the Cold War period, 
when revolutions against the Communist regimes in Poland, Hungary, East Germany, Bulgar-
ia, Czechoslovakia, and Romania initiated the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact and the Soviet 
Union. However, the Soviet Union was not officially dissolved until December 26, 1991. Even 
after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, many SDI initiatives carried momentum into 
the post-Cold War era and became developmental programs at WSMR. Examples of these sys-
tems include the Theater High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) missile, a modernized BMD 
system, and the Tactical High Energy Laser (THEL) System (Eckles 2013). 
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6.4 Fundamentals of Missile Ranges 

Army guidance for determining historical significance under the NRHP criteria has catego-
rized Cold War-era missile ranges as belonging to the sub-theme of Proving Grounds under the 
encompassing Materiel Development category (Lavin 1998). These facilities do not operate 
in a vacuum, however, as “the relationship between proving grounds and RDE (sic) centers 
is complimentary and mutually supportive” (Lavin 1998:70). So it is important to make the 
distinction between an entire military facility dedicated to the mission of testing rockets and 
missiles and the individual facilities within the larger range that contribute to an actual live 
rocket or missile test. Missile Ranges are discreet entities and, by their potentially catastrophic 
failures in launch and impact phases, are typically far removed from populated areas. 

There are only a handful of actual land-based missile test ranges in the US. The largest are 
WSMR and the Naval Air Weapons Station (NAWS), China Lake, California. There are also 
missile test sea ranges, such as the Eastern Test Range and the Navy’s Point Mugu, where land 
or ship-based launches occur and fall safely into the ocean. Containing land masses of approx-
imately two million and one million acres, respectively, WSMR and NAWS are designed to 
accommodate safe launches, but more importantly allow for recovery and use of land-based 
instrumentation that is difficult or impossible at over-water test ranges. This makes the land-
based ranges particularly valuable assets, especially for types of testing that require extensive 
instrumentation and data collection.   

Rockets are technically vehicles that lack an internal guidance system while missiles possess 
some form of internal guidance control that can direct their flight path towards a specific target. 
Both rockets and missiles are tested at WSMR, with much of the RDT&E work focused on 
missiles. Historically, many of the rockets launched at WSMR are sounding rockets for upper 
atmospheric research, such as the Aerobee and Black Brant, although tactical rockets such as 
Honest John, Little John, and the MLRS have also been major programs. Rockets are usually 
fired from some form of rail launcher that imparts stability through the launch phase and di-
rects the rocket’s trajectory. 

A great deal of research and effort goes into getting a test missile or rocket to the actual launch 
phase, much of it done in partnership with private industry. A single missile is often comprised 
of thousands of components, the design and testing of which requires the efforts of numerous 
engineers, technicians, and sub-contractors. A “launch complex” serves as the final destination 
for a test article prior to launch, consisting of a distinct collection of buildings and structures 
designed to prepare the missile for lift-off. Depending on the type of launch complex, typical 
support facilities include launch pads, control rooms, assembly buildings, environmental con-
ditioning chambers, general maintenance facilities, blast barricades, munitions storage maga-
zines, instrumentation shelters and support buildings, and miscellaneous facilities. Depending 
on the range and the types of missiles undergoing testing, the building types, construction 
methods, and sizes can vary greatly.

Central to all launch complexes is a launch or flight control building from which all launches 
are controlled. Again, launch control building formats are largely determined by the type of 
vehicles being tested and can range from simple barricades to elaborate, reinforced concrete 
bunkers. However, almost all are permanently constructed and offer some degree of impact 
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protection. LC-33 is the home of the archetypal WSMR launch control facility, the Army 
Blockhouse (Property 20814), which was constructed in 1945. The Army Blockhouse was 
intended to withstand the impact of a ballistic missile traveling at approximately 2,000 miles 
per hour; although at the time of its construction no standards or guidelines existed for the 
construction of such a building. While specific data on withstanding missile impacts might 
have been minimal in 1945, due to the war a good deal was known about general standards of 
blastproof construction. So the designers of the blockhouse, Dr. Del Sasso of Caltech and Lieu-
tenant Colonel Harold Turner, simply relied on very robust reinforced concrete construction, 
essentially “overbuilding” the blockhouse (Kennedy 2009:28). The outer walls of the squat, 
square building are 10 feet of reinforced concrete; the hipped roof is 27 feet thick at its apex 
while the floor of the building is eight feet thick (Kennedy 2009:28). The building enclosed 
937 square feet of interior space that housed firing controls and telemetry equipment. It was 
equipped with three viewing ports of blastproof glass along with a blastproof steel door and 
was also equipped with a wash-down system mounted on the apex of the roof to decontaminate 
the building exterior in the event of a liquid fueled missile explosion (Kennedy 2009:28).  

As mentioned earlier, missiles are comprised of numerous components, most of which arrive 
for testing as individual components. These typically include the missile or rocket body, motor 
(fueled either by liquid or solid propellant), electronic guidance systems, fuze (detonator), and 
warhead. These are put together for testing in a specialized assembly building that usually 
incorporates a characteristic two or three story “high bay” portion designed to accommodate 
overhead cranes and upright assembly of the missile. As with other launch complex infrastruc-
ture, the types, construction methods, and sizes of assembly buildings are determined by the 
needs of the missile undergoing assembly. At LC-33, most of the historic test vehicles were 
assembled at the Technical Area of the main cantonment and transported to LC-33 for final 
launch preparation, including the fueling of liquid propellant vehicles. Due to this arrange-
ment, LC-33 does not include the assembly buildings that are typical of other WSMR launch 
complexes.        

The pre-launch process can also include environmental conditioning of test articles before 
launch, particularly subjecting a launch vehicle to extreme heat or cold in order to evaluate per-
formance during unfavorable conditions. Depending on the facility, the environmental testing 
may be housed in simple, steel-frame buildings or in reinforced concrete structures to house 
the heat and cold conditioning. This type of dynamic testing also includes vibratory testing of 
components and entire assembled vehicles. Vibratory tests were also conducted simultaneous-
ly with climatic testing, with test articles sometimes chilled or heated for the vibratory testing. 
Dynamic testing was conducted at LC-33 from the mid-1960s through the mid-1990s at sever-
al facilities along the west side of the main complex. Climatic conditioning was also conducted 
for the Lance and ATACMS missiles at facilities near the Property 20811 Launch Pad. 

Launch pads come in a variety of configurations from simple concrete pads to elaborately con-
figured structures with built-in instrumentation, electrical, and control systems. Most missiles 
are launched from removable steel frameworks or purpose built launchers which serve as the 
mounting structure. At LC-33, several large systems such as the V-2, Corporal, Hermes, and 
Viking were serviced with the Property 20820 Gantry Crane, and supported by steel launch 
tables that rested on the concrete launch pads. Other systems, such as Honest John and Nike, 
were launched from launcher rails installed on launch pads. In some cases, tactical missile 
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systems tested at LC-33 were fired from vehicle mounted launchers that were parked on the 
launch pads. 

Immediately adjacent to launch pads can be found the ubiquitous blast barricade. These bar-
ricades are designed to provide protection for personnel and properties from testing activities 
that produce heat and flame or that might result in an accidental explosion (Thompson and 
Tagg 2007).  The most common type are simple earthen berms, which offer excellent protec-
tion with a minimal investment. In some cases, these berms are mantled with asphalt to protect 
them from erosion. Other blast barricades are constructed of reinforced concrete or heavy 
timber structures infilled with earth. Examples of the wood structural type and earthen berm 
are both found at LC-33. 

Munitions storage magazines are also typically found in the vicinity of launch facilities. While 
the use of live warheads is not routine in missile testing, it does occur and accommodation for 
the safe storage of such components must be considered. Perhaps more often the magazines are 
used for storing squibs, fuzes, or arming devices that possess a small explosive charge. Several 
small box magazines secured within small earthen revetments are found at LC-33. 

Common to all missile launch complexes are the often-overlooked below-grade cable trenches. 
Cable trenches are subterranean reinforced concrete channels designed to be regularly acces-
sible and are simply covered with heavy steel plates that can support vehicular loads. Similar 
features used for the installation of cables into conduit are known as pull boxes. With more 
permanent and often distant facilities such as camera shelters, the cables are installed into bur-
ied conduit with interspersed pull boxes, whereby technicians can pull the cables through the 
conduit from grade. Like blast barricades and munitions magazines that provide protection for 
technicians, it is critical to protect electrical and control wiring from the force and heat gener-
ated from the launches themselves. Subterranean routing also serves more prosaic functions; as 
with urban utilities, underground installation reduces surface clutter and protects cables from 
traffic and weathering. Cable trenches were integral components of all the major LC-33 launch 
pads, and connected the launch pads to the Army Blockhouse. 

During and after launch, a test article’s flight characteristics are captured through a variety of 
instruments. Missile range instrumentation consists of two major types: optical and electrical. 
Optical instrumentation includes tracking telescopes, fixed and tracking motion picture cam-
eras, and cinetheodolites. Cinetheodolites combine a motion picture camera with a theodolite, 
recording azimuth and elevation data on the film of the test flight. Electrical instrumentation 
consists primarily of radar and telemetry systems. Instrumentation radars such as the AN/FPS-
16 provide high accuracy measurements of the test article’s speed and position in space, and 
complement other data collection methods during test events. Radars are also critical for main-
taining range safety as they allow range control to monitor a missile’s trajectory in real time. If 
the missile begins to move outside its designated flight corridor, it can be shut down remotely 
to prevent the missile from entering populated areas. Telemetry systems use sensors on-board 
the test vehicle to relay information regarding its operation to ground recording stations via 
radio transmission. Typical telemetry data includes measurements of skin temperature, internal 
pressures, battery levels, fin positions, and timing information (Eckles 2013:156). Each of 
these instrumentation devices is carefully synchronized to a central timing station to assure the 
varied types of data are precisely aligned in time. Similarly, all range instrumentation is inte-
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grated into a precisely surveyed spatial grid that covers the range horizontally and vertically. 
This allows all instrumentation measurements of a test article’s flight path to be translated into 
highly accurate spatial coordinates. Support infrastructure for range instrumentation is typical-
ly substantial – entire buildings are utilized for instrumentation maintenance and storage, film 
processing, and workshops. 

A dense network of camera installations was located north of the Property 20811 Launch Pad 
for recording of the flight characteristics of the Little John artillery rocket. As this weapon trav-
eled on a predetermined, unguided trajectory its orientation and flight behavior immediately 
after it left the launcher was critical to the refinement of the system. High quality instrumen-
tation allows missile ranges to capture the data needed to properly test and evaluate missile 
systems, and is also essential to maintaining range safety. Eckles (2013:157) relates that for 
every significant test at WSMR, about half of the data collection equipment used is dedicated 
to maintaining missile flight safety.

The destination of a missile or tactical rocket is usually an impact area or a target. Impact 
areas can be as simple as demarcated areas on the ground, and the vehicle’s performance is 
evaluated by how closely it strikes the designated target zone. However, since the mid-1950s 
most missile systems are much more specialized and are designed to destroy aircraft, tanks, 
bunkers, or other missiles. For this type of testing more specialized targets are required. An-
ti-aircraft missiles targeted “droned” surplus planes and dedicated aerial target drones such as 
the Redhead/Roadrunner drone. In some cases, droned aircraft were intercepted with missiles 
armed with live warheads. During the early 1950s, several drone B-17 bombers were spectac-
ularly destroyed by Nike anti-aircraft missiles, which provided an impressive proof test of the 
nation’s first successful anti-aircraft missile. In other cases, an unarmed missile’s flight was 
programmed to pass within a close distance of the aerial target without actually impacting it, 
thus saving the drone target for another test while still verifying the effectiveness of the missile. 
Special telescopic optical instrumentation is used to record data on “miss-distance” for this 
type of testing. Drone aircraft made especially for missile testing were first manufactured in 
the 1950s, and remain a mainstay of test range targets today. Anti-tank missiles were tested 
against a variety of targets, including simple targets such as wire mesh stretched across wood 
frames. Live anti-tank missiles were fired at steel plate targets and obsolete tanks to evaluate 
armor piercing capabilities. Some missiles designed to strike other missiles require the use of 
target missiles, which are usually retrofitted from retired surplus missile systems; the Lance 
missile, retired from field service in the early 1990s, continued to be used as a target for other 
missiles into the new millennium. For some tests, WSMR launched missiles from off-range 
locations which safely impact within the range boundaries, allowing for the testing of long-
range systems over hundreds of miles. 

While the launch complexes at WSMR are widely variable as they were each designed to sup-
port different programs, most contain the typical launch complex elements as described here. 
In order to provide a more comprehensive consideration of LC-33, the other primary WSMR 
launch complexes and their defining programs are summarized in the following section. Fol-
lowing this discussion, a more detailed treatment of LC-33 and the programs it supported is 
presented. The specifics of the LC-33 building types, their function, individual descriptions, 
and physical integrity are discussed in Chapter 7.
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6.5 WSMR Launch Complexes

The launch complexes at WSMR are primarily located along the north side of Nike Avenue 
at the southern end of the range (Figure 13). The identified launch complex areas along Nike 
Avenue are numbered LC-30 through LC-42, but not all of these locations have been de-
veloped. WSMR documentation indicates that LC-30, LC-31, and LC-39 to LC-42 as areas 
“reserved for launch complex expansion,” and no construction is known to have occurred 
at these proposed launch complex locations (WSMR 1968b:63). WSMR literature indicates 
that LC-30 and LC-31 are the two launch complexes nearest the main cantonment; however, 
neither of these locations is associated with any substantial programs or construction (WSMR 
1968b:63) and LC-32 is the first launch complex encountered east of the cantonment with sub-
stantial built environment (Eckles 2013:7). Some of the early launch complexes at WSPG were 
known as “Army Launch Areas.”  For example, LC-33 was Army Launch Area 1, LC-32 was 
Army Launch Area 2, and both LC-36 and LC-37 were originally part of Army Launch Area 
3. In a similar fashion, LC-35 was known as the “Navy Technical Area” or “Navy Launching 
Area.” The most commonly cited explanation for the change in numbering, though possibly 
apocryphal, is that it was a product of the competition between Cape Canaveral and WSMR as 
launch locations for the emerging space program. WSMR advocates wanted to compare more 
favorably with the dozens of launch complexes at Cape Canaveral, so the launch complex 
numerical designations were arbitrarily started at 32 to sound more impressive (Eckles 2013:7-
8). The primary launch complexes are summarized beginning with LC-32, and other launch 
complexes located elsewhere at WSMR and off-range are also summarized following the Nike 
Avenue areas.

6.5.1 Launch Complex 32 (LC-32)

LC-32, originally Army Launch Area 2 (ALA 2), was established in 1958 in support of Hawk 
and Sergeant missile testing. The Hawk launch area was located at the east end of the complex, 
and the Sergeant at the west. This created a symmetrical plan for the complex, and both the 
Sergeant and Hawk areas were designed with roughly similar layouts and features. Each area 
had an independent blockhouse and launch pad connected by a subterranean cable trench, 
along with attendant blast barricades, assembly buildings, and assorted infrastructure. The ear-
ly symmetrical design of LC-32 was gradually modified and expanded through the 1960s in 
support of the Hawk program, and eventually included a series of aerial target launch complex-
es along its eastern margin. As of 1968, the complex included four launch pads, a blockhouse, 
and buildings for missile assembly, maintenance, check-out, communications, and storage 
(WSMR 1968b). The complex was still primarily identified with the Hawk and Sergeant sys-
tems into the late 1960s. By the 1970s, the Sergeant missile was retired from Army service but 
testing of improved versions of the Hawk system continued at LC-32. The Roland anti-aircraft 
missile RDT&E program was conducted at LC-32 beginning in the 1970s, and aerial drone 
target launch complexes were installed at the complex in the years 1975 to 1977. Other sec-
ondary programs that passed through the complex included the canceled Mauler Missile of the 
1960s and the Patriot Missile. During the 1990s, the Hera target missile was launched from 
LC-32 and a large climatic controlled assembly building and launch pad were constructed next 
to the former Sergeant Launch Pad. The Hera assembly building was constructed on rails and 
was moved away from the missile once it was ready to launch, in the same fashion as a gantry 
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crane. More recently, the complex hosted the NASA Orion Launch Abort System test and the 
development of Japanese missile systems derived from the Patriot missile (Larry Carreras 
personal communication 2015). 

6.5.2 Launch Complex 33 (LC-33)

LC-33, originally Army Launch Area 1 (ALA 1), was the first launch complex established at 
WSMR and is the most well known for its historic associations with early rocket and missile 
launches at the range. The first rocket fired at WSMR, the WAC Corporal, was launched at 
LC-33 in the fall of 1945 (Eckles 2013:8). LC-33 was the primary Army launch complex at 
WSPG until the mid-1950s, when the volume of test programs necessitated the construction 
of additional launch complexes such as LC-32 and LC-37. LC-33 is the focus of the current 
inventory, and its association with many of the historically significant and influential early 
WSPG programs is discussed in further detail beginning in Section 6.7.

6.5.3 Launch Complex 34 (LC-34)

LC-34 supported testing of a variety of anti-aircraft missile systems during the 1960s and 
1970s. As most of the systems fired at LC-34 were either mobile or man-portable, the complex 
lacks the extensive support infrastructure associated with many of the WSMR launch com-
plexes. 

Figure 11. An overview map of the WSMR Nike Avenue launch complexes included in a 1968 
summary report on the range (adapted from WSMR 1968a).
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LC-34 was originally built to support the Redeye and Mauler anti-aircraft missile vehicle pro-
grams in 1962 (WSMR 1968b:62). The Redeye was a man-portable, shoulder fired anti-aircraft 
missile system that was designed to counter low altitude aircraft threats. It was designed to 
be used with the Mauler anti-aircraft missile to provide a layered Forward Area Air Defense 
(FAAD) system. The Mauler was a self-propelled vehicle based system, which was ideal for its 
intended application. However, the concept encountered many “packaging” and technological 
issues that slowed its development and ultimately led to its cancellation in 1965. 

After the cancellation of the Mauler program, LC-34 was used in support of the Chaparral 
anti-aircraft system. Like the Mauler, the Chaparral was a mobile, self-propelled system. It was 
designed around the established Sidewinder heat-seeker missile, and the original prototype of 
the system was developed and tested at NAWS China Lake, California. The Army adopted the 
development of the Chaparral for use in FAAD in the wake of the Mauler program cancellation. 

The Redeye missile underwent a series of improvements, and by the 1970s had evolved into 
the Stinger missile. The Stinger was a man-portable, shoulder fired missile like the Redeye, 

Figure 12. A 1958 aerial photograph of the Hawk area at LC-32 (courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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but was significantly more advanced. As an extension of the Redeye, Stinger firings were also 
conducted at LC-34; in September 1976, Sergeant Richard Vincell was the first Army gunner 
to fire the Stinger at LC-34 (Missile Ranger 1976a:1).  

In 1978, LC-34 hosted a joint firing program of the Roland missile. For this program, both 
French and German Roland units and the American adaptation of the missile were tested to 
evaluate compatibility and interchangeability of the different versions of the system (Missile 
Ranger 1978:17).

Beginning in 1974, testing of the Navy Rolling Airframe Missile (RAM) was conducted at LC-
34. The RAM was designed to protect the fleet from anti-ship missile threats and was a very 
successful program. Modern variants of the missile have been adopted by the navies of many 
allied nations. The RAM underwent an extensive improvement program and flight tests of the 
missile against drone targets were launched at LC-34. The complex also supported testing of 
various configurations of RAM missiles, support equipment, and launchers (WSMR 2010). 

6.5.4 Launch Complex 35 (LC-35)

LC-35 is another early launch complex at WSMR, and was established in 1946 by the Navy 
Unit at WSMR. A blockhouse was constructed as part of the complex, and was essentially a 
slightly smaller version of the Army Blockhouse at LC-33. LC-35 is most well known for the 
USS Desert Ship LLS-1 (Land Locked Ship 1) which provides a realistic replica of a Navy 
ship for the testing of ship borne missile systems. The Desert Ship was added to the complex 
in 1951 (Eckles 2013:205). A replica deckhouse of a CG-10 class cruiser ship was added to 
the complex in 1954, to the west of the Desert Ship, and both remain in use today (WSMR 
Museum 2015a).

LC-35 also hosted numerous Aerobee launches, which was one of the longest-running sound-
ing rocket programs at WSMR. The Aerobee was developed by the Johns Hopkins University 
Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) for the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), and was first 
launched from LC-35 in 1947. It was based on the ORDCIT WAC Corporal, but was scaled up 
in order to carry a larger payload. The Aerobee was manufactured by the Aerojet Corporation, 
and the name is derived from “Aerojet” and the APL “Bumblebee” project. The Aerobee was 
tower-stabilized during launch, and an Aerobee launch tower was constructed at LC-35 in 
1947. In 1965, the Aerobee launch tower at HAFB was relocated to LC-35 and established near 
the existing tower. The dual Aerobee launch towers allowed the Navy to effectively double the 
instrument payload of the Aerobee by launching two at once. The first Aerobee double launch 
occurred on April 14, 1966 with the Aerobee launches occurring eight minutes apart (Eckles 
2013: 204). Some later launches were synchronized, with both Aerobees launching simultane-
ously. The last Aerobee launch from the dual towers occurred in 1986; in later years the two 
towers were dismantled (WSMR Museum 2015a). Most of the research and sounding rocket 
launches are now conducted at nearby LC-36. 

A replica ship deck was constructed to the north of LC-35 in 1949 for a test known as Oper-
ation Pushover. In these early days of V-2 testing, data was needed for many aspects of V-2 
launches including the question of what would happen if a ready-to-launch V-2 toppled over 
on a ship’s deck during a sea launch. Operation Pushover provided answers to this question, 
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and a fully fueled V-2 was rigged to topple over onto the deck during the launch sequence. This 
caused a large explosion that ripped a substantial hole in the deck (Helfrich 2007:4).  

The Navy Viking research rocket launches nine through 12 were launched from LC-35 after 
the program was relocated there from LC-33 in 1952. A gantry crane and a blast pit were added 
to LC-35 to support the Viking launches, and Viking 9 blasted off from LC-35 on December 
5, 1952 (Helfrich 2007:4). Viking 12, the last of the series launched at WSPG, was fired from 
LC-35 in 1955 (Kennedy 2009). The Viking gantry was relocated to Cape Canaveral, Florida 
to be used with the Vanguard program, America’s first satellite launch vehicle that was based 
on the Viking. The LC-35 blast pit was filled in sometime around 1960 as it created pedestrian 
and vehicular hazards (Helfrich 2007:4-5).  

LC-35 was a significant testing location for the Talos missile, testing of which was conducted 
at WSMR for over 20 years (Helfrich 2007:5). Rail launchers for the Terrier and Tartar mis-
siles were also installed at the complex. Although the early RDT&E testing of the Terrier and 
Tarter was conducted at China Lake, California, the testing program for these missiles was 
consolidated to LC-35 in 1966 (Helfrich 2007:5; Kennedy 2009:144). During the mid-1960s, 
the development of the Advanced Surface Missile System began, and this evolved into the 
Aegis Combat System. The Standard Missile-2 and Aegis fleet fire control system were tested 
at LC-35 before the system entered Navy service in 1983 (Helfrich 2007:6).

In 1977, a Navy Mk 39 5/54 Gun weighing over 73,000 pounds was relocated to LC-35 as 
part of the testing program for the 5-inch Guided Projectile program (Helfrich 2007:6; WSMR 
Museum 2015a). A Mk 5 Guided Missile Launcher was moved to LC-35 in 1977 for testing 
of the Standard family of missiles, which included the Terrier Extended Range and Tartar 
Medium Range missiles. Standard Missiles were also launched as part of the Vertical Launch 
System (VLS) testing at LC-35 (WSMR Museum 2015a). The VLS allowed more missiles to 
be carried aboard ships and launched at higher firing rates. The VLS is now the standard launch 
system used by the US Navy (Helfrich 2007:6).

In more recent years, LC-35 supported testing of the Evolved Seasparrow Missile (ESSM), 
various improved versions of the Standard Missile family, Sea Lance, and Vertical Launch 
Anti-Submarine Rocket (ASROC) systems (WSMR 2010). The LC-35 5-inch gun was last 
fired in 1996, and it was moved to the WSMR Missile Park in 2006. The Mk 5 Launcher was 
also moved to the Missile Park in 2006 (WSMR Museum 2015a). 

6.5.5 Launch Complex 36 (LC-36)

LC-36 was originally part of Army Launch Area 3 (ALA 3), which also encompassed the 
neighboring LC-37. LC-36 was originally laid out in 1953 for RDT&E support of the Corporal 
missile. The complex also began to be used for Redstone missile tests beginning in 1958. The 
Redstone facilities originally included a single launch pad and a track mounted gantry large 
enough to assemble and prepare the large Redstone missile for launch. The Redstone launches 
at LC-36 ended by 1962, and the launch complex was then used by NASA for launches of the 
Little Joe II (Eckles 2013:9). The Little Joe II was a special purpose launch vehicle designed 
for the testing of the Apollo Launch Escape System (LES). The LES was an emergency rocket 
system that would pull the Command Module away from the launch vehicle in an abort situa-
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tion, launching the crew to safety. The LES would then deploy a parachute recovery system for 
a safe landing (Dotts 1973). The Little Joe II followed the original Little Joe, which had served 
the same purpose for the earlier Mercury space capsule. As the Apollo capsule was much larger 
than the Mercury capsule, the Little Joe II was also larger in order to properly simulate the 
diameter of the Saturn rockets that were used to launch the actual Apollo space capsule. The 
Redstone gantry was modified for use with the Little Joe II, and the system was tested at LC-
36 between 1963 and 1966, with launches simulating the LES system at various flight stages 
(WSMR Museum 2015b). On January 20, 1966 the final Little Joe II vehicle was launched 
from LC-36 and began a programmed tumble maneuver nine miles downrange at an altitude of 
nearly 15 miles; the LES functioned perfectly and fired the abort rocket carrying the command 
module away from the vehicle before landing by parachute (WSMR Museum 2015b).   

Following the completion of the Little Joe testing, LC-36 was adopted by the Navy for a long 
series of sounding rocket launches. The Navy Research Rockets Branch at WSMR provided 
launch services at LC-36 for a number of organizations, often sponsored by NASA, NRL, and 
the Air Force (WSMR Museum 2015c). Many universities with upper atmospheric and space 
research projects had experimental payloads carried aloft by sounding rockets launched at LC-
36, and the Navy and the New Mexico State University (NMSU) Physical Science Laboratory 
(PSL) provided the necessary technical support (WSMR Museum 2015c). 

An Aerobee launch tower was established at LC-36 when the launches were relocated there in 
the 1960s. Additional facilities were added in 1968 for the Aerobee 250 test program (WSMR 
1968b:64). Numerous Aerobee sounding rockets, including the 150, 250, and 350 series, were 
launched from LC-36. The distinctive Aerobee 350 launch tower at LC-36 is enclosed in its 
lower portion, with the tower extending through the apex of the pyramidal roof. 

Another well-known sounding rocket, the Black Brant, was also launched from LC-36 begin-
ning in the 1970s. The Black Brant was built by Canadian firm Bristol Aerospace and it was 
introduced in 1961. Like the Aerobee, there were numerous versions of the sounding rocket, 
with the Black Brant V (BBV) being one of the most popular. The Black Brant is rail launched, 
and the larger BBV model was launched from the Aerobee 350 tower at LC-36 beginning in 
1972 (WSMR Museum 2015c). The Black Brant series has an excellent success rate and re-
mains in use today by NASA at LC-36. LC-36 continues to be used as the primary sub-orbital 
rocket launch facility at WSMR. 

6.5.6 Launch Complex 37 (LC-37)

LC-37, which was originally part of ALA-3, was the primary launch location for Nike Ajax 
and Nike Hercules RDT&E. Early testing of the Nike Ajax was located at LC-33, but it was 
gradually shifted to LC-37 during the early 1950s (Piland 2006a:4). The complex includes 
seven Nike launch sections with varying degrees of completeness; some were minimal instal-
lations while others included launch crew bunkers (Piland 2006a:4). The Integrated Fire Con-
trol (IFC) complexes for the Nike systems were located near the south end of the complex, just 
north of Nike Avenue. The various Nike tracking and guidance radars were co-located near the 
IFC complexes and were replaced and modified as the Nike series progressed from the Ajax, to 
Hercules, to Improved Hercules (Piland 2006a:5). At the west end of the complex are several 
Quonset buildings and the former Nike Assembly and Test building, as well as several Nike 
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Figure 13. The Little Joe II on its launcher at LC-36 in 1966. The assembly gantry has just been 
removed in preparation for launch (courtesy WSMR Museum). 
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Ajax fueling stations (Piland 2006a:4). 

The Hibex and Upstage missile programs were active at the complex in the late 1960s (WSMR 
1968b:64). The Hibex launch area was established west of the Nike Assembly and Test building, 
and 10 Hibex missiles were launched there in 1965 and 1966. As the Nike Hercules missiles 
were phased out in the 1970s, the volume of activity at LC-37 gradually decreased. Since the 
1990s, the THAAD missile has been launched from LC-37 (Piland 2006a:5). The Advanced 
Gun Munitions Test Site (aka Squirt Site) was also established at LC-37, which consists of a 
gun mount structure, a permanent bunker, and a related concrete pad. The site was also used 
for firings of the VLS (WSMR 2010).  

6.5.7 Launch Complex 38 (LC-38)

LC-38, formerly Army Launch Area 5 (ALA 5), was originally established in the late 1950s to 
support the development of the Nike Zeus Anti-Ballistic Missile system (Eckles 2013:9). The 
Nike Zeus was the nation’s first missile specifically designed to intercept ICBMs and it was 
a complicated and elaborate system that required state of the art radar and computer systems. 
The Nike Zeus development was authorized in 1957, and the first firing of the Nike Zeus A 
occurred in August 1959 while the first launch of Nike Zeus B took place a year later. A total of 
72 Nike Zeus launches took place at WSMR, and launches of the missile were also conducted 
at Point Mugu California, and at Kwajalein Island in the Pacific (Piland 2006b:5). 

As originally built, the Nike Zeus launch area at LC-38 consisted of two RDT&E launch 
cells, each with an associated earthen blast berm. Another tactical launch cell was located in 
the launch area, which was also associated with a launch control building separated from the 
launch cell by an earthen blast berm. Most of the assembly and checkout of the Nike Zeus was 
completed in a large hangar building known as Missile Assembly Building 16 (MAB 16) vis-
ible from Nike Avenue. A water tower located near this building is also prominent from Nike 
Avenue. A large igloo style building was located in the western portion of the complex where 
final assembly and explosives handling took place (Piland 2006b:4). The launch complex also 
included a dedicated airstrip and a mess hall, which was unique among the WSMR launch 
complexes (Piland 2007a:4). 

The five radar facilities required for the detection, targeting, and guidance of the Nike Zeus 
missile were located at various positions across the complex (Piland 2006b:4). Near the cen-
ter of the complex were the Battery Control Building and Target Tracking Radar (TTR) and 
the Discrimination Radar (DR). The TTR and DR antennas were housed in distinctive round 
radome shelters, and the DR installation was encircled by two tall “clutter fences.” These 
fences blocked unwanted radar echoes from terrain and ground-based objects and also served 
as a safety measure (Piland 2007a). In the eastern portion of the complex was a large area that 
housed the Zeus Acquisition Radar (ZAR) facilities, which included a receiver antenna, re-
ceiver building, and transmitter building. Like the DR, the ZAR transmitter was also enclosed 
within a clutter fence (Piland 2007a). The ZAR receiver antenna was enclosed within a radome 
(Piland 2007b).  

The Nike Zeus eventually shifted into the more advanced Nike X, which became the basis 
for the Sentinel and Safeguard national missile defense systems. The Nike X system was a 
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tiered ICBM defense that relied on two missiles: a modified Nike X known as the Spartan 
that targeted incoming ICBMs in the upper atmosphere and the Sprint missile for intercepting 
ICBMs that reached the lower atmosphere. The Nike Zeus missiles were launched from LC-
38, while the Sprint was launched from LC-50 (discussed below). The Spartan missile was not 
tested at WSMR, but was launched from the Kwajalein and Meck Islands in the Pacific (Piland 
2007b:4). The Spartan and Sprint missiles were eventually incorporated into the proposed 
nationwide Safeguard ICBM defense system, but due to the nuclear arms limitation treaties of 
the early 1970s, only one installation of the system was ever built. 

When Nike Zeus transitioned to Nike X, the Nike Zeus radar facilities were modified. The 
ZAR was no longer needed with the Nike X system and the receiver and transmitter equipment 
were removed in 1964. In 1965 the ZAR receiver building was modified to support the Hard 
Point Demonstration Array Radar (HAPDAR) as part of the Sprint missile testing (Piland 
2007b). The DR and TTR were used to generate reentry signature data on the Athena launches 
made from Green River, Utah between 1964 and 1969 (Feit et al. 2014; Piland 2007b; WSMR 
1968a:43).  

After the Sprint program ended in 1970, LC-38 began to be used by Raytheon for the SAM-D 
program. The SAM-D system was eventually developed into the Patriot air defense system 
and the old LC-38 facilities were modified to support the program (Eckles 2013:9; Piland 
2007b:5). The SAM-D and Patriot program developed a new launch area to the north of the 
old Nike Zeus launch cells (Piland 2007b:5). The radar equipment and antennas were removed 
from TTR and DR installations and the buildings repurposed for mostly administrative use 
(Piland 2007b:4). The Vulnerability Assessment Laboratory (VAL) converted a shielded room 
within the Nike Zeus former DR building to an anechoic (non-reflective) chamber during the 

Figure 14. Layout map of LC-38 as it appeared during the mid-1960s (adapted from Piland 2007).
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1980s, but it was later destroyed in a fire (Piland 2007b:5). The clutter fence around the ZAR 
transmitter building was removed and a ramp was excavated to access an opening cut into the 
building’s west wall; the building was reused for various purposes, including a drone program 
during the 1980s. The ZAR receiver building was used for office space for many years (Piland 
2007b:5). LC-38 continues to be used by Raytheon for the Patriot program today.

6.5.8 Launch Complex 50 (LC-50)

LC-50 was built expressly for the Sprint missile, which was part of the Nike X BMD system, 
later the Sentinel and Safeguard systems. Also known as the Sprint Site, the launch complex 
is located in a somewhat unusual location to the north of the Nike Avenue launch complexes 
and south of Highway 70 (Eckles 2013:9). The construction of the complex began in 1964 and 
the first Sprint launch took place on November 17, 1965 (Piland 2006c:5). The Sprint was a 
short range, high speed missile designed to intercept incoming ICBMs in the lower reaches of 
the atmosphere if they escaped interception by the longer range Spartan missile. At this stage 
in their flight, ICBM reentry vehicles are traveling at maximum speeds and the Sprint had to 
fly extremely fast to intercept them. The Sprint missile was most likely the fastest man-made 
object in the world at the time; it reached a speed of Mach 10 in approximately five seconds 
and generated acceleration forces of 100 Gs during its boost phase (Eckles 2013:9).  In the 
words of Doyle Piland who worked with the Spartan system at WSMR and Kwajalein Island:

In unclassified briefings, they would say that the time from launch until it had 
traveled a mile was less than a heartbeat. The words fast, quick, etc. are gross-
ly inadequate to describe the Sprint. Sudden and instant are more appropriate 
words [Piland 2006c:4]. 

The Sprint was designed to be housed and launched from a protective silo, and several of these 
were constructed at LC-50. The silos were designed to be built underground, but the proximity 
to the water table at the LC-50 location required that the silos be constructed into an artificial 
hill to avoid inundating them. These above ground, but buried, silos at LC-50 were referred to 
as “test cells” (Eckles 2013:9). The Sprint missile was assembled and inspected at LC-38 then 
it was transported to LC-50 on a transporter/loader vehicle and loaded into the test cell (Piland 
2006c:4). The mound included four such test cells, one of which was used for instrumenta-
tion only. A long ramp extending from the mound allowed access for the transporter/loader 
vehicles that delivered the missiles to the test cells. Built into the ramp was a bunker structure 
that served as a control room and a personnel shelter (Piland 2006c:4). At the bottom of each 
test cell, beneath the loaded Sprint missile, was a dome shaped device. This device acted as a 
piston, which was driven by an explosive charge. Upon launch, the Sprint was blasted out of 
the cell vertically by the piston device. The Sprint launched so quickly and with such minimal 
preamble that ordinary test cell doors would not open quickly enough. Instead the Sprint used 
expendable fiberglass and foam lids that were perforated by explosive charges as the missile 
launched, allowing the Sprint missile to blast through them as it exited the test cell (Missile 
Ranger 1968:4). The first stage of the missile fired after it cleared the cell by a few feet, rapidly 
accelerating it towards the target (Piland 2006c:4-5). At its maximum speed, the air drag on the 
missile’s skin heated it hotter than the interior of the missile’s solid propellant motor, causing 
it to glow incandescently (Federation of American Scientists 1998). 
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A total of 42 Sprint missiles were launched from LC-50, with the last launch occurring on 
August 12, 1970. During the third launch of a Sprint at LC-50 in March 1966, the missile’s first 
stage exploded and destroyed the test cell. Fortunately, none of the personnel at the site were 
injured (Eckles 2013:9). Designed expressly for the Sprint testing, LC-50 was not as amenable 
to adaptive re-use with different programs as other WSMR launch complexes. However, it later 
supported testing of the Stinger portable anti-aircraft missile and the Navy RAM missile. 

6.5.9 The Small Missile Range

The SMR is located north of Highway 70 and is not part of the Nike Avenue group of launch 
complexes. The SMR is a de facto launch complex, but also included downrange instrumenta-
tion and impact areas that allowed it to serve as a semi-independent sub-range within WSMR 
for the testing of small rockets and missiles. The SMR was established in 1953 and largely 
supported testing of the Loki anti-aircraft rocket, a barrage rocket system that was based on 
the German Taifun prototype. After the cancellation of the Loki program in 1955, the SMR 
continued to support a number of tactical missile test programs, particularly anti-tank systems. 
Testing of these smaller programs at the SMR kept the main launch areas along Nike Avenue 
available for bigger projects and also reduced the need for road closures due to overflights 
of US 70 (Eckles 2013:28). The SMR also featured an independent instrumentation network 
that allowed it to operate in a relatively autonomous fashion from the main range instrument 
network. The SMR instrument network consisted mostly of high-speed cameras that were 
suitable for the shorter ranges and altitudes anticipated of the SMR programs, and this network 
of camera shelters is one of the defining attributes of the complex.

Testing activities at the SMR began with the Loki Program in 1953, although further devel-
opment of the Loki as an anti-aircraft weapon was halted in 1955. However, the Loki saw a 
much longer service life as the Loki-Dart sounding rocket. On the heels of the Loki, testing 
of the Little John Rocket began in 1956, and the Dart Anti-Tank Missile underwent testing at 
the SMR beginning in 1954. The Dart development was canceled in 1958, but it was the first 
of several anti-tank developments tested at the range. The Little John was tested at the SMR 
through the early 1960s, and continued to be used as a range workhorse test vehicle into the 
1970s. These three programs were largely responsible for the construction of many of the 
buildings present at the SMR today.

The Lacrosse missile was tested at the SMR during the late 1950s and early 1960s, and briefly 
entered service before being retired in 1964. The anti-aircraft Redeye and Mauler systems 
were also tested in part at the SMR during the early 1960s prior to the establishment of LC-34, 
although only the Redeye entered service with the Army, eventually evolving into the Stinger 
system. Also during this period, the Shillelagh Program initiated testing and development at 
the SMR, beginning in 1963. The Shillelagh/Sheridan gun launched missile program was very 
active at the SMR throughout the 1960s. The TOW and Dragon anti-tank missiles were also 
tested at the SMR during the late 1960s and early 1970s. By the early 1970s, the Copperhead 
guided projectile, a non-rocket guided artillery round, began testing at the SMR. The Copper-
head testing was the major testing activity at the SMR through the 1970s. Anti-tank weapon 
development at the SMR continued with the Kinetic Energy Missile (KEM) testing of the 
1980s, including the Air Force Hyper-Velocity Missile and the follow-on Line-of-Sight An-
ti-Tank (LOSAT) missile in the 1990s.
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The SMR also was an important location in the development of sounding rockets for the study 
of upper atmospheric conditions and meteorological research, and many examples of this tech-
nology were in fact pioneered at the SMR. The Loki-Dart, Super Loki, All Purpose Rocket for 
Collecting Atmospheric Soundings (ARCAS), XM-75, and High Altitude Research Project 
(HARP) gun launched probes all underwent testing and development at the SMR. Some of 
the sounding rockets, such as the Loki-Dart and Super Loki, were regularly launched at the 
SMR for many years as part of the ongoing Atmospheric Science Laboratory (ASL) meteo-
rology program, and the spent motors of these rockets remain scattered across the SMR today. 
Through these sounding rockets, substantial contributions were made to the scientific study 
of the upper atmosphere, and the monitoring of upper atmospheric winds was also critical in 
plotting trajectories for missile test flights. 

6.5.10 Up-Range and Off-Range Launch Complexes

By the end of the 1950s, Army missiles were capable of ranges exceeding the boundaries of 
WSMR, and the Army began to consider ways to extend the boundaries of the range, at least 
temporarily. By 1960, the Army had established land-use agreements with private land owners 
at the range’s northern boundary which allowed a 40 by 40 mile extension to be used tempo-
rarily for long range tests. This area was known as the Firing In Extension (FIX) area (Eckles 
2013:249) and allowed for additional space for longer missile flight tests and also provided a 
safety buffer for missiles that impacted at the northern limits of the range. 

Figure 15. A 1951 map of the SMR with inset drawings of its camera shelter buildings. 
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The northern range area also provided locations for launching missiles as targets to be inter-
cepted over the central part of the range by missiles launched from the Nike Avenue launch 
complexes. During the 1960s, the Zeus Up Range Facility (ZURF) was established approxi-
mately 90 miles north of the main WSMR cantonment, a few miles northwest of the Trinity 
Site. The small launch area was used to launch Nike Hercules missiles south as targets for the 
Nike Zeus missile (Eckles 2013:133; WSMR 1968b:64).

Another up-range launch complex is the Navy Sulf Site located at the northwest end of the 
range. This facility includes a blockhouse, assembly building, environmental shelter, and sev-
eral Navy missile launcher rails (WSMR 2010). Refurbished Talos missiles, known as the 
Vandal, were launched from this site as targets for the Navy Standard Missile and the HELSTF 
laser. The Storm Target Missile, similar to the Hera, was also launched from this location for 
intercepts mid-range (Eckles 2013:23). The WSMR website also notes that this facility is used 
“to launch technology demonstrators or unique science and engineering payloads into sub-or-
bital trajectories” (WSMR 2010). 

During the THAAD and Patriot Advanced Capability 3 (PAC-3) testing of the mid-1990s, a 
small permanent launch complex was established within the FIX area on the Donaldson Ranch. 
This small launch complex and supporting instrumentation sites were established in 1994 and 
thus dubbed LC-94 (Eckles 2013:250). The complex supported launches of the Hera and Storm 
Target Missiles and included a large rail mounted environmental shelter for the assembly and 
pre-flight conditioning of the missile (Eckles 2013:250). The Hera was also launched at LC-32 
and a similar shelter is found there.  

Although the FIX improved the distance missiles could safely travel within WSMR, it was still 
not enough space for long distance flight tests of systems like the Redstone and Pershing. In 

Figure 16. Flight path of Athena missiles launched from GRTS to WSMR (adapted from WSMR 
1968b). 
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order to adequately test the long range capabilities of systems like the Redstone, Sergeant, and 
Pershing, the Army began to plan for an extended firing corridor involving leased or purchased 
tracts of land outside of WSMR. By 1958 the Air Force had successfully flown Matador and 
Mace missiles 700 miles from HAFB to Wendover, Utah (Eckles 2013:248). The concept of 
extended off-range firings was validated, but the logistics of land-use agreements, evacuations, 
safety corridors, and booster drop zones took WSPG planners several more years to overcome. 

In 1960, WSPG worked out an agreement to use Fort Wingate outside Gallup, New Mexico 
for Redstone flight tests. Fort Wingate was a WWII-era munitions depot that was no longer 
used as of 1960. The plan was to launch Redstone missiles from Fort Wingate to impact areas 
within the large range interior of WSPG. However, even though the Army worked out most of 
the logistical hurdles for the off-range launches, the Redstone was never launched from Fort 
Wingate and the scheme was canceled in 1961. This was possibly because technical issues 
with the Redstone were worked out before the off-range launches could get going, or because 
the Redstone was nearing obsolescence by 1961 and off-range launches were simply not worth 
the trouble and expense for an aging missile system (Eckles 2013:251). The effort to establish 
Fort Wingate as an off-range launch site was not wasted, as it was later used for launches of 
the more sophisticated Pershing missile beginning in 1963 (Eckles 2013:253). In the 1990s, 
the site was used again for launches of the Hera and Storm Target Missiles for testing of the 
THAAD and Patriot PAC-3 missiles. Established in 1996, the Hera launch site at Fort Wingate 
became known as LC-96 and includes administrative offices, a missile assembly building, 
launch control shelter, and a launch pad with environmental shelter (WSMR 2010). The launch 
pad and shelter are similar to those at LC-32 and LC-94 (Larry Carreras personal communica-
tion 2015).

The earliest true off-range firings were of the Sergeant missile which was launched from a site 
on the San Augustin Plains outside Datil, New Mexico in 1963. The San Augustin Plains site 
was only a temporary location and did not include any substantial infrastructure or facilities 
(Eckles 2013:252; Wind and Sand 1963a:1). 

Perhaps the most developed and best known off-range location is the GRTS located outside 
Green River, Utah. The GRTS was established in support of the ABRES program in 1962, 
which studied the re-entry characteristics of ICBMs using the sophisticated RAM and RAM-
PART systems. The goals of this program were to improve both offensive and defensive sys-
tems (Feit et al. 2014; WSMR 1968a). The ABRES program launched a sub-scale Air Force 
ICBM missile known as the Athena, which impacted at White Sands. The ABRES program 
launched Athena missiles from GRTS to WSMR from 1964 until 1973. Following the Athena 
launches, the GRTS served as the launch area for the Pershing missile through the mid-1970s 
(Feit et al. 2014; WSMR 1968a). As of the late 1960s, the GRTS included three launch pads, 
two AN/FPS-16 radar installations, one blockhouse, an operations building, magazines, a me-
teorological rocket launch facility, and a variety of pre-manufactured steel buildings (Eckles 
2013:254; WSMR 1968b:64). Other off-range locations in southeastern Utah used for Pershing 
launches included Gilson Butte and Black Mesa, but these locations primarily consisted of 
permanently located survey points for use in situating mobile instrumentation and tactical 
launcher systems (WSMR 1968b). 
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6.6 The WAC Corporal Program

First tested in 1945, the WAC Corporal has the distinction of being the earliest rocket program 
at WSPG. Designed by JPL under the ORDCIT contract, the WAC Corporal was developed 
while WWII was drawing to a close, and was soon eclipsed by the V-2. However, it served as 
the basis for America’s first tactical missile, the Corporal. 

6.6.1 History of Development

By 1944, the ORDCIT contract was producing results in the form of the liquid propellant Pri-
vate test vehicle series.  The testing of the ORDCIT Private series of rockets was undertaken 
by JPL in California in 1944 (Carroll 1974:8). The Private A was built on an Aerojet JATO 
with a primitive booster composed of four Army T-22 artillery rocket motors. This ostensibly 
made it the first American two-stage rocket (Kennedy 2009:14). The Private A launches were 
conducted at Leach Springs, a location within Camp Irwin, California in early 1944. The next 
ORDCIT rocket, the Private F, was launched at the Hueco Range at Fort Bliss, Texas. 

The next ORDCIT experimental prototype was the Corporal series, which promised higher per-
formance than the earlier Private vehicles. The WAC Corporal version was developed in 1944 

Figure 17. The ORDCIT Tiny Tim booster is readied for launch at WSPG, September 1945 (photo 
courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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Figure 18. The ORDCIT WAC Corporal booster is readied for launch at LC-33, September 1945 
(photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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in response to a request from the 
Army Signal Corps for a high 
altitude sounding rocket capable 
carrying a 25 pound payload to 
an altitude of 100,000 feet (18.9 
miles) or more (Corliss 1981:9). 
As the WAC Corporal series was 
a larger and more powerful rock-
et, it required a larger test range 
in order to test it safely. Along 
with the anticipated haul of V-2 
materials from Europe, the OR-
DCIT Corporal program was one 
of the motivators behind the es-
tablishment of WSPG (Kennedy 
2009:16; Miles 1961). As such, 
the WAC Corporal series was 
the first test program at fledgling 
WPSG. 

JPL engineers Frank Malina 
and Homer Joe Stewart de-
signed the WAC Corporal, an 
unguided sounding rocket that 
was launched in 1945. Offi-
cially WAC stood for “Without 
Attitude Control” as the rocket 
lacked a guidance system, but it 
was also probably a reference to 
the Women’s Air Corps, as the 
WAC Corporal was considered as the “little sister” to the Corporal military rocket (Foerstner 
2007:92). The ORDCIT series maintained the naming convention and eventually included the 
Private, Corporal, and Sergeant vehicles (Corliss 1971:9). Early scale model tests of the rocket 
were conducted in California prior to the project being moved to WSPG. 

6.6.2 WAC Corporal Launches at LC-33 

At WSPG, the WAC Corporal was launched from the then barely-established LC-33. The 
launch tower for the WAC Corporal was constructed concurrently with the Army Blockhouse 
during the summer of 1945. The WAC Corporal Tower was 102 feet in height and consisted 
of a 77-foot triangular steel tower supported by a 25-foot tall tripod base that was 26 feet per 
side. The interior of the tower included three launching rails spaced 120 degrees apart with an 
effective length of 82 feet. The tower was constructed by Consolidated Steel Corporation of 
Maywood, California (Kennedy 2009:28).

On September 26, 1945 the ORDCIT project launched a Tiny Tim rocket modified as a booster 
for the WAC Corporal at the newly established WSPG, the first rocket launched at the new 

Figure 19. The WAC Corporal launch tower under construction 
at LC-33 during the summer of 1945 (photo courtesy WSMR 

Museum Archives). 
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Figure 20. The WAC Corporal launch team posed under the WAC Corporal launch tower, circa 1945 
(photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).
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range (Kennedy 2009:29). The 
ORDCIT group also launched 
a second Tiny Tim booster later 
the same day. The Tiny Tim was 
developed by the Navy during 
WWII as an air to ground rocket 
and modified for use as a solid 
propellant booster for the WAC 
Corporal (Kennedy 2009:29). 
There was no hard connection 
between the Tiny Tim booster 
and the primary sustainer stage 
of the WAC Corporal, the boost-
er simply fell away due to the air 
drag once its propellant was ex-
hausted (Kennedy 2009:29). The 
WAC Corporal motor generated 
about 1,500 pounds of thrust 
and the entire vehicle weighed 
about 660 pounds; as such it was 
rather underpowered even by 
the standards of the day (Eckles 
2013:166). The Tiny Tim was 
required to boost the WAC Cor-
poral up to the speeds required 
for the control fins to stabilize it 
in flight. 

The WAC Corporal testing at 
WSPG consisted of four phases. 
The launch on September 26, 1945 tested the Tiny Tim-based booster itself and was not a full-
on test of the complete WAC Corporal. The second phase used Tiny Tim boosters carrying a 
dummy second stage that was the same weight as the actual WAC Corporal upper stage. These 
tests were known as Rounds 1 and 2 and were launched on September 27 and 28, 1945. Round 
1 flew with a 250-pound lead weight, while Round 2 used a concrete-filled pipe to simulate the 
weight of a fully fueled WAC Corporal. The third phase of testing stepped up to a complete 
two-stage WAC Corporal, but only fueled to about one quarter of its liquid propellant capacity. 
Two of these partially fueled flights were successfully completed before the fourth test phase 
was initiated. The final phase consisted of launching a complete WAC Corporal with a full 
propellant load. On October 11, 1945, the first fully fueled WAC Corporal launch reached an 
altitude of 235,000 feet (44.5 miles), the altitude record for an American rocket at the time 
(Kennedy 2009:29).

ORDCIT continued with nine additional WAC Corporal launches at LC-33, not all of which 
were as successful as the first. The WAC Corporal used a series of explosive pins to break the 
nose cone connection to the fuselage, which were electrically detonated at the apex of its flight. 

Figure 21. The completed WAC Corporal launch tower at LC-33 
circa the mid-1940s (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).  
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The interior of the rocket was pressurized and sealed at ground level, and once the pins were 
detonated, the pressure differential at high altitudes was sufficient to detach the nose cone in-
strumentation assembly, which then deployed a recovery parachute. In actuality, the nose cone 
detachment seldom worked as planned, either failing to detach the nose cone or activating too 
soon (Alway 1999:87; Kennedy 2009:29). In the WAC Corporal flights that failed to detach 
the nose cone, the onboard data recorders and instrumentation came down with the rocket 
body and were destroyed on impact. The other technical problem encountered with the WAC 
Corporal was radar tracking, or lack thereof. The early instrumentation radars at WSPG had 
a difficult time acquiring and tracking the WAC Corporal in flight, and various attempts were 
made by ORDCIT engineers to provide a solution (Kennedy 2009:29).

WSPG radars were unable to achieve a radar track on the first complete WAC Corporal flight, 
known as Round 5. In order to ensure reliable radar tracking of the second complete WAC 
Corporal, Round 6, it was fitted with a radar beacon in its nose cone. Although it reached an al-
titude of 44.5 miles, the radar track again failed. WAC Corporal Round 7 experienced an early 
nose cone release, which caused it to spin and only achieve a maximum altitude of 17 miles. 
A similar early nose cone release affected Round 8, but it nonetheless achieved an altitude of 

Figure 22. Colonel H.R. Turner in publicity photo with commemorative WAC Corporal plaque made 
from the rocket’s tail fin (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).  
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44.5 miles. This round also carried seven pounds of lamp black (a black pigment made from 
soot) in its nose; it was planned that the lamp black would be deployed at the apex of the flight 
to create a radar detectable cloud. Unfortunately, the early nose cone release defeated this plan 
as well. A similar attempt was made with Round 10, in which ORDCIT technicians installed a 
100,000 candlepower flare into the nose cone that would be released at the flight apex. Again, 
the nose failed to separate. Round 10 marked the end of the original WAC Corporal flights. 
Although one last WAC Corporal still remained, it was launched as part of the WAC Corporal 
B series the following year (Kennedy 2009:30). 

After the launch of WAC Corporal Round 10 in October 1945, the design of the rocket was 
improved in what became known as the WAC Corporal B series. The original 10 WAC Cor-
poral sounding rockets were thereafter referred to as the A series (Bragg 1961:61; Kennedy 
2009:40). Most of the changes to the WAC Corporal involved reducing its overall weight in or-
der to achieve higher maximum altitudes. The WAC Corporal B was increased in overall length 
and fin circle diameter by four inches, but the rocket body diameter remained unchanged. The 
propellant weight was reduced by 40 pounds, the overall gross weight reduced by 100 pounds, 
and the motor was simplified and reduced in weight from 50 to 12 pounds (Bragg 1961:61). 
The rocket body was constructed with thinner gauge steel, and the integral tanking design 
(the tank serving as the fuselage) was abandoned in favor of separate propellant cells housed 
within the rocket body. The propellant formula and compressed air tanks were also modified 
for the WAC Corporal B. The problematic nose cone separation mechanism was also modified 
to include an explosive charge that provided a more reliable and powerful means of detaching 
the nose cone (Bragg 1961:66-67).

Initial tests of the WAC Corporal B sounding rockets focused on the operation of the nose cone 
detachment system. A series of eight dummy launches propelled by Tiny Tim boosters were 
made in May 1946 to test the nose cone detachment and recovery system (Kennedy 2009:41). 
The first complete WAC Corporal B flew on December 6, 1946 but only reached an altitude of 
17.4 miles, less than half the altitude of the original WAC Corporal A series. This was a reoccur-
ring problem with the WAC Corporal B, and most of the series performed below expectations. 
The rocket motor did not provide the calculated thrust and the control fins tore free from sever-
al of the rockets due to the thinner gauge metal of the rocket fuselage (Kennedy 2009:43). The 
series did provide better recovery of instrumentation packages due to the improved nose cone 

Year Type Total Launches
1945 Tiny Tim Booster 4

WAC Corporal 6

WAC Dummy 2

WAC Quarter Charge and Booster 2

1946 WAC Corporal 6
1947 WAC Corporal 5
1949 WAC Corporal 2

Table 1. WAC Corporal launches at WSPG, 1945 to 1949 (WSMR Museum Archives 2018).
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detachment and parachute deployment system, and the WAC Corporal B Round 14 provided 
the first successful recovery of an instrumentation package on December 12, 1946 (Bragg 
1961: xiv). The final three WAC Corporal Bs, the last of the series, were launched in the early 
months of 1947. These flights addressed the fin attachment and motor problems which allowed 
these flights to perform closer to expectations; Round 29 reached an altitude of 45 miles, the 
highest of all the WAC Corporal flights (Kennedy 2009:43). Unfortunately, the recovery para-
chute failed on this flight and its instrumentation package was destroyed. 

By the end of the WAC Corporal test program, the American V-2 program was well underway. 
The V-2 offered higher performance and payload capacity than the WAC Corporal. Despite 
this, the WAC Corporal holds a distinguished place in the annals of American rocketry for sev-
eral reasons. Not only was it the first rocket launched at WSPG, it also briefly held the altitude 
record for an American rocket. Its design also served as the basic template for the later Aer-
obee, one of the nation’s most long-lived and successful sounding rockets (Foerstner 2007:92, 
95; Kennedy 2009:29). The WAC Corporal was also modified for use as the upper stage of the 
Bumper series of vehicles, the nation’s first successful large multi-stage rockets. The Bumper 
program is described in greater detail in Section 6.8. 
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6.7 The American V-2 Program

The V-2 was perhaps the most defining test program at LC-33 during the early days of WSPG. 
The German V-2 was the world’s first ballistic missile and a major technological achievement 
of its time. The V-2 was borne out of the scientific quest for space travel that was popular in 
Germany during the 1920s, but as the nation became increasingly militant during the 1930s, 
the brightest civilian rocket scientists and their research programs were co-opted into the Weh-
rmacht and the results increasingly geared towards the production of new weapons of war. To 
provide a better understanding of the background of the V-2 and how the program was adopted 
by the Army at LC-33, some background of the German missile’s role in WWII is provided. 
This is followed by discussion of how the parts and scientists of the V-2 were brought to the 
US, and then a detailed summary of the V-2 test program and its related variants is provided.   

6.7.1 Pre-War Rocketry in Germany     

Rocketry was a popular and well publicized topic during the 1920s in Germany. Max Valier, 
with funding from industrialist Fritz von Opel, constructed rocket-powered rail cars, sleds, and 
automobiles and tested them in public demonstrations. These rocket experiments, designed 
more for publicity than scientific testing, popularized the idea of rocket-powered vehicles and 
the eventual use of large rockets for space travel. This optimistic atmosphere led to the forma-
tion of the Verein für Raumschiffahrt (VfR), or Society for Space Travel, a club dedicated to 
rocket experiments. By 1929 the club boasted over 1,000 members, and in 1930 an 18-year old 
Werner von Braun joined the group. The VfR leased property outside Berlin to use as a testing 
ground for their homemade rockets, which they referred to as the Raketenflugplatz, which 
literally translates to “Rocket Flying Place” (Kennedy 1983:6).  

The Wehrmacht, or German Army, was also attracted to the possibilities of rocketry, in part 
due to the fact that rockets were not 
restricted by the terms of the Ver-
sailles Treaty. The Versailles Treaty, 
put in place at the end of World War 
I, strictly limited the manpower and 
weapons of the German military. 
During the 1930s, the German mili-
tary was starting to rebuild its base, 
and actively exploited any loop-
holes or oversights in the Versailles 
Treaty terms. The use of rockets as 
a substitute for artillery was not ad-
dressed in the Treaty, so in 1930 the 
Wehrmacht designated the Kum-
mersdorf artillery range as a testing 
ground for rocket-based weapons. 
However, solicitations to private 
industry for rocket development 
programs yielded poor results, so 
Captain Walter R. Dornberger, offi-

Figure 23. Max Valier pilots the rocket-powered Opel RAK.2 
to a record-setting 148 mph in 1928 (public domain image).
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cer in charge of the Kummersdorf rocket program, turned to private experimenters and clubs 
such as the VfR. 

Through interaction with the VfR, Dornberger met Werner von Braun in 1932. By this time, 
the German economy had been hit by the Great Depression and the private funding that sus-
tained the VfR’s work had been greatly diminished. With the VfR struggling to continue its 
research, Dornberger offered von Braun a civilian position at Kummersdorf (Kennedy 1983:7). 
The team at Kummersdorf grew quickly and by the mid-1930s, the program was testing the 
liquid propellant Aggregat 3 (A-3) rocket. In 1935, the program also started preliminary work 
on a substantially scaled up rocket, known as the Aggregat 4, or A-4. The A-3 suffered from 
problems in the guidance system, but as these issues were resolved during 1935 to 1936, it 
became apparent that Kummersdorf lacked sufficient flight space to continue with test flights. 
In 1936, the Wehrmacht and Luftwaffe (Air Force) purchased property outside Peenemünde 
on the German Baltic Coast for use as joint-use rocket and missile proving ground (Kennedy 
1983:12). By 1937, most of the Kummersdorf rocket program had relocated to the new exper-
imental station at Peenemünde (Kennedy 1983:12).  

Peenemünde was the major developmental center for the German rocket program, and was 
divided into Peenemünde West for the Luftwaffe and Peenemünde East for the Wehrmacht 
(Kennedy 1983:12). Many of von Braun’s former colleagues from the VfR also came to work 
at Peenemünde during the late 1930s as rocket research was increasingly dominated by the 
German military establishment. The A-4 rocket, which was to become the V-2 missile, devel-
oped slowly due to inconsistent support within the German military and political circles. The 
A-4 program also competed for funding with the Luftwaffe Fi 103, which became the V-1 
flying bomb, which was a simpler vehicle that was more inexpensive to produce than the A-4. 
The A-4 project did not receive a high priority project rating until 1943 (Kennedy 2009:20-
21). By this point, the Nazi regime was losing its hold on Europe and was eager to latch onto 
some engineering breakthrough to save itself. The V-1 and V-2 were quickly moved into mass 
production as retaliatory weapons against the Allied nations, particularly Great Britain.   

6.7.2 German Vengeance Weapons

The V-1 flying bomb was developed by the Luftwaffe at the Peenemünde West during the early 
1940s, while the Wehrmacht continued work on the A-4. With its relatively long range, flat 
trajectory, and constant flight speed, the V-1 was essentially an early cruise missile. The V-1 
relied on a pulsejet engine mounted above the winged main fuselage, which was just over 27 
feet in length with a wingspan of about 18 feet. The V-1 carried an 1,800-pound high explosive 
warhead and had a range of approximately 160 miles. The V-1 needed to be boosted up to oper-
ational speeds to sustain flight, which was accomplished via fixed launch catapults or airborne 
launches from aircraft. The first V-1 missile was launched against London on June 12, 1944. 
The V-1 bombardment soon escalated to around 100 a day, a rate that continued for about two 
weeks (Dungan 2005:102). Although attacks against London were soon slowed by the Allied 
advance in France, new V-1 launch sites were constructed in Holland and the V-1 barrage was 
directed towards the critical harbor in Antwerp. 

The V-1 attacks against London spurred panic in London, and 1.5 million were evacuated from 
the city during the summer of 1944. The British soon learned that the V-1s were relatively easy 
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to intercept, as they flew a straight and level path at about 350 miles an hour. This made them 
relatively easy prey for anti-aircraft guns and even fighter planes (Dungan 2005:101). The rate 
of V-1 attacks diminished rapidly by September as the Allies gradually began to overrun or 
destroy the fixed V-1 launch sites. 

However, a new threat appeared in September 1944 when the first of the German V-2s were 
launched. The liquid propellant V-2 was the world’s first ballistic missile and was a marked 
technological advance over the V-1. As a ballistic missile, the V-2 flew on a high arcing tra-
jectory into the upper atmosphere and returned to the earth at supersonic speeds. Compared 
to the V-1, the V-2 was massive: the missiles were over 45 feet in length, five-and-a-half feet 
in diameter, and weighed over 27,000 pounds. The V-2s were stabilized by four large fins and 
steered by external rudders on the tail fins and graphite vanes in the motor exhaust stream. The 
missiles were armed with 2,000-pound warheads of high explosive. In addition to the warhead, 
the vehicle’s speed and mass generated a huge kinetic force at impact: 

The V-2 impacted at a speed that would bury the missile 30 feet into the earth 
before the warhead could explode. The blast wave, combined with the speed 
of impact, would devastate everything within a quarter-mile radius. The lat-
eral blast damage was not as great as the V-1, but later it was discovered that 
many buildings that were thought to be intact had actually sustained substantial 
structural or foundation damage caused by the shockwave of impact [Dungan 
2005:146].   

Figure 24. A captured V-1 in Holland, 1945 (public domain image). 
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The V-2 operated via the combustion of high-pressure alcohol and liquid oxygen that were 
pumped into the missile’s combustion chamber. Two pumps, one for the liquid oxygen and 
one for the alcohol, were positioned above the combustion chamber in the fuselage and forced 
the propellants into the combustion chamber which operated at very high pressure. The pumps 
were driven by a 600-horsepower turbine sandwiched between the two pumps, which was 
powered by steam generated from the chemical reaction of hydrogen peroxide and sodium 
permanganate (British War Office 1945). The hydrogen peroxide and sodium permanganate 
were housed in two small tanks near the pump/turbine assembly. The main alcohol and liquid 
oxygen propellant tanks occupied the majority of space in the middle of the fuselage. The 
liquid oxygen tank was located above the pump/turbine assembly, with the alcohol tank po-
sitioned above. Due to this configuration, the alcohol delivery pipe passed through the center 
of the liquid oxygen tank on its way to the pump/turbine assembly (British War Office 1945). 
Near the forward end of the fuselage was the compartment for the guidance equipment which 
operated on two gyroscopes, and finally the warhead and nose cone assembly. The gyroscopes 
controlled via electric servo motors four graphite steering vanes that were positioned in the 
exhaust stream of the V-2. The steering vanes channeled the jet of the missile, which in turn 
steered the missile as it flew. Though it provided a simple and functional method of guiding the 
missile, this system of steering was limited as it only provided guidance while the motor was 
burning. Once the V-2 burned out about 60 to 70 seconds after the launch, or about 20 miles 
into its trajectory, it simply continued on an unguided ballistic trajectory (British War Office 
1945). This was a major contributor to the V-2’s less than impressive accuracy, which greatly 
limited its effectiveness as an offensive weapon. 

Although it lacked the required accuracy to strike specific strategic targets, which limited it to 
a role as a long-range area weapon, the V-2 was essentially immune to interception. The V-2 
missiles approached on high angle trajectories at such high speeds that they were impossible to 
intercept by conventional means. Traveling at three times the speed of sound, an approaching 
V-2 could not even be heard prior to impact. The unpredictable and unstoppable nature of the 
V-2 was the aspect of the missile that Hitler hoped would demoralize the Allies, particularly 
the British.  

The Allies were aware of the V-2, at least in vague terms, prior to the first launch. This was 
in part due to Germany’s initial plan to launch the missile from fixed, fortified facilities along 
the coast of France. Although senior members of the Peenemünde research team argued that 
the V-2 would best be fired by highly mobile launch teams, Hitler’s inner circle was fixated on 
industrial scale launches from hardened facilities where the missiles could both be assembled 
and launched (Dornberger 1954:160; Dungan 2005:75). The massive concrete construction at 
each of these sites quickly attracted the attention of the Allied Air Command, particularly the 
RAF, and they were subjected to massive bombing strikes. One of the hardened facilities near 
the French town of Wizernes, known as the La Coupole or The Dome, was constructed within 
an abandoned quarry. Lending the site its name was a massive concrete dome, 233 feet in diam-
eter and 16 feet thick, that sheltered the central part of the facility. The La Coupole bunker was 
subjected to multiple bombings, and a final RAF raid on July 17, 1944 dropped multiple 6-ton 
“Tall Boy” bombs on the site. The Tall Boy bombs did not destroy the giant dome itself, but did 
undermine the hillside it was constructed on and collapsed the railroad tunnels that entered the 
complex (Dornberger 1954:160; Dungan 2005:106). Due to the damage to the bunker, further 
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construction at La Coupole was abandoned. The other fixed V-2 sites were also abandoned due 
to repeated bombing raids and the Allied invasion of France (Dungan 2005:106-107). Subse-
quently, all V-2s were launched from mobile batteries, which actually increased the longevity 
of the V-2 barrage as the mobile crews were difficult targets for Allied air strikes to pinpoint. 

V-2 missiles were transported by train from factories to area railheads, with the warheads 
transported separately. The missiles were then transferred via gantry crane to road transporter 
trailers, and hauled by truck to the vicinity of the launch area. The warhead was then bolted 
to the main fuselage, and the completed vehicle was then lifted by a mobile gantry crane 
onto the combination elevator/transporter trailer known as the Meilerwagon. The Meilerwag-
on supported the V-2 with two mechanically turned clamps, one near the junction of the tail 
assembly and the tank section and another near the nose cone (British War Office 1945). It 
allowed the missile to be transported in the horizontal position, and then raised to the vertical 
over the launch table at the launch site. The launch table was hauled to the site on a towing 
dolly, which was then removed once the legs of the table were extended. The table supported 
the V-2, and also allowed it to be leveled and rotated. The launching table incorporated a blast 
deflector into its base, to protect the ground underneath the missile from being undermined by 
the exhaust blast. The table could be set up at any site with solid ground, and the V-2 could be 
launched from almost flat area that allowed sufficient area for the trucks and trailers to maneu-
ver; wooded areas were regularly used to provide cover from aerial surveillance (British War 

Figure 25. Schematic of La Coupole V-2 installation at Wizernes, France (public domain image). 
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Office 1945). Liquid oxygen was also transported to the general launch area by rail within a 
60-ton tank car. The contents of rail tanker were then transferred to six-and-a-half ton capacity 
liquid oxygen tanker trucks for transport to the V-2 launch location. The six-and-a-half ton 
capacity of the trucks was sufficient to fully fuel one V-2, but the liquid oxygen evaporated 
from the tanks at a rate of about three percent volume per day (British War Office 1945). The 
transportation and fueling of the liquid oxygen was therefore delayed until immediately prior 
to the launch. The production and transportation of the liquid oxygen was the most problematic 
link in the logistical supply chain for the V-2.    

The first V-2 was launched at Paris in early September 1944, marking the first ballistic missile 
attack in history. Additional V-2s were launched at London, and the first V-2 impact on British 
soil struck the London suburb of Chiswick late in the afternoon of September 8, 1944 (Dun-
gan 2005:117). As of October 12, 1944, all V-2 attacks were aimed exclusively at Antwerp 
and London and the area around The Hague became the predominant launching ground for 
V-2 crews. The distance between The Hague and London was about 200 miles, a distance the 
V-2 covered in about five minutes. Along the way, the V-2 would reach a maximum speed of 
approximately 6,500 miles per hour and a maximum altitude of about 50 miles. As a point of 
comparison, long-range artillery of the time had a range of about 25 miles (British War Office 
1945). In terms of its range, speed, and altitude, the V-2 was without parallel.  

Figure 26. A V-2 impact site at St. Stephens Road, London, 1944 (public domain image).
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The German V-2 crews soon found that reliability of the V-2s improved if they were launched 
within three days of leaving the factory, and this soon became standard practice for V-2 launch-
es. As the Germans improved the speed which V-2s moved from assembly to launch, the fail-
ure rate was reduced and more V-2s connected with London; from mid-November to early 
December 1944 about four V-2s struck the London area daily (Dungan 2005:140). Since the 
first V-2 attack in September, London officials had not issued an official statement regarding 
the V-2 missiles, and initially the blasts were attributed to gas line explosions. However, by 
the end of the year most Londoners had figured out that the explosions were caused by another 
“bloody rocket” (Dungan 2005:146).

The V-2 attacks against London and Antwerp continued until March 1945. By this time, the 
liquid oxygen fuel for the missiles was in short supply due to the Allied advance into Germany. 
On March 17, 1945, 11 V-2s were launched at the critical Ludendorff Bridge over the Rhine 
at Remagen, Germany. Allied troops and supplies were pouring into Germany over the bridge, 
and the retreating German forces had failed to destroy it due to faulty demolition charges. In 
what was probably the most illustrative example of the V-2’s limitations as a tactical weapon, 
none of the 11 missiles connected with the bridge. One V-2 did strike within 300 meters of the 
bridge and possibly contributed to its collapse that afternoon. However, the bridge had already 
been weakened by German demolition explosives, artillery barrages, and attacks by aircraft, 
so it was difficult to ascertain how much of a role the V-2 impact actually played in its final 
collapse (Dungan 2005:191). 

As the military situation in Germany deteriorated, V-2 launches halted completely by early 
April 1945 and the launch crews were ordered to destroy remaining missiles and launch equip-
ment. Many of the V-2 launch crews were then reformed in ad hoc infantry combat groups. By 
April 10, Allied forces had approached the Mittelbau missile complex and began to encounter 
their first intact V-2 missiles (Dungan 2005:198).   

6.7.3 Capture of the German V-2 Program

The Allies were aware of the significance of Peenemünde to the German war effort, and on 
August 17, 1943, the British attacked the complex with over 600 bombers that dropped over 
three million pounds of explosive and incendiary bombs (Freeman 1993:126). Although the 
bombing strike killed 735 people, most of these were foreign prisoners used as labor. The 
complex itself remained largely operational, including the critical liquid oxygen plant and 
power plant. The biggest change caused by the raid was that it prompted construction of an 
underground missile manufacturing complex at Mittelbau. It was at the Mittelbau complex that 
the US captured most of the parts and materials that made their way to WSPG. 

The name Mittelbau refers to a large complex of factories, storage depots, facilities, and pris-
oner camps near the town of Nordhausen in central Germany. Within this complex, the under-
ground Mittelwerk factory housed the main V-2 assembly line. Unlike Peenemünde, which 
was primarily a RDT&E facility, Mittelwerk was geared towards mass production of the V-2 
missile. Mittelwerk consisted of two parallel primary tunnels (Tunnels A and B) excavated be-
neath Kohnstein Mountain. The main A and B tunnels bent in shallow “S” curves and each was 
over a mile in length (6,200 feet) and averaged about 30 feet wide and 22 feet high (Dungan 
2005:88). Tunnel A and B both had two standard width railroad tracks that were used to move 
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subassemblies and V-2s along the production line. The two primary tunnels were connected by 
a series of perpendicular tunnels referred to as Halls. “The Halls” averaged about 600 feet in 
length and were numbered 1 to 46 (Dungan 2005:88).

Although portions of the Mittelwerk factory also produced V-1 missiles and Junkers aircraft 
engines, the main area of the complex was dedicated to V-2 production. Tunnel A was used to 
move parts into the complex and for storage. The Halls housed production and testing areas for 
various subassemblies, which in turn were passed into Tunnel B, the main V-2 production line 
that ran between Hall 21 and Hall 42. The V-2s under assembly progressed along the train rails 
as parts and subassemblies were added, until the complete missile arrived at Hall 41. Hall 41 
was over 50 feet in height and allowed for the V-2s to be raised to the vertical position for final 
tests of the fluid and gyroscopic systems (Dungan 2005:88).

Heinrich Himmler, Reichsführer of the Schutzstaffell (SS), took a personal interest in the Peen-
emünde rocket research and led an effort that gradually usurped control of the program from 
its Wehrmacht commander, General Walter Dornberger. The missile program was formally put 
under control of SS Brigadier General Hans Kammler in 1944 (Dornberger 1954:187; Ken-
nedy 2009:23-24). As a result, the Mittelwerk factory relied heavily on slave labor housed at 

Figure 27. An American MP stands next to a V-2 motor assembly in the underground Mittelwork 
factory, 1945 (public domain image).
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a concentration camp known as Dora or Mittelbau KZ located near the southern portals of the 
Mittelwork tunnels (Dungan 2005:86; Grigorieff 2017). Estimates put the number of prisoners 
used for the V-2 program at Mittelbau at over 60,000, an estimated 25,000 of which were killed 
by the brutal and dangerous conditions at the complex. It is estimated that more people died 
manufacturing the V-2 than were killed by its impact; about six laborers died at Mittelwerk for 
every V-2 produced (Grigorieff 2017; Kennedy 2009:24). 

In March 1945, von Braun and about 500 other key personnel were evacuated from Peen-
emünde by Kammler and moved to the Bavarian Alps, where they were scattered in small 
hamlets and towns around Oberammergau (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:188). Ostensibly, this 
was to safeguard the scientists against capture by the approaching Russians, but von Braun 
suspected that Kammler hoped to use the Peenemünde scientists as leverage to negotiate fa-
vorable conditions with the Allies for his own surrender. Kammler was at the time the leader of 
Germany’s secret weapon programs and also responsible for many SS atrocities and was thus 
high on the list of Nazi war criminals (Dungan 2005:203). Von Braun was also concerned that 
he and other V-2 scientists might be executed by fanatical SS officers to prevent them from 
falling into enemy hands.

At any rate, von Braun did not trust Kammler or the SS and laid plans to surrender to the in-
coming American forces. Von Braun believed that he and his staff would find better treatment 
with the Americans than with the Russians. As a potential “bargaining chip,” von Braun had 
arranged for approximately 14 tons of important V-2 plans and documents to be sealed within 
an abandoned salt mine near the village of Dornten (Dungan 2005:207; Ordway and Sharpe 
2007:184-185). 

When the advanced nature of the German V-weapons became clear during 1944, the capture of 
material and personnel related to the German missile program became a strategic priority for 
the US. During the summer of 1944, the British-American Chiefs of Staff formed the Combined 
Intelligence Operations Subcommittee (CIOS). CIOS teams of military technicians and civil-
ian scientists were assigned to investigate specific areas of German scientific research, such 
as artillery, rockets, ammunition, explosives, and chemicals (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:193). 
Multiple CIOS teams were active in Germany in the wake of the Allied occupation, with little 
or no coordination between the various investigative teams. For this reason, the CIOS effort 
was often colloquially referred to as CHAOS (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:193). CIOS Team 183 
was dedicated to German missile research and included Army Ordnance technicians super-
vised by Dr. Robert Porter of GE, who was working under the Army Ordnance Project Hermes 
contract. CALTECH physicist Dr. Fritz Zwicky was also part of CIOS Team 183, representing 
the Army Air Forces (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:192-193). The team was assisted by Major 
Robert Staver of the Army Ordnance Technical Division, who was directed by Colonel Gervais 
Trichel to help the CIOS team locate prominent Peenemünde scientists, Werner von Braun in 
particular (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:196).   

On May 2, 1945, Werner’s brother, Magnus von Braun, met with members of the US Army 44th 

Infantry Division and relayed the message that the V-2 scientists wished to surrender (Freeman 
1993:148; Ordway and Sharpe 2007:184-185). The von Braun brothers and a group of their 
closest associates from Peenemünde surrendered to American forces the following day. After 
the general German surrender on May 7, 1945, the entire group of V-2 staff were moved to a 
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prisoner of war facility at Garmisch-Partenkirchen (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:192-193). There, 
members of the Peenemünde team, including von Braun and Walter Dornberger, were inter-
viewed by members of CIOS Team 183, led by Dr. Porter, during the first week of May 1945. 
In a report to the Army Air Corps, Fritz Zwicky noted the disorganized nature of interviews, 
which were conducted with little coordination between team members and with little regard 
to previous interviews (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:193). The disorganized CIOS effort accom-
plished relatively little and lacked any formal plans for the ultimate fate of the Peenemünde 
staff members.

While the search for German scientists and engineers was ongoing, efforts were also underway 
to secure parts, blueprints, and documents of the V-2 program. American forces entered the 
Nordhausen area near the Mittelwerk V-2 factory on April 11, 1945. The 4,000 Mittelwerk 
personnel had fled the facility the day before, leaving the underground factory’s light and 
ventilation systems running. American troops were amazed to find entire rows of V-2 parts 
and subassemblies neatly organized in the vast underground tunnels of the complex (Dungan 
2005:205-206). Word of the find soon reached Colonel Holger N. Toftoy, Chief of Army Ord-
nance Technical Intelligence in Europe, who was based in Paris. In response, Toftoy organized 
an ad-hoc unit called Special Mission V-2. The objective of Special Mission V-2 was to go to 
Mittelwerk and collect enough V-2 components for 100 complete missiles, then ship the parts 
to the US (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:196). Toftoy reported to Colonel Gervais Trichel, who 
believed that the launch of the V-2s at the recently established WSPG would further the objec-
tives of Project Hermes. Colonel Trichel made Major Staver available to Toftoy to help carry 
out the Special Mission V-2 operation (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:196).

Toftoy’s Special Mission V-2 raced to recover the treasure trove of V-2 parts and equipment 
prior to the Russian takeover of the Nordhausen area, which was scheduled to take place on 
June 21, 1945. Major William Bromley, a friend of Staver, was put in charge of Special Mission 
V-2. Bromley reported to Major James P. Hamill, who was in charge of shipping the V-2 parts 
to Antwerp, where they would be shipped overseas to the US (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:197). 

As Special Mission V-2 scrambled to gather the V-2 parts at Mittelwork in early May, they 
lacked a complete parts list of an assembled V-2. None of the available German personnel 
knew in detail all the required parts, so Bromley and his men simply gathered one hundred of 
everything they could find (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:197-198). Hamill arranged for the parts 
to be loaded onto German rail cars and transported to Antwerp. The first rail cars of V-2 parts 
were transported out on May 22, 1945. Progress was slow as all but one of the railway bridges 
around Nordhausen had been bombed, so the shipments continued through the end of the 
month. A total of 341 railcars of V-2 parts were shipped out from Antwerp, to gradually make 
their way to the then still unofficial WSPG (Dungan 2005:206). On May 31, Bromley reported 
that the objective of Special Mission V-2, shipping the components of 100 V-2s to the US, had 
been completed. A grateful Colonel Toftoy saw that Bromley was awarded a Bronze Star for 
his efforts (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:201).

As Bromley and Hamill worked on getting the V-2 parts to Antwerp, Major Staver and Second 
Lieutenant M.S. Hochmuth searched the area for additional German scientists and engineers, 
and also turned up a variety of equipment stashed across the countryside:
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In a network of artificial caves near Wofleberg, two miles northwest of Mittel-
werk, Staver found an almost complete Schmetterling antiaircraft missile and 
the guidance and control unit of an Hs298 missile. At Friedrichslohra, hidden 
in a pigsty, Hochmuth discovered a trove of phototheodolites, kinetheodolites, 
and other precision instruments for tracking guided missiles. Additionally, he 
turned up several pieces of V-2 equipment in a forest not far away. Together 
with Staver, he uncovered a complete guidance unit for a Wasserfall missile 
cached in a barn [Ordway and Sharpe 2007:198].

Staver contacted additional V-2 staff and engineers in the area around Mittelbau throughout 
the month of May. On May 12, he was put into contact with V-2 engineer Karl Otto Fleisher, 
who knew the location of the cache of Peenemünde blueprints and documents that Werner Von 
Braun had ordered to be hidden away in April. During the last week of May, Staver was able 
to convince Fleisher to divulge the location, and after a frenzied coordination with Colonel 
Toftoy, managed to retrieve the treasure trove of V-2 data and blueprints from the Dornten 
mine. The area around Dornten was to be transferred to British military authorities, and Staver 
retrieved the V-2 document hoard just hours before the British took control of the area. The V-2 
documents were then shipped to Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland (Dungan 2005:207; 
Ordway and Sharpe 2007:199-200).

Staver recognized the value of the German missile experts in the area, including those that had 
been moved to Garmisch-Partenkirchen and still others that had yet to be officially contacted. 
In the process of locating the V-2 documents, he had located Eberhard Rees and Walter Riedel, 
both important Peenemünde program managers. During a whirlwind trip to Paris in late May, 
Staver wrote a cable to the Army Chief of Ordnance recommending that the German scien-
tists and engineers, along with their documents and drawings, could contribute to winning 
the ongoing war in the Pacific and should be immediately relocated to the US (Ordway and 
Sharpe 2007:200). The project was supported by Colonel Trichel, and Staver worked with 
senior Mittelbau engineers to identify key V-2 staff remaining at Nordhausen during the month 
of June. Dr. Porter and the Project Hermes team at Garmisch-Partenkirchen were enlisted to 
help identify key Peenemünde staff, with Ernst Steinhoff and Werner von Braun volunteering 
to locate remaining team members. By noon on June 20, 1945, almost 1,000 Peenemünde staff 
and family members had been gathered at a railyard for transportation west out of the Russian 
occupation zone (Dungan 2005:206-207; Ordway and Sharpe 2007:201). This was just a day in 
advance of the scheduled Russian takeover of the area. One final item remained behind; several 
hundred pounds of official documents that Walter Dornberger had buried. Staver and Porter 
located the document cache with a mine detector just 12 hours ahead of the scheduled Russian 
arrival. Throughout May and June, Staver and his team had worked against the deadline of the 
scheduled Russian occupation of the region. Ironically, General Zhukov and other top-ranking 
Russian military officials were attending a military parade in Moscow, so the Russians did not 
take actual control of the area until July 1, 1945 (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:202). 

The American effort was very effective at sweeping up a good deal of the German V-2 techni-
cal materials and components, leaving a minimal amount behind for the British and Soviets. 
Despite this, Great Britain and the Soviet Union still conducted their own post-war V-2 pro-
grams. During the summer of 1945, the British conducted Operation Backfire, which used Ger-
man personnel to assemble and inspect eight V-2s. Three of the assembled Operation Backfire 
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V-2s were launched successfully using German personnel and field equipment during October 
1945 (British War Office 1946:27). The American V-2 recovery effort left as little as possible 
behind in the Soviet occupation zone, so the Soviet effort had very few pre-manufactured V-2 
parts and assemblies. Additionally, Stalin decreed that no German-manufactured parts would 
be used for the Soviet V-2 copy, rather it would be produced entirely from Soviet production 
parts (Dungan 2005:212). However, the Soviets were able to gather some of the German V-2 
engineers and scientists. One of the Peenemünde scientists, Helmut Gottrüp, chose to work 
with the Soviets after refusing an American offer to work in the US. Gottrüp probably made 
this choice as he was initially able to remain in Germany with his family. Personal rivalries 
with other Peenemünde scientists also probably played a role in his decision (Ordway and 
Sharpe 2007:222). 

In early July 1945, the Army Ordnance plan to relocate the German scientists and engineers 
was approved by US and British Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Colonel Toftoy was put in charge 
of the negotiations. On July 19, 1945 this effort was officially established as Operation Over-
cast in a secret memorandum from the Joint Chief of Staff (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:203). 
Operation Overcast was considered to be a “temporary military exploitation” of the German 
specialists, who would be transported to Fort Strong, New York where they would work on 
six-month contracts with the option of six-month extensions (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:203). 
Operation Overcast was vague on other details of the arrangement, and Colonel Toftoy spent 
much of July and August 1945 working out the specifics of the six-month contracts. One of the 
biggest issues was what would happen with the families of the German workers. The Opera-
tion Overcast contracts made no provisions for brining family members to the US, and Toftoy 
finally worked out an arrangement where the families would be provided for in a dependent 
camp in Germany. With the issue of caring for their families resolved, many of the German 
specialists accepted the work contracts and were gradually moved to the US in three groups 
starting in September 1945 (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:204). 

The first group of Peenemünde specialists brought to the US under Operation Overcast consist-
ed of seven men; Werner Von Braun, August Schulze, Eberhard Rees, Erich Neubert, Theodor 
Poppel, Walter Schwidetzky, and William Jungert (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:217). This first 
group stayed at Fort Strong for a period of debriefing and processing, before being moved 
to Aberdeen Proving Grounds in Maryland in October. Major Hamill then proceed with Von 
Braun to Fort Bliss while the others stayed at Aberdeen through December to work on organiz-
ing, translating, and creating abstracts for the massive collection of documents and blueprints 
recovered from Germany. This effort was then turned over to Project Hermes personnel and 
the group joined Von Braun at Fort Bliss (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:219-220). The rest of the 
former Peenemünde team made their way to the US through late 1945 and early 1946, with the 
last group arriving at Fort Bliss in February 1946 (Ordway and Sharpe 2007:221). 

The Operation Overcast dependent families were relocated to Landshut, Germany, where they 
remained until they were eventually brought to the US, a process that took up to two years. The 
dependent housing area became locally known as “Camp Overcast,” which required the still 
secret program to be renamed Operation Paperclip on March 16, 1946 (Lasby 2017:85; Ord-
way and Sharpe 2007:206). From May 1945 to December 1952, the US imported 642 foreign 
scientists, engineers, and technicians under the aegis of several programs, which collectively 
were referred to as Operation Paperclip (Freeman 1993:148; Lasby 2017:2). Probably the most 
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important group of German scientists brought to the US under the aegis of Operation Paperclip 
was Werner von Braun and his associates from the Peenemünde rocket research facility. 

6.7.4 V-2s at WSPG

Special Mission V-2 recovered enough parts from the underground Mittelwork factory to as-
semble 70 to 100 V-2s, but no complete V-2 missiles were actually recovered from the facility 
(Dungan 2005:209). Additionally, many of the parts and subassemblies were damaged or in-
complete. The V-2 motors themselves usually required a good deal of hand fitting and tuning 
in order to operate properly, so the V-2 mechanical gear was only part of the puzzle. V-2 
equipment was also eagerly sought after by the British and the Russians, and the US Army 
essentially absconded with as many parts, materials, and personnel as possible.   

In August 1945, the V-2 parts captured at Mittelwerk began to arrive at WSPG. The parts were 
shipped by rail into Las Cruces, New Mexico and then hauled by truck to WSPG. Santa Fe 
Railroad officials worked out a plan with Colonel H.R. Turner to unload about 10 train cars a 
day from Las Cruces. Instead, all 300 railcars of V-2 materials arrived at once, and occupied 
every railroad siding from El Paso to Belen, a distance of about 210 miles (Kennedy 2009:30). 
Adding to the logistical headaches, the Army was frantic to avoid paying additional storage 
fees for the idle railcars waiting to be unloaded. Unloading and hauling the V-2 hardware re-
quired hiring every flatbed truck in Doña Ana County, and even then it took 20 days to get all 
the V-2 materials to WSPG (Kennedy 2009:30). 

The first of the Operation Paperclip scientists arrived at Fort Strong, New York on September 
20, 1945 and from there moved to Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. At Aberdeen, the 
German scientists and engineers worked with Americans to catalog the thousands of V-2 docu-
ments and translate the most significant technical manuals and blueprints (Dungan 2005:212). 
Werner von Braun and his Peenemünde staff arrived at Fort Bliss, Texas in late 1945. 

During the last year of the war, as it became clear that Germany had a significant lead in rocket 
and missile technology, the Army Ordnance Department issued a broadly defined research and 
development contract with General Electric (GE) on November 20, 1944 (Bullard 1965:8).  
This contract, which became known as Project Hermes, was aimed at developing long range 
missiles for use against aircraft or ground targets. It also called for GE to develop the requisite 
control, guidance, and ground equipment for these systems. The work included three phases: 
a literature search; study of the German guided missile program; and the design and develop-
ment of its own experimental systems (Bullard 1965:8). Project Hermes served as a parallel 
contract to the ORDCIT contract that was already underway. Through Project Hermes, GE was 
the prime contractor for the cataloging, assembly, and manufacture of V-2 components during 
the tenure of the program at WSPG.  

After the captured V-2 materials were transported to WSPG, GE personnel working under Proj-
ect Hermes began to sort, catalogue, clean, and assemble the various German missile compo-
nents. Some of the Mittelwerk parts had been damaged or stolen as the facility was abandoned, 
and some critical parts were either missing or damaged. For example, GE personnel had to 
finish wiring on V-2 electrical distribution panels, about 70 of which were recovered but most 
were unfinished. In particular, gyroscopes were in short supply amongst the recovered parts. 
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Each V-2 required two gyroscopes and only about 50 were recovered from Mittelwerk, so 140 
American made replacements were required (Corliss 1971:13; Kennedy 2009:31). From the 
original batch of German V-2 parts shipped to WSPG, only two missiles were assembled from 
original, factory-matched parts (Corliss 1971:13; Kennedy 2009:31). All the other American 
launched V-2s required some amount of rework by GE contractors working under Project Her-
mes or manufacture of replacement parts. German V-2 scientists at Fort Bliss mostly served an 
advisory role at first, but 39 Paperclip scientists were working at WSPG in support of the V-2 
launches as of March 1946 (Dungan 2005:212; Kennedy 2009:31). This number decreased as 
GE personnel took over, and by mid-1947 the V-2 program was staffed entirely by GE and US 
Army personnel (Kennedy 2009:31). 

6.7.5 The V-2 as a Tool for Scientific Research

By the 1930s, the fields of solar spectrum research, ionospheric research, cosmic-ray physics, 
and atmospheric physics were well established within the academic community. The develop-
ment of the V-2 suddenly provided a vehicle that could collect data on these topics above the 
Earth’s atmosphere, which had previously been an insurmountable hurdle. However, as the V-2 
was a military program, it was not the leading academic researchers in these respective fields 
that conducted research with the new rockets, but rather a new class of pragmatically-oriented 
scientists from the military contract community. In his book on the scientific explorations 
conducted by the American V-2 program, David DeVorkin states:

The scientific problems addressed with the V-2 existed before the war. Howev-
er, a whole new set of workers, with talents and alignments quite distinct from 
those of people traditionally active in upper atmospheric research, were the first 
to use the rockets for scientific investigations. As a result, an entirely new way 
to conduct science, constructed around the rocket, emerged after World War II 
within a world being re-defined in terms of national security needs. From this 
new way of doing science evolved a new definition of the scientist [DeVorkin 
1992:2].   

Although the American V-2 program, through its various university and private industry part-
nerships, made substantial contributions to upper atmospheric research, the goals of the pro-
gram were always military in nature and much of the data generated from the rockets were 
used to inform or develop new military technologies. The basic scientific research conducted 
with the V-2 was not a goal in itself, but rather its application to military technology was the 
anticipated result.    

With the parts and minds of the German V-2 program in hand as of late 1945, Army Ordnance 
possessed the seeds for its own ballistic missile program but also lacked a great deal of data 
and technical knowledge. Per the interservice agreements in place at the end of the war, Holger 
Toftoy tasked a member of his staff, Colonel James B. Bain, to identify possible partnerships 
with user groups within the Army and Navy, along with various contracting agencies within 
the military research sphere (DeVorkin 1992:59). Army Ordnance planned to start V-2 firings 
during the spring of 1946, so the lead time for researchers to be identified and develop research 
programs to “tag along” with the Army V-2 launch program was minimal. Toftoy tasked Bain 
with organizing all the interested parties into a single manageable body that was independent 
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of, but subject to review by, Army Ordnance (DeVorkin 1992:59). 

Chief among the interested parties was Dr. Ernst H. Krause, head of the newly formed Rocket 
Sonde Research Section at the NRL. Krause had been active in gathering V-2 intelligence in 
Europe near the end of the war, and was enthusiastic about the prospects of guided missiles. 
Krause’s timing was fortuitous, as the NRL “was determined to break out of its tradition as 
a military testing laboratory to become a major player in military research and development” 
(DeVorkin 1992:48). 

Bain’s efforts resulted in a series of meetings that ultimately culminated in the formation of the 
V-2 Upper Atmosphere Panel, whose first official meeting was on February 27, 1946 at Princ-
eton University. Often referred to as the “V-2 Panel,” the group was an informal self-consti-
tuted body that had no official status or authority, but was the primary advisory body to Army 
Ordnance on experimental programs and priorities. The first panel members consisted of four 
scientists from military laboratories, three from universities, and one from the National Bureau 
of Standards. Three additional members were engineers from GE, the primary V-2 contractor 
under Project Hermes (Naugle 1991:1). Ernst Krause of the NRL was nominated as the first 
chairman of the panel. 

The V-2 Panel reported its plans and activities to the Joint Research and Development Board 
(JRDB). After the end of WWII, the Joint Chiefs of staff created the JRDB to coordinate all 
research and development activities that were potentially useful to military interests (DeVorkin 
1987:13). The JRDB was composed of elite civilian scientists and engineers that worked in 
concert with War and Navy Department liaison officers, and its pronouncements carried sub-
stantial weight within the defense community (DeVorkin 1992:154). Dr. Thomas H. Johnson, 
Chairman of the JRDB’s Panel on the Upper Atmosphere, helped to organize the V-2 Panel and 
invited Ernst Krause to serve as a liaison between the two panels (DeVorkin 1987:14). 

The primary members of the V-2 Panel consisted of organizations within the sphere of mili-
tary research and development: the NRL, the Army Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL), the 
Evans Signal Laboratory of the Army Signals Corps (SCEL), and the Cambridge Field Sta-
tion (CFS), later known as the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory of the Air Materiel 
Command (AFCRL) (DeVorkin 1992:73). Associated with the military research agencies were 
civilian contract laboratories such as the APL and university departments with military con-
tracts, which included Harvard University, University of Michigan, University of Colorado, 
University of Utah, Boston University, University of Chicago, Princeton University, Universi-
ty of Rhode Island, and Rhode Island State College (DeVorkin 1992:73; Smith 1954). 

Krause and the NRL were eager to establish themselves as a major research institution whose 
relevance extended beyond the Navy, and accordingly took on a great deal of responsibility for 
the V-2 research program. As the first panel chairman, Krause positioned the NRL for primary 
control over the V-2 Panel, but the NRL’s dominance was soon buffered by the membership 
of the APL and the Army Air Forces with its contractor, the University of Michigan. The APL 
was represented by Dr. James Van Allen and the Army Air Forces/University of Michigan 
representative was Dr. William Dow (DeVorkin 1992:64).  

The NRL made significant contributions to the V-2 launch program by providing telemetry 
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systems, telemetry analysis, and ground support (DeVorkin 1987). The NRL also provided 
special replacement nose cone assemblies needed to house instrumentation for a variety of 
scientific programs. The original V-2 nose cone was designed to carry a warhead and was not 
well suited to carry scientific payloads. The biggest problem was that the original V-2 nose 
cone section did not have any access ports, so instruments could not be accessed or installed 
once the nose cone was attached. Replacement nose cones were produced by the NRL, and 
were manufactured of 1/8-inch thick cast steel and included three gasket-sealed access ports so 
scientists could easily access the interior (Corliss 1971:13; Kennedy 2009:41). The new nose 
cone sections were seven-and-a-half feet tall, weighed 1,055 pounds, and contained an interior 
volume of 19.6 cubic feet. They were also designed to maintain a pressure of one atmosphere 
throughout the flight to ensure a consistent operating environment for instrumentation and 
experiments (Kennedy 2009:41).

While the early V-2 program placed an emphasis on scientific research, it was still an Army 
Ordnance launch program with its own priorities and schedule that was not always in sync with 
that of the researchers. Some of the scientists complained of clashes with Colonel Harold Turn-
er, the first commanding officer of WSPG. As much as possible, Turner wanted to maintain the 
original ambitious launch schedule of weekly V-2 launches. Most of the V-2s carried multiple 
experiments or data collection devices, and Turner’s local policy was to launch even if one 
or two of the experiments suffered a malfunction or wasn’t ready, as long as it did not impact 
the success of the launch itself (DeVorkin 1992:123). In one case, this resulted in a camera 
package being carried aloft with the full knowledge that its lens cap was still in place (DeVor-
kin 1992:123). The friction between the civilian scientists and the Army was even reported 
in a 1946 New York Times article, which argued that Colonel Turner and his staff treated the 
scientists as a secondary priority to their primary mission of launching V-2s every week as a 
routine operation (DeVorkin 1992:122). Toftoy was quick to refute this accusation, and turned 
to Krause and Van Allen to offer statements and anecdotes that demonstrated that Turner was 
indeed accommodative to the needs of the researchers at WSPG (DeVorkin 1992:123). The re-
ality was that the complex mixture of, “enlisted men, contract civilian workers, technical staff, 
Germans, and visiting scientific and technical personnel all began to chafe, especially after the 
failed launches during the summer of 1946” (DeVorkin 1992:122).    

6.7.6 The First Year of V-2 Launches at LC-33

The first year of V-2 launches at LC-33 was referred to as the first launch season by Army Ord-
nance, and this period, from April 1946 to the end of the year, included some of the program’s 
most dramatic technical failures and successes. The first American V-2, Missile #1, was not 
launched but was static tested at the newly constructed 100k Static Test Stand. V-2 #1 consisted 
of the propulsion unit and support components mounted in a fuselage, including the mid-sec-
tion, tail section, and control section housing. No nose cone was attached to V-2 #1 and ports 
were cut in the tail section to facilitate observation during the static test. On March 15, 1946, 
this mostly complete V-2, the first assembled in the US, was static fired at the 100k Test Stand 
for 57 seconds (Kennedy 2009:32). 

Some details of the test stand’s design were yet to be worked out. The area beneath the test 
stand channeled the motor exhaust into a concrete “flame bucket,” but the exhaust flame was 
so hot that it would melt the concrete. The first solution to protect the concrete was to line the 
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flame pit with half-inch thick iron plates that were about three feet square. A water manifold 
above the plate sprayed a high-pressure jet of water down onto the plates to keep them cool 
during the static firing. Unfortunately, during the first test in 1946, the iron plates were blown 
off and set fire to the surrounding desert scrub vegetation (Eckles 2013:174; Kennedy 2009:32). 
A second attempt with tank tracks also ended with the same result. Eventually, a better solution 
that relied on water cooling was worked out (Eckles 2013:174-175).  

The first American V-2 flight, V-2 Round #2, took place on April 16, 1946 at LC-33. The 
NRL and APL were able to fabricate instrument packages for this first flight, well ahead of the 
scheduled flights for either agency. The NRL instruments were diagnostic in nature, designed 
to inform on conditions for physical data recovery, while the APL package designed by Van 
Allen was more elaborate and designed to capture information on cosmic rays on a data re-
corder device. Unfortunately, the first V-2 flight was not entirely successful, as the missile be-
haved erratically almost immediately after launch and then a control fin broke loose. The safety 
crew shut down the motor as the missile lost control, and it crashed a short distance from the 
launch pad after reaching an altitude of about five miles (Kennedy 2009: 39;41). Van Allen’s 
instrument package was a complete loss, which was somewhat mitigated by the fact that the 
flight did not venture high enough to have captured any useful data on cosmic rays (DeVorkin 

Figure 28. V-2 #1 assembled and on its way to the 100K Test Stand, March 1946 (photo courtesy 
WSMR Museum Archives).   
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Figure 29. V-2 #1 installed on the 100K Test Stand for static testing, March 1946 (photo courtesy 
WSMR Museum Archives).   
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1992:135). 

The failure of the first V-2 
launch was determined to have 
been caused by damage to one 
of the graphite control vanes lo-
cated in the missile’s exhaust jet. 
Afterwards, the control vanes 
were inspected via X-rays pri-
or to installation and were pro-
tected by disposable cardboard 
covers during the pre-launch 
sequence. Given that the GE 
Project Hermes engineers were 
doing everything for the first 
time, expectations were not ter-
ribly high for the first flight, “at 
least, someone mused, they got 
the missile off the pad” (DeVor-
kin 1992:135).   

Carried over from the German 
V-2 program for the next launch 
(V-2 #3) was the inclusion of 
painted “pin-up” style artwork 
on the tailfin section. Many of 
the Peenemünde launches in-
cluded such art, which was at 
first painted directly into the fuselage and later painted onto canvas that was then glued to the 
rocket body (Simonsen 2018). The artwork was completed by Gerd de Beek, who worked at 
Peenemünde as a technical draftsman. Some photographs of de Beek’s works exist, but the 
rocket-affixed originals naturally did not survive the rocket flight. Similar to images paint-
ed on military aircraft of the era, de Beek’s rocket paintings usually include scantily clad or 
semi-nude women, but often with some suggestion of space travel as well. Many images were 
variations of a “Woman in the Moon,” the imagery of which can probably be traced back to 
the popular 1929 science fiction film directed by Fritz Lang (Winter 1983:37). This film, titled 
Frau im Mond (Woman in the Moon), featured a multiple stage rocket that traveled to the 
moon, and was popular with Werner von Braun and his fellow VfR club members. One of the 
pioneering German rocket experimenters, Hermann Oberth, was commissioned to construct a 
promotional sounding rocket that was to be launched at the premier of the film, but the project 
was never completed (Winter 1983:39). Gerd de Beek was among the Paperclip scientists 
brought to the US, and American V-2 #3 carried one of de Beek’s works on the tail section. 
This particular artwork was labeled with a #2 since V-2 #3 was actually the second actual flight 
test in the American launch series. In 1954, one of de Beek’s paintings was again carried to the 
skies aboard a Redstone missile test (Simonsen 2018).  

The next launch, V-2 Missile #3, went smoothly and achieved a peak altitude of 70 miles on 

Figure 30. V-2 #3 with Gerd de Beek canvas attached to tail 
section, 1946.
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Figure 31. V-2 #2, the first actual American V-2 launch, on the launch pad at LC-33, April, 1946  
(photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).  
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May 10, 1946 (Kennedy 2009:39). It crashed about 38 miles downrange, and recovery teams 
found a large crater that was quickly filling with water. The missile itself, moving at about a 
kilometer per second at impact, had apparently totally disintegrated. Recovery teams found 
about 100 pounds of fragmentary debris; Van Allen’s instrument package and data was again 
a complete loss (DeVorkin 1992:135). This established a pattern with the early V-2 flights; 
recovery of physical data was a major problem. This was less of an issue for cosmic ray and 
ionospheric research, the results of which could be sent to the ground via telemetry, but was 
a major limitation for air-sampling, aerial photography, and biological research, all of which 
relied on physical recovery for the retrieval of data. Parachute recovery systems were theoreti-
cally feasible, but nothing of the sort could be devised in time for the first series of V-2 flights. 
For the 1946 V-2 flights, it had to be done the hard way; the data packages had to come down 
with the missile, be protected from the impact, and then be manually recovered (DeVorkin 
1992:137).

The German V-2 engineers proposed a couple ideas. First was to separate the warhead from 
the rest of the V-2 airframe with an explosive charge. With the warhead gone, the rest of the 
airframe would tumble on descent, generating more air drag to slow its descent speed before 
landing in a horizontal orientation. If the instrument packages were then relocated outside the 
warhead in the fuselage or tail section, the odds of successful recovery were greatly enhanced 

Figure 32. The impact crater created by one of the early V-2 flights, possibly V-2 #3  (photo courtesy 
WSMR Museum Archives).   
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(DeVorkin 1992:137-140). This concept was proved with the V-2 flight on July 30, 1946, the 
tail section of which was recovered essentially intact (DeVorkin 1992:141). Ernst Krause, with 
help from Ernst Stuhlinger, one of von Braun’s associates, convinced the GE Project Hermes 
team that a spectroscope assembly could be housed in the tail fin of the V-2. The NRL rushed 
the fabrication of the assembly to meet the scheduled October 1946 launch of V-2 #12, which 
was dedicated to the NRL. 

Leading up to V-2 #12, the previous four V-2 flights had all failed, so anticipation was high 
when V-2 #12 launched skyward on October 10, 1946. The NRL invested a tremendous amount 
of effort into the flight, which was packed with instrumentation and experimental packages:

The arsenal included cosmic-ray detector arrays; solar spectrograph; ionospher-
ic radio propagation and composition instruments; pressure and temperature 
sensors all over the rocket, inside the warhead, and inside many of the ex-
periments themselves; numerous cameras to photograph the behavior of the 
radio antennae, of the rocket trajectory, and the earth’s surface; seed packages 
to study effects of the space environment; photocell aspect indicators; and para-
chute devices for recovery experiments [DeVorkin 1992:142].

The missile flew successfully to an altitude of 107 miles and the warhead was successfully 
separated from the aft and tail sections with an explosive charge. The tail section landed in 
recoverable condition and the most important device of the flight, the tailfin mounted spectro-
graph, was successfully recovered. The spectrograph had captured for the first time the far ul-
traviolet spectrum of the sun, which had previously been invisible to direct observation due to 
the filtering effects of the atmosphere. The photographs of the ultraviolet spectra were widely 
reported in the popular media and it was the first conclusive demonstration that physical data 
could be returned from a rocket flight (DeVorkin 1992:143-144).  

Even more tangible to the general public were the first high altitude photographs of the earth’s 
surface that were taken on V-2 #13, which flew on October 24, 1946. The photographs were 
intended to be used as a diagnostic tool for the flight behavior of the missile in the rarified air 
of the upper atmosphere, but proved to be valuable in their own right. Clyde T. Holliday of the 
APL equipped the V-2 with commercial DeVry 35-millimeter motion picture cameras, with 
which he had extensive wartime experience (DeVorkin 1992:145). Holliday placed the camera 
within a steel box that was located in the midsection of the missile between the fuel tanks. The 
camera was equipped with an armored film cassette similar to those that APL developed for 
its spectrographs. The camera captured images at altitudes of 30, 45, and 62 miles, and was 
recovered in remarkably good condition from the crash site (DeVorkin 1992:145). 

When the photographs were released to the media in November, 1946, they became an instant 
press sensation:

The Herald American announced “Earth from 65 Miles Up!” and the Trans Lux 
movie newsreel service proclaimed them to be the “most sensational newsreel 
pictures of all time.” The Washington Post caught the significance of the event, 
showing a single shot covering some 100,000 square kilometers. The Los An-
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Figure 33. Image of the earth’s surface captured by V-2 #21 on March 7, 1947. Much of the western 
US is visible; the dark body of water near the top of the photo is the Gulf of California  (photo courtesy 

WSMR Museum Archives).  
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geles Examiner let its readers know that “You’re on a V-2 Rocket 65 Miles Up!” 
Life, US Camera, and many other national and international magazines kept 
interest up for weeks [DeVorkin 1992:145].  

Holliday improved his camera equipment with higher resolution K-25 cameras in later flights, 
and in 1948 produced new sets of earth photographs that were again very popular with the 
media and public. The best photographs from this flight were included in a 1950 National 
Geographic article written by Holliday (DeVorkin 1992:145; Holliday 1950). The high altitude 
photographs also suggested for the first time the utility of such imagery in weather forecasts, 
although it was apparent that rocket flights were far too irregular and expensive to be practical 
for routine forecasting. Despite this, it allowed meteorologists to predict how orbiting satellites 
could play a major role in forecasting and monitoring weather patterns in the future. 

Despite the successes of the first year of V-2 flights, the scientific achievements were relative-
ly minor and demonstrated that scientific returns would not be quick or easy. The real yield 
for the first year of V-2 flights was the practical experience gained by all parties (DeVorkin 
1992:147). Tighter controls regarding safety, priorities, and access were established during the 
1947 flight season. During the 1946 season, the scientists and contractors were only allowed 
access to the missile after the GE crews were done with their preparations. This often resulted 
in a desperate scramble in the final days and hours prior to launch, and last-minute changes to 
the missile. The new protocols gave scientists the initial access to the missile, after which GE 
engineers took over and made the final launch preparations (DeVorkin 1992:125). Additional-
ly, the launch schedule was relaxed to allow GE engineers exclusive access to the missile for 
two weeks prior to the launch. No more last-minute instrument package installations the night 
prior to the launch were allowed. During 1946, the Gantry Crane was constructed at LC-33 
to improve access to the missile once it was in the vertical position, which aided researchers 
in the installation of instrumentation packages and greatly improved their safety while doing 
so. Along with these changes in protocol, there were administrative changes as well at WSPG, 
as General Philip G. Blackmore replaced Colonel Turner as the WSPG commander in August 
1947 (DeVorkin 1992:125). 

For the purposes of this review, additional detailed discussion of all the post-1946 V-2 flights 
is not covered here, but the major milestones and significant V-2 variations are presented. A 
complete listing of all the V-2 flights, including their scientific payloads and success rates, is 
provided in Table 2. Of the major V-2 experimental flight series, the Blossom and Bumper 
flights are particularly notable and discussed in further detail in the following sections. 

6.7.7 Tracking Telescopes, Jet Studies, and the V-2

The American V-2 program provided a major catalyst for the development of optical and elec-
trical tracking systems, particularly early tracking telescopes. These early tracking telescopes 
were custom made by pioneers in range instrumentation, as there was not yet any industry 
support for the production of such instruments. These instruments provided, for the first time, 
direct observation of missile flight dynamics at extreme ranges and altitudes, which made 
substantial contributions to the general knowledge of missile flight dynamics and upper atmo-
spheric conditions.  
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Working at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, by Dr. James Edson developed the first tracking tele-
scopes for the observation and recording of missiles at long distances and high altitudes. Dr. 
Edson was a planetary astronomer by training, and had worked at the Lowell Observatory in 
Flagstaff, Arizona. At the Lowell Observatory, Edson worked with fellow astronomer Clyde 
Tombaugh; both were trained by Carl Otto Lampland and Earl C. Slipher, notable early 20th 
century American planetary astronomers. During WWII, Edson served as an anti-aircraft artil-
lery officer, and specialized in the development of anti-aircraft rockets as well as tracking and 
fire control systems. As a result of his wartime occupation, Dr. Edson was very well-versed in 
the operation and mechanics of anti-aircraft tracking mounts. Combined with his background 
in astronomy and photography, this made Dr. Edson uniquely qualified to develop the first 
tracking telescopes after WWII, the early versions of which were based on surplus Maxson 
M45 anti-aircraft machine gun mounts (Delgado 1981:703). Instead of allowing antiaircraft 
guns to track and target enemy aircraft, these mounts were modified to allow telescopes to 
target and track missiles at WSPG. 

As noted by Edson, “aggressive scavenging and improvising” of these surplus mounts was es-
sential to the rapid development of tracking telescopes at WSPG in support of the V-2 program 
(Edson 1971:16). Edson related the following humorous anecdote about the humble origins of 
the first tracking telescope, known as Little Bright Eyes:

All of the optical parts for the first tracking telescope were begged, borrowed, 
or stolen. Little Bright Eyes, the first instrument fielded, carried a 5-inch refrac-
tor of unknown origin, discovered in an Aberdeen supply room, plus a 6-inch 
refractor borrowed from the Smithsonian Institute. The 35mm movie camera 
came from a gunnery range. The big 5-inch binoculars were once the proud 
possession of the Imperial Japanese Navy. They were liberated by an enterpris-
ing GI during the reconquest of the Philippines. I walked off with them while 
he was contentedly sipping on a bottle of very good Scotch that I had been 
carrying around for just such an occasion. I smuggled them (with much labor 
and anxiety) back to the United States in my duffle bag. The contribution of that 
optical treasure was perhaps the most painful sacrifice that I ever made to the 
tracking telescope project. I’m still proud of it [Edson 1971:16]. 

Dr. Edson, who worked primarily at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, was unable to remain at 
WSPG full-time, but recruited his brother-in-law and fellow Lowell observatory alumni, Clyde 
Tombaugh, to continue refining the tracking telescope design. Tombaugh had an extensive 
background in planetary photography and brought to WSPG his extensive knowledge of films, 
emulsions, and photographic techniques (Delgado 1981:703). Tombaugh improved the origi-
nal Little Bright Eyes (T-1) by reducing the focal length of its telescope to reduce the effect of 
air turbulence, introducing a 35mm camera in place of human observer, using yellow and red 
filters to minimize glare, and use of Shellburst Panchromatic, a specialized, slow, high-contrast 
film (Delgado 1981:703; Mabe 1958:2).   

The tracking telescopes designed by Edson and Tombaugh were capable of photographing and 
producing identifiable images at ranges up to 120 miles. The German rocket teams at Peene-
munde had previously only been able to photograph missiles at ranges up to 50 miles, but the 
missiles appeared as dots in these images. In comparison, the tracking telescopes were not only 
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able to photograph at longer ranges, but produced clear images in which detailed aspects of the 
missile flight could be discerned (Delgado 1981:703). However, in the early days of tracking 
at WSPG there was a strongly competitive atmosphere between the electronic tracking group 
and the optical tracking effort led by Edson and Tombaugh, with both groups competing for 
funding and support at the range. Edson and Tombaugh resorted to clandestine operations at 
times to improve their optical tracking efforts. They snuck into the V-2 hangar on a weekend 
to paint the missile with a high-contrast, black-on-white paint scheme to improve the V-2’s 
visibility against the sky (Edson 1971:18).   

A landmark success for the early tracking telescope occurred on December 5, 1946. An after-
noon launch provided excellent lighting conditions for the tracking telescope, and the tracking 
telescope captured V-2 #16 tumbling near the apex of its flight, a previously unknown flight 
characteristic (Edson 1971:18; Mabe 1958:2). This landmark film established the tracking 

Figure 34. Little Bright Eyes, one of the first tracking telescopes at WSMR. 
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telescope as a permanent fixture in range instrumentation that was used in conjunction with 
electronic tracking techniques.  

The first Little Bright Eyes was designated as T-1 and its later variants were designated as T-2 
and T-3, all of which were reflecting optical systems based on an M45 gun mount, while the 
T-4 was variation on this theme with a larger 16-inch mirror. The second generation of track-
ing telescopes developed during the 1950s included the IGOR, which was also developed by 
Clyde Tombaugh, and the ROTI. The IGOR and ROTI possessed much greater ranges than the 
original Little Bright Eyes, and unlike that unit, were factory-manufactured rather than hand 
assembled from piecemeal components (Delgado 1981).   

The development of tracking telescopes allowed direct observation of the V-2 jet structure 
for the first time. These observations improved the understanding of how the jet structure of 
missiles behaved at high altitudes and supersonic speeds. In turn, this knowledge was used 
to refine missile motors, propellants, and airframe design. Observations of the jet structure 
also served as a proxy indicator of upper atmospheric conditions, particularly air density and 
temperature. One particularly useful discovery was the disappearance of shock diamonds (also 
known as mach disks or mach diamonds) from the jet flame as soon as the missile achieved 
supersonic velocity (Edson 1949:5). This observation not only contributed to the development 

Figure 35. Spectrograph mounted to roof of Communications Room addition of Army Blockhouse, 
circa 1948 (image adapted from Edson 1949).
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Table 2. V-2 Launches at WSMR, 1946 to 1952 (WSMR Museum Archives 2018).

Launch # Date Time Altitude 
(miles)

Agency Research Type

1 3/15/46 N/A N/A WSPG None

2 4/16/46 2:47 PM 5 WSPG Cosmic Radiation (APL)

3 5/10/46 N/A 70 WSPG Cosmic Radiation (APL)

4 5/29/46 2:12 PM 70 GE Cosmic Radiation (APL)

5 6/13/46 4:40 PM 73 GE Solar Radiation and Ionosphere (NRL)

6 6/28/46 12:25 PM 67 NRL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation, pressure, tempera-
ture, ionosphere

7 7/9/46 12:25 PM 83 GE Cosmic radiation, ionosphere (NRL)

8 7/19/46 12:11 PM 3 GE Ionosphere (NRL)

9 7/30/46 12:36 PM 104 APL Cosmic radiation, ionosphere (NRL), biological (Har-
vard)

10 8/15/46 11:00 AM 2 PRIN Cosmic radiation

11 8/22/46 10:15 AM N/A MICH Pressure, density ionosphere, sky brightness

12 10/10/46 11:02 AM 102 NRL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation, pressure, tempera-
ture, ionosphere, biological (Harvard)

13 10/24/46 12:15 PM 65 APL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation, winds, photogra-
phy

14 11/7/46 1:31 PM 0 PRIN Cosmic radiation

15 11/21/46 9:55 AM 63 MICH Pressure, temperature, ionosphere, sky brightness

16 12/5/46 1:08 PM 104 NRL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation, pressure, tempera-
ture, photography

17 12/17/46 10:12 PM 116 APL Cosmic radiation, meteorites, biological (NIH)

18 1/10/47 2:13 PM 72 NRL Cosmic radiation

19 1/23/47 5:22 PM 31 GE None

20 2/20/47 11:16 AM 68 AMC Pressure, ionosphere, sky brightness, biological, 
photography. Blossom I flight.

21 3/7/47 11:23 AM 100 NRL Cosmic radiation, pressure, temperature, solar radi-
ation, ionosphere, photography, biological (Harvard)

22 4/1/47 1:10 PM 80 APL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation, photography

23 4/8/47 5:10 PM 64 APL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation, photography

24 4/17/47 4:22 PM 87 GE Pressure, temperature (SCEL)

25 4/2/48 6:47 AM 89 SC Density, pressure, temperature, composition, cosmic 
radiation, solar radiation (NRL)
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Table 2. V-2 Launches, Cont.

Launch # Date Time Altitude 
(miles)

Agency Research Type

26 5/15/47 4:08 PM 76 NRL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation, temperature, iono-
sphere, photography

27 10/9/47 12:15 PM 97 GE Solar radiation (NRL), composition (SC)

Special 11/20/47 4:47 PM 13 GE None

28 12/8/47 2:42 PM 65 AMC Pressure, temperature, solar radiation, sky bright-
ness, ionosphere, photography

29 7/10/47 12:18 PM 10 NRL Cosmic radiation, pressure, temperature, iono-
sphere, biological (Harvard)

30 7/29/47 5:55 AM 99 APL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation, photography

31 12/8/49 12:15 PM 81 AMC Composition, ionosphere, meteorites, solar radia-
tion, sky brightness. Carried Albert IV.

32 9/16/49 4:19 PM 3 AMC Composition, ionosphere, meteorites, solar radia-
tion, sky brightness, cosmic radiation, biological. 
Carried Albert III.

33 9/2/48 6:00 PM 94 SC Density, pressure, temperature, composition

34 1/22/48 1:12 PM 99 NRL Cosmic radiation, pressure, temperature, ionosphere

35 5/27/48 7:15 AM 87 APL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation, photography, com-
position (SC)

36 2/6/48 10:17 AM 70 GE None

37 6/11/48 3:22 AM 39 AMC Pressure, temperature, composition, ionosphere, 
sky brightness, solar radiation. Blossom III flight that 
carried Albert the rhesus monkey.

38 4/19/48 12:54 PM 35 NRL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation, pressure, tempera-
ture, ionosphere

BU-1 5/13/48 6:43 AM 70 GE None

39 3/19/48 4:10 PM 3 GE Magnetic  field, composition, winds, temperatures 
(SC)

40 7/26/48 11:03 AM 60 APL Cosmic radiation, photography, pressure, tempera-
ture, composition (SC)

41 3/21/49 11:43 PM 80 AMC Ionosphere, sky brightness, solar radiation, compo-
sition, photography

42 12/9/48 9:08 AM 67 SC Winds pressure, temperature, solar radiation (NRL)

43 8/5/48 5:07 AM 104 NRL Cosmic radiation, temperature, pressure, iono-
sphere, solar radiation, photography

BU-2 8/19/48 7:45 AM 8 GE None

BU-3 9/30/48 8:30 AM 93 GE None

BU-4 11/1/48 7:24 AM 3 GE None

BU-5 2/24/49 3:14 PM 239* GE Temperature, telemetry
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Table 2. V-2 Launches, Cont.

Launch # Date Time Altitude 
(miles)

Agency Research Type

44 11/18/48 3:35 PM 90 GE Biological (Harvard), solar radiation (NRL), compo-
sition (SC)

45 1/28/49 10:20 AM 37 NRL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation, pressure, tempera-
ture, ionosphere, photography

46 5/5/49 8:15 AM 5 GE Solar radiation (NRL)

47 6/14/49 3:35 PM 83 AMC Cosmic radiation, composition, ionosphere, pres-
sure, temperature, photography, solar radiation. 
Blossom IV-B flight that carried Albert II.

48 2/17/49 10:00 AM 79 APL Cosmic radiation, photography, solar radiation 
(NRL), composition (SC), biological

49 9/29/49 9:58 AM 94 NRL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation, ionosphere, mete-
orites, pressure

50 4/11/49 3:05 PM 53 SC Temperature, composition, solar radiation (NRL), bi-
ological

51 8/31/50 10:09 AM 85 AMC Ionosphere, meteorites, sky brightness, density, bio-
logical. Carried mouse aloft.

52 6/28/51 2:43 PM 4 AMC Solar radiation, ionosphere, sky brightness, air glow

53 2/17/50 11:00 AM 92 NRL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation, pressure, tempera-
ture

54 1/18/51 1:14 PM 1 NRL Cosmic radiation, solar radiation

55 6/14/51 6:48 PM 0 NRL Solar radiation, cosmic radiation (NIH)

56 11/18/49 9:03 AM 77 SC Winds, composition, temperature, cosmic radiation 
(APL), solar radiation (NRL)

57 3/8/51 8:16 PM 2 AMC Composition, air glow, sky brightness, ionosphere

58 N/A N/A N/A N/A Not fired

59 5/20/52 9:06 AM 64 SC Composition, photography (also designated as TF-2)

60 10/29/51 2:04 PM 88 SC Pressure, temperature

61 10/26/50 4:02 PM 5 BRL None

TF-1 8/22/51 12:00 PM 133 N/A None

TF-2 See #59 N/A N/A N/A See #59 (same flight)

TF-3 8/22/52 N/A 49 NRL Composition, pressure, magnetic field, solar radia-
tion, cosmic radiation (NIH), sky brightness (ARDC)

TF-4 N/A N/A N/A N/A Not fired

TF-5 9/19/52 8:49 AM 17 SC Temperature, composition, cosmic radiation (NIH)
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of supersonic flow theory, but was also put to practical use as a visible time synchronization 
point in tracking telescope films and other optical records of missile launches (Edson 1971:19). 

The T-1 and T-2 tracking telescopes were combined with “slitless spectrographs” to study the 
spectrography of the V-2 jet (Edson 1949:7). In addition to the slitless spectrographs used with 
the tracking telescopes, a slit spectrograph was mounted to the roof of the Army Blockhouse to 
provide a higher resolution and longer exposure of the V-2 jet during the first part of the flight. 
A support bracket from this spectrograph installation remains attached to the Communications 
Room addition of the Blockhouse today. Spectrographic analysis of the V-2 jet flame also 
demonstrated that most of the jet’s emitted light came from combustion of impurities in the 
propellant, which included sodium, potassium, lithium, barium, magnesium oxide, strontium 
oxide, and various calcium compounds (Edson 1949:4). Changes in the jet spectrum were also 
used to diagnose malfunctions in the missile’s fuel system that altered the propellant mixture. 
These observations also revealed that if the propellant supply was completely burned, the final 
seconds of the powered flight became unsteady due to uneven combustion. The asymmetrical 
burn imparted excessive deviation to the V-2’s trajectory as it coasted into the burnout phase 
of its flight. To cure this problem, the V-2 team decided to cut the propellant flow just before 
it ran empty to maintain the missile on an even trajectory through its final flight stage (Edson 
1971:18). 

While the American V-2 program provided the first vehicle for scientific observations beyond the 
atmosphere, the corollary developments in 
ground-based range instrumentation were 
also an important outgrowth of the pro-
gram. The development of the first track-
ing telescopes in support of the WSPG V-2 
launches not only provided a new tool that 
would prove to be an indispensable com-
ponent of range instrumentation, but also 
allowed for the first direct observations of 
missile behavior in the upper atmosphere 
and supersonic flight dynamics.

6.7.8 Project Blossom V-2s

Seven V-2s were assigned to the AFCRL 
for specialized research. The primary re-
search objective of these flights was to 
develop parachute recovery methods, so 
these USAF-sponsored V-2 flights were 
designated as the “Blossom” series (Ken-
nedy 2009:45). The Blossom team was 
headed by Dr. Marcus O’Day, a physicist 
with the AFCRL who conducted landmark 
research regarding the ionosphere and 
solar corona. O’Day was interested in us-
ing rocket-launched coronagraphs as they 

Figure 36. V-2 #52, Blossom flight # 9, on the Gantry 
Crane at LC-33, 1951 (US Army photo).
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could bypass the light scattering effects of the at-
mosphere (DeVorkin 1992:223). In order to retrieve 
these instruments successfully, the instruments had 
to be recovered from a recoverable warhead section. 
The Project Blossom V-2 missiles were modified 
with specialized, detachable warheads and also the 
overall vehicle length was increased by one caliber, 
the equivalent of approximately 65 inches (White 
1952:24). The missiles were designed so that the 
warhead section would separate midflight and de-
ploy a parachute so that it could be recovered intact. 
The parachute differed from conventional designs 
in that was composed of ribbons, which reduced 
the shock the parachute sustained when it opened. 
These changes substantially increased the weight of 
the Bumper series missiles, which had an average 
empty weight of 10,232 pounds, compared to the 
standard V-2 empty weight of 8,800 pounds. While 
the increased length and weight of the Blossom V-2s 
did not apparently impact the vehicle’s trajectory, 
the series did suffer from repeated explosions in the 
tail section early in the flight (White 1952:24). It re-
mains unknown if the tail explosions were related to 
the structural changes in the Blossom missiles. 

The Blossom series included the first American attempts to carry animals aloft to test for 
biological changes caused by near-space travel. Blossom I carried fruit flies, rye seeds, and 
cotton seeds in its nose cone, along with a radar beacon, a device to measure forces caused 
by the parachute deployment, and a camera (Kennedy 2009:46). Blossom I was launched on 
February 19, 1947 and reached an altitude of 60 miles, at which time it successfully ejected its 
instrument package, which safely returned to earth via the parachute recovery system (Kenne-
dy 2009:46). Unfortunately, Blossom I was the only flight in the series where the instrument 
package separation and parachute recovery system worked as planned.   

The Blossom I fruit flies and seeds showed no abnormalities from the flight, so in 1948 the 
USAF Aero Medical Laboratory designed an experiment to carry a primate aboard the Blos-
som III. The experiment was designed by Dr. James Henry and Captain David Simons. The 
Blossom III vehicle also incorporated a special nose cone that incorporated a fairing modeled 
after the X-2 supersonic research airplane (Kennedy 2009:47). The idea was to test the nose 
cone separation mechanism that was planned as part of the X-2 pilot escape system. Henry and 
Simons only had about two months of lead time to design a method to carry a rhesus monkey, 
who came to be known as Albert, aboard Blossom III. It proved very difficult to fit Albert, who 
weighed nine pounds, and the associated monitoring gear into the cramped capsule which also 
carried other instrumentation equipment. Sadly, Albert likely suffocated in the small capsule 
enclosure before the missile lifted off. The experiment was doomed for other reasons, as the 
parachute recovery system failed and the capsule was not recovered (Kennedy 2009:48).    

Figure 37. Albert II being prepared for the 
Blossom IV-B flight, 1949 (public domain 

image).
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Another rhesus monkey, Albert II, was carried aboard Blossom IV-B in an improved capsule 
with more space. Albert II was fitted with better and more reliable monitoring equipment and 
was fitted with a miniature oxygen mask. However, Albert II’s monitoring equipment was not 
fitted with telemetry equipment, so the physiological data was only recorded on an internal 
data logger that had to be recovered (Kennedy 2009:48). On June 14, 1949, Blossom IV-B 
reached an altitude of 83 miles, but the parachute recovery system again failed and the nose 
cone section was destroyed on impact. Although Albert II was again lost due to the crash, the 
important data recordings of his physiological reactions to the flight were recovered. They 
showed that Albert II’s respiration and pulse remained within normal ranges throughout the 
apogee of the flight, the first significant data on primate physiological reactions to rocket flight 
conditions (Kennedy 2009:48).

The Blossom V-2 that carried Albert III suffered from an explosion in the tail section shortly 
after lift-off on September 16, 1949. This same failure afflicted several of the Blossom flights. 
A final rhesus monkey flight, Albert IV, was made on December 12, 1949. This flight returned 
similar results to that of Albert II, as it successfully recorded physiological data on Albert 
IV’s reactions to acceleration and weightlessness during the flight, but the parachute recovery 
system again failed to deploy (Kennedy 2009:48). The final Aero Medical Laboratory exper-
iment aboard the Blossom flights relied on a mouse instead of a rhesus monkey. The rhesus 
monkey subjects were all anesthetized for the flight, but the mouse was left fully conscious 
within a capsule. The reactions of the mouse to weightlessness were recorded by a camera 
that was wired to snap photographs at fixed intervals during the flight. Like other flights, the 
final Blossom suffered from the persistent failure of the parachute system, but the camera 
was housed within an armored housing that was recovered. The photographs showed that the 
mouse behaved normally during the period of weightlessness, although it seemed to lose its 
sense of orientation (Bushnell 1958:3).     

6.7.9 The Final V-2 Launches

While Project Hermes continued work on several test prototypes until 1954, GE’s participation 
in the V-2 program ended by agreement on June 30, 1951, after 67 launches of V-2 vehicles 
(White 1952:3). The final V-2 launches took place in 1951 and 1952 and were fired by the 
V-2 section of the Army’s 1st Guided Missile Battalion. On August 22, 1951, the 1st Guided 
Missile Battalion launched its first missile, which was designated as TF-1. The crew wanted 
to maximize the altitude the old V-2 could achieve, so they made a series of modifications to 
the V-2 to reduce its weight, including removing its air vanes and control linkages. The exper-
iment worked, as the TF-1 V-2 reached an altitude of 132 miles, the highest attained by a V-2 
(Kennedy 2009:54-55). The 1st Guided Missile Battalion V-2 flights continued with TF-2 (V-2 
#59) on May 20, 1952, which reached just over 64 miles in altitude. The next TF-3 flight on 
August 22, 1952, only reached 48 miles in altitude; TF-4 was not launched. The last American 
V2 flight, TF-5, took place on September 19, 1952 (Kennedy 2009:55). 

Project Hermes ended on December 31, 1954, and the Army invested well over $100 million 
in the program during its 10 year lifespan (Bullard 1965:15). Despite this expenditure, Project 
Hermes did not result in a single Hermes missile system available for production or deploy-
ment. It did, however, make substantial contributions to the state of the art, and performed 
much of the prerequisite research that was required to develop a wide variety of tactical missile 
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systems: 

In so doing, it discovered and extended basic knowledge in areas such as pro-
pulsion systems, rocket fuels, aerodynamics, guidance equipment, and testing 
equipment. It compiled basic statistics on motor design. It pioneered in produc-
ing higher impulse and more efficient rocket fuels. It contrived a method of in-
cluding, in propellants, silicone additives that deposited protective coatings on 
the interiors of rocket motors against the corrosive effects of high velocities and 
temperature. Another of its achievements in rocket motors was the hybrid mo-
tor which was the first in which the thrust could be controlled by the regulation 
of the flow of oxidizing agent into the motor. Through exhaustive aerodynamic 
studies and tests, it also accumulated technical data used in designing missile 
airframe structures. Furthermore, the General Electric Company pioneered in 
the development of guidance equipment to insure greater accuracy of a missile 
flight path [Bullard 1965:15]. 

The original objectives for Project Hermes were to gain experience in the handling and firing 
of large missiles; to provide vehicles for experiments directly concerned with the design for 
future missiles; to provide vehicles for operational tests of components for future missiles; to 
obtain ballistics data; and to provide vehicles for upper atmospheric research projects (White 
1952:1). The project was successful in meeting all these objectives and paid tremendous div-
idends in fundamental knowledge that carried over to numerous Army missile programs. It 
also resulted in a great deal of practical experience in the launching and tracking of missiles, 
and evaluation of necessary ground equipment and facilities. A more tangible result eventually 
emerged from the Hermes C study; it directly led to the development of the Redstone missile, 
one of the more notable early Army ballistic missiles because of its role in the embryonic US 
space program (Kennedy 2009:61).  

6.7.10 Project Hermes Beyond the V-2

The GE Hermes contract was a broad initiative that covered many rocket and missile develop-
ment projects. Despite this, it is mostly known for its association with the American V-2 effort 
at WSPG. Project Hermes also involved several different rockets which can be divided into the 
A-1 and A-2 series; the A-3 series; and other assorted projects (Kennedy 2009:57). Although 
Project Hermes never produced a deployable ballistic missile system, it did make substantial 
contributions to the advancement of guidance, tracking, and propulsion technologies. It also 
played a major role in the growth of WSPG; at its peak in the early 1950s, the project directly 
employed more than 1,250 people (Kennedy 2009:61). 

The Hermes A-1 was based on the German Wasserfall, an antiaircraft missile tested at the 
Peenemünde facility during WWII. During the last few years of operation at Peenemünde, the 
Wasserfall was a high priority project only superseded by the V-2; Germany had hoped that 
it might counter Allied high altitude bombers. The A-1/Wasserfall resembled a half scale V-2 
with an additional set of control surfaces mounted to its midsection (Kennedy 2009:58). The 
original Wasserfall relied on a liquid propellant motor that consumed a hypergolic mixture of 
nitric acid and an unstable petroleum derivative known as visol. For the Hermes A-1, GE en-
gineers relied on a more traditional mixture of liquid oxygen and alcohol. The A-1 was highly 
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Figure 38. A Hermes A-1 is prepared for launch at LC-33, circa 1950-1951 (photo courtesy WSMR 
Museum Archives).

maneuverable and had a maximum velocity of 1,800 miles per hour (Kennedy 2009:58). Her-
mes A-1 components, including the telemetry and guidance equipment, were tested on LC-33 
V-2 flights during 1947 and 1948. In 1950, the Hermes A-1 surface-to-air missile was canceled 
in favor of the Nike Ajax and the contract was amended towards the development of a family 
of surface-to-surface missiles for the Army (Bullard 1965:9). 

However, six Hermes A-1 missiles had already been built at this point so they were flown as 
test vehicles for guidance and control systems (Kennedy 2009:59). Five of the six Hermes 
A-1 missiles were launched; one was damaged beyond repair during a static test. The first two 
Hermes flights took place in 1950. The first A-1 flight crashed only 39 seconds into the flight 
about a mile-and-a-quarter from the launch pad; subsequent analysis showed that the motor 
suffered several independent failures. The second Hermes A-1 performed better, but suffered 
a control failure and exploded 81 seconds into the flight. The remaining three Hermes A-1 
flights were launched a year later, during the spring of 1951. None of the remaining A-1 flights 
were completely successful, but did provide valuable data on the guidance and control systems 
(Kennedy 2009:59).
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Initially, the Hermes A-2 was con-
ceived as a wingless version of the A-1, 
but the concept did not proceed beyond 
the conceptual phase due to the can-
cellation of the Hermes A-1. However, 
in 1948, the A-2 concept was revisit-
ed and defined as a low-cost, tactical 
missile that was capable of carrying a 
1,500-pound warhead to distances up 
to 75 miles (Kennedy 2009:59). The 
A-2 relied on a simple solid propellant 
motor that burned a polysulfide-based 
propellant mixture that had been devel-
oped by JPL. The Hermes A-2 was de-
veloped between 1949 and 1953, during 
which time the Army had already pro-
gressed with development of the liquid 
propellant Corporal missile (Kennedy 
2009:150). As large solid propellant 
vehicles were a relatively unexplored 
concept at the time, the initial devel-
opment focused on a propulsion test 
vehicle known as the RV-A-10. The 
RV-A-10 development moved slowly, 
but in 1953 four test vehicles were suc-
cessfully launched from the Air Force 
Missile Test Center (AFMTC) at Cape 
Canaveral, Florida (Carroll 1974:22). 
The Hermes A-2 concept was eventu-
ally fulfilled in the Army Sergeant mis-
sile, which was based on the RV-A-10 
motor. 

Another Hermes project was the A-3, a surface to surface missile that was initially designed 
in 1947. The A-3 prototype, known as the A-3A, was 29 feet in length, about two-thirds that 
of the V-2, and tapered near its base, which gave it a unique profile. It used a liquid propellant 
motor that burned liquid oxygen and alcohol that allowed it to carry a 1,000-pound warhead 
up to 150 miles. Twelve A-3 missiles, designated as the A-3AE1, were ordered in 1950, and 
another version designed to carry the 1,500-pound Type B atomic warhead was designated as 
the A-3AE2 (Kennedy 2009:59). In 1951, the Hermes A-3 development was canceled, but like 
the A-2, seven test vehicles were still produced and flown. The A-3A test vehicles were des-
ignated as the RV-A-8, the first of which exploded during a static test on August 7, 1951. The 
first A-3A/RV-A-8 flight at LC-33 took place on March 13, 1953. The flight was initially suc-
cessful, but a turbopump failed and caused the rocket to explode at 23 seconds into the flight. 
The remaining A-3A tests were moderately successful; four of the tests experienced some sort 
of failure but did provide solid data on the system’s guidance system (Kennedy 2009:60).

Figure 39. A Hermes A-3 prototype with its unique 
profile, date unknown (photo courtesy WSMR Museum 

Archives).  
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Figure 40. A Hermes II, with its distinctive ramjet canards at the nose, being assembled at WSPG 
circa 1947 (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).  

In 1953, the A-3 was redesigned to carry a 3,000-pound atomic warhead by boosting its motor 
performance and slightly enlarging the airframe; it was designated as the A-3B. The test pro-
gram was originally designed around 20 launches, but was reduced to just six flights to test the 
A-3B guidance system. The A-3B test flights were conducted in 1954 at WSPG, and like most 
of the Hermes project vehicles, demonstrated a mixed record. Only two of the flights were 
mostly successful, while the other four vehicles either broke up during flight or experienced 
guidance system malfunctions (Kennedy 2009:60).

Amongst the other assorted Hermes projects that were not part of the A-2 or A-3 series was the 
Hermes II. The Hermes II was an amendment made to the original Hermes contract in 1946, 
which requested the development of a two-stage, ramjet vehicle. The Hermes II was designed 
as a ramjet powered cruise missile that used a V-2 as a first stage. Ramjets are a mechanically 
simple form of jet engine comprised of an open tube with fuel injectors and a flame holder. Air 
enters the front of the tube and mixes with the fuel, which is in turn ignited. The hot combus-
tion gases exit the back of the tube, providing thrust. Despite its lack of moving parts, ramjets 
are complicated to design, as the ramjet must be moving at speeds of Mach I or greater to be 
effective. Additionally, the intake and exit nozzles must be properly shaped and the system 
must account for irregular behavior of air masses at high speeds (Kennedy 2009:57). Due to 
these factors, the design of the Hermes II ramjet was a significant technological problem as of 
the late 1940s. 
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Figure 41. A Hermes II on the launch pad at LC-33 circa 1947 (photo courtesy WSMR Museum 
Archives).  
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The Hermes II housed its ramjets in two large rectangular canards near the nose of the missile. 
As the large canards affected the aerodynamics of the missile during flight, its rear fins were in-
creased in size to aid in maintaining its stability. The prototype versions of the missile included 
the rectangular canards, but these did not actually house the ramjets. The goal of the Hermes II 
was to develop a ramjet powered missile that travels at about 2,168 miles per hour at altitudes 
of 65,000 feet (Eckles 2013:269).   

The Hermes II is associated with a notorious off-range incident at WSPG. The very first Her-
mes II test, known as Missile 0, was launched on May 29, 1947. This missile was basically 
a standard V-2 fitted with the prototype Hermes II guidance system (Kennedy 2009:57). The 
missile was programmed to fly north, uprange, at an angle of seven degrees off vertical. Instead, 
the missile began to fly south, only slightly at first, so that flight controllers initially thought 
that it would stay within the confines of WSPG or the adjacent Fort Bliss. Unfortunately, the 
offset to the south became more aggressive and it became apparent that the errant missile was 
heading for the El Paso area. The Hermes II crashed about a half mile from Tepayac Ceme-
tary, located about three-and-a-half miles from the Juarez business district (Eckles 2013:267; 
Kennedy 2009:57). The missile struck with substantial force; it was reported to have rattled 
buildings throughout Juarez and El Paso, and created a crater 50 feet in diameter and 24 feet 
deep within a rocky knoll. A clock in the El Paso Sheriff’s office stopped at 7:32 PM, the time 
of the missile’s impact (Eckles 2013:267). The crash is usually attributed to a problem with 
the missile’s guidance system, perhaps because the gyroscope was “wired backwards,” which 
caused the missile to fly south instead of north (Eckles 2013:267). 

There are additional details surrounding the Hermes crash, some of which might be specula-
tion or legend, particularly in regard to why the missile was not shut down immediately when 
it became obvious that it was off-course. Eckles (2013:267) notes that period reports of the 
accident describe that the flight was not terminated due to an error in judgment, or that the 
flight safety crews believed that the high angle trajectory of the missile would still allow it to 
land within the confines of WSPG. A slightly more heroic version of the story is that the flight 
crew chose not to shut down the missile for fear that it might still have enough momentum to 
crash into El Paso. By letting it operate longer, it overflew most of the El Paso/Juarez Metro 
area (Eckles 2013:267; Kennedy 2009:57). According to some sources, an additional bizarre 
twist to the story was that the impact crater was actually near a site where a construction 
company stored its dynamite, but was not close enough to ignite the explosives (Kennedy 
2009:57). Regardless of whether it was intentional or accidental, the Hermes II crashed into an 
uninhabited area and fortunately caused no injuries. The accident was reported as a V-2 crash, 
which WSPG officials did not contradict in order to maintain secrecy surrounding the Hermes 
II ramjet project (Eckles 2013:268). The incident initiated a major review of the WSPG safety 
policies and procedures and in the long term, actually improved range safety. 

Another Project Hermes research program was the Hermes C. The Hermes C effort was a series 
of research studies started in 1946 that initially focused on a boosted glider concept vehicle that 
used two liquid propellant booster stages to propel a final glider stage that could carry a war-
head up to 2,000 miles (Parsch 2003a). The Hermes C boosted glider concept was well outside 
the technological envelope of the time and no test vehicles based on the study were ever built 
(Parsch 2003a). The Hermes C program was then re-directed towards a more practical design 
study for a V-2 based tactical ballistic missile with a 500 mile range, which was referred to as 
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the Hermes C-1. In 1950, the Hermes C-1 development effort was transferred from GE to the 
Army Guided Missile Center at Redstone Arsenal (Parsch 2003a). At Redstone Arsenal, under 
the supervision of Werner von Braun and other Paperclip scientists, the Hermes C-1 concept 
was developed into the Redstone tactical missile. The Redstone tactical missile had a relatively 
short service life, from 1958 to 1964, but accomplished many historic firsts. The Redstone was 
the first large American ballistic missile, and was a precursor to the MRBMs and ICBMs of 
the 1960s. In 1958, a Redstone missile was the first American ballistic missile to carry a live 
nuclear warhead. As a direct descendant of the V-2, the Redstone missile and its variants were 
large vehicles capable of carrying heavy payloads. As such, the Redstone rocket family, which 
included the Jupiter, Mercury, and Mercury-Redstone vehicles, were the workhorses of the ear-
ly US space program. Derivatives of the Redstone missile put the first American satellite into 
orbit in 1958 and carried the first American astronaut into space in 1961 (Kennedy 2009:61).

6.7.11 From the V-2 to a Civilian Space Program

The original V-2 Upper Atmospheric Panel changed its name to the Upper Atmospheric Rock-
et Research Panel (UARRP), a more appropriate moniker as the V-2 launches wound down 
during the early 1950s. Although not a chartered or funded organization, the panel did pos-
sess authority and its recommendations generally were respected within the military-scientific 
community. The UARRP’s input was important to decisions made by the JRDB, who in turn 
advised the DOD Joint Chiefs of Staff (DeVorkin 1992:154). The JRDB was composed of elite 
civilian scientists and engineers that worked in concert with War and Navy Department liai-
son officers, and its pronouncements carried substantial weight within the defense community 
(DeVorkin 1992:154). The UARRP survived a period of reorganization during the early 1950s 
as the V-2s were used up and the availability of large sounding rockets became more limited. 
The panel then became central to planning for the IGY of 1957, and several additional advisory 
panels were formed to support the effort to launch the first orbiting satellite, such as the Special 
Committee for the IGY (SCIGY), Technical Panel on the Earth Satellite Program (TPESP), 
and the Working Group on Internal Instrumentation (WGII). These interrelated groups eval-
uated the various proposals for instruments and experiments to be launched as part of the US 
satellite program, and were much more interested in scientific value than in expediency of the 
satellite program. 

The various civilian advisory panels on space science underwent a major period of reorgani-
zation after Sputnik exploded onto the scene in 1957 (Naugle 1991:11). Suddenly, the flood 
of funding, scientific endeavors, and public attention changed the dynamic of the military-ori-
ented research community that had controlled the limited amount of rocket-based scientific 
endeavors. As stated in an organization history of the NASA project selection process:

The work of these groups, UARRP, SCIGY, TPESP, and WGII — conducted 
prior to 1958 at a time when money was tight, rockets were small and unreli-
able, their work largely ignored by the press and the public, and all the space 
scientists in the United States could gather in one small room — provided a 
solid, essential background for the halcyon years immediately after Sputnik. 
Following Sputnik, money poured in, satellites grew enormous and complex, 
rockets became large but still unreliable, and the launch sites were overrun by 
congressmen and TV reporters. Suddenly, a multitude of scientists who had 
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never laid a hand on a rocket began to elbow their way through the corridors of 
Washington hunting for a rocket to shoot their pet experiment into space [Nau-
gle 1991:12].   

After Sputnik, the scale and scope of the emergent field of “space science” was beyond the 
capacity of the respected, but still unofficial, UARRP to manage. In 1957, the UARRP changed 
its name to the Rocket and Satellite Research Panel to better reflect the direction of the field. 
By the end of the year, the panel had doubled its membership and started to promulgate a con-
cept it referred as the “National Space Establishment,” an independent organization that would 
be responsible for the US space program (Naugle 1991:21). On December 27, 1957 the panel 
issued a report entitled, “National Space Establishment: A Proposal of the Rocket and Satellite 
Research Panel” that outlined the idea of a national space agency independent of the military 
branches of service. Although numerous scientific, military, and political forces were influ-
encing the shape of the space program in the wake of Sputnik, the panel’s report undoubtedly 
encouraged the formation of NASA (Naugle 1991:21). 

On November 8, 1957, Secretary of Defense Neil McElroy announced the formation of the 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), which would direct all defense related space 
activity for the short term (Naugle 1991:14). However, there was still a strong movement to 
form a separate agency outside the DOD to administer the space program (Newell 1980:90). 
Advisors to the Eisenhower administration recommended that the existing National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) be expanded and redesignated as the lead agency for the 
nation’s space program. Formed in 1915, NACA was a conservative agency that had main-
tained an observer position on the UARRP since its formation, but had not been a major player 
in rocket or upper atmospheric research. The primary purpose of the agency had been to sup-
port aviation and aeronautical engineering; it provided milestone research through its wind 
tunnel studies and testing of forced induction systems for aircraft engines. The agency also 
developed atmospheric density and temperature tables that were basic references for the avia-
tion industry (Newell 1980:91). Eisenhower accepted the recommendation, and legislation that 
officially outlined the reformulation of NACA was signed into law on July 29, 1958 (Naugle 
1991:22). This legislation, the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, formed NASA 
around the existing nucleus of NACA, but greatly expanded the scope and authority of the new 
agency. NASA replaced ARPA in directing space activity when it started operation in October 
1958 (Naugle 1991:14).

The UARRP, originally the V-2 Panel, which had been so influential in the direction of upper 
atmospheric and space research during the post-WWII years, found itself without a purpose 
after the formation of NASA. The vetting of research programs and advisory functions of the 
UARRP were now accomplished by NASA. The formation of NASA was exactly what the 
panel had proposed in its National Space Establishment report, and its members supported the 
new agency wholeheartedly (Newell 1980:48). However, the UARRP was now at loose ends, 
and after finally formulating a long overdue charter, the panel was disbanded in 1960 (Newell 
1980:48).  

The formation of NASA as a civilian space agency opened up the use of rockets to the larg-
er academic community for research that did not necessarily have an application to national 
security. Unlike the early days of the V-2 based research, which was conducted under the 
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paradigm that it would eventually have application to defense projects, more purely scientific 
research was conducted under the aegis of NASA, a situation that continues today at WSMR. 
It took a few years for this shift to occur, but by the mid-1960s NASA was sponsoring regular 
launches of research sounding rockets, such as the economical Aerobee, at WSMR. NASA 
alumni Jon Busse noted that over the lifespan of the Aerobee several hundred researchers used 
the sounding rocket to complete their degrees — “the Aerobee developed a lot of good science 
and scientists” (Jon Busse, personal communication 2016). NASA continues to use sounding 
rockets to conduct scientific research at WSMR today, as seen with the ongoing Black Brant 
launches from LC-36. The use of rockets and missiles as scientific tools originated with the 
WAC Corporal and V-2 flights at LC-33. In a similar fashion, the UARRP created a precedent 
for a civilian advisory panel for upper atmospheric and space science that contributed to the 
eventual formation of NASA. 
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6.8 The Bumper Program

The Bumper vehicle was a two-stage sounding rocket with a modified V-2 as the first stage and 
a WAC Corporal as the second stage of the vehicle. Various versions of the name “Bumper” 
are attached to the vehicle and its constituent parts, but an Army historical summary explains 
the nomenclature as, “The V-2 booster was designated as Bumper, and Bumper WAC identified 
the modified WAC Corporal B. As a two-stage rocket, the two were referred to as the Bumper 
missile” (Bragg 1961:88).  

The Bumper concept was discussed amongst a group of WSPG military commanders and 
scientists, including Colonel Toftoy and Lieutenant H.R. Turner, in June 1946 during the first 
season of V-2 launches (Bragg 1961:76). The proposed mating of the two vehicles situated the 
WAC Corporal into the nose of the V-2, where it projected beyond its nose cone. This created 
some aerodynamic and stability problems, particularly at the moment the first stage V-2 sepa-
rated from the WAC Corporal. The stage separation would take place in the upper atmosphere, 
where the minimal air density exerted very little pressure on the WAC Corporal’s control sur-
faces. The solution was to impart a slight spin to the WAC Corporal immediately after it sepa-
rated from the V-2. The spin was created by the addition of a small spin rocket that was incor-
porated into the fuselage of the WAC 
Corporal, with thrust nozzles that fired 
in opposite directions perpendicular 
to the longitudinal axis of the rocket 
body (Bragg 1961:98). This was the 
first American use of a spin rocket for 
stabilization, an approach that would 
be used in later Army missiles (Bragg 
1961:xiv).

The V-2 first stage of the Bumper in-
corporated a guidance system and was 
therefore technically a missile. How-
ever, the WAC Corporal second stage 
was unguided and therefore somewhat 
unpredictable in its trajectory, partic-
ularly during reentry. The ground-
launched WAC Corporal’s trajectory 
was imparted through a launch tower, 
but this obviously did not apply to the 
Bumper. In combination with the high 
altitudes that were expected for the 
Bumper, keeping the WAC Corporal 
upper stage within the range limits 
of WSPG was a major safety concern 
for the Bumper program. Due to these 
concerns, the Bumper was better suit-
ed for sea test ranges, but initial tests 

Figure 42. Schematic of the Bumper missile showing 
how the WAC Corporal was mated to the nose of the V-2 

(adapted from Desind and Alway 1988).
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Figure 43. A Bumper vehicle on the Hermes Launch Pad at LC-33, circa 1948-1949 (photo courtesy 
WSMR Museum Archives).  
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on overland ranges were needed for the purposes of instrumentation and recovery. In order to 
keep the Bumper within the confines of WSPG, the Bumper flights were launched on a vertical 
trajectory (Bragg 1961:103-105). 

The first Bumper flight took place on May 13, 1948, with a second flight on April 21, 1949. 
These flights consisted of the V-2 first stage carrying a solid propellant mock-up of the WAC 
Corporal to test the basic principles of the vehicle, especially stage separation. The first round 
was a complete success, but the second suffered a first stage failure. The third and fourth 
Bumper flights were made with complete WAC Corporal second stages with partial loads 
of liquid propellant that provided a 32-second burn time. The third Bumper flight suffered 
an explosion of its second stage motor, and the fourth had a failure in the first stage (Bragg 
1961:105).     

Despite the problems with the initial series of Bumper flights, the testing at WSPG contin-
ued with two complete, fully fueled Bumper flights. These flights used WAC Corporal upper 
stages with full propellant loads to provide 45-second burn times. Launched on February 24, 
1949, Bumper 5 was a complete success. The Bumper 5 flight reached a historic 244 miles 
above the earth’s surface and a velocity of 5,150 miles per hour, which made it both the first 

Figure 44. The Bumper 5 in flight, February 24, 1949 (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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manmade object in space and, at the time, the fastest manmade object (Eckles 2013:185). For 
comparison, Bumper 5 was traveling more than twice as fast as a typical rifle bullet. Despite 
these superlatives, it was still slightly below the projections of the Bumper vehicle’s capabili-
ties (Bragg 1961:105; Kennedy 2009:51). The WAC Corporal upper stage included telemetry 
equipment that broadcasted technical data about the flight and vehicle conditions back to the 
ground. This was the first time radio equipment had been operated at such an extreme alti-
tude (Bragg 1961:105; Kennedy 2009:51). The final Bumper launched at LC-33, Bumper 6, 
experienced a control system malfunction at about 47 seconds into the flight, which triggered 
a cutoff relay that terminated the flight. It was later determined that this malfunction was due 
to vibrations that stemmed from the modifications required to mate the WAC Corporal to the 
V-2. These vibrations also likely caused the failures of the second and fourth Bumper flights 
(Kennedy 2009:51). 

Although the Bumper series were not entirely successful, it demonstrated for the first time the 
possibilities of large scale multi-stage rocket and missile flight. Although the WAC Corporal 
used a Tiny Tim booster, the booster only operated for six-tenths of a second. This was just 
long enough to accelerate the WAC Corporal to the top of the launch tower and ensure that 
it had sufficient speeds for the control fins to be effective. The Bumper was a major leap for-
ward in scale and complexity, with the V-2 propelling the WAC Corporal on a guided course 
to an altitude of 80 miles and approximately 9,500 feet per second before the WAC Corporal 
separated. The Bumper series demonstrated that the speed of a rocket or missile could be 
increased through each successive stage (Bragg 1961:106). The program also developed and 
tested means of separation and engine ignition during free flight, important milestones for 
future multi-stage vehicles. The Bumper series also demonstrated the feasibility of two-way 
communication into the upper atmosphere. These contributions of the Bumper flights paved 
the way for later space probes, manned spaceflight, and the development of ICBMs (Bragg 
1961:107). Dr. Frank Malina, director of the JPL at the time and one of the engineers of the 
WAC Corporal, noted that the historic Bumper 5, “…became the first recorded man-made 
object to enter extra-terrestrial space, and the ‘space age’ could be said to have been opened in 
the USA in 1949” (Eckles 2013:185).

6.8.1 The Bumper Moves to Cape Canaveral

The remaining Bumper flights were made at the Air Force-operated Joint Long Range Proving 
Ground (LRPG) in Florida, later known as Cape Canaveral, where missiles were launched out 
over the Atlantic Ocean (Kennedy 2009:51). The plan for the last two Bumper flights was to 
launch them at a shallow angle to the horizon, simulating the flight path of an actual bomb-car-
rying missile. A Bumper flight along a more horizontal trajectory easily exceeded the range 
space at WSPG, so the tests were made at the LRPG, which offered long-distance flight paths 
over the Atlantic Ocean (Harris 1999:59).

The LRPG was newly established as of 1949, so some time and preparations were required 
prior to launching the final two Bumper vehicles. Cape Canaveral was an isolated and sparse-
ly populated location before the LRPG was established, and early facilities for the Bumper 
launches were primitive. The launches were controlled from a tarpaper shack sheltered behind 
a sandbag revetment about 500 feet from the launch pad; snakes, mosquitoes, and alligators 
were in abundance. Colonel H.R. Turner was transferred from WSPG and was the first Dep-
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uty Commander of the LRPG, which 
helped facilitate the transition. Leo 
“Pappy” White, project manager for 
the GE Project Hermes at WSPG, 
also worked on the Cape Canaveral 
Bumper flights (Harris 1999:61). 

Bumper 7 was postponed due to 
technical problems, so Bumper 8 
was actually launched first, on July 
24, 1950. The flight was not suc-
cessful — the WAC Corporal did 
not accelerate from the V-2 and the 
vehicle was not recovered. Although 
it was an unsuccessful flight, Bumper 
8 does have the distinction of being 
the first missile launch from Cape 
Canaveral. After being repaired, 
Bumper 7 was launched on July 29, 
1950. Although it flew at a lower 
than anticipated trajectory and thus 
encountered additional air drag in the 
lower atmosphere, it reached Mach 
9, which was the highest speed ever 
attained in the Earth’s atmosphere. 
Again demonstrating the problems of 
recovery over water, only a few piec-
es of Bumper 7 were found (Bragg 1961:107; Kennedy 2009:53).

The Bumper flights were historic firsts at the LRPG, and the Bumper launch pad later hosted 
flights of the BOMARC, X-17, Matador, and Lark missiles (Harris 1999:60). This portion of 
Cape Canaveral later became the Air Force Eastern Test Range, which hosted more than 40 
launch complexes. The launches of the Mercury, Gemini, and first Apollo missions were also 
made from the Cape. Later Apollo missions and the Space Shuttle program launches were 
located at the NASA Kennedy Space Center, which is actually on Merritt Island to the north of 
Cape Canaveral (Harris 1999:63). The Bumper program, assisted by WSPG alumni, pioneered 
the use of Cape Canaveral as a major US launch site.  

Figure 45. A Bumper on the launch pad at Cape 
Canaveral, 1950 (photo courtesy WSMR Museum 

Archives).  
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6.9 The NRL Viking Program

The Viking, originally known 
as the Neptune, was one of the 
most historic Navy programs at 
WSPG. A modified multi-stage 
version of the Viking, the Van-
guard, was developed as Amer-
ica’s first satellite launch vehi-
cle in 1957. The Viking concept 
was first proposed in 1945 by 
Carl Harrison Smith and Mil-
ton Rosen based upon specifi-
cations set by Ernst Krause and 
his NRL superiors (DeVorkin 
1992:175). Milton Rosen, who 
learned about missile design 
during an apprenticeship at 
JPL, ultimately became chief 
scientist for the project. Along 
with the Aerobee, the Viking 
was planned as a replacement 
sounding rocket vehicle when 
the existing supply of V-2s ran 
out; however, the Viking was a 
much more refined and sophis-
ticated design than that of the 
V-2 (DeVorkin 1992:175). The 
original Viking proposal called 
for a vehicle that could carry a 
payload of 5,000 pounds to an 
altitude of approximately 100 
miles; the proposal was not act-
ed on immediately due to the 
availability of V-2s and the concurrent development of the Aerobee sounding rocket (Kennedy 
2009:74). However, the Aerobee, which carried a maximum of 100 pounds, lacked the payload 
capacity for some research endeavors, so a research vehicle with a payload capacity compara-
ble to that of the V-2 was arguably needed.  By 1946, the NRL had finalized the specifications 
for the Viking and awarded contracts to Glenn L. Martin (Martin) and the Reaction Motors 
Inc. (RMI). Martin was responsible for the airframe while RMI designed the liquid propellant 
motor (DeVorkin 1992:175; Kennedy 2009:75). 

The Viking design was a significant advancement over the existing V-2. The airframe itself 
was based around integral tanking, with the propellant tanks also acting as the fuselage of the 
rocket. Combining the tanks and body into a single structure offered a substantial improvement 
in the power to weight ratio of the Viking. The Viking also incorporated movable rudders, 

Figure 46. Viking rocket on the launch pad at LC-33 (public 
domain image). 
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attitude jets, and an engine that swiveled to steer the rocket during flight. It was therefore much 
more maneuverable than the V-2 and capable of maintaining an even flight path even after 
engine shutdown. Some high altitude V-2s were observed to tumble end over end at the apex 
of their flights as the air in the upper atmosphere was too thin to act upon the stabilizing fins. 
The Viking was designed to provide a more stable platform at the apex of its flight for scien-
tific payloads that needed to be oriented properly to record data (Green and Lomask 1970:10; 
Kennedy 2009:74).

The big disadvantage for the Viking was cost. Since the Viking was designed from the start 
as a research vehicle, its direct costs were much higher than “borrowing” vehicles from an 
existing military rocket or missile program. As the V-2 supply dwindled, some speculation was 
made towards just producing new V-2s from scratch. However, this would cost an estimated 
$500,000 per unit, which was prohibitively expensive for a research vehicle. Initially, the Vi-
king was hoped to be a cheaper alternative to new V-2s, but as it entered production the unit 
price approached $300,000, which was beyond the means of most groups engaged in research 
using sounding rockets (Newell 1980:38). The NRL attempted to extend the Viking production 
by attracting support to convert the vehicle into a ballistic missile, but the Air Force and Army 
already had their own projects under development. The Viking production was ultimately lim-
ited to 10 research vehicles, plus two more for guided missile development, and a final two to 
test components for Project Vanguard (DeVorkin 1992:181). Due to cost, the Viking “would 
probably have been shelved” had it not been selected as the basis for the satellite launch vehi-
cle (Newell 1980:38).

6.9.1 The Viking Tests at WSPG

The first Viking arrived at WSPG in January of 1949 and was inspected at the Navy Technical 
Area. The Navy transported the Viking in a custom-made wheeled attachment designed by 
Martin engineer Irwin Barr. Called the “Barr Cart”, the system attached a single wheel near the 
nose of the Viking and two wheels were bolted to the fins at the rear; all three wheel assemblies 
included aircraft shock absorbers (Kennedy 2009:78). Although the Navy was well-established 
at LC-35 by this time, the initial series of Viking launches were made at LC-33. This is likely 
due to the large blast pit that was constructed for the V-2 in 1946. The 35-foot deep blast pit 
was never actually used for the V-2 launches, but was ideal for launching the Viking. The Blast 
Pit directed the rockets exhaust away from the Blockhouse and also incorporated a built-in 
sprinkler system for quenching the exhaust flames, greatly improving visibility of the launch. 
The existing Gantry Tower was used for service and assembly of the Viking as well (Kennedy 
2009:78).    

The first static test, to be followed by the actual launch, was conducted in February 1949 at 
LC-33. However, several technical issues emerged during the static testing, the first of many 
delays that extended into May. Finally, on May 3, 1949, Viking 1 was ready for launch. Viking 
1 left the pad successfully, but suffered a premature engine shutdown at an altitude of only 
about 15 miles (Kennedy 2009:81). Viking 2 suffered a similar failure, the cause of which was 
fixed in Viking 3. While the engine of Viking 3 worked correctly, the rocket’s guidance system 
malfunctioned and the flight was remotely terminated to keep the rocket from flying beyond 
WSPG (Kennedy 2009:82-83). 
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Despite the disappointing results of the first three Viking flights, the NRL nonetheless proceed-
ed with an ambitious plan to launch a Viking from the deck of a Navy ship. Similar to the 1947 
launch of a V-2 from the deck of the USS Midway, the plan for Viking 4 was to launch from 
the deck of a modified sea plane tender ship, the USS Norton Sound. Customized to support 
rocket launches in 1948, the USS Norton Sound had already been used for sea launches of four 
Aerobee rockets and as a launch platform for Skyhook high altitude research balloons (Kenne-
dy 2009:84). The plan for launching the Viking from the Norton Sound was more sophisticated 
than the Operation Sandy V-2 launch, and involved the construction of a special launcher 
rail on the deck of the Norton Sound and the launching of a dummy rocket to test the safety 
limits of the launcher rail in rough seas (Kennedy 2009:85). The Viking 4 launch, designated 
as Operation Reach by the Navy, took place on May 11, 1950. The ambitious sea launch was 
the first successful flight of the series and Viking 4 reached an altitude of 105 miles (Kennedy 
2009:87). 

Viking 5 returned to WSPG and again was a successful launch, coming close to the previous 
altitude record set by V-2 #17 of 114 miles (Kennedy 2009:90). Viking 6 was not so fortunate, 
as changes to the fin construction caused the rocket to tumble early in its flight; it reached an 
altitude of only 40 miles (Kennedy 2009:92). This problem was corrected for Viking 7, which 
was a major success; on August 7, 1951 it set a new WSPG altitude record of 136 miles (Ken-
nedy 2009: 95).  

Vikings 1 through 7 were of the RTV-N-12 series, which had a diameter of 32 inches along 
their 45-foot length, which caused many observers to describe them as “pencil thin” (Kennedy 
2009:76). The RTV-N-12 Vikings weighed about 11,000 pounds when fully fueled, with the 
propellants contributing approximately 8,000 pounds to the total vehicle weight. After Viking 
7, the diameter was increased to 45 inches for the RTV-N-12a series. The RTV-N12a series 
was designed to carry more propellant to increase the motor burn time and boost the maximum 
altitude the Viking could achieve. The RTV-N-12a increased the propellant capacity to 12,000 
pounds, yet the Martin engineers were able to maintain approximately the same vehicle weight 
as the smaller RTV-N-12 series (Kennedy 2009:88).   

The first of the larger RTV-N-12a series, Viking 8, achieved an inauspicious start. As part of 
the Viking redesign, the attachment points used to anchor the rocket during static firings were 
modified. During the first static test of Viking 8 on June 6, 1952, Viking 8 broke free of the 
anchor points and went airborne. Test director Milton Rosen feared that the rocket might crash 
near the inhabited areas along Nike Avenue, and decided to let the engines run until burnout. 
Fortunately, per static test standard procedure, the rocket was only partially fueled. Rosen’s 
quick decision was a sound one as the rocket crashed down harmlessly about three miles south-
east of LC-33 (Kennedy 2009:97).    

Viking 9 was the first to be launched from LC-35 after the program was relocated there from 
LC-33 in 1952. Numerous changes were made to Viking 9 to prevent a reoccurrence of the 
inadvertent Viking 8 launch, which had resulted from a series of mechanical and electrical 
failures. A gantry crane and a blast pit were added to LC-35 to support the Viking launches, and 
Viking 9 blasted off from LC-35 on December 5, 1952 (Helfrich 2007:4). Viking 9 was mostly 
successful, but its maximum altitude of 135 miles was below expectations due to an incorrect 
propellant ratio. 
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Viking 10 suffered a more dramatic failure; the engine exploded on ignition. Viking 10 re-
mained upright on the launch pad, but was engulfed in flames. The fire was eventually extin-
guished but the explosion had broken alcohol lines that were slowly draining the alcohol tank, 
creating a vacuum. The vacuum would slowly implode the tank, which due to the Viking’s 
integral tanking design, would collapse the entire fuselage. In a desperate move, the Viking 
crew located a carbine and shot a vent hole into the top of the tank from a safe distance. The 
unorthodox but creative solution worked; the shot found its mark, vented the tank as it drained, 
and prevented the complete loss of Viking 10 (Kennedy 2009:100). Despite the damage from 
the fire, Viking 10 was salvageable and it was taken down from the launch pad and shipped 
back to Martin to be rebuilt. Eight months later, on May 7, 1954, Viking 10 flew to an altitude 
of almost 136 miles, slightly below expectations. 

Viking 11 was launched on the heels of Viking 10 and set a new altitude record for the Viking 
series of over 158 miles. It also captured high elevation photos of the western US, the first 
photographs ever taken from that altitude (Kennedy 2009:102-103). Viking 12, the last of 
the series launched at WSPG, was fired from LC-35 on February 4, 1955 (Kennedy 2009). It 
reached an altitude of 144 miles and also captured high altitude photographs of the western US 
which were better quality than those of the previous flight. Although Viking 12 was the last of 
Viking series launched from WSPG and LC-35, two more vehicles of the series were launched 
from Cape Canaveral as part of Project Vanguard.   

6.9.3 Viking, Vanguard, and the Space Race

The development of the Viking at WSPG ultimately played a pivotal role in the first American 
satellite program, Project Vanguard. As the Viking series progressed through the 1950s, plans 
were being made to put the first American satellite into orbit. The Eisenhower administration 
had announced that the United States would place a satellite in orbit during the IGY of July 1, 
1957 to December 31, 1958. The technical difficulties of this task were one issue, but the poli-
tics surrounding launching the first manmade satellite were also without precedent. There was 
tremendous political pressure to ensure that the first satellite launch not be tied to any military 
activity to avoid any accusations, particularly from the Soviet Union, that the US had used the 
IGY as a façade to develop military technologies. Although the US was certainly interested in 
spy satellites, the legal ramifications of orbiting satellites over other nations remained unex-
plored. The Eisenhower administration believed that a civilian launch identified as a scientific 
endeavor would not only be less provocative to the Soviets, but would also establish a legal 

Year Type Total Launches
1949 Viking 2
1950 Viking 4
1951 Viking 1
1952 Viking 2
1953 Viking 1
1954 Viking 2
1955 Viking 1

Table 3. Viking Launches at WSPG, 1949 to 1955 (WSMR Museum Archives 2018).
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precedent for the free orbit of satellites regardless of national boundaries (Kennedy 2009:104). 
In the long term, such a precedent would be critical for the covert launches of military spy 
satellites.  

Maintaining the first American satellite as a civilian, scientific endeavor was a difficult task as 
no civilian space agency yet existed in the mid-1950s. Prior to the creation of NASA in 1958, 
vehicles for space research were primarily developed through military-industrial programs. 
As such, technical proposals for the launch of the first US satellite were developed by the 
Army, Navy, and Air Force. The proposals were evaluated by a committee of civilian scientists 
chaired by Homer J. Stewart of the JPL. The so-called “Stewart Committee” was organized by 
Charles Quarles, the Assistant Secretary of Defense. Though organized by the Pentagon, the 
Stewart Committee had no military connections and was instructed to make its decision based 
on the scientific merit of the proposals (Green and Lomask 1970:34-35; Harland 2009:35). The 
NRL proposed the satellite be carried into orbit by a modified version of the Viking research 
rocket. 

The Air Force also submitted a tentative proposal based around its Atlas ICBM for consid-
eration if both the NRL and Army proposals were rejected; however, it was not a serious 
contender as the Pentagon mandated that the satellite launch must not interfere with ongoing 
ICBM development. This effectively ruled out the USAF proposal which was based on the 
under-development Atlas ICBM (Green and Lomask 1970:41; Harland 2009:35). 

The chief competitor was the Army proposal which consisted of a modified Redstone mis-
sile with a simplified satellite, a program originally referred to as Project Slug, later renamed 
Project Orbiter (Hardesty and Eisman 2008:62). WSPG was involved in the planning for Proj-
ect Orbiter, which started in 1954, but no specific projects related to the Orbiter effort were 
conducted at WSPG. Dr. James Edson, then working with the Office of Ordnance Research 
(OOR), conducted a series of secret briefings at WSPG during the planning stages of Project 
Orbiter (Wozika and Wezelman 1956). Edson was well-connected to the IGY planning efforts, 
as he served as Chairman of the Army-IGY Planning Group, and also as the Army representa-
tive to the IGY Panel on Earth Satellites, and later served as the Army Project Officer to Project 
Vanguard (Edson 1966). The development of tracking methods for small satellites was a major 
concern for Project Orbiter, and Clyde Tombaugh, who was employed at the WSPG FDL at 
the time, was actively involved in developing optical satellite tracking techniques. Between 
1953 and 1956, Tombaugh conducted a project known as “Search for Small Earth Satellites” 
at Lowell Observatory, Arizona (Tombaugh 1956). Tombaugh’s research developed techniques 
for optical observations of small earth satellites and also verified that possible orbits were clear 
of asteroids and other small orbital debris that might destroy a manmade satellite (Wozika and 
Wezelman 1956). Because of Tombaugh’s expertise and ongoing work with optical satellite 
tracking, he was involved in the planning stages of Project Orbiter. 

Although it initially appeared that the Army Orbiter project would be selected by the Stewart 
Committee, ultimately the NRL plan was given the greenlight. The Army and NRL plans were 
very competitive, but the NRL plan included offered a more sophisticated satellite and elec-
tronic tracking system, a radio interferometry tracking network known as Minitrack (Green 
and Lomask 1970:51). The Minitrack system was inspired by the Azusa radio interferometry 
system that the NRL had developed for the Viking flights at WSPG. An established electronic 
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tracking system was critical to the 
satellite launch as optical tracking 
of a small orbiting satellite was very 
challenging. Acquisition of such 
a small target at orbital distances 
was very difficult, with the best ob-
servation windows only occurring 
twice day at dawn and dusk, and 
these limited intervals were subject 
to weather conditions (Green and 
Lomask 1970:146). Additionally, 
Clyde Tombaugh also calculated 
that a satellite would need to be a 
minimum of four feet in diameter 
for reliable optical tracking, which 
presented engineering challenges 
(Wozika and Wezelman 1956). The 
inclusion of the Minitrack system 
swayed the Stewart Committee to-
wards the selection of Vanguard, as the original Army Orbiter proposal did not include a pro-
vision for electronic tracking (Green and Lomask 1970:148). 

While the Army Orbiter satellite was somewhat less sophisticated than Vanguard satellite, its 
Redstone-based booster offered more power and a better track record in tests than the NRL 
Viking (Green and Lomask 1970:51). However, the Army Redstone had been developed as a 
ballistic missile and the Redstone Arsenal, as clearly implied by its name, was a military oper-
ation. Conversely, the NRL was a research laboratory mostly staffed by civilians — this better 
suited the politics surrounding the launch (Green and Lomask 1970:51; Harland 2009:36).

Although the NRL still had Viking launch equipment at WSMR, it was quickly eliminated as 
a location for the satellite launch program. Flights launched from WSMR would pass above 
populated areas and expose them to falling, burned-out first and second-stage boosters (Green 
and Lomask 1970:75). Launches from Cape Canaveral, Florida would allow boosters to safely 
fall into the Atlantic Ocean, thus avoiding this risk. As such, the LC-35 Viking gantry was 
relocated to Cape Canaveral as a cost-saving measure for the Vanguard program (Green and 
Lomask 1970:138; Helfrich 2007:4-5). The last two Viking rockets were launched as Van-
guard TV-0 and TV-1 at Cape Canaveral to test instrumentation and booster separation equip-
ment (Kennedy 2009:104). Vanguard TV-0 was essentially the unmodified Viking 13 and was 
launched on December 8, 1956 to test range instrumentation and to train launch crews on the 
Viking vehicle. Vanguard TV-1 modified the Viking booster with a solid fuel second stage, 
as a step towards the final three stage Vanguard vehicle. It successfully flew on May 1, 1957 
(Green and Lomask 1970:176). As a result of these promising early tests, the NRL directed 
prime contractor Martin that, beginning with TV-3, all Vanguard launches were to incorporate 
“satellite-bearing capacities” (Green and Lomask 1970:176). 

Unfortunately, the complete three-stage Vanguard was essentially a brand new vehicle that 
presented a myriad of problems and complications that were unique from the Viking single 

Figure 47. Schematic of Vanguard vehicle, the lower first 
stage is derived from the Viking sounding rocket (adapted 

from Green and Lomask 1970).
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stage rocket (Green and Lomask 
1970:177). These problems mani-
fested themselves extensively with 
Vanguard TV-2, which consisted 
of the Viking-based booster and 
two inert upper stages to simulate 
the complete three-stage Vanguard 
vehicle. Extensive technical issues 
and numerous redesigns prevented 
TV-2 from launching until October 
23, 1957. Although the launch was 
successful, it was a bitter victory 
for the NRL and Martin Vanguard 
crew — the Soviet Union had suc-
cessfully launched Sputnik I on Oc-
tober 4, 1957 (Green and Lomask 
1970:185).

The news of the Soviet leap into the “Space Age” created a social and political furor in the US. 
The belief in the inherent American superiority in science and technology had been smashed, 
and more troubling than the satellite itself was the notion that the Soviets could use the same 
vehicles to launch nuclear weapons across continents. The Eisenhower administration attempt-
ed to downplay the situation, and President Eisenhower stated that Sputnik “does not raise my 
apprehensions one iota” regarding national security (Green and Lomask 1970:189). This only 
fueled accusations that the Administration had been complacent in regards to the American 
satellite and missile programs and a Senate Preparedness Subcommittee headed by Lyndon B. 
Johnson was convened to investigate the status of these efforts (Green and Lomask 1970:196). 

In the highly charged political climate following Sputnik, additional pressure was exerted on 
the Vanguard program. The TV-3 launch was to be the first fully functional Vanguard flight 
and was equipped with a small four pound satellite. Though planned as only a test flight, after 
Sputnik it was considered as “America’s answer” to Sputnik and was widely heralded by the 
media (Green and Lomask 1970:198). However, at the official level, Secretary of Defense 
Neil McElroy also notified the Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA) at Redstone Arsenal 
to prepare a flight of the Redstone derived Jupiter C booster as a supplement to the Vanguard 
(Green and Lomask 1970:198).

As early as 1956, nose cone reentry tests of early Jupiter C vehicles had convinced the Red-
stone Arsenal rocket group under supervision of General John Medaris that the Army had a ve-
hicle that could place a satellite into space. Medaris had even ordered that nine of the Jupiter C 
vehicles be placed in reserve for “more spectacular purposes” (Green and Lomask 1970:200). 
The 1955 decision to use the Vanguard as the American satellite launch vehicle had been a 
bitter disappointment to the Redstone Arsenal group and Medaris had continued to pursue of-
ficial permission to establish a backup satellite program with the Jupiter C (Green and Lomask 
1970:200). In November 1957, Medaris received the official directive that authorized the Army 
satellite launch effort, which was dubbed Project Explorer (Green and Lomask 1970:202). 
Medaris had anticipated the official announcement and had covertly directed the Redstone 

Figure 48. Technicians mount the Vanguard I satellite into 
Vanguard TV-3 (NRL photograph).
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Arsenal team, which included WSPG 
alumni Werner von Braun and contrac-
tor JPL, to begin the project a month 
earlier. It was a risky gamble that paid 
off for General Medaris and the Army 
Explorer satellite program (Green and 
Lomask 1970:202).       

On November 3, 1957, the Soviets 
launched Sputnik II into orbit. Sput-
nik II carried Laika the dog into orbit, 
another space first (Green and Lomask 
1970:196). At Cape Canaveral, the 
Vanguard crews rushed to ready TV-3 
for its December launch. Anticipation 
was very high during the final TV-3 
countdown on December 6, 1957. As 
the nation watched, Vanguard TV-3 
ignited and lifted about four feet over 
the launch pad before the engine sud-
denly failed — Vanguard, touted as 
America’s answer to Sputnik, prompt-
ly crashed down and exploded. The 
failure of the Vanguard launch was an-
other devastating blow to the already 
bruised national pride (Green and Lo-
mask 1970:210).  

With the failure of Vanguard TV-3, 
the Army Explorer satellite launch 
moved forward rapidly, an effort that 
was certainly aided by the preemptive 
head start created by General Medaris. 
The Jupiter C was transported to Cape 
Canaveral, where the Army team shared launch facilities with the ongoing NRL and Martin 
Vanguard effort. The official launch time of the Explorer was withheld from the press until 
24 hours prior to lift-off in an effort to prevent the media scrutiny that had accompanied the 
Vanguard TV-3 failure. On January 31, 1958 the Jupiter C carried the Explorer I, America’s 
first satellite, into orbit. The challenge of Sputnik had been answered, but the Space Race had 
just begun.

The Vanguard program achieved success with TV-4, which placed the Vanguard I satellite into 
orbit. Vanguard I still orbits Earth today, making it the oldest manmade satellite still in orbit. 
Later Vanguard flights would also place the satellites Vanguard II and III into orbit. The Army 
satellite program continued through 1959 and launched satellites Explorer III, IV, and VII into 
orbit (Green and Lomask 1970: 223). 

Figure 49. The Viking-based Vanguard explodes on 
lift-off, 1957. The nose cone with the Vanguard satellite 
is just beginning to separate from the top of the vehicle 

(public domain image).
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Several significant events oc-
curred as a result of the race to 
put the first satellite in space. One 
of the most significant was the 
transfer of the American space 
program away from the DOD to 
the newly formed civilian-sector 
NASA in 1958. Within the DOD, 
ARPA was established for spe-
cialized defense research projects. 
The evolution of the Viking pro-
gram from its early tests at WSPG 
to the dramatic efforts of the 
Vanguard launches is yet another 
example of the proving ground’s 
contributions to the American 
Space Program. It is also notable 
that the Army Jupiter C launch 
vehicle used to place the Explorer 
I satellite into orbit was based on 
the Redstone missile, which was 
based on the Hermes C-1 design. 
The Redstone was mostly tested 
at Cape Canaveral, but a limited 
number of Redstone missiles were 
launched from LC-36 during the 
mid-1950s.  

The Viking launches at LC-33 
were supported by the Gantry 
Crane and Blast Pit, which remain 
intact at the complex today. The launches were controlled from the Army Blockhouse, which 
remains little changed from its format in the early 1950s. The tumultuous path towards the first 
American satellite and the even greater accomplishments of the Mercury and Apollo programs 
can therefore be said to have begun with the Viking flights launched from LC-33.  

Figure 50. Explorer I scientists, Dr. William Pickering, Dr. 
James Van Allen, and Werner Von Braun (left to right),  hold 

a model of the Explorer I satellite aloft at a 1958 press 
conference (NASA photograph).  
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6.10 The Nike Missile System

The Nike I, which would be re-designated the Nike-Ajax in 1956, was the world’s first super-
sonic missile system.  The origins of the missile date to WWII when the success of both Allied 
and Axis bombing campaigns made it plain to American military planners that more effective 
anti-aircraft weapons would be needed to ensure national security in any potential future con-
flicts. The development of high speed jet aircraft in the near future would also make effective 
air defense more difficult, and require defense systems more sophisticated than the existing 
anti-aircraft gun batteries. With these concerns in mind, the Army Ordnance Department made 
the development of a guided anti-aircraft missile system a priority in the nascent US missile 
program. 

6.10.1 Development of the Nike Missile

A contract was awarded to Bell Telephone Laboratories (BTL) for a complete study of such a 
weapon system, and the project was named Nike after the Greek winged goddess of victory. 
The study concluded in 1945 that the existing missile, radar, and computer technologies de-
veloped during the war could be combined and improved into a complete weapon system. The 
Army amended the BTL contract to include the design and development of the Nike system, 
and BTL chose Douglas Aircraft Company as a key subcontractor. Douglas in turn awarded 
subcontracts to Aerojet and JPL for work on the propulsion system in the fall of 1945 (Kenne-
dy 2009). 

The Nike design consisted of two stages; a solid fuel booster and liquid propellant second stage. 
The first Nike test vehicle was the Nike 46, which was primarily designed for uncontrolled ver-

Figure 51. An early Nike four booster unit displayed at the WSPG cantonment (photo courtesy WSMR 
Museum Archives).  
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tical flight tests to provide information on launching methods, booster propulsion, separation, 
motor performance, and flight stability (Cagle 1959:25). Fourteen of the experimental Nike 46 
missiles were produced in 1946 for flight tests at WSPG, the first four of which had weighted 
wood dummy upper stages mated to the booster in order to evaluate booster performance and 
separation. The remaining 10 Nike 46 missiles included fully functional upper stages to test 
the liquid propellant motor performance of the Nike missile (Cagle 1959:25). As the tests were 
only concerned with power plant performance and flight stability under power, the Nike 46 
missiles were constructed with fixed fins and were not equipped with control surfaces (Cagle 
1959:25).  

In order to achieve the needed amount of thrust, the booster used in the early design of the 
Nike consisted of a grouping of eight 11,000 pound thrust T10E1 solid propellant boosters. By 
March 1946, an improved booster had been developed by Aerojet and the eight-booster design 
was abandoned in favor of four of the new Aerojet boosters. The cluster of the four new Aerojet 
boosters, rated at 22,000 pounds of thrust each, provided an equivalent amount of thrust to the 
original design of eight clustered boosters and greatly simplified the booster assembly (Cagle 
1959:31). 

Figure 52. A Nike 46 missile, sans booster, on a cart near the original Nike rail launcher at LC-33, 
circa 1946 (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).  
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Figure 53. A Nike 47 missile being loaded onto the Nike rail launcher at LC-33, circa 
1947 (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).  

Figure 54. An early Nike with the clustered booster design launches at LC-33, circa 
1946 photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).  
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Unlike the booster design, the development of the sustainer motor of the Nike missile itself 
progressed quickly and with minimal technical issues. The liquid propellant motor was de-
veloped by Aerojet between 1945 and 1946 and operated with a propellant mixture of aniline 
and furfuryl alcohol and an oxidizer of red fuming nitric acid. The design used integral tanks, 
where the propellant tanks were a structural component of the missile fuselage. The Nike pow-
er plant underwent its first full-scale static test at WSPG in 1946 (Cagle 1959:32). 

The first Nike 46 launcher used at LC-33 consisted of four parallel guide rails incorporated into 
a pivoting base frame that allowed the missile to be installed in horizontal position and raised 
to near-vertical for firing. The wide four-booster assembly of the first stage rode outside the 
guide rails during firing (Cagle 1959:36). 

The first Nike firing at WSPG was a static test conducted on September 17, 1946. The static 
test was successful, and the Nike 46-1 missile was returned to the Douglas factory where it 
was refurbished. It was later launched as Nike Round 4 (Cagle 1959:37). Actual flight tests of 
the Nike 46 at LC-33 began on September 24, 1946 and continued through January 28, 1947. 
These tests included launches of the three “dummy” Nike 46 missiles that used wood upper 
stages to evaluate booster characteristics, all of which were successful. The flight tests of the 
complete two-stage Nike 46 followed, during late 1946 and early 1947, and revealed problems 
during the booster burnout and second stage ignition (Cagle 1959:39-40).      

Exact determination of the problems with the Nike 46 was difficult due to the somewhat prim-
itive state of instrumentation available during these very early days of WSPG. Cinetheodolites 
were used to track the Nike during tests, but the timing coordination between the various sta-
tions was imprecise, frame rates were slow, and evaluation of the film records slow and time 
consuming (Cagle 1959:40). As a result, data about the Nike flights was primarily derived from 
onboard flight recorders, which were contained in armored housings and recovered after the 
missiles impacted. Analysis of the in-flight instrumentation, recorded by cameras, indicated 
that the stage separation failed due to structural failures in the first and second stage interface. 

The junction between the first and second stages was improved in the following Nike 47 se-
ries, which were flight tested at WSPG during 1947 and 1948. The strength and rigidity of the 
booster unit and tail of the Nike missile were improved to prevent uneven structural loading 
during the stage separation, and the propellant formulation of the booster and sustainer motors 
were refined as well. Five “dummy” missiles and four powered missiles were fired as part of 
the Nike 47 series, which were essentially a continuation of the Nike 46 tests and focused on 
the aerodynamic and performance aspects of the Nike during flight (Cagle 1959:46). The Nike 
47 tests demonstrated sufficiently reliable performance of the booster operation and separation 
during flight, although some issues with uneven burn rates between the four clustered rocket 
units in the booster assembly were still evident (Cagle 1959:53). 

To address the uneven burn rates of the clustered Nike booster, a new approach to the Nike 
booster was evaluated in 1948. A new booster developed by the Alleghany Ballistics Lab-
oratory for the Navy Bumblebee missile program replaced the clustered booster stage with 
a single, powerful booster (Cagle 1959:53). The new booster gave the missile a longer and 
more streamlined profile than the earlier Nike 46 and Nike 47 prototypes (Kennedy 2009:130). 
The same booster was later used in the Navy Terrier missile. Although the clustered boosters 
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Figure 55. A Nike 47 missile installed on the quad rail launcher at LC-33, circa 1947 (photo courtesy 
WSMR Museum Archives).  
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were subsequently phased out from the Nike design, the remaining cluster booster units were 
utilized during later tests as a means of economy. 

Fabrication of the single booster unit to the Nike started in March 1946 and the change was 
incorporated into the Nike 48 test series. The Nike 48 flight tests included three “dummy” 
missiles and 13 complete two-stage missiles. The two-stage missiles were the same aerody-
namic configuration as the Nike 47 and used the last of the cluster boosters (Cagle 1959:60). 
The Nike 48 vehicles were the first to be equipped with steering controls which steered the 
missile based on instructions from a “missile-borne programmer” (Cagle 1959:60). The Nike 
48 steering tests were mostly successful, although roll stabilization proved to be a troublesome 
aspect and required extensive modification of the Nike gyro and steering circuits to correct 
(Cagle 1959:61-62). Despite this issue, the basic design of the vehicle was mostly settled with 
the Nike 48 and further development focused on refinement of the system and its guidance 
equipment.  

The next Nike test series was the Nike 484, which ostensibly focused on the missile flight 
behavior under extreme yaw and pitch maneuvers. However, the tests also provided validation 
of the overall Nike system: “the sixteen missiles gave further proof of the suitability of the 
present configuration, components, structure, and methods of construction (Cagle 1959:69). 
Additional modifications were made to the subsequent Nike 490 series; these changes were 
mostly focused on simplification of various aspects of production and vehicle weight reduction 
(Cagle 1959:75). The Nike 490 missile was the final Nike R&D vehicle and the 490 series 
essentially served as the basis for the production missile, which was the 1249 series. The last 
Nike 490A test took place in July 1951, which paved the way for the penultimate tests against 
actual drone aircraft (Cagle 1959:80). As the home of the early Nike testing, LC-33 played a 
prominent role in the development of American air defense systems. 

6.10.2 Deployment of the Nike Ajax

Twenty-three fully armed Nike missiles were launched during complete system tests during 
late 1951 to early 1952 (Cagle 1959:108). On November 27, 1951, Nike Round 69 successful-
ly intercepted and destroyed a drone B-17 (Q-17) bomber flying at an altitude of 29,000 feet 
over WSPG (Kennedy 2009:133). The Nike missile exploded about 57 feet from the center 
of the Q-17 drone about 12 miles from the launcher — the shrapnel from the Nike’s tripartite 
fragmentation warhead readily destroyed the bomber (Cagle 1959:112). The successful Nike 
Q-17 interception was not only the first major test of the system against a realistic target, but 
also marked the first successful intercept of an air target by a guided anti-aircraft missile (Cagle 
1959:112). A dramatic photo sequence of a Nike intercept of Q-17 bomber in April 1952 was 
captured by an IGOR tracking telescope, which was an early milestone for WSPG instru-
mentation. WSMR alumnus Joe Marlin operated the IGOR unit that captured the intercept, 
photographs of which won the Ernie Pyle Award for outstanding still photography in support 
of national security (WSMR Museum 2017).

Due to the Korean War and concerns about security at home and overseas, many missile sys-
tems were placed on expedited development schedules (referred to as “crash programs” by the 
DOD), including the Nike. Because of the expedited crash schedule, the Nike production pro-
totype, the Nike 1249 series, was first launched in February 1952, despite the need for some fi-
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Figure 56. A Nike missile intercepts a Q-17 drone aircraft over WSPG, 1952. This 
series of photos won the Ernie Pyle Award for outstanding still photography in 

support of national security (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).  
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nal R&D work on the system (Cagle 
1959:123). Additional modifications 
and improvements were still being 
made to the Nike I system as late 
as 1955 when the Nike I was listed 
as a standard system by the Army 
(Kennedy 2009:135). The final Nike 
I missile was almost 20 feet long and 
12 inches in diameter and possessed a 
range of about 25 miles. The missile 
traveled at speeds up to 1,600 miles 
per hour and could reach an altitude 
of 15 miles. It was equipped with 
three warheads that would detonate 
into a cloud of shrapnel designed to 
maximize damage to enemy aircraft 
(Eckles 2013:245). 

BTL delivered the first complete 
prototype Nike battery system to the 
Army in 1953 for end-user tests and evaluation. The Army activated the first anti-aircraft guid-
ed missile unit later that year, and initiated a “Package Training Program” for tactical training 
of troops in the use of the Nike system. This training fell under the purview of the Army Air 
Defense Artillery School at Fort Bliss; however, Fort Bliss lacked sufficient space for the Nike 
program to operate (Kennedy 2009:135). In order to safely test the Nike batteries, the Army 
designated a location in the northeastern corner of WSPG as the Red Canyon Range Camp 
(RCRC) in the fall of 1953. The camp consisted of a headquarters and living area near the base 
of Chupadera Mesa, a missile assembly area several miles to the west of the main camp, and 
a launching area located several miles beyond the assembly site. Conditions at the camp were 
initially very primitive, with tents providing the only shelter. These conditions were gradually 
improved, and by the mid-1950s the camp included a mess hall, barracks, headquarters and ad-
ministrative buildings, motor pool, dispensary, recreation and service clubs, shower and latrine 
facilities with running water, a swimming pool, a post exchange, a fire department, and even a 
theater (Kennedy 2009:136). One of the most unique buildings at the RCRC was a chapel that 
Army personnel built in their spare time mostly from scavenged materials (Eckles 2013:242). 
One of the most unique buildings at the RCRC was a chapel that Army personnel built in their 
spare time mostly from scavenged materials; its interior walls, roof, and steeple were built with 
wood recycled from Nike booster shipping crates (Eckles 1986:2). 

The RCRC even had its own mascot; a domesticated wild burro named Nike. Nike the burro 
was apparently quite the character. With the encouragement of the youthful camp personnel, 
he developed a taste for beer. He was also known to bray accompaniment to hymns sung in the 
camp chapel. A blanket with his name and RCRC emblazoned on it was made for him to wear 
when visitors arrived, but he avoided wearing it whenever possible. Sources don’t agree on 
the fate of Nike when the RCRC was closed; Eckles (2013:243) states that Nike was set free 
to return to his wild roots, while Kennedy (2009:138) relates that he was given a home with a 

Figure 57. Lieutenant Colonel McCarthy gives Nike the 
burro a beer at Red Canyon Range Camp, circa mid-1950s 

(photo courtesy WSMR Museum). 
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local rancher.   

The Army established RCRC as a temporary solution to training troops in the operation of 
the Nike batteries, the use of which was not to exceed a couple years. In actuality, the RCRC 
remained very active until 1959 when the McGregor Range northeast of Fort Bliss was estab-
lished as its replacement. During its six years of operation more than 3,000 Nike missiles were 
launched at the RCRC. Most of the launches were aimed at Radio Controlled Aerial Targets 
(RCATs). The RCAT was a small propeller-driven drone aircraft with a wingspan of 12 feet 
equipped with radar reflectors to make them appear as a larger, bomber-sized target on the Nike 
targeting radar (Kennedy 2009:138; Eckles 2013:241).    

The RCRC played an important role in generating positive public relations for the Nike Ajax 
program. The Nike Ajax batteries were to be placed around major cities to provide anti-aircraft 
defense, with bombers carrying atomic weapons considered a particular threat. Many cities 
were resistant to the installation of the Nike missiles sometimes literally in their backyards. 
Local resistance to Nike installations was not without some justification. A 1958 accident on a 
Nike installation in Leonardo, New Jersey killed 10 and damaged numerous homes. 

The Operation Understanding (OU) program was an effort to educate municipal authorities 
about the system and ease public fears surrounding their installation. The program invited city 
officials from host cities to tour the RCRC and view demonstrations of the system in action, 
and was credited with smoothing the way for many Nike installations (Eckles 2013:243). The 
first Nike battery was installed at Fort Meade, Maryland and was fully operational on May 30, 
1954. Nike batteries were installed in defensive locations around major cities and industrial 
areas across the nation with 222 Nike sites installed in the continental US and an additional 24 
built in Europe by 1958 (Kennedy 2009:138).  

Each Nike installation was divided into an administrative area, the IFC area and the launch-
er area. Each launcher area included a launch control trailer, a standardized Assembly and 
Test Building of cinder block construction, launchers, and fueling facilities. The missiles were 
stored in underground magazines at most installations to economize on the acreage needed for 
the site. The IFC consisted of several trailers, a generator powerplant, and three radar units 
(Federation of American Scientists 2014a). The first radar was a long range acquisition radar 
called the Low Power Acquisition Radar (LOPAR), which detected incoming targets. Once 
acquired, the target location was transferred to the Target Tracking Radar (TTR) which tracked 
the target and provided its coordinates to the guidance computer located in the command trail-
er. The third radar was the Missile Tracking Radar (MTR) which tracked the Nike Ajax missile 
on its way to the target and also provided its coordinates to the guidance computer. Working 
in concert with the guidance computer, the TTR and MTR guided the missile to the inter-
cept point where the computer transmitted the detonation signal to the three warheads on the 
missile. The administration area usually consisted of a barracks, mess hall, and a recreation/
supply building, all of which were of cinder block construction. While the administration area 
was often located adjacent to the IFC or launcher area, the IFC and launcher locations were 
separated by at least 1,000 yards (Federation of American Scientists 2014a). The 1,000-yard 
separation allowed the MTR radar to track the Nike missiles during take-off; any closer and the 
MTR servo and drive mechanisms could not turn the radar quickly enough to track the missile 
through its rapid initial acceleration phase (Thelen 2017a). 
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Table 4. Nike Launches at WSMR, 1946 to 1986 (WSMR Museum Archives 2018). 

Year Type Total Launches

1946 Nike Dummy 3

Nike Research 6

1947 Nike Dummy 5

Nike Research 7

1948 Nike Dummy 9

Nike Ajax 17

1949 Nike Ajax 5

1950 Nike Ajax 26

1951 Nike Ajax 14

1952 Nike Ajax 87

1953 Nike Ajax 223

1954 Nike Ajax 382

1955 Nike Ajax 597

1956 Nike Ajax 781

Nike Hercules 1

1957 Nike Ajax 721

Nike Hercules 133

1958 Nike Ajax 738

Nike Hercules 180

1959 Nike Ajax 317

Nike Hercules 168

1960 Nike Hercules 68

Nike Zeus 62

1961 Nike Hercules 37

Nike Zeus 64

1962 Nike Hercules 10

Nike Zeus 66

1963 Nike Hercules Contr 10
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Year Type Total Launches

Nike Hercules ATBM 1

1964 Nike Hercules 8

Nike Zeus 1

Nike Zeus Target 19

1965 Nike Hercules 12

Nike X 17

1966 Nike Hercules 15

Nike X PGM 6

1967 Nike Hercules 3

Nike X PGM 22

1968 Nike X PGM 15

1969 Nike X/Safeguard 11

1971 Nike Hercules 19

1973 Nike Hercules 2

1975 Nike Hercules 2

Nike Series* 1

1976 Nike Hercules 4

Nike Series* 1

1977 Nike Series* 5

1978 Nike Series* 3

1979 Nike Series* 3

1981 Nike Series* 1

1982 Nike Series* 1

1983 Nike Series* 2

1984 Nike Series* 1

1985 Nike Series* 2

1986 Nike Series* 2
*“Nike Series” appears to denote Nike-based sounding rockets or target missiles. 

Table 4.Nike Launches, Cont. 
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6.10.3 Nike Hercules

The development of the replacement 
Nike Hercules (originally known as 
the Nike B) system started in 1953. 
The Nike Hercules was a substan-
tially larger missile, 41 feet in total 
length and 31.5 inches in diameter, 
compared to the 34 feet total length 
and 12-inch diameter of the Nike 
Ajax. The larger size boosted the 
operating range and payload of the 
Hercules, which could range out 
to 90 miles while carrying a nu-
clear warhead. The Nike Hercules 
was also capable of greater speed 
and altitude than its predecessor, 
traveling as fast as 2,700 miles per 
hour and reaching altitudes of 28 
miles (Bender 2014). The nucle-
ar capability of the Nike Hercules 
was an important asset to military 
planners who were concerned that 
large bomber formations would 
overwhelm the Nike Ajax system 
by sheer numbers. It was hoped that 
the nuclear capability of the Nike 
Hercules would enable a single 
missile to destroy large formations 
of bombers (Kennedy 2009:138-139). The greater blast radius of its nuclear warhead could 
also overwhelm high-speed or fast-maneuvering bombers. The nuclear warhead carried by the 
Nike Hercules was the W-31 variable yield unit, which could be adjusted to yields of 3, 20, or 
40 kilotons (Bender 2014). It also did away with the liquid-fueled second stage of the original 
Nike, relying on a more reliable solid-fuel design. This also had the added benefit of simplify-
ing infrastructure at Nike installations, since the acid fueling area was no longer needed. The 
Hercules booster was actually a cluster of four Nike Ajax boosters held together in a frame, 
which expedited development and minimized production costs. 

The Nike Ajax could only track one target at a time and coordination between batteries was 
impractical. In an actual engagement, this could have caused multiple batteries to waste mis-
siles and valuable time firing against the same target. With the Nike Hercules, new electronic 
control systems were developed that allowed the efforts of multiple batteries to be coordinated 
to engage multiple targets across a broad area (Morgan and Berhow 2002:15). These systems 
included the AN/GSG-5(V) Battery Integrated Radar Display Equipment (BIRDIE) and the 
more capable Missile Master system, which could coordinate four Nike missile installations 
against 50 individual targets. By the mid-1960s, the Missile Master was replaced the AN/TSQ-
51 Missile Mentor system, which was an all solid-state electronic system that could coordinate 

Figure 58. A Nike Hercules missile on the left and the Nike 
Ajax on the right (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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up to 24 firing batteries (Morgan and Berhow 
2002:15).

The Nike Hercules radar and computer systems 
were also upgraded with solid state electronics 
during the lifespan of the system (Lonnquest and 
Winkler 1996:108). Significantly, the Hercules 
ground equipment was essentially the same 
as that used for the Nike Ajax, and the Hercu-
les installations mostly utilized existing Ajax 
ground equipment with the exception of im-
proved guidance and control systems (McMas-
ter et al. 1984:38). This streamlined the process 
of upgrading existing Nike Ajax installations, 
as new facilities or property acquisitions were 
not required to install the more powerful Nike 
Hercules. The Nike Hercules began to replace 
the original Nike batteries in 1958, and contin-
ued to do so until the last Nike Ajax was retired 
in 1964. In total, the DOD installed 145 Nike 
Hercules systems across the country (Kennedy 
2009:140). 

Some improved versions of the missile were 
also capable of targeting missiles. Fully operational in 1961, the Improved Nike Hercules could 
intercept higher, faster jet bombers and also some types of missiles. In 1960, an Improved Nike 
Hercules intercepted a Corporal missile during a test over WSMR, the first time a missile had 
been successfully intercepted in flight (Kennedy 2009:140). Later the same year at WSMR, an-
other Improved Nike Hercules intercepted a standard Nike Hercules missile traveling at Mach 
7 at an altitude of 19 miles (Carlson and Lyon 1994:15; Walker et al. 2003:26). The system 
could also be used as a surface-to-surface missile within ranges of about 114 miles, which was 
the transmission range limit of the MTR used in the system (Bender 2014). The Nike Hercules 
utilized the High Power Acquisition Radar (HIPAR) built by GE, which extended its detection 
range to 175 nautical miles (Carlson and Lyon 1994:14). The larger HIPAR was generally 
mounted on a steel tower and enclosed within a radome. 

In order to accommodate the larger Nike Hercules missile, some changes were made to the 
existing Nike magazines. The elevator required additional lift capacity to lift the heavier Her-
cules missile, which in turn required additional electrical generator capacity. Eventually, four 
different underground magazines were incorporated at Nike installations, which were referred 
to as A, B, C, and D type magazines, which were often referred to as “boxes.” The A-type box-
es were specifically designed for the Nike Ajax, but were converted to fit the larger Hercules 
missile; these converted Ajax magazines were designated as type C. The C-type magazines 
could not launch Nike Hercules missiles from the elevator. The type B magazines were slightly 
larger and designed to accommodate both Nike Ajax and Hercules missiles. Finally, the type 
D magazines were the largest, and were specifically made to accommodate the Nike Hercules 
(Carlson and Lyon 1994:15-16). Most Nike installations used B or C type magazines; new 

Figure 59.  Nike Zeus missile at LC-38 (photo 
courtesy WSMR Museum). 
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Nike installations built after 1958 exclusively used the larger D type magazines to accommo-
date the larger Nike Hercules (Carlson and Lyon 1994:16).      

6.10.4 The Nike as an Anti-Ballistic Missile

Since the V-2 attacks on London during WWII, defense against ballistic missiles had been a 
significant concern for military planners. However, since the delivery of an atomic weapon 
was only possible by bomber aircraft at the time, the development of defensive missile systems 
focused on anti-aircraft oriented systems such as the Nike. However, by 1957 the Soviets had 
long-range missiles capable of carrying nuclear warheads, which rendered the use of aircraft 
as a delivery vehicle obsolete. In order to counter this threat, new, more sophisticated missile 
defenses were needed. These weapons, called Antiballistic Missile (ABM) or Ballistic Missile 
Defense (BMD) systems, became of the focus of defensive missile development by the late 
1950s. 

The Army decided that rather than developing a new system, it could adapt the existing Nike 
Hercules anti-aircraft system into an ABM system. A contract for the development of this 
system was awarded to Bell Laboratories of Western Electric (who had designed the origi-
nal Nike) in 1957, and the new missile was named the Nike Zeus (Lonnquest and Winkler 
1996:109). Additional impetus was given to the development of the system by the successful 
launch of a Soviet ICBM in August of 1957, followed by the launch of Sputnik in October of 
that year (Missile Defense Agency 2009). 

An intense inter-service rivalry developed between the Air Force and Army over the develop-
ment of ABM systems, with each branch promoting its own developments. The Air Force had 
been conducting its own program under Project Wizard for the development of a high-altitude 
missile defense system. However, in 1958 the Secretary of Defense assigned the development 
of ABM systems to the Army based on the promising developments of the Nike Hercules sys-
tem (Lonnquest and Winkler 1996:109). 

The Nike Zeus system was designed as a modular installation that could be tailored to fit 
the needs of individual installations. The system incorporated four different radar systems. 
The first was a long range acquisition radar called the Zeus Acquisition Radar. The remaining 
three were used for targeting and guidance of the missile; the Discrimination Radar, the Target 
Tracking Radar, and the Missile Tracking Radar, all of which were coordinated via the Target 
Intercept Computer (Missile Defense Agency 2009). 

Preliminary development of the system once again took place at WSMR, where the Nike Her-
cules was also undergoing testing. The first Nike Zeus was fired at WSMR on December 16, 
1959 at the recently constructed LC-38 (Eidenbach et al. 1996:89). The system successfully 
intercepted a Nike Hercules missile over WSMR in 1961, after which field testing operations 
for the missile were moved to the Kwajalein Missile Range (KMR) in the Marshall Islands. 
Here, the test program had a string of successes intercepting Titan and Atlas ICBMs from mid-
1962 through late 1963 (Missile Defense Agency 2009). 

Despite the apparent need for an ABM system like the Nike Zeus and the promising results 
from testing, the system was controversial and had many skeptics in the scientific and political 
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arenas. In particular, President 
Eisenhower and his defense 
secretaries were concerned 
that the available technology 
was not sufficiently advanced 
and that the estimated $15 
billion required to deploy 
the system would be spent 
on an ineffective and quickly 
outmoded system (Missile 
Defense Agency 2009). As 
a result, the Eisenhower ad-
ministration decided against 
pushing the Nike Zeus into 
deployment but authorized 
funding for continuing R&D 
on the system, a situation that 
persisted into the Kennedy ad-
ministration (Lonnquest and 
Winkler 1996:110). 

Although successful in test 
scenarios, the Nike Zeus pos-
sessed several critical short-
comings that would have 
limited its effectiveness in 
real-world situations. These 
issues were mostly related to 
its ability to differentiate real 
targets from decoy counter-
measures or other debris (such as discarded booster stages) associated with incoming ICBMs. 
The Nike Zeus was designed to intercept incoming ballistic missiles at high altitudes out of 
the atmosphere in order to allow sufficient time for interception. However, it is much easier to 
differentiate a warhead from other objects in the lower atmosphere due to the filtering effects of 
aerodynamic drag. In the atmosphere, the heavier warhead will continue to move quickly while 
lighter objects such as dummy warheads or chaff will be slowed by drag or burnt up entirely. 
Unfortunately, intercepting targets at lower altitudes in the atmosphere pushed the minimum 
response time of the system. Additionally, like its predecessors, the Nike Zeus radars could not 
track multiple targets which left it susceptible to saturation by a massed missile attack. The 
system radars could also be rendered temporarily “blind” by the ionization effects generated 
from detonating a nuclear warhead in the atmosphere. This effect could be triggered by detona-
tion of its own warhead, or an enemy warhead, rendering it blind to additional ICBMs trailing 
the first (Missile Defense Agency 2009:11-12). Due to these shortcomings, the Nike Zeus was 
never deployed although testing continued until 1964 at WSMR and 1966 at the KMR (Missile 
Defense Agency 2009:14).  

Figure 60. Photo mosaic sequence of Sprint launch from LC-50 
(courtesy WSMR Museum).
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The follow-up ABM program designed to correct the limitations of the Nike Zeus was the 
Nike X program, which was formally initiated in 1963. The Nike X was designed as a layered 
ABM system with both high and low altitude interceptor missiles. The high altitude interceptor 
missile was a modified Nike Zeus missile, now renamed the Spartan missile, which operated 
at altitudes of 70 to 100 miles. The low altitude interceptor was the new high-speed Sprint 
missile, which operated at altitudes of 20 to 30 miles. The Sprint was developed and tested 
at WSMR at LC-38 and LC-50 (Eckles 2013:9). The Nike X also incorporated a new phased 
array radar system that could detect and track multiple targets simultaneously, a major advance 
over the Nike Zeus. The prototype of this system, the Multi-Function Array Radar (MAR), was 
built and tested at WSMR during the early 1960s (Eckles 2013:456; Lonnquest and Winkler 
2009:111).

Although the Nike X promised to overcome the shortcomings of the Nike Zeus system it 
replaced, deployment of the system was met with public and political opposition based on the 
belief that the system would upset the balance of nuclear weapons power between the US and 
the USSR. The USSR argued that if the system was as effective as it was promised to be, then 
the US could launch a first strike without fear of retaliation. Analysts also argued that the loss 
of the ability to retaliate might cause the USSR to launch a preemptive attack. Additionally, the 
war effort in Vietnam made funding the deployment difficult, and the growing anti-war senti-
ment among the American public was extended to the installation of ABM systems (Lonnquest 
and Winkler 1996:111).

By this time, the Peoples Republic of China had also developed nuclear capabilities, detonating 
an atomic bomb in 1964. Defense analysts anticipated that the Chinese would develop ICBMs 
by the 1970s, creating a second source of nuclear missiles for the US to contend with. Addi-
tionally, during 1966 intelligence reports indicated that the Soviets were deploying their own 
ABM system around Moscow (Walker et al. 2003). This added pressure for the US to deploy 
some kind of ABM system and in 1967 Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara announced 
the deployment of a modified version of the Nike X called the Sentinel system (Walker et al. 
2003:54). The Sentinel used elements of the Nike X system, including the Sprint and Spar-
tan missiles, coupled with a massive long range radar called the Perimeter Acquisition Radar 
(PAR) for detection and the shorter range Missile Site Radar (MSR) for targeting and guidance. 

The Sentinel system met much of the same opposition as the Nike Zeus, with critics concerned 
that it might provoke the USSR into a preemptive strike. Citizens of urban areas scheduled 
for the installation of Sentinel missile batteries worried that in the case of a nuclear assault, 
the presence of the system might subject their cities to heavier nuclear bombardment in an 
attempt to overcome the capabilities of the system (Lonnquest and Winkler 1996:112). Faced 
with widespread public opposition and diplomatic difficulties with the Soviet Union, Presi-
dent Nixon opted to re-structure the Sentinel system. The system would only be deployed to 
protect the nation’s nuclear assets to preserve its retaliatory strike capability. This also meant 
the system would be installed far from major cities, thus avoiding most public opposition. The 
Nixon administration referred to the new system as the Safeguard to emphasize its defensive 
nature, anticipating that by not defending the nation’s cities with ABM systems the Soviets 
would be reassured that the US would never conduct a first strike (Lonnquest and Winkler 
1996:113). President Nixon stated that the three goals of the Safeguard system were to protect 
significant cities and industrial areas from an ICBM attack from China, protect the country 
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Figure 61. The massive MSR pyramid under construction at the North Dakota SRMSC complex, circa 
1973 (public domain image).

from an accidental launch, and to preserve the US retaliatory strike capability by protecting 
ICBM installations (Walker et al. 2003:64).

As proposed in 1969, deployment of the Safeguard system called for a dozen locations in 
the continental US (Walker et al. 2003:65). However, the Safeguard ABM system still faced 
opposition in the Senate and Congress, as well as from various special interest groups. As a 
result, by 1970 construction funding for only two Safeguard sites had been appropriated. By 
the time construction was underway on these sites, in North Dakota and Montana, the ABM 
Treaty of 1972 had been signed. The ABM Treaty was the end result of the Strategic Arms 
Limitation Talks (SALT) that began in 1969 with the Soviet Union. The ABM Treaty limited 
the development and deployment of ABM systems, which significantly changed national de-
fense planning. In particular, the ABM Treaty limited the US to one Safeguard installation at 
an ICBM site and one to protect Washington D.C. (Walker et al. 2003:67). Since construction 
of the Grand Forks, North Dakota site was well underway, by default it became the single 
treaty permitted ICBM Safeguard installation. Designated the Stanley R. Mickelson Safeguard 
Complex (SRMSC), it was the only Safeguard complex ever built. An amendment to the ABM 
Treaty in 1974 limited the number of ABM sites to one, so the Washington D.C. Safeguard 
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location was never built (Walker et al. 2003:68-69).  

As the Sentinel and Safeguard deployments were steadily downsized, the nature of the ICBM 
threat evolved. While the social chaos of the Mao’s Cultural Revolution slowed the develop-
ment of the Chinese ICBM program, the Soviet Union developed Multiple Independently Tar-
getable Reentry Vehicle (MIRV) equipped ICBMs. MIRV technology allows a single ICBM 
to carry multiple warheads, each of which can be directed at separate targets, maximizing the 
threat posed by each ICBM. The US developed MIRV warheads for the Minuteman ICBM in 
1970, and by 1975 the Soviet Union had developed MIRVs as well (Federation of American 
Scientists 2014b).  

The SRMSC was only in operation for a year as it became obvious that the single location 
would be of minimal viability in the case of a massed missile bombardment, particularly 
against Soviet MIRV equipped missiles. On September 28, 1975, the same day the SRMSC 
became fully operational, the House Appropriations Committee recommended the deactivation 
of the facility by the end of the fiscal year (Walker et al. 2003:76). The Army operated the 
SRMSC for a year in order to gain operational experience of the system, and the complex was 
decommissioned in 1976. The PAR long range detection radar at the site did remain operation-
al as part of the North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) beginning in 1977 
(Walker et al. 2003:77). 

6.10.5 Nike Testing at LC-33

Much of the initial prototype testing of the Nike, from Nike 46 to at least the Nike 490 series, 
was conducted at LC-33. Period photographs show the quad-rail launcher used for the Nike 
46 and Nike 47 located immediately west of the V-2 gantry track, opposite the blast pit. The 
triangular steel blast plate that anchored the launcher remains intact at this location today. By 
1951, Nike missiles were launched from the Property 20817 launch pad west of the Army 
Blockhouse. Architectural plans for an “elevator platform test facility” at the northwest corner 
of Property 20817 were filed in 1955. The footprint and steel framework of the doors of the 
elevator launcher are visible today, but there is little documentary evidence as to the nature and 
extent of the testing conducted at the facility. The elevator platform was possibly not complet-
ed, or was constructed and quickly decommissioned. Also in 1956, an underground missile 
storage structure (Property 20850) was constructed at the west edge of LC-33 as a related 
project to the elevator platform at Property 20817.  

The Nike Hercules was also tested at LC-33, in a series of dedicated properties constructed 
along the west margin of the original complex. Constructed in 1956, Property 20850 was 
essentially identical to the integrated Nike magazine and launcher facility that was part of 
Nike installations nationwide. Period photographs show that it housed Nike Hercules missiles, 
which is chronologically consistent. Property 20836 was a three-cell launcher structure known 
as the “Optimum Cellular Launcher” or “Hercules Cellular Launcher” that was apparently a 
prototype configuration of the Nike Hercules launcher that was never actually deployed (Piland 
2008). The Optimum Cellular Launcher was an effort to minimize the acreage needed at Nike 
sites and reduce the number of essential personnel (Thelen 2017b). The launcher prototype was 
composed of a row of individual launch cells, each with its own launcher and Nike Hercules 
missile, each serviced by an overhead crane assembly that ran the length of the launcher. Each 
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cell was covered by overhead roll-
away doors, and the entire launch-
er installation was controlled by a 
single operator (Thelen 2017b). A 
Nike Hercules was launched from 
the LC-33 cellular launcher proto-
type on June 24, 1959 with mar-
ginal results; although the missile 
flight was successful, the blast 
from the missile damaged the 
launch cell and those adjacent to it. 
A follow-up test on December 19, 
1959 produced similar results, and 
the cellular launcher development 
was terminated as a result (Thelen 
2017b). The neighboring Proper-
ty 20837, a concrete blockhouse 
building sheltered by earthen re-
vetments on all sides, served as a 
control and power supply building 
for Property 20836. Both facilities 
were mothballed shortly after the 
1959 test, and were unused as of 
the early 1960s.

The Nike Ajax and Hercules sys-
tems were also tested at ALA-3 
(LC-37), although it is unclear at 
what time the majority of the Nike 
testing was relocated from LC-33 
to LC-37. A series of launch pads was constructed at LC-37 in 1953, which probably indicates 
when the first testing was conducted at the complex. The first production Nike missiles, desig-
nated as Nike Ajax in 1956, left assembly lines in 1952, which suggests that LC-37 might have 
supported testing of Nike production missiles. LC-33 continued to support Nike Hercules as 
late as 1959, after which the Nike testing was primarily conducted at LC-37. 

Later developments of the Nike series, the Nike Zeus and Sprint, were tested at LC-38 and 
LC-50. These later programs were, for the most part, not tested at LC-33. However, a limited 
test program of the “Nike Zeus Reduced Scale Test Facility” was constructed at the east end 
of the Property 20839 Launch Pad in 1959. This prominent structure was a scaled down Nike 
Zeus launch silo prototype that provided an above-ground test site for the design of a Nike 
Zeus launch silo.

The western Nike properties at LC-33, including Properties 20836, 20837, and 20838, were 
converted for use as part of the Combined Acoustic and Vibratory Test Complex, also known 
as the LC-33 Vibratory Testing Facility, during the 1960s. Additional information regarding 
this period of use for these Nike facilities is provided in Section 6.16.     

Figure 62. A Nike Hercules missile on the elevator of its 
magazine/launcher installation at Property 20850, LC-33 

(photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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6.11 The MX-774 Missile

The MX-774 missile was an early AAF ballistic missile program that was developed through 
a contract with Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation (Convair). The AAF at the end of 
WWII was a semi-independent entity from the Army ground forces, and as such had its own 
interests in the field of missile development. While the Army Ordnance Department worked 
with the German V-2 equipment and personnel, the AAF turned to private industry to develop 
its own missile programs (Neufeld 1990:44). Although the original MX-774 test program at 
LC-33 was short-lived, its flight tests provided valuable proof of concept validation for its 
design, elements of which would later be fundamental to the early American ICBM program.  

6.11.1 Development of the MX-774/ RTV-A-2 HIROC

On October 31, 1945, the AAF Technical Command issued a request for proposals (RFP) for a 
10-year study on guided missile development. The RFP was quite broad, and requested studies 
on systems varying from short-range tactical missiles with ranges of 20 miles to ballistic mis-
siles with ranges up to 5,000 miles. The 5,000 mile range was quite substantial given the tech-
nology of the time, but Convair nonetheless submitted proposals for two missiles with ranges 
of 1,500 to 5,000 miles and accuracy of about one mile (Kennedy 2009:62). Convair was eager 
to develop new defense contracts; the company had produced nearly 31,000 aircraft during 
WWII but due to post-war cutbacks its business was nearly non-existent (Neufeld 1990:45). 
Convair was awarded $1.4 million under contract number MX-774 for study of the two designs 
in April 1946. One design was a subson-
ic cruise missile, and the other was for a 
supersonic ballistic missile. The MX-774 
designation carried over to the missile 
prototype that was eventually developed 
under the contract (Kennedy 2009:62). 

The chief engineer at Convair that was 
responsible for the MX-774 contract was 
Karel J. Bossart, a Belgium immigrant 
with a background in mining and aero-
nautical structural engineering. Bossart’s 
ideas would eventually prove funda-
mental to the development of America’s 
first ICBM, the Atlas (Powell 2009:61). 
Bossart’s chief obstacle was a lack of 
data, and his design team proposed the 
production of 10 test vehicles of three de-
signs to generate the needed information 
for the MX-774 contract. MX-774 De-
sign A was a subsonic vehicle, essentially 
an early cruise missile, referred to as the 
“Teetotaler” as it used jet fuel rather than 
alcohol. MX-774 Design B was a super-
sonic ballistic missile that was planned as 

Figure 63. A MX-774/HIROC on the launch pad 
above the Blast Pit at LC-33 in 1948 (NMSU Archives 

image).
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a proof of concept vehicle for Design C. The Design B vehicle was referred to as the “Old 
Fashioned” as it was based on the V-2 design. The MX-774 Design C was the final project 
vehicle and would be capable of carrying an atomic warhead, and was thus known as the 
“Manhattan” (Kennedy 2009:62; Neufeld 1990:45). 

Although it did not rely on any captured V-2 parts or German personnel, the MX-774 study did 
look to the V-2 as a design starting point. Specifically, Bossart developed structural solutions 
for the MX-774 vehicle that substantially reduced its weight as compared to the V-2 and would 
later be critical for the development of the Atlas ICBM. These included the use of integral 
tanking, which used the propellant tanks to form the fuselage of the missile, thus creating a 
substantial weight reduction over the use of tanks held within a separate airframe shell as in the 
V-2. The single wall steel tanks were relatively thin, but were held rigid by internal pressure 
as they were drained of propellant (Powell 2009:61). The MX-774 design also incorporated 
a gimbaled motor to steer the missile, another innovative concept. The entire motor swiveled 
to steer the vehicle in flight, an improvement over the V-2 design that used graphite vanes in 
the motor exhaust stream. Not only did the gimbaled motor provide better maneuverability, it 
avoided the obstruction of the exhaust stream and associated performance loss that the graphite 
vanes created (Neufeld 1990:47). The missile did share a resemblance to the V-2 in its overall 
shape; this allowed Bossart to utilize wind tunnel data from the V-2. Assuming that the V-2 fin 
design possessed desirable aerodynamic properties, the Convair design team also duplicated 
their shape. However, the Convair team later found out that the V-2 fin design was at least 
partially determined by the need to fit the missile through German railroad tunnels (Kennedy 
2009:62).  

Bossart also realized that after the missile had reached its flight apex, separating the warhead 
from the main vehicle would result in substantially less drag and also only require that the war-
head be shielded against the heat of reentry, which required less overall weight. Taken together, 
the separation of the warhead created a substantial improvement in overall range (Neufeld 
1990:47). The concept of the warhead as an independent re-entry vehicle would also become 
a staple of later ICBM designs. 

As the MX-774 program was more interested in testing structural concepts than new motors, 
Convair contracted with Reaction Motors Inc. (RMI) to produce the MX-774 power plant 
based on an existing, proven design. RMI was a relatively new company that was founded by 
members of the American Rocket Society and based in Rockaway, New Jersey. RMI already 
had in production a 1,500-pound thrust motor that was developed for the Bell X-1 rocket plane, 
and a cluster of four of these engines, each with the thrust boosted to 2,000 pounds, was built 
for the MX-774 (Neufeld 1990:47). Through late 1946 and into early 1947, Convair worked 
on its first prototype vehicles of the MX-774. 

Development of the MX-774 missile prototypes did not proceed very far before being im-
pacted by the decreased defense funding that typified the immediate post-war years. In 1947, 
the AAF requested that Convair halt work on the subsonic cruise missile, as it had awarded a 
development contract to Northrop Aircraft for the SM-62 Snark missile (Kennedy 2009:62). 
The cutbacks in defense budgets forced the AAF to choose between projects that promised 
early availability, like cruise missiles and aircraft, or longer term investments in ballistic mis-
sile technology whose returns were projected to be 10 years or more in the future (Neufeld 
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1990:27). The predominant view in the defense community was that the atomic bomb was the 
primary deterrent for the foreseeable future, and its delivery vehicle would be the long-range, 
subsonic bomber aircraft. Subsequently, as of the late 1940s the nascent USAF was much more 
interested in “air-breathing” cruise missiles and bomber aircraft than the more exotic technol-
ogy of ballistic missiles:               

While the Air Force was spending huge amounts of money on its air-breathing 
missiles, the Atlas ICBM program, which began in 1946, languished in ob-
scurity. Many Air Force officers dismissed the ICBM as “Buck Rogers” stuff. 
The critics charged that the ICBM was not technologically feasible; they also 
begrudged it the money that it was diverting from the service’s aircraft devel-
opment programs [Lonnquest and Winkler 1996:4].

With this view, the AAF canceled further development of the MX-774 in July, 1947. Instead 
of ICBMs, the USAF relied on the Snark and Navaho missile systems through the early 1950s 
to provide long-range surface-to-surface capabilities. Neither the Snark nor Navaho proceeded 
as smoothly as originally planned; both systems suffered from guidance and control problems. 
The waters outside of Cape Canaveral were jokingly said to be “Snark infested” after many 
Snark tests crashed into the Atlantic (Lonnquest and Winkler 1996:25). After the USAF swung 
back to ICBM development and successfully fielded the Atlas ICBM in 1959, both the Navaho 
and Snark were quickly rendered obsolete.

The MX-774 program did proceed further even after it was canceled in 1947. Convair was 
permitted to use its remaining program funds to complete three test vehicles and to continue 
its work on the guidance system and nose cone reentry (Neufeld 1990:49). The three test ve-
hicles were referred to as the HIROC (short for High Altitude Rocket) and designated as the 
RTV-A-2, although it was still frequently referred to by the contract name, the MX-774 (Ken-
nedy 2009:63). Externally, the missiles looked like reduced scale versions of the V-2. The mis-
siles were 32 feet in length and 30 inches in diameter, and included the prominent fins of the 
V-2. Due to the reduced weight of Bissert’s design, the RTV-A-2 HIROC was quite light, with 
an empty weight of just 900 pounds and 4,100 pounds in a ready to launch condition (Kennedy 
2009:63). Captive tests were conducted at Convair’s Point Loma, California test facility. After 
the successful completion of these tests, the flight tests were conducted at WSPG.

6.11.2 The HIROC at LC-33

Three flight tests of the MX-774/HIROC were conducted at LC-33 during 1948. The tests 
were conducted at WSPG as the overland range greatly simplified the logistics of instrumenta-
tion and payload recovery. As evidenced by period photos, the missile was launched from the 
launch pad adjacent to the Blast Pit and was serviced using the Gantry Crane. The flight was 
controlled from the Army Blockhouse, which received instructions by telephone from the radar 
tracking center about three miles to the south (Kennedy 2009:64). In contrast to the spartan 
conditions of 1946, by 1948 WSPG offered a suite of services and facilities for the MX-774 
tests:

A launch pad for HIROC was set up about 600 feet north of the WSPG block-
house. WSPG-provided range support for the launch included radar tracking; 
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Askania cinetheodolite coverage; 
two Mitchell and three Bow-
en-Knapp cameras; sky-screen 
observers; and three tracking tele-
scopes. The Proving Ground also 
furnished shop, weather, photo 
lab, communications, and trans-
portation facilities; housing for 
Convair personnel; the use of the 
gantry crane for pre-flight check-
out; guards and fire crew; and re-
covery crews [Kennedy 2009:64].

The first HIROC launched skyward on 
July 13, 1948. The missile lifted off clean-
ly, and observers ran outside to watch it 
as it climbed. Suddenly, the safety officer 
yelled over the loudspeaker that the mis-
sile had burned out and was falling back 
towards the Blockhouse. The observers 
ran back inside and shut the blast door as 
the HIROC crashed back down to earth. 
The HIROC did not hit the Blockhouse, 
but did crash down just 415 feet from 
the launch pad, where it created a crater 
30 feet wide by 10 feet deep (Kennedy 
2009:65). The missile’s flight lasted about 48 seconds, during which it reached an altitude of 
just 6,200 feet, nowhere near the anticipated peak altitude of approximately 100 miles (Neufeld 
1990:49). The instrument recording camera survived the crash and showed that the HIROC 
operated normally until the engine suddenly shut down, probably due to a short in the engine 
control circuit (Kennedy 2009:65). 

The next HIROC test took place on September 27, 1948 and successfully flew for about 48 
seconds before the engine again suddenly stopped operating. The missile coasted to a peak 
altitude of approximately 24 miles before it started to fall. An onboard battery failure prevented 
the recovery system or flight termination system from operating, and the missile exploded on 
its descent due to excessive pressure in the liquid oxygen tank. The onboard instrument camera 
was again recovered, which showed that the engine stalled because the oxygen propellant valve 
closed prematurely due to an unidentified malfunction (Kennedy 2009:65; Neufeld 1990:49).

The third and final HIROC flight was launched from LC-33 on December 2, 1948 and flew 
for 51 seconds before it too suffered a premature engine shutdown. The shutdown was later 
conclusively determined to be a premature closure of the oxygen valve as the Convair engi-
neers had installed a telemetry indicator to signal when the valve closed (Kennedy 2009:66). 
The Convair team ultimately found that the valve closed due to a chain of events stemming 
from vibration; vibration caused problems in the solenoid valves that controlled pressure to 
the propellant turbopump, which caused a pressure drop in the propellant feed system that was 

Figure 64. A MX-774/HIROC being readied for launch 
within the Gantry Crane at LC-33 in 1948 (NMSU 

Archives image).
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responsible for the sudden closure of the oxygen valve (Kennedy 2009:66; Neufeld 1990:49). 

6.11.3 Legacy of the MX-774 Program

Although the three MX-774 flights all experienced in-flight failures, they did successfully 
demonstrate the viability of Bossert’s design concepts, including the gimbaled motor, light-
weight airframe and integral tanking, nose cone separation, and guidance system (Neufeld 
1990:49). The USAF proposed using the MX-774 as a high altitude sounding rocket, but the 
DOD chose to fund the NRL Viking program instead; the MX-774 program was terminated in 
February, 1949 (Neufeld 1990:50). However, the Berlin Crisis in 1948, the detonation of an 
atomic bomb by the Soviet Union in 1949, and the start of the Korean War in 1950 contributed 
to a reassessment of the need for a viable ICBM program (Powell 2009:62). 

The USAF established Project RAND to monitor the state of missile technologies and make 
recommendations on the viability of an ICBM program. In 1950, the RAND report stated that 
missile technology was sufficiently advanced to make ICBM development realistic. Senior 
USAF officers remained skeptical, so in lieu of a full ICBM development program, the USAF 
contracted with Convair for a two-phase technology study in 1951. The MX-1593 contract 
ultimately led to the proposal of a ballistic missile design, the feasibility of which was made 
possible by the drastic reduction in warhead weight that had occurred during the early 1950s 
(Neufeld 1990:69). Based on the results of the MX-1593 study, Convair presented a design 
plan for what would become the Atlas ICBM in 1954, and after some protracted debate within 
the USAF and Pentagon, the project was assigned top priority by the Eisenhower administra-
tion in 1955 (Powell 2009:62). The first Atlas D ICBM missiles armed with nuclear warheads 
went on full combat alert at Vandenburg Air Force Base on October 31, 1959. Its development 
was one of the most expensive and comprehensive engineering efforts in US history; by 1959, 
the $8 billion Atlas program employed some 33,000 workers (Powell 2009:60, 63). The de-
ployment of the Atlas ushered in the era of the ICBM, one of the defining aspects of the Cold 
War, and its roots can be traced back to the MX-774 tests conducted at LC-33.   
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6.12 The Corporal Missile

The Corporal missile was the nation’s first tactical guided missile, in many ways America’s 
response to the V-2 missile. The fact that the Corporal was developed from scratch through the 
ORDCIT program and did not rely on any borrowed designs from the German missile program 
was often noted with pride. As stated in a 1961 history of the missile, it was, “the first, the 
pioneer US Army tactical guided missile — Corporal — American-developed from drawing 
board to deployment in Europe” (Bragg 1961:ix). For the US Army, it was important for the 
guided missile program to be based on “native” designs not only to distance the US guided 
missile program from the negative associations with Nazi Germany, but also to demonstrate 
American technological superiority against that of the Soviet Union. The first Soviet tactical 
guided missiles, the R-1 and R-2, borrowed heavily from the German V-2. As such, it was 
important that the first American tactical guided missile be an all-American design and also be 
more advanced than the rapidly-aging V-2 in order to demonstrate the US Army’s prestige in 
the nascent Cold War arms race. However, in actual execution the Corporal experienced many 
technical issues and required an extensive series of upgrades and modifications even after it 
entered production.    

6.12.1 Development of the Corporal Missile

The Corporal E was one of three power plant designs proposed by ORDCIT as of 1945, which 
were primarily distinguished by how they 
powered the propellant pumping system. 
The Corporal E was essentially a scaled 
up version of the WAC Corporal motor, 
which relied on an acid/aniline/furfuryl 
alcohol propellant combination and used 
a compressed air pumping system to force 
the propellants through the motor. The 
other proposed designs were the Corpo-
ral F, which used a turborocket propel-
lant pumping system, and the Corporal G 
which used a gas-generation propellant 
pumping system (Bragg 1961:112). The 
Corporal E system was the natural choice 
of the three as it was furthest along in 
engineering development, and its basic 
principles were well established with the 
WAC Corporal. Carried over from the 
WAC Corporal were the tanking design, 
propellants, and burst-diaphragm start-
ing valves (Bragg 1961:113). Although 
the Army had originally planned for the 
Corporal E test program to be conducted 
during 1945 to 1946, the test schedule was 
relaxed after the close of WWII in August 

Figure 65. A Corporal missile on the launch pad 
above the Blast Pit (photo courtesy WSMR Museum 

Archives).
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1945. Three test vehicles were produced for flight tests in 1947; the airframes were produced 
by Douglas Aircraft, motors were manufactured by JPL, and guidance systems were built by 
Sperry Gyroscope (Bragg 1961:113).  

The first Corporal E was launched from LC-33 on May 22, 1947. It was the first American-de-
signed, engineered, and fabricated surface-to-surface missile and its first flight showed excel-
lent results. The first Corporal E round reached an altitude of 129,000 feet, impacted within two 
miles of its anticipated range, and responded to radar controlled guidance commands (Bragg 
1961:114). The second Corporal E suffered a malfunction of the compressed air pumping sys-
tem, which caused a delayed start and subsequent crash shortly after it left the launch pad. 
Corporal E Round 3, launched from LC-33 on November 4, 1947, suffered a premature motor 
shutdown about 43 seconds into the flight, which up to that point had performed normally. 
Despite the issues with the second and third flights, the Corporal E had demonstrated sufficient 
potential for the Army Ordnance Department to request production of another seven Corporal 
missiles by Douglas Aircraft (Bragg 1961:116).      

In the interim period prior to the launch of the next Corporal E series, efforts were made to 
lighten the overly heavy motor, which weighed a hefty 650 pounds. Although lighter weight 
motor designs had previously been tested, they failed during proof firing tests. However, an 
improved 125-pound motor was successfully tested and incorporated into the Corporal E for 
the Round 4 test. As its lighter weight would allow the missile to reach altitudes with thinner 
air as well as achieve a higher burnout velocity, it was necessary to increase the fin surface 
area to maintain stability. Round 4 was accordingly modified with larger fins, which in turn 
necessitated modifications to the launcher design. Whereas the original Corporal rested on its 
fins, the new launcher supported the missile body with struts that fell away as the missile took 
flight. This removed the heavy static load imposed on the fins so that they could be lightweight 
despite being larger (Bragg 1961; Kennedy 2009:119). Corporal E Round 4, considered to be 
the first production round of the missile, was launched on June 7, 1949. It promptly manifested 
guidance problems after lift-off, and the flight had to be terminated to maintain range safety 
(Bragg 1961:119). This unsuccessful test resulted in the redesign of the guidance system for 
Corporal Round 5. 

As the guidance system was redesigned by JPL for Corporal Round 5, in September 1949 
Army Ordnance placed the Corporal development program on an expedited crash schedule 
so that an operational Corporal E could be deployed by July 1954 (Bragg 1961:122). The 
outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950 also added impetus to the quick deployment of the 
Corporal missile. Corporal Round 5 was finally launched on July 11, 1950, and was a mostly 
successful flight, although it fell somewhat short of its expected range due to a leak in the 
compressed air propellant pump system (Bragg 1961:123). Corporal Round 6, launched in 
November 1950, experienced a series of problems, the most serious of which was a complete 
failure of most of its electronic equipment due to extreme vibrations in flight. The operating 
environment of the missile during flight, particularly in regards to vibration, was an aspect that 
was little understood and difficult to simulate as part of ground testing until the development 
of specialized vibratory test facilities. JPL recognized the problem of in-flight failures due to 
vibration, and started to simulate the effects of the flight environment through the use of shaker 
tables. Per a JPL memo: 
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With the high incidence of electronic in-flight failures, a concentrated effort 
was made to determine the vibration environment; an effort was also made to 
simulate the effects of the vibration environment through the use of vibration 
test tables for design improvement and for testing individual flight units before 
installation in the missile. Without any prior knowledge of such extreme envi-
ronments, the educational process was naturally slow [cited in Bragg 1961:126].  

Corporal Round 7 underwent several improvements prior to its flight, including a new elec-
tro-pneumatic control system that replaced the old all-pneumatic system and extensive vibrato-
ry testing of its component systems prior to launch. It also was the first Corporal to incorporate 
an in-flight propellant shut-off, a new multi-celled air tank arrangement, and an improved 
air-disconnect coupling (Bragg 1961:124; Kennedy 2009:120). Round 7 launched from LC-
33 on January 16, 1951, and the missile impacted about 64 miles downrange, five miles short 
of its intended target zone (Bragg 1961:122-123). This was attributed to erroneous informa-
tion being furnished to the guidance system from the ground, and not due to any malfunction 
within the missile itself. Corporal Round 8 also impacted a few miles shy of the target zone, 
while Round 9 overflew the target zone by about 20 miles due to failure of both the guidance 
Doppler transponder and the emergency propellant shutoff (Bragg 1961:125). There was not a 
Corporal Round 10; launched on October 10, 1951, Round 11 was actually the tenth and final 
flight of the Corporal E testing and development series (Bragg 1961:126). The Corporal Round 
11 was essentially the final configuration of the Corporal tactical missile which included new 
delta-shaped fins and redesigned nose cone that could accommodate a 1,500-pound warhead. 
This flight experienced an electrical malfunction which caused it to veer west towards Las 
Cruces. Range control cut off the missile’s propellant supply and it crashed about 15 miles west 
of LC-33 (Bragg 1961:126). 

The Army hoped that the Corporal might be issued to troops in Korea, and moved the Corporal 
missile into production even as the final test rounds were being flown at WSPG. On March 
15, 1951, the Army recommended a production run of 200 missiles, spare parts, and manuals 
(Kennedy 2009:121). The production contract for the Corporal, which no longer used the “E” 
suffix, was awarded to Firestone Tire and Rubber Company in the form of a letter order of 
$6,888,796. The temporary letter order was replaced by an official contract for an impressive 
$13,695,592 when 1952 fiscal year funds became available (Kennedy 2009:121). Gilfillan 
Brothers, Inc. received the contract for the Corporal ground guidance equipment, and the Army 
later increased the production order with Firestone to 320 missiles (Kennedy 2009:121). 

The initial contract for design and production of the Corporal ground support equipment was 
awarded to International Derrick and Equipment Company (IDECO). However, engineers at 
JPL did not approve of the IDECO plans for the erector and launcher, so the production of the 
field equipment was reissued to Le Tourneau (Bragg 1961:145). Le Tourneau designed a proto-
type erector for the Corporal, but JPL ended up designing the launcher unit in-house (Kennedy 
2009:122). The Army relied on commercial orchard equipment for an elevated service plat-
form once the Corporal was in the vertical position, eventually settling on a unit manufactured 
by Miller Orchard Spray mounted to a 5-ton Army truck (Bragg 1961:145).    
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Figure 66. Corporal E round 7 on the launch pad at LC-33 in 1951 (photo courtesy WSMR Museum 
Archives).
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Figure 67. Corporal round 11 in flight at LC-33, 1951 (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).
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6.12.2 Corporal Testing at 
LC-33

Testing of the early Corporal E was 
conducted at LC-33. The missile was 
positioned over the LC-33 Blast Pit 
and serviced prior to launch with the 
Gantry Crane. The launches were 
coordinated from the Army Block-
house. As WSMR firing records do 
not include specific firing locations, 
only total numbers by year, it is not 
clear how many Corporal missiles 
were launched from LC-33. Period 
photographs and documentation do 
clearly demonstrate that all the Cor-
poral E series launches were made at 
LC-33. After the launch of Corporal 
Round 11 in 1951, the missile was es-
sentially in its initial production form 
and test locations likely became more 
diversified in order to evaluate field 
and service equipment required for 
the mobile system.      

6.12.3 Additional Versions 
and Improvements

Although it had entered production 
status, a good deal of evaluation test-
ing was still required, especially for launching the Corporal in field conditions with the mobile 
launch equipment. JPL personnel had supervised the Corporal E research and development 
flights, but due to increased flight test volume at WSPG, JPL formed the Field Operations 
and Test Section (FOTS) in 1951 to facilitate JPL activities at WSPG. JPL FOTS personnel 
became permanent residents at the proving ground in 1952 and supervised evaluation tests of 
the Corporal field equipment (Kennedy 2009:122). In order to expedite tests of the Corporal 
production system, a joint Army Ordnance and Army Field Forces coalition worked with and 
tested the missile at WSPG. This joint group, known as the Engineer-User (E-U) program, 
merged the usually distinct phases of Ordnance trials and testing in the field by the end-us-
er branch of service in order to cut costs and expedite the deployment of the Corporal as a 
field-ready system (Kennedy 2009:122). The E-U tests launched 14 Corporals at WSPG from 
January 30, 1953, to January 22, 1954. The E-U tests revealed some additional issues with the 
Corporal, including problems with the propellant cutoff switch and wet weather operation. 
General reliability was also less than hoped for, as equipment malfunctions occurred on about 
half the launches (Bragg 1961:159; Kennedy 2009:122).

Another issue with the Corporal missile was the ground command guidance system. The 

Figure 68. A time-elapse image of a Corporal missile 
being set-up for launch in the field with adapted orchard 
equipment, circa early-1950s at WSPG (photo courtesy 

WSMR Museum Archives).
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guidance of the Corporal relied on two modified SCR-584 radar units, designated as the AN/
MPQ-25, to provide trajectory information on the missile flight. Velocity information was 
provided by two Doppler antenna units. This trajectory and velocity information was fed into a 
ground-based computer that made calculations on the missile trajectory, adjustments to which 
were sent to the missile via a radio command signal at impact minus 20 seconds. The arming 
command was sent to the missile just prior to impact via the Doppler radio link signal. A jam-
ming signal could potentially interrupt the final guidance signal or block the final arming signal 
(Goetz 2016).

A follow-up test program known as Operation Bondoque was conducted in January 1954 
to evaluate the tactical suitability of the overall Corporal system, and personnel from JPL, 
Army Ordnance, and the prime contractors participated. The operation also provided data and 
procedural information for the preparation of operational and maintenance manuals (Bragg 
1961:160). In an effort to mitigate some of the issues found during the flawed rollout of the 
Corporal, JPL assumed a greater level of involvement and began to publish the Corporal News 
Bulletin, which provided information on new equipment and procedures as they were released 
(Bragg 1961:161). As these changes were instituted, three Corporal Field Artillery Missile 
Battalions were activated, and field firing operations were underway at Red Canyon Range 
Camp. In late 1954, a Corporal Missile Battalion was fielded to Europe; meanwhile, the E-U 
group was still making adjustments and changes to the missile to improve its reliability. The 
numerous changes made to the first production Corporal were incorporated into the second 
production run, which was known as the Corporal Type II. The remaining Type I missiles were 
used to test the Type II modifications or later employed as targets for other missiles (Bragg 
1961:165, 167). 

The Corporal Type II incorporated some changes to the nose profile of the missile that made it 
shorter overall, but most of the changes were in the guidance and ground support equipment. 
The changes made the system more reliable, less susceptible to countermeasures, and more 

Year Type Total Launches
1950 Corporal 2
1951 Corporal 5
1952 Corporal 28
1953 Corporal 40
1954 Corporal 51
1955 Corporal 71
1956 Corporal 83
1957 Corporal 68
1958 Corporal 97
1959 Corporal 49
1960 Corporal 51
1961 Corporal 47
1962 Corporal 19

Table 5. Corporal Launches at WSPG, 1950 to 1962.
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accurate. The first Type II Corporal (actually a Type I airframe with the Type II guidance 
equipment) was launched on October 8, 1953 (Kennedy 2009:124). Additional changes, such 
as the replacement of chemical batteries with an air-turbine alternator and quick-disconnect 
fins, were added to an interim Type IIb version. Improved ground equipment for the guidance 
system was tested in what was planned to be the Corporal Type III. The Type III was tested in 
1957 and demonstrated worthwhile improvements in accuracy, but the program was canceled 
in May 1957, as a solid propellant replacement for the Corporal was in the works (Kennedy 
2009:125).

Army designations for the Corporal were complicated by a series of updates. The Corporal E 
test rounds were designated as the RTV-G-2, and the tactical Corporal was designated as the 
SSM-G-17, then the SSM-A-17. The production missile was designated as the Guided Missile 
XM2. The Type II Corporal was initially designated as the XSSM-A-17a, then as the XM2E1, 
then as the Guided Missile, Artillery M2 when it replaced the Type I missile in service (Parsch 
2003b).   

6.12.4 Retirement of the Corporal

Although the Corporal did fulfill the Army’s need for an interim field artillery missile capa-
ble of delivering a nuclear warhead, it was not well-suited for the field. It required extensive 
support to setup and launch; a Corporal Battalion consisted of 250 personnel, 35 vehicles, and 
required about nine hours to prepare the missile for launch. As such, the Corporal was not a 
quick-response system, but rather limited to pre-planned strikes against static targets. Its liquid 
propellants were also highly toxic and required extensive safety precautions to protect the 
launch crews (Kennedy 2009:125).

To address these deficiencies, the Corporal was replaced by the Sergeant missile during the ear-
ly 1960s. Released for service in 1962, the Sergeant missile relied on a solid propellant motor 
that was essentially in a ready to launch state; it offered similar range and payload capabilities 
to that of the Corporal, but required less field support and could be readied for launch in about 
an hour (Kennedy 2009:125). An additional benefit of the Sergeant system was that it used a 
self-contained inertial guidance system that was not susceptible to jamming like the ground 
command system used in the Corporal. The Army was seemingly eager to divest itself of the 
somewhat finicky Corporal, as it started the deactivation process in March 1963 and classified 
the missile as obsolete less than one week after the final Corporal unit was deactivated on June 
25, 1964. The British had purchased the Corporal missile from the US during the mid-1950s 
and it remained in service there until 1966 (Kennedy 2009:125).      
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6.13 The Honest John Rocket

The Honest John was among the first in a series of portable, nuclear-capable, tactical missiles 
developed by the Army during the Cold War. The Honest John was a hallmark weapon system 
of the Pentomic Army era, as it provided divisional level tactical nuclear capability. According 
to a history of Army field artillery, these missiles were developed “to provide all-weather fire 
support for land, airborne, and amphibious combat penetrations beyond cannon-range cov-
erage; great destruction against ‘hard’ targets, such as tank formations and fortifications; and 
fire support for combat troops making deep penetrations, such as airborne assaults or armored 
breakthroughs” (McKenney 2007:214). The Honest John was a surface-to-surface rocket ca-
pable of carrying an atomic warhead to ranges of 15 miles that supplemented conventional 
long-range artillery.  It was fin-stabilized during flight and initial guidance was provided via 
a 25-foot launching rail. The Honest John’s flight path and impact location were controlled 
via the elevation and azimuth of the launcher rail. As it lacked onboard guidance controls, the 
Honest John was technically considered a free-flight rocket rather than a missile.  

The primary advantages of the Honest John were high mobility and its attendant ability to be 

Figure 69. The distinctive spin rockets of the Honest John engaged as it left the launcher rail, as 
visible in this 1951 photo at LC-33 (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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fired in locations inaccessible to conven-
tional artillery and its relative simplicity 
compared to larger and more elaborate 
contemporary guided missile systems 
such as the Corporal and Sergeant. With-
in the Army Ordnance community, a con-
temporary solution to the problem of di-
rect atomic support was the development 
of atomic shells for conventional artil-
lery guns. Colonel Angelo R. Del Cam-
po developed a 280 mm atomic artillery 
shell during the early 1950s, which was 
fired from the immense M65 “Atomic 
Cannon” artillery piece. However, the 
M65 was a massive gun that weighed 83 
tons and was essentially obsolete even 
as it entered service. Compared to nu-
clear artillery, the Honest John provided 
a more versatile and much more mobile 
solution.  

6.13.1 History of Development

Development of the Honest John was an 
outgrowth of improvements in atomic 
warhead technology and solid propellant 
motors made during the 1950s. The Hon-
est John program can be traced to a proposal by Dr. J.B. Edson of the Army Office of the Chief 
of Ordnance (OCO) in 1950, which suggested the use of free-flight rockets to deliver atomic 
warheads (Kennedy 2009:151). The Army refined the idea and suggested that a rocket capable 
of carrying a 1,500 pound warhead to a range of 15,000 yards was technologically feasible. In 
May 1950, the OCO directed the Redstone Arsenal to complete a design study of the proposed 
rocket system that would incorporate circular probable error of 300 yards or less — basically, a 
rocket that could delivery its atomic warhead within 300 yards of its target at ranges of several 
miles. 

The original booster selected by Redstone Arsenal for the Honest John was the X201A1 JATO 
unit that was designed as a booster for the Navy Talos missile. However, an additional test pro-
gram using the more powerful X202C1 JATO motor was also requested by OCO. Funding for 
the Honest John test program was approved in September 1950. As the Korean War had started 
just a few months earlier, the development of the Honest John rocket was elevated to a high 
priority project and the development program was sole-sourced to Douglas Aircraft Company 
(Kennedy 2009:151). 

To meet the original requirement of 300 yards or less of dispersion at maximum ranges, spin 
rockets were added to the rocket to stabilize its trajectory against such factors as thrust mis-
alignment, launcher tip-off, and cross winds. The concept of using spin rockets for stability had 

Figure 70. An Army publicity photo with the (l to r) 
Honest John, Nike Ajax, and Corporal missiles (photo 

courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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Year Type Total Launches
1951 Honest John 15
1952 Honest John 63
1953 Honest John 118
1954 Honest John 157
1955 Honest John 165
1956 Honest John 145
1957 Honest John 149
1958 Honest John 145
1959 Honest John 48

Honest John T-2044 12

Honest John XM-50 89

1960 Honest John 96

Honest John Imp 18

Honest John 72044 19

Honest John XM50 34

1961 Honest John 114
1962 Honest John 108
1963 Honest John 18

Honest John XM 185/186 8

1964 Honest John 22

Honest John XM 185/186 10

1965 Honest John 20
1966 Honest John Imp Warhead Research 5

Honest John M6E1 Warhead 14

Honest John Imp QA 7

Honest John W/E-27 Warhead 2

Honest John w/ Lance Warhead 8

1967 Honest John Imp 10

Honest John M6 Warhead 2

Honest John w/Lance Warhead 3

Honest John w/ E-27 Warhead 2

1968 Honest John M6 Warhead 3

Honest John w/Lance Warhead 8

Honest John w/ E-27 Warhead 3

1969 Honest John Imp 4

Honest John M6 Warhead 4

Honest John w/Lance Warhead 5

Table 6. Honest John Launches at WSMR, 1951 to 1984 (WSMR Museum Archives 2018).
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Year Type Total Launches

Honest John w/ E-27 Warhead 1

1970 Honest John M6 Warhead 3

Honest John w/ Lance Warhead 2

1971 Honest John Laser Guided 2

Honest John M6 Warhead 4

Honest John w/Lance Warhead 6

1972 Honest John FDC 4

Honest John Laser Guided 2

Honest John M6 Warhead 6

1973 Honest John FDC 4

Honest John M6 Warhead 7

1974 Honest John M6 Warhead 3
1975 Honest John M6 Warhead 2

Honest John Stockpile 3

1976 Honest John M6 Warhead 2

Honest John SFT 2

1977 Honest John SFT 2
1978 Honest John SFT 3
1979 Honest John Warhead Section 2

Honest John SFT 2

1980 Honest John SFT 4
1981 Honest John SFT 3
1982 Honest John SFT 3
1983 Honest John 2
1984 Honest John SFT 4

Table 6. Honest John Launches, Cont. 
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been successfully demonstrated on the WAC Corporal rockets used in the two-stage Bumper 
flights. The Honest John was equipped with eight small spin rockets in a conical adaptor lo-
cated between its main body and nose cone. The spin rockets fired at perpendicular angles to 
the main rocket body to spin it during flight at about two revolutions per second (Kennedy 
2009:152). The firing of the spin-rockets is a distinctive feature of the Honest John that is 
visible in many launch photographs of the rocket.

Support for the Honest John program was marginal as many officials within the Army Ord-
nance establishment were critical of the project. Solid propellant rockets had largely been 
relegated to use as JATO units and boosters and many within the Army felt that the proposed 
Honest John system would never meet the stated accuracy requirement. Due to the limited sup-
port and funding for the program, only limited laboratory testing of its components took place 
during the latter months of 1950 (Kennedy 2009:152). Colonel Holger Toftoy, a major figure 
in the Army guided missile program who retired as a Major General, continued to argue for the 
viability of the program and secured funding for a series of five test firings during 1951. Pur-
portedly, the program’s struggle for support and acceptance during this period led to its name:

Figure 71. An early Honest John on its launcher rail on the Property 20811 Launch Pad at LC-33, 
circa early-1950s (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).
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During one of his trips to WSPG, Toftoy encountered a Texan who made state-
ments that were hard to believe. “Why, around these parts, I’m called Honest 
John,” was his reply to when the veracity of his statements was questioned. 
With the missile on the verge of being cancelled because some believed a large 
unguided rocket could not have the accuracy to justify further effort, Toftoy 
felt like the Texan, so he decided to name the rocket Honest John [Kennedy 
2009:152].        

The first of the scheduled five test flights took place on June 29, 1951, which achieved a range 
of 22,495 yards (a little less than 13 miles) and was within about 150 yards of the targeted 
impact area (Kennedy 2009:152). The remaining rockets were launched through the summer, 
and the last test in August was witnessed by Army Secretary Frank Pace. Pace was sufficiently 
impressed by the Honest John that he ordered the program be put on a “crash” basis and its 
development accelerated rapidly. A total of 159 test flights had been completed by early 1953, 
and due to the pressures of the Korean War the OCO pushed for the system to enter Army in-
ventories even though service tests had yet to be completed. Wary of receiving an incompletely 
vetted weapon system,  the Army Field Forces insisted that the service tests be completed be-
fore the Honest John was given a type designation and issued to Army artillery units (Kennedy 
2009:153). The completion of the service tests took another year, and the first Army units were 
equipped with the Honest John by mid-1954 (Kennedy 2009:153). 

6.13.2 Testing at LC-33

The Honest John was a significant test program at LC-33 during the busy period of the early 
1950s. The Property 20811 Launch Pad was constructed for the Honest John launches in 1951 
northwest of the Army Blockhouse. The launch pad was equipped with fixed steel and concrete 
launcher rails and an extensive network of 30 camera positions was installed just north of the 
launch pad. The network of cameras recorded data about the initial flight phase of the Honest 
John, which was especially critical as the unguided Honest John’s trajectory was almost entire-
ly determined in its first few hundred yards of flight. It was therefore very important to capture 
abundant data on the Honest John as it initially fired, left the launcher rail, and engaged its spin 
rockets.

6.13.3 Deployment and Service

The final version of the Honest John was approximately 22 feet in length, and the X202C1 
motor had a diameter of 23 inches. The XW-7 atomic warhead was larger in diameter than the 
missile body and was housed in an 82-inch long ogive that was 31-inches in diameter at its 
base. A conical adaptor pedestal joined the nose cone assembly to the body, and this pedestal 
also housed the eight spin rockets. The larger diameter warhead gave the rocket a distinctive 
“bulging” profile along its nose section. The rocket also included four triangular fins at the base 
of the motor that were slightly canted to the right to maintain the rockets rotation after the spin 
motors burned out (Kennedy 2009:152).

In its deployed form, the Honest John was fired from a truck-mounted launcher rail, which 
was known as the M289 self propelled launcher. This made the rocket highly mobile; Honest 
John units could quickly set-up and launch the rocket, then vacate the area to avoid return fire 
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on the launch position (Kennedy 2009:153). Although the Korean War ended in 1953 before 
the service tests were complete, Honest John units were positioned to defend the 38th Parallel 
and across Europe. With its bulbous nose profile, the Honest John became a very recognizable 
Cold War staple. 

The Honest John was designed to carry the W-7 variable yield nuclear warhead, which could 
deliver a yield up to 20 kilotons (Kennedy 2009:152). Conventional high-explosive warheads 
were also issued for use with the Honest John, and sarin gas and cluster bomb warheads were 
also developed for the rocket during the 1960s. The original Honest John series was designated 
the M-31, and an improved variant with extended range and improved accuracy was issued 
during the early 1960s and designated as the M-50. In 1963, the M-31 was redesignated as the 
MGR-1A and the M-50 as the MGR-1B (Parsch 2002a). 

A reliable and simple system, the Honest John had a long service life. The M-50/MGR-1B 
phased out the original Honest John by the late 1960s and more than 7,000 units of the im-
proved Honest John were produced. The system remained in service with the Army until it was 
gradually phased out by the Lance missile starting in 1973. The Honest John was then relegat-
ed to Army National Guard units where it remained in service until 1982 (Parsch 2002a). 

Figure 72. An Honest John on its mobile truck-based launcher at LC-33, early-1950s (photo courtesy 
WSMR Museum Archives).
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6.14 The Sergeant Missile Program

The Sergeant missile was a significant advance in tactical missiles as it was the first solid-pro-
pellant missile that offered comparable payload capacity and range to existing liquid propel-
lant systems. Solid propellant systems eliminated the time consuming and dangerous fueling 
operations required of liquid fuel systems, and were generally faster to deploy and easier to 
maintain in the field. It was for these reasons that the Sergeant missile replaced its predecessor, 
the Army Corporal missile. Although the Sergeant was primarily tested at LC-32, early tests of 
the missile during 1956 and 1957 were conducted at LC-33. 

6.14.1 History of Development

The development of the Sergeant missile can be traced all the way back to Caltech’s early ef-
forts to develop a solid fuel JATO booster for aircraft. As the search for better solid-propellants 
continued in the late 1940s, the basic technologies for a large solid propellant missile were 
developed.

The ORDCIT WAC Corporal had led directly to the development of the Corporal tactical 
missile, the first US developed guided tactical missile (Carroll 1974:9). However, from the 
beginning it was intended as an interim system until an improved weapon could be developed 
(Kennedy 2009:125). The Corporal missile had several significant shortcomings as a tactical 
weapon. The Corporal was a large, complicated system that required a battalion of 250 person-
nel and 35 vehicles. Such a massive support component was a logistically difficult to manage 
and slow to mobilize, and setting up a Corporal missile for firing took around nine hours 
(Kennedy 2009:125). Additionally, the liquid propellant motor of the Corporal required caustic 
fuels that required careful handling and fueling procedures. A solid propellant replacement 
would offer simpler and faster operation and set-up, safer handling, and lower costs. 

The advantages of a large, solid propellant vehicle were obvious to the ORDCIT planners and 
engineers. Even as the Corporal was under development, there was a resurgence of interest 
in solid propellants at JPL. Key to the improvement of solid propellants was Charles Bartley, 
who sought to improve upon the asphalt-perchlorate solid propellant mixture used in JATO 
boosters. Although a major advance, the asphalt based propellants suffered from expansion 
and contraction problems in temperature extremes; they turned to liquid tar in very hot areas 
and froze and cracked in very cold climates (Carroll 1974:10). Bartley found that a synthetic 
polymer-based propellant did not suffer from these disadvantages, but finding polymer that 
offered the desired elastic properties that was amenable to mass production was difficult. Bart-
ley eventually found a new polysulfide polymer compound manufactured by Thiokol that met 
all these requirements, which promised the next leap forward in solid propellant technology 
(Carroll 1974:10). 

However, by 1947 problems with controlling the burn rate of the new propellant emerged. The 
combustion area tended to expand in a non-linear fashion into a convex shaped cone, a phe-
nomenon Bartley and his staff referred to as “coning.” The coning problem made a predictable 
burn rate nearly impossible, and the problem was a major hurdle in solid propellant motor 
development. However, redesigning the rocket motor combustion chamber into a star shape 
proved to be the answer. First experimented with by a British rocket research group in the 
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Figure 73. A Sergeant missile at LC-33, March 10, 1958. Photo caption reads “Sergeant static 
shot at Army Blockhouse, WSPG” (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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mid-1930s, the star shaped combustion chamber only burns along a longitudinal star-shaped 
perforation in the propellant grain (Carroll 1974: 14). This insulated the motor combustion 
chamber walls, and as the star shaped chamber burned into a more cylindrical form it provided 
a very steady curve in pressure and thrust (Carroll 1974:14). With this design change, the JPL 
solid propellant team of Bartley, John Shafer, and Henry Thackwell overcame the last signif-
icant obstacle with polysulfide based solid propellants. In doing so, they also established the 
technology and manufacturing methods required to produce very large solid propellant motors 
that provided the same thrust as liquid fuel propellants (Carroll 1974:20).

The solid propellant work of Thackwell and Shafer attracted the attention of Army Ordnance, 
who issued a contract for the development of a solid propellant sounding rocket. This sounding 
rocket was known as the Sergeant, but the rocket was not a direct ancestor of the later Sergeant 
tactical missile. This was primarily due to the fact that the project suffered from repeated motor 
explosions during testing. In 1948, the contract was canceled by Army Ordnance and caused 
JPL to reduce its solid propellant division (Carroll 1974: 21). Thackwell moved to Thiokol, 
where he was instrumental in developing the RV-A-10 rocket as a joint project with General 
Electric (GE). At the time, GE was developing the Hermes A2 as a solid-propellant tactical 
missile and Thackwell’s experience with solid propellant systems was an obvious incentive 
to partner with Thiokol. The Hermes A2 was under development from 1949 to 1953, during 
which time the Army had already progressed with development of the liquid fuel Corporal 
missile (Kennedy 2009:150). The RV-A-10 development moved slowly, but in 1953 four test 
vehicles were successfully launched from the Air Force Missile Test Center (AFMTC) at Cape 
Canaveral, Florida (Carroll 1974:22).

Figure 74. Illustration of the star-shaped combustion chamber used in solid propellant motors 
(adapted from Carroll 1974).
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Around the same time as the RV-A-10 tests, the Army formally requested a solid fuel replace-
ment for the Corporal missile. This project went to JPL rather than Thiokol-GE, apparently 
because it was easier to utilize existing contracts with JPL than develop a new contract with 
Thiokol-GE. The new design was based on the RV-A-10 prototype but was longer and heavier. 
The new missile was designated the Sergeant surface-to-surface guided missile, and it was 
based on the polysulfide solid propellant, star-design motor that had been pioneered at JPL by 
Bartley, Shafer, and Thackwell (Carroll 1974). With the start of the Sergeant program, the JPL 
effort to develop a reliable solid propellant motor came full circle.  

Unlike a liquid propellant motor which can be controlled by limiting the propellant flow, the 
solid propellant motor of the Sergeant could not be shut down after it was ignited. Therefore, 
the Sergeant was equipped with air brakes to adjust its speed and trajectory once it was in flight 
(Kennedy 2009:150). Compared to its predecessor Corporal missile, which used a command 
guidance system that was subject to jamming, the Sergeant used an onboard inertial guidance 
system that required minimal ground equipment and was much less susceptible to countermea-
sures (Kennedy 2009:150; Parsch 2005). The guidance system for the Sergeant was developed 

Figure 75. Holger Toftoy, Deputy Commanding General of the Army Ordnance Missile Command at 
Redstone Arsenal, demonstrates a scale model of the Sergeant missile system, circa 1950s (courtesy 

Redstone Arsenal).
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by Sperry Corporation, which also 
replaced JPL as prime contractor 
for the system in 1960 (Kenne-
dy 2009:150; Redstone Arsenal 
2015c). 

6.14.2 Testing at WSMR

The Sergeant was tested between 
1954 and 1960, with most of its 
WSMR testing conducted at LC-
32, the original west portion of 
which was constructed expressly 
for the Sergeant program. Howev-
er, the LC-32 Sergeant test facili-
ties were not completed until 1958, 
and WSMR firing records indicate 
that early tests of the Sergeant were 
conducted in 1956 and 1957. How-
ever, the WSMR firing records do 
not include the launch locations. 

Period photographs and architec-
tural drawings (Plan Set 550422) 
suggest that the pre-LC-32 Ser-
geant launches, four in 1956 and 
four in 1957, were conducted at 
LC-33. The 1955 architectural 
drawings indicate that the interi-
or of the Communications Room 
addition was modified in support 
of the Sergeant program, as was 
the east portion of the neighbor-
ing Property 20839 Launch Pad. 
The modifications to the Communications Room interior were relatively minor, consisting of 
electrical installations, removal of some equipment mounts, alterations to several doorways, 
and removal of ceiling mounted cable supports. The changes to the Property 20839 Launch 
Pad were more substantial. The concrete “Launch Pad Services Building,” also labeled as 
the “Junction House,” was removed from the eastern end of the launch pad and the location 
repaired and leveled with new concrete. A 10-foot square area of concrete within the Gantry 
Crane track alignment was replaced with a new 8-inch thick concrete slab that incorporated an-
chor bolts. Although not stated in the drawings, this concrete slab likely repaired blast damage 
from the V-2 and Hermes prototype launches at this location. These alterations to the launch 
pad remain visible today. The same drawing set also indicates that an access vault for electrical 
and compressed air lines, labeled as the “Sergeant Pit,” was to be added to the south edge of 
the launch pad, in line with the gantry tracks. However, this work was removed from the final 
version of the plans and the pit does not appear to have been constructed.

Figure 76. A Sergeant missile launch, date unknown. Photo 
caption reads “Sergeant missile takeoff at Army Blockhouse” 

(photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).
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Two photographs of the Sergeant included in a 1957 WSMR annual summary indicate their 
location as the “Army Blockhouse,” and the margins of the Property 20839 Launch Pad are 
visible in one of the photos. These early Sergeant flights were fired from a mobile launcher 
and permanent facilities were not constructed in support of the program at LC-33. These early 
tests probably focused on basic airframe and system dynamics of the experimental Sergeant 
missile. The first fully guided Sergeant missile was launched on May 1, 1958 from LC-32, so 
the program’s tenure at LC-33 was relatively brief.        

While most of the Sergeant flights were launched from LC-32, the missile was also launched 
from off-range. In mid-May 1963, the Sergeant was launched from a primitive location near 
Horse Springs on the Plains of San Augustin in western New Mexico. Three Sergeant missiles 
were launched from the Plains of San Augustin location between May 13 and 16, 1963. Eckles 
(2013:252-253) relates that Fred Walters, a DOVAP radar technician, stated that the long, west-
to-east trajectory provided by the off-range launch was necessary to test if the earth’s rotation 
would impact the Sergeant’s inertial guidance system.

Although the off-range Sergeant launch area was only a temporary location, it still required 
a substantial effort to prepare the site and support the launch.  The site was located about 20 
miles southeast of Datil, New Mexico and was reached by a convoy of approximately 40 

Year Type Total Firings
1956 Sergeant 4
1957 Sergeant 4
1958 Sergeant 11
1959 Sergeant 6
1960 Sergeant 12
1961 Sergeant 11
1962 Sergeant 13
1963 Sergeant 20
1964 Sergeant ASP Support 9

Sergeant Maint Eng 1
1965 Sergeant 8
1966 Sergeant 4

Sergeant ER 28
1967 Sergeant 4
1968 Sergeant 5
1969 Sergeant 3
1970 Sergeant 3
1971 Sergeant 3
1972 Sergeant 4
1973 Sergeant 3
1974 Sergeant 2

Table 7. Sergeant Firings at WSMR, 1956 to 1988 (WSMR Museum Archives 2018).
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vehicles (McFall 2013:6). Personnel assigned to the site and directly involved with the off-
range firings included 15 officers, 100 enlisted men, and 75 civilians. Major Milton Fogel was 
the Off-Range Site Commander and was in charge of the overall operation (Wind and Sand 
1963:1). Lawrence McFall was assigned to the operation and vividly recalled: 

We learned that beer could be kept cool in a 2 to 3 foot hole dug in the floor of 
our squad tent with pasteboard covering the newly disturbed earth. An officer 
who liked beer as much as our small group went back to base and returned with 
six cases our second weekend out there. Except for the usual military discipline 
we experienced no harassment during our detail and generally remember hav-
ing a great time [McFall 2013:6].

The Sergeant had the distinction of being the first Army missile to be fired off-range over a 
populated area, and demonstrated the off-range firings could be safely accomplished (Eckles 
2013:252). This established a positive precedent and the Army’s program of off-range firings 
soon expanded to include launches of the Pershing and Athena missiles from the GRTS in 
Utah.

US Army units equipped with the Sergeant missile were required to fire ASP rounds as part of 
their training with the system. These practice firings were conducted twice a year at WSMR 
beginning in 1962, and at least some of the firings took place at LC-32 (Missile Ranger 1971). 

6.14.3 Deployment and Service

The Sergeant entered the Army inventory in 1962 and was designated the XM-15 guided mis-
sile, then re-designated as the MGM-29A in 1963 (Parsch 2005). Although the Sergeant was 
a relatively large missile at over 34 feet long and weighing over 10,000 pounds, it was still 
smaller than the Corporal missile it replaced, which was 45 feet long and weighed 11,000 
pounds. The size reduction also helped to improve its mobility in the field compared to the 
Corporal (Eckles 2013:252; Parsch 2005). The Sergeant could be ready to fire in about an hour 
after reaching a launch site, versus the nine hours required to set up the Corporal missile for 
firing (Parsch 2005). 

Designed to carry the W52 nuclear warhead, which was expressly designed for use with the 
Sergeant, the missile was primarily intended as a combat system that could deploy low yield 
nuclear warheads against Soviet targets should the Cold War escalate in Europe (Missile Threat 
2015). Accordingly, of the seven Sergeant battalions trained and equipped by 1964, five were 
deployed to Europe, one to the Strategic Army Corps, and one to South Korea (Redstone Ar-
senal 2015c). It was mobile and air-transportable and could be fired by a six-man crew (Parsch 
2005). Although the solid propellant motor of the Sergeant was a significant advancement 
when it first entered Army inventories in 1962, large, solid propellant motors soon became 
mainstays of long distance missiles. Both the Minuteman and Polaris ICBMs of the 1960s 
included solid propellant booster stages (Carroll 1974:22). 

Although a major improvement over the Corporal, the Sergeant was nonetheless an interme-
diate stage of tactical missile development and was soon rendered obsolete by more advanced 
systems such as the Pershing and Lance. The Sergeant was retired from Army service in 1977 
and replaced by the smaller, lighter Lance missile (Parsch 2005). 
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6.15 The Lance Missile

The Lance was another member of the Army family of mobile tactical missiles capable of car-
rying a nuclear warhead. It eventually replaced the Honest John and Little John, but required a 
protracted developmental period of over ten years before it entered service. Once it entered the 
field, it proved to be a rugged and simple system that had a long service life, both as a weapon 
system and as a target for other missiles. During the 1980s, the missile’s role as a delivery 
vehicle for the proposed neutron bomb made it a subject of national media attention as part of 
the “neutron bomb controversy.” 

6.15.1 History of Development  

The concept of the Lance missile, originally referred to as “Missile B,” was first developed by 
an Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations staff study in 1956, and the materiel require-
ments for the proposed missile were developed by 1958. A request for feasibility studies was 
issued in 1959 and 60 contractors responded with feasibility plans for Missile B. The Missile 
B designation was part of a larger family of artillery missiles proposed by the Army Ballistic 
Missile Agency (ABMA) in 1961. Missile A would replace the Little John, Missile B would 

Figure 77. A WSMR-produced promotional image of the Lance missile, circa 1970s (courtesy WSMR 
Museum Archives). 
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replace Honest John, Missile C would replace 
Sergeant, and Missile D was the Pershing mis-
sile (Redstone Arsenal 2017). During 1962, 
the development contract for the Lance was 
awarded to Ling-Temco-Vought. The perfor-
mance characteristics of the contract called for 
the missile to deliver a 1,000-pound nuclear, 
conventional, or chemical warhead to a maxi-
mum range of 75 kilometers (46 miles) within 
5 mils of accuracy (Redstone Arsenal 2017; 
Parsch 2001). It was originally envisioned as 
a replacement for the Honest John missile, and 
eventually for the Little John and Lacrosse mis-
siles as well.  The Lance concept was based on, 
“simplicity, ruggedness, reliability, accuracy, 
and low cost” (McKenney 2007:234).

Missile B was officially renamed Lance in 
1962. Purportedly, the name change was meant 
to symbolize the cultural traditions of Native 
Americans, in which only experienced war-
riors were permitted to carry lances (Redstone 
Arsenal 2017). The Lance was the first Army 
missile to use prepackaged, and storable, liquid 
fuel. Liquid propellant motors were generally 
more efficient and offered better power and 
accuracy than solid propellants; however, the 
fuels were often volatile and involved cumber-
some and time consuming fueling procedures 
that were poorly suited for operations in the 
field. The stable, prepackaged fuel used in the 
Lance eliminated the need for fueling in the field and gave the system a rapid response time 
(McKenney 2007:234; Redstone Arsenal 2017). 

The unique variable-thrust motor of the Lance accelerated the missile from the launch rail 
to a distance of about 1,500 meters during an initial boost phase. Like the Honest John, the 
missile also fired spin rockets immediately after its launch, which produced the characteristic 
black smoke often seen in launch photos. Also like its predecessor the Honest John, the Lance 
was initially aimed via its launcher rail using traditional artillery techniques. However, unlike 
the Honest John, the Lance also possessed an onboard guidance system. The Lance guidance 
system was known as Directional Control Automatic Meteorological (DCAM). This system 
monitored the missile’s acceleration via an accelerometer, which provided feedback to the 
missile’s variable-thrust sustainer engine to provide the exact amount of thrust needed to keep 
the missile on its predetermined trajectory. The DCAM guidance compensated for crosswinds, 
changing air densities, and other atmospheric densities to maintain the Lance on its predeter-
mined course. 

Figure 78. A 1967 Lance launch at LC-33 
(photo courtesy of WSMR Museum Archives).
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In 1966, the Army initiated a parallel development of an extended range version of the Lance, 
known as the Lance XRL, which was planned as a potential replacement for the Sergeant 
missile. During development of the standard Lance missile, persistent issues with the propel-
lant feed systems emerged which caused then Secretary of Defense, Robert S. McNamara, 
to suspend development of the standard Lance and fund the Lance XRL version exclusively 
(McKenney 2007:235). This changed the focus of the Lance to a nuclear-only weapon rather 
than the original dual-role design. As the development process continued the extended range 
Lance XRL simply became known as the Lance missile. 

6.15.2 Testing at LC-33

The Lance testing was conducted at the Property 20811 Launch Pad which formerly supported 
Honest John launches. The pad was extended to the south in support of the Lance launches in 
1964. The Lance testing program appears to have been active at LC-33 from the mid-1960s 
to the early 1980s based on archival photography. Two mobile climatic conditioning shelters 
were associated with the LC-33 Lance testing. One unit was of expedient construction that 
used readily available milled lumber and aluminum siding material and rested on wheel and 
axle assemblies salvaged from Army trucks. Although no documentation on its origins exists, 
it appears to have been locally designed and constructed. The other conditioning shelter was 
built by the Post Engineer of more robust steel beam and plate materials. This shroud was 

Figure 79. A Lance missile is removed from the Mobile Conditioning Shelter at LC-33, 1967 (photo 
courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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Figure 80. The Lance conditioning shroud is moved to LC-33 in 1971. (photo courtesy WSMR 
Museum Archives). 
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relocated from an uprange location to LC-33 in 1971, as documented in a series of period pho-
tographs. The steel climatic conditioning shelter is no longer present at LC-33, but the wood 
and aluminum siding shroud remains in place southwest of Property 20811. 

As with the predecessor Honest John artillery rocket, a series of cameras and portable instru-
mentation units north of the Property 20811 Launch Pad were used to collect critical early 
stage flight data on the Lance. The Lance was fired from a trailer-mounted launcher rail or from 
its self-propelled launcher vehicles, both of which were anchored to the Property 20811 pad.  
In 1965, two instrumentation sites (Properties 20890 and 20891) with Programmed Single 
Axis Tracking Mount (PROSAM) installations were constructed in support of Lance testing. 
These two properties are located within a UXO area beyond the northern limit of the current 
inventory area and were therefore not recorded. 

6.15.3 Deployment and Service

The Lance was approved for production in September 1970, with the first Lance battalion 
activated in June, 1972 and the first Lance unit deployed to Europe in September of the same 
year (Lang 2015). The fully fielded Lance system consisted of eight battalions, six in Europe 
and two in the United States, as well as a battery in South Korea. Additional non-nuclear Lance 
equipment was sold to NATO allies and Israel (Lang 2015). 

The Lance required minimal support equipment to launch in the field, and was more mobile 
than the existing Honest John system. The Lance was launched from a self-propelled launch-
er based on the M113 armored personnel carrier. A similar loader/transporter vehicle hauled 
the missiles and was used to load them onto the self-propelled launcher vehicle (McKenney 
2007:234). A trailer based launcher rail that could be towed behind a standard two-and-a-half 
ton Army truck was also developed as an alternative launching method. The missile and its 
support components could also be transported by helicopter or dropped by parachute (McK-
enney 2007:234). 

The Lance missile was originally planned to be removed from service during the 1980s, but 
in 1985 the Army extended this retirement deadline to 1995. However, in response to the end 
of the Cold War, the Bush administration initiated a unilateral removal of all tactical nuclear 
weapons, including the Lance. The final Lance battalion at Fort Sill, Oklahoma stood down in 
1992 (Lang 2015). 

6.15.4 The Lance Missile and the Neutron Bomb Controversy

Throughout much of the Cold War, the threat of a Soviet land invasion into Western Europe 
by the massive Soviet tank armada was a recurrent strategic concern should conventional war 
break out. An estimated 20,000 Soviet tanks were arrayed throughout Eastern Europe, and the 
possibility of a blitzkrieg-style assault into Western Europe loomed large to NATO strategic 
planners. US and NATO deterrence strategy had gradually evolved from the massive retal-
iation of the Eisenhower administration to the flexible response doctrine developed by the 
Kennedy administration, which allowed for a NATO response that could be scaled accordingly 
to the size and type of threat. This required the development of defense strategies and weapons 
that did not rely upon the simple, brute force deterrent of massive nuclear retaliation. 
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Year Type Total Launches
1965 Lance 15
1966 Lance 11

Lance Warhead XM-188 4

Lance Warhead XM-193 2

Lance Warhead XM-198 3

Lance Warhead Chem 3

1967 Lance 8

Lance Warhead XM-188 5

Lance Warhead XM-193 3

Lance Warhead XM-198 2

1968 Lance 5

Lance Warhead XM-188 1

Lance Warhead XM-193 2

Lance Warhead XM-198 3

1969 Lance 11

Lance Warhead Chem 3

Lance XM-188 2

Lance XM-193 2

1970 Lance EDTP 34

Lance XM-188 1

1971 Lance EDTP 22

Lance ET/ST 9

1972 Lance ASP 5

Lance EDTP 14

Lance ET/ST 24

1973 Lance ASP 8

Lance EDTP 11

Lance ET/ST 4

1974 Lance ASP 28

Table 8. Lance Missile Launches at WSMR, 1965 to 1988 (courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).
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Year Type Total Launches

Lance EDTP 8

Lance ET/ST 16

1975 Lance ASP 6

Lance EDTP 1

Lance ET/ST 8

1976 Lance ASP 4

Lance ET/ST 16

1977 Lance ASP 6

Lance ET/ST 8

1978 Lance ASP 5

Lance ET/ST 21

1979 Lance ASP 5

Lance ET/ST 10

1980 Lance 1

Lance ASP 6

Lance ET/ST 13

1981 Lance ASP 9

Lance ET/ST 4

1982 Lance ASP 3

Lance ET/ST 5

1983 Lance ASP 7

Lance ET/ST 6

1984 Lance ASP 2

Lance ET/ST 7

1985 Lance ASP 1

Lance ET/ST 6

1986 Lance ET/ST 7
1987 Lance ET/ST 8
1988 Lance ET/ST 5

Table 8. Lance Missile Launches, Cont.
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As part of the flexible response doctrine, the Army sought to develop a variety of weapons 
during the latter half of the Cold War to counter the Soviet tank threat, ranging from portable 
anti-tank weapons such as the Dragon and TOW, to tactical missiles with conventional or nu-
clear warheads that could be used to neutralize enemy reinforcements behind the front lines. By 
the 1970s, NATO forces had decided that matching the Warsaw Pact forces on a tank-for-tank 
basis was impractical, and instead relied on a combination of about 11,000 tanks, 6,000 tactical 
nuclear weapons, and hundreds of thousands of conventional anti-tank weapons (Biddle 1981). 

During the 1950s, physicist Samuel Cohen developed the concept of the neutron bomb, a form 
of nuclear device that would have limited blast and thermal effects but emit a higher level of 
concentrated radiation within a limited area. Within defense circles, this type of nuclear device 
was referred to as an Enhanced Radiation Weapon (ERW) (Strauss 2014). The effect of this 
device would be to limit collateral damage to the surrounding infrastructure and population 
centers, but provide a lethal dose of radiation to human beings within the range of its fallout, 
which was generally said to be a radius of about 1 to 2 miles. In theory, the neutron bomb 
would be used to wipe out Soviet armor and troop concentrations while sparing the surround-
ing area of the worst effects of a traditional nuclear weapon. A 1981 article in the New York 
Times described the weapon: 

In other words, a relatively small, one-kiloton neutron bomb, which might not 
stop tanks by blast alone but is designed to irradiate their crew members lethal-
ly, would be about as effective as a 10-kiloton fission weapon (the Hiroshima 
bomb was 12.5 kilotons). It will produce as much radiation, but less blast and 
heat. This comparative difference is the source of the neutron bomb’s reputation 
as “clean” [Biddle 1981].

The neutron bomb concept lingered for years, while Sam Cohen, a DOD analyst, and a small 
group of physicists advocated for its development as a less destructive alternative to larger scale 
nuclear weapons. The concept finally took root with Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger 
during the early 1970s, and the neutron bomb was developed during the tenure of the Ford 
administration. The neutron bomb was seen as a viable response to the projected three-to-one 
tank advantage that the Warsaw Pact forces possessed in Europe (Strauss 2014). The project 
was inherited by the Carter administration, but unfortunately President Carter was unaware of 
the project until it broke the news in a 1977 exposé article in the New York Times by journalist 
Walter Pincus (Strauss 2014). Proponents of the bomb had thought it would be well-received 
as a less-destructive, high-precision alternative to the all-or-nothing strategy of mutually as-
sured destruction. Instead, it received a massive backlash of criticism, especially in Europe. 
Critics of the weapon viewed it as a means of normalizing the use of nuclear weapons and 
of confining a nuclear exchange between the US and the Soviet Union to European soil. The 
macabre effects of the neutron bomb also contributed to its negative reception, as for many it 
encapsulated many of the most terrifying possibilities of a Cold War nuclear exchange (Strauss 
2014). 

As one of the prime delivery vehicles for the proposed ERWs, the Lance missile became 
somewhat synonymous with the neutron bomb. Of course, nuclear warheads that could be fired 
from conventional artillery guns, such as the W33 and W79 nuclear shells, were available and 
could also deliver ERWs. However, much of the neutron bomb controversy was attached to the 
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Lance missile system. Not only was the Lance a more dramatic delivery vehicle than conven-
tional artillery, and therefore more likely to capture the attention of the media and public, it was 
also deployed across Western Europe at the time the controversy erupted. 

Other more conventional weapons were also available to respond to the Soviet tank threat. 
These included Precision Guided Munitions (PGMs); “smart” guided bombs and sub-muni-
tions that could be used to defeat tank formations. For example, the Assault Breaker program, 
tested at LC-33 during the early 1980s, was designed to deliver guided sub-munitions against 
tanks. However, these types of weapons were not believed to be numerous or effective enough 
to halt a possible Soviet tank invasion into Western Europe. General Niles J. Fulwyler stated 
that “When we visualize that battlefield, there’s no way in heck that, if the enemy does what 
we think he’s going to do with the doctrine and the tactics he trains with, we can have enough 
PGMS to effectively meet the threat without escalation” (Biddle 1981). 

Despite its unpopularity, some European leaders saw that the neutron bomb might have a prac-
tical value in a worst-case scenario confrontation, and privately lobbied within their respective 
governments for deployment of US-produced neutron weapons in Europe. However, in an 
unexpected reversal, President Carter then announced that production of the neutron bomb 
would be deferred for the foreseeable future. This decision frustrated European leaders who 
had supported Carter on deployment of the neutron bomb (Strauss 2014).    

Neither did the neutron bomb/Lance controversy end there. In 1981, the recently elected ad-
ministration of President Ronald Reagan announced that the neutron bomb program was again 
underway. This decision was made without consultation with NATO alliance members, which 
added a new layer of contention to the controversy. However, the bombs would remain within 
the United States and would not be deployed to Europe unless a Soviet attack was imminent 
(Biddle 1981; Strauss 2014). The exact quantity or technical details of the US neutron bomb 
production remain mostly unknown, but declassified documents showed that two neutron 
bombs were developed during the Reagan administration; the W70 warhead for the Lance 
missile and the W79 nuclear artillery shell. Both of these weapons were retired by 1992 during 
post-Cold War weapons reduction program of the Bush administration.

6.15.5 The Lance as a Target Missile

As the Lance neared the end of its service life, it was adapted for use as a target missile for 
other programs. In this role, it likely made its most significant contributions to Army and Navy 
missile defense systems (Lang 2015). It was particularly significant as a target for the testing of 
anti-ballistic missile kinetic interceptor programs. It served as a target missile for the Flexible 
Lightweight Agile Guided Experiment (FLAGE) in 1987, which successfully intercepted the 
Lance in the skies over WSMR. The Lance, used to simulate a Soviet SS-21 ballistic missile, 
was used as a target for the anti-missile development of the Patriot PAC-1 and PAC-2 systems 
during the mid-1980s. The Lance was also used as a target for the Extended Range Interceptor 
(ERINT) system during the early 1990s. The Lance continued to be used as a target missile for 
the Navy and Army at WSMR throughout the 1990s, as it provided a low-cost realistic target 
that simulated a tactical ballistic missile. The last Lance target missiles were used as recently 
as 2015, which were the final Lance missiles left in Army inventories (Lang 2015).    
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6.16 The Assault Breaker Program

The Assault Breaker was another Army tactical missile program designed to protect Western 
Europe from Soviet aggression. However, it was planned as a fairly specialized anti-tank sys-
tem rather than as a general purpose artillery support weapon like the Honest John and Lance 
systems. The system did not proceed beyond prototype development as it was slightly beyond 
the technological envelope of the early 1980s, but did undergo an active but short-lived test 
program at LC-33.

6.16.1 History of Development

The Assault Breaker program was initiated by the same concern that drove the development 
of the neutron bomb — a massive blitzkrieg attack of Soviet armor through the plains of 
Central Europe. By the 1960s, it was increasingly apparent that a potential Soviet invasion 
into Europe might be fought primarily with conventional weapons, led by a highly mobile 
and high-speed Soviet armored assault that would be followed by Warsaw Pact forces (Tomes 
2014). This challenged the NATO defense posture in Europe, which had largely adjusted to the 
more static and predictable strategic situation that had existed between Eastern and Western 

Figure 81. The T-16 Assault Breaker takes flight from its mobile launcher in 1982 (photo courtesy 
WSMR Museum Archives). 
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Europe through the first two decades of the 
Cold War. NATO defense analysts believed 
that an initial Russian assault, backed by 
forces from Warsaw Pact nations, would 
possess a quantitative advantage that could 
likely overwhelm NATO operational depth 
(Tomes 2014). 

This analysis was supported by after-action 
study of the 1973 October War between 
Israel and an allied Arab coalition. This 
conflict saw the first combat applications 
of effective man-portable anti-tank weap-
ons, which introduced new variables into 
the formally simple equation of tank ver-
sus tank combat. Guided munitions and 
air defense weapons were also prominent 
during the conflict, and together these new 
technologies resulted in a very high rate 
of equipment loss and massive amount of 
munitions expended. Based on analysis of 
the October War, NATO planners became 
concerned that existing stocks of equipment 
and munitions in Western Europe would be 
insufficient to halt a Soviet invasion and 
force the use of strategic nuclear weapons 
when supplies of conventional arms simply ran out. Contributing to this pessimistic outlook 
was the significant build-up of Soviet armed forces during the 1970s. In 1981, the CIA esti-
mated that the Soviet Union military spending was approximately double that of the US, and 
the USSR was producing three to four times as many aircraft and three times as many tanks 
(Tomes 2014). Conversely, American defense spending was vastly decreased in the wake of 
the Vietnam War, and the manpower and materiel of the US military was comparatively at a 
low ebb as of the same period.    

While this same analysis drove the development of the neutron bomb as a tactical nuclear 
weapon, it also encouraged military planners to look at more advanced conventional weapons 
that could perform specific counter assault roles. Based on the evolving strategic balance as of 
the beginning of the 1980s, the US military increasingly began to focus on combined forces at-
tacks deep behind the front lines to negate Soviet quantitative advantages and isolate front line 
forces from reinforcements and resupply. This led to the development of new guided missile 
technology that would use the full array of battlefield surveillance and targeting technology to 
allow deep precision attacks against Soviet armored forces. Specifically, the US Army desired 
such a guided missile system to blunt reinforcements from secondary armored forces from 
Warsaw Pact nations that would follow a Soviet-led spearhead into Western Europe (Tomes 
2014). Unlike the more general purpose Lance missile, the Assault Breaker was envisioned as 
a high-volume, high precision tank killer. 

Figure 82. The Assault Breaker T-22 was launched 
from the Property 20811 Launch Pad at LC-33 in 
1982 (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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To address this identified strategic need, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA) initiated the Assault Breaker program in 1977 (Parsch 2003c). The Assault Breaker 
was designed to detect and destroy concentrations of mobile tank forces behind the front lines, 
and resulted in a surface-to-surface guided missile armed with Terminally Guided Submuni-
tions (TGSMs). The TGSMs were precision guided to targets by airborne long-range surveil-
lance and control radar systems. The airborne radar was developed by the US Air Force under 
the Pave Mover program. The Pave Mover radar detected and tracked targets, presumably 
armored vehicle units, and guided the Assault Breaker submunitions to targets via a data link 
that was routed through the Pave Mover radar (Kopp 1984; Parsch 2003c).

Two Assault Breaker systems were developed under the DARPA contract. The Assault Breaker 
T-16 was developed by Martin Marietta and based on the Patriot missile. The Assault Breaker 
T-22 was developed by Vought and based on the Lance missile. The T-16 and T-22 desig-
nations referred to the respective diameters (in inches) of the missile prototypes, and both 
versions could carry 20 submunitions. The T-16 had a range of 100 kilometers (62 miles) 
while the T-22 possessed a slightly longer range of 120 kilometers (75 miles) (Parsch 2003c). 
Both of the missile prototypes were launched from mobile launch platforms; the T-22 version 
was launched from a tracked, self-propelled launch vehicle and the T-16 was launched from a 

Figure 83. An inert guided munition carried by the Assault Breaker tracks in on a target tank, 1982 
(photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).
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trailer-mounted launch canister. 

Two types of infrared guided submunitions were developed for the Assault Breaker missile; the 
General Dynamics TGSM and the Avco Skeet. The General Dynamics TGSM were unpowered 
projectiles with fabric wings and tail. The projectile would initially slow its dive with a drag 
parachute as it searched for a target with its infrared seeker. The TGSM would search for an 
infrared target once at 3,000 feet and would perform another scan at a lower altitude beneath 
the level of cloud cover. Once it achieved target lock, it would cut the drag parachute loose and 
dive directly onto the target (Kopp 1984). The Avco Skeet was more complex, as it consisted 
of four cylindrical submunitions housed in a Skeet Delivery Vehicle Assembly (SDVA). The 
SDVA used a drag parachute to initially slow its descent, then used a retro rocket to boost 
it upwards and impart a spin. The SVDA then released the four Skeet submunitions, which 
maintained the spin as they descended, which allowed their individual infrared seekers to scan 
for targets as they fell. Once a target was detected, the Skeet fired its self-forging warhead into 
the target. If no target was detected the Skeet would detonate just above ground level as an 
anti-personnel weapon (Kopp 1984). 

6.16.2 Testing at LC-33

The Assault Breaker test flights were launched from LC-33; period photographs of the tests 
show that the T-16 was launched from the west end of the Property 20839 Launch Pad, just out-
side the east elevation of the Army Blockhouse. The larger Assault Breaker T-22 was launched 
from Property 20811, the launch pad formerly used for tests of the Honest John and Lance 
systems. During 1981 to 1982, 14 Assault Breaker test flights were conducted, 10 with the 
T-16 and four with the T-22, and testing included missile guidance, flight characteristics,  target 
acquisition and tracking, submunition deployment, and target engagement. The flight tests ex-
perienced various issues and the Assault Breaker did not progress beyond the initial testing at 
WSMR. Due to extensive technical issues and high costs of the system, the program was halted 
in 1982 (Parsch 2003c). However, the intended strategic role of the Assault Breaker — as a 
deep-delivery vehicle to drop guided submunitions against enemy armor — was a strategically 
viable concept that was later incorporated into the Army ATACMS system.   
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6.17 The Combined Acoustic and Vibratory Test Facility at LC-33

Nike testing at Properties 20836, 20837, and 20850 was completed by the early 1960s and 
the Army Missile Test and Evaluation Directorate (AMTED) at WSMR quickly developed 
plans to adapt these properties for other uses. These Nike facilities were unused as of January 
1963, and significant equipment was removed from Properties 20836 and 20837 by 1965. Per 
a request filed in December 1964, Nike support equipment removed from Properties 20836 
and 20837 included a cell loading crane, launcher rails, launcher assemblies, hydraulic power 
units, control consoles, and various elements of electrical, heat, and fuel infrastructure (Yerby 
1964). Due to its hardened construction, Property 20837 was designated as a reserve fallout 
shelter after the Nike equipment was removed.  AMTED submitted plans to convert Properties 
20836 and 20837 into the Combined Acoustic and Vibration Test Complex (CAVTC), also re-
ferred to as the Acoustic and Vibration Test Complex, to the WSMR Master Planning Board in 
early 1965. The WSMR Master Planning Board approved the plans in May 1965 (Farne 1969; 
WSMR Support Command 1965). The first construction effort of the CAVTC at LC-33 was 
the installation of an exterior acoustic vibration test chamber outside Property 20837 during 
1965 to 1966, followed by the conversion of the Property 20836 Nike Cellular Launcher in 
1967. The CAVTC was operated by the Structural Analysis and Propulsion (SA&P) Branch of 
WSMR’s Missile Science Division (MSD), which was a subordinate organization within the 
larger AMTED. The AMTED was the predecessor organization to the later Army Missile Test 
and Evaluation (ARMTE). 

The proposed facility included, “vibration tests, shock tests, and acoustic tests which, if spec-
ified by test requirements, can be combined with either hot or cold climatic environments” 
(Farne 1969:2). The former Nike facilities at LC-33 were well-suited for adaptation into the 
CAVTC due to their partial underground construction. Property 20837 was ideal as a block-
house shelter during vibratory tests of missiles armed with live warheads, and the underground 
bays of Property 20836 provided for below-grade installations of vibratory equipment that 
allowed for at-grade access to the working surfaces of the vibratory tables. Although it was a 
later expansion to the facility, the large subterranean area of Property 20850 was amenable to 
the installation of the hydraulic pumps and plumbing that powered the vibratory equipment 
within the neighboring Property 20849. More specifically, per the original AMTED request, 
the former Nike facilities at LC-33 were requested because:

(a) A very significant cost savings will be realized by utilizing the electric pow-
er (748.8 KW) available but idle at this site.

(b) The Cellular Launch Control Room and cable trench layout is well designed 
for and has adequate room to house the instrumentation and control equipment 
that will be required for the CAVTC and also for vibration and rough handling 
tests on hazardous items.

(c) The site is remote enough so that the high level operating noise will not be 
objectionable to other activities.
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(d) There is adequate free space (not available in the Tech Area) for free field 
acoustic tests to be conducted without sound reflections degrading and biasing 
the test results.

(e) The basic cellular-underground launch complex layout and design is very 
adaptable to test work. The SA&P Branch, MSD can move in and install their 
test equipment with no modification to the facilities being required [Kaiser 
1965].

Furthermore, the Ling acoustic vibration chamber was under contract at this time, and was 
to be combined with the existing acoustic equipment and air compressor to form the acoustic 
vibration chamber at the WSMR Tech Area. However, the test chamber and its high-volume 
diesel-powered air compressor would have been prohibitively loud to operate within the Tech 
Area. In addition to the nuisance factor of the noise level, the chamber’s proximity to oth-
er structures within the Tech Area would result in undesirable echoes and reverberation that 
would interfere with the unit’s free-field operation. A final, but no less significant, factor was 
that the Tech Area lacked a suitable power supply (Kaiser 1965:2). The lack of suitable power 
and reverberation issues at the 300K Test Stand also ruled out that location. So in many ways, 
the former Nike facilities at LC-33 were ideal for the installation of the needed vibratory test-

Figure 84. The acoustic-vibration chamber manufactured by Ling outside Property 20837.
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ing facility. The sophisticated Ling acoustic vibration chamber, also referred to as a “progres-
sive wave tube,” was installed between 1965 and 1966 outside Property 20837. The chamber 
used air pressure to create acoustical pressure waves that vibrated test articles at prescribed 
frequencies (Jeffrey Dallman personal communication 2017). 

Broader historical circumstances likely factored into the need for additional vibratory test fa-
cilities at WSMR during the mid-1960s. According to Jeffrey Dallman, who worked at the 
LC-33 CAVTC facility during the 1980s, increased Army test activity driven by the Vietnam 
War exceeded the capacity of the vibratory test facilities at the former 300K Test Stand (Jeffrey 
Dallman personal communication 2017). 

Constructed in 1958, Property 20836 was originally an open-air, semi-subterranean three-cell 
launch structure for Nike Hercules, known as the “Optimum Cellular Launcher” or “Hercules 
Cellular Launcher.” It was apparently a prototype configuration of the Nike Hercules launcher 
that was never actually deployed (Piland 2008). The original launcher configuration consisted 
of three launcher cells, each with retractable roof panels that folded down into the cell. Above 
the cells was a gantry crane track that extended to the east of the launcher cells, and was used 
to load Nike missiles onto the launchers (Piland 2008:6). The electrical supply was provided 
by three diesel generators housed within the west room of the neighboring Property 20837. 
As part of the CAVTC adaptation of the former Nike launch facilities, Property 20836 was 
converted into an enclosed vibratory test facility. The location was more amenable for tests of 
live ordnance with explosive potential than existing facilities at the former 300K Test Stand 
(Farne 1969). 

In 1984, a massive granite slab weighing 60 tons was installed within Property 20836. The 
granite slab supported a shaker table so that the vibrations of the table were isolated from the 
rest of the building and the surrounding building. The monolithic piece of granite was mined 
by the Rock of Ages mine in Vermont in 1983 and the largest block the company had ever 
cut and finished (Eckles 1984:1; Jeffrey Dallman personal communication 2017). This unique 
installation is described in more detail within the property description of Property 20836 in 
Section 7.4.   

Property 20837 was constructed in 1958 as a hardened control room for testing of the Nike 
Cellular Launcher. The concrete control room building was covered by an earthen mound, sim-
ilar to an “igloo” type magazine. The hardened control room was necessary due to its proxim-
ity to the neighboring Property 20836 Cellular Launcher. Property 20837 also included a large 
generator room that housed the generators that provided the power supply to Property 20836. 
The property was adapted as a personnel shelter and control room for the vibratory testing at 
Properties 20836, and later Property 20849, when the tests involved “full-up” missiles with 
warheads (Jeffrey Dallman personal communication 2017).

Property 20850 was originally constructed in 1955 as an underground magazine with a central 
elevator launcher for testing of the Nike system. The structure was essentially identical to the 
units that were built as part of Nike installations nationwide. With the construction of Property 
20849, it was converted to house the hydraulic pumps, reservoirs, and associated plumbing 
that powered the vibratory equipment within the neighboring facility.
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Figure 85. The hydraulic pumps and plumbing housed within Property 20850. 

The final installation at the CAVTC, by then known as LC-33 Dynamic Test Facility, was 
Property 20849, which was constructed in 1979 to house additional vibratory test facilities. 
The steel building enclosed a large below-grade test cell or “reaction mass pit”, with support 
equipment and control consoles mounted on adjacent at-grade portions of the building’s con-
crete slab foundation. A cable trench connected it to the adjacent, pre-existing Property 20850. 

The reduced demand for this type of testing in the post-Cold War era continues to be accom-
modated at the vibratory test facilities at the 300K Test Stand site. The vibratory facilities at 
LC-33 have remained in caretaker status since the mid-1990s, and current plans are to move 
some of the equipment into the Army supply system for use at other facilities (Jeffrey Dallman 
personal communication 2017). Written descriptions and photographs of Properties 20836, 
20837, 20849, 20850, and the Acoustic Vibration Chamber are included within Chapter 7. The 
written descriptions are accompanied by more detailed discussions of the use and history of 
each individual property as well. 
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6.18 The MLRS and ATACMS Systems

During the 1970s, the Army developed a rapid fire, high mobility rocket system that could sup-
plement conventional artillery. Known as the MLRS, the system gradually replaced older tac-
tical missile systems then in use. A related development that came late in the Cold War was the 
ATACMS. The ATACMS is closely associated with the MLRS as the ATACMS was designed 
to be fired from the MLRS M270 launcher. However, unlike the standard MLRS rockets, the 
ATACMS was a precision guided missile capable of striking specific, high value targets. 

6.18.1 History of the MLRS

Like with other contemporary Army tactical missile systems, the development of the MLRS 
was a response to the perceived tactical needs of a conventional war in Europe. This was 
a continuation of the shift to the strategic doctrine of Flexible Response that began in the 
early 1960s. As of the early 1970s, field artillery weapons and tactics had not changed much 
since WWII and it was predicted that Soviet forces would possess a quantitative advantage in 
artillery on the order of 2:1 or even as high as 5:1; estimates varied (McKenney 2007:290). 
Without some advance in technology or tactics, such a numerical advantage would largely 
neutralize the effectiveness of NATO artillery units (Heaston 1981:10; McKenney 2007:290). 
This coupled with the numerical advantage of Soviet tanks would allow the Soviets a high 
degree of mobility and control across the battlefield. A high mobility rocket system with suffi-
cient accuracy could supplement conventional artillery and at least partially offset the Soviet 

Figure 86. Army MLRS unit in the field (image adapted from McKenney 2007).
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numerical advantage through volume of fire and mobility (McKenney 2007:290). With this 
rationale in mind, in 1974 the Army Field Artillery School initiated a study for the General 
Support Rocket System (GSRS). This system became known as the Multiple Launch Rocket 
System (MLRS) in 1979 and in 1980 Vought was awarded the prime development contract for 
the MLRS launcher and rockets (Heaston 1981; Parsch 2006). 

The MLRS was mounted on a modified version of the Bradley combat vehicle and consisted 
of a launcher-loader assembly that carried two modular “six-pack” rocket pods for a total of 
12 rounds (McKenney 2007:291). The tracked launcher vehicle was the M270, also known as 
the Self Propelled Loader/Launcher (SPLL). The rocket pods were quickly replaceable once 
they were expended, allowing the MLRS to return to the field. The MLRS rockets could be 
fired singly or in multiple-round “ripples” and could carry a variety of warheads, including 
smoke, scatterable mines, and terminally guided munitions. One MLRS launcher could deliver 
the same firepower as 28 8-inch howitzers. The system was designed to attack concentrations 
of enemy vehicles, provide counterfire against enemy artillery and mortar units, and suppress 
enemy air defenses. It could also supplement conventional artillery to provide short duration, 
high volume bursts of fire against critical targets (Heaston 1981:10). The MLRS could “shoot 
and scoot,” meaning that it could fire its rockets at a target and then re-locate long before 
enemy counter-battery fire could locate its last launch position. Fielding of the MLRS started 
in 1983 and continued into the 1990s (McKenney 2007:291). By this time, it also became the 
launch platform for the Army precision guided tactical missile system, the ATACMS.  

The first MLRS rocket was the unguided, solid propellant M26 rocket, which had four fins 
and was about 14 feet in length. The rockets were spin-stabilized and had a range of about 20 
miles. The rockets were sealed into pods and required no maintenance after leaving the factory 
(Heaston 1981:10). The M26 was armed with 644 M77 Dual Purpose Improved Conventional 
Munitions (DPICMs), which were anti-personnel/anti-materiel grenades. The M77 submuni-
tions were dispensed from the M26 over the target in mid-air, releasing a drag-ribbon to stabi-
lize their free-fall before detonating on impact (Parsch 2006). An Extended Range (ER) MLRS 
rocket was also developed that had a range of 28 miles at the expense of fewer projectiles. An 
improved, more reliable submunition, the M85, was also developed for the ER-MLRS rockets 
(Parsch 2006). The most recent variation of the MLRS is the Guided MLRS (GMLRS), devel-
opment of which started in 1998 and reached fruition in the mid-2000s, and was designated as 
the M30/M31 (Parsch 2006).     

6.18.2 MLRS Testing at WSMR and LC-33

The MLRS program was a significant and ongoing activity at WSMR during the late 1970s and 
1980s, and various munitions and improvement programs were often conducted with NATO 
partner nations. The MLRS testing started in 1977 at WSMR, and continued throughout most 
of the 1980s. During late 1979 and early 1980, two competing contractors launched MLRS 
prototypes at LC-33, and the testing of the successful Vought design continued during late 
1980 and into 1981 (Heaston 1981). Final testing and firing took place during 1982, with a 
live-warhead rapid fire of 12 rockets in February 1982 (Missile Ranger 1982:1). This was the 
first firing of all 12 MLRS rockets from a single launcher; previous tests had launched one to 
eight rockets during the same firing sequence. The complete complement of 12 M26 rockets 
delivered more than 7,700 submunitions to the target area ten miles downrange (Missile Ranger 
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1982:1). The MLRS testing was generally successful and 
progressed quickly; it actually met the original planned 
1983 deployment date, a relative rarity among missile 
development programs. 

After the MLRS was deployed to troops in 1983, testing 
continued at LC-33 and elsewhere at WSMR. In 1984, 
tests were conducted of a modified version of the MLRS 
that delivered anti-tank mines. The West German devel-
oped AT-2 anti-tank mines were delivered over the tar-
get area by the M26 rocket in a manner similar to the 
standard submunitions (Lozano 1986:10). The anti-tank 
mines involved a complex series of evaluations at the im-
pact area after they were distributed by the MLRS. These 
tests included tank and vehicle overrun tests, self-de-
struct timing tests, anti-disturbance evaluation, submer-
sion tests in water, and mine field clearing exercises. The 
AT-2 tests continued through at least 1986 at WSMR 
and involved many West German officials and engineers 
(Lozano 1986:10). 

Another MLRS development tested at WSMR during the mid-1980s was the MLRS Terminal 
Guidance Warhead (TGW), an anti-tank “smart” submunition developed in concert with the 
United Kingdom, France, and West Germany (Hundley 1986:12). The MLRS-TGW was yet 
another system designed to knock out Soviet tanks in a conventional war on the European con-
tinent, a major strategic paradigm during the late Cold War. Per a 1986 Missile Ranger article: 

As a proposed millimeter wave, anti-armor, top attack weapon it could be a 
non-nuclear deterrent to the Soviet threat in Europe. The Army is exploiting 
emergency technology to overcome the massive number of troops and equip-
ment that the Soviets can deploy in Europe [Hundley 1986:12].    

The MLRS-TGW program involved four national prime contractors, one each from the in-
volved partner nations, with Army Missile Command (MICOM) as the coordinating agency 
(Hundley 1986:12). Each TGW submunition was self-contained with its own guidance and 
control system and used millimeter wave radar to lock onto tank targets (Eckles 1989a:1). A 
similar development was the MLRS Sense and Destroy Armor (SADARM) smart warhead, 
which was designed to attack tanks and self-propelled artillery pieces (Eckles 1989a:1). The 
MLRS SADARM testing continued into 1990 at WSMR. 

The most prolific MLRS launch program was the production lot acceptance flight tests, also 
known as the “fly to buy” program. The fly to buy program tested random samples of produc-
tion rockets monthly at WSMR, and if the samples met performance expectations the Army 
purchased the entire monthly production lot (Eckles 1989b:1). Monthly production during 
the mid-1980s averaged about 3,000 rockets a month. For these tests, a government official 
and a company representative randomly selected four MLRS pods for testing, one of which 
was immediately launched from the M270 launcher by AMTED personnel. If any issues were 

Figure 87. MLRS SADARM decal, 
circa 1989 (WSMR Museum 

Archives).
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encountered with the first pod launch, the remaining three pods could also be launched for 
additional testing. In March 1989, the 100th production lot was tested and the 1,000th MLRS 
was fired from the M270 launcher vehicle used for the acceptance testing (Eckles 1989b:1). As 
WSMR firing records do not include launch locations, it is not clear how many launches were 
made from LC-33. Early testing of the MLRS was conducted at LC-33, but the stated location 
of the production lot tests in a 1989 Missile Ranger article was the Tula G launch area at the 
east side of WSMR (Eckles 1989b:1). As of 1989, the production lot testing was planned to 
continue through 1994, and employed about 50 WSMR personnel (Eckles 1989b:6).    

6.18.3 Development of the Army ATACMS

The ATACMS is in many ways the most recent evolution of Army tactical missiles that reaches 
all the way back to the Corporal. Not only does it represent a technological refinement over 
previous systems, it is also part of a conceptual refinement of how such missiles were to be 
used in battle. The ATACMS was developed in concert with the Army’s AirLand Battle doc-
trine of the 1980s, which focused on aggressive combined air and land assaults to control the 
battlefield at all levels of engagement (Rogers 2004:1). Specifically, the ATACMS was devel-
oped as a “deep-strike” weapon to attack reinforcing, second echelon units behind the front-
lines. This was essentially the same fundamental concept behind the Assault Breaker program 
of the early 1980s, but was more integrated into the new AirLand Battle doctrine. The AirLand 
Battle doctrine called for attack on the deep battlefield through air support, and the ATACMS 
was designed to specifically fit this role.

Year Type Total Launches
1977 Vought GSRS 4
1978 Vought GSRS 11
1979 Vought GSRS 82
1980 Vought MLRS 32
1981 Vought MLRS 67
1982 Vought MLRS 183
1983 MLRS 169
1984 MLRS 6

MLRS VPT 146

1985 MLRS 92

MLRS VPT 55

1986 MLRS 215
1987 MLRS 305
1988 MLRS 333

MLRS TGW 1

1989 MLRS 85

Table 9. MLRS Launches at WSMR, 1977 to 1989 (WSMR Museum Archives).
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Figure 88. An ATACMS launch from Property 20811 at LC-33, 1989 (photo courtesy WSMR Museum 
Archives). 

The ATACMS program started in 1980 as the Corps Support Weapons System (CSWS), envi-
sioned as a replacement for the nuclear warhead equipped Lance missile, but with lower man-
power and support requirements in the field. The CSWS was managed alongside the Assault 
Breaker program between 1981 and 1982 before the Assault Breaker project was abandoned. 
In 1982, the Secretary of Defense merged the Army CSWS project with the Air Force Conven-
tional Standoff Weapon (CSW) program to avoid redundancy in the two programs. The merged 
program, known as Joint Tactical Missile System (JTACMS), was envisioned as a common 
weapon system that could serve both the Army and Air Force. Pre-development feasibility 
contracts were awarded to Boeing Aerospace Company, Martin Marietta Aerospace, and the 
Vought Corporation (Redstone Arsenal 2017). Ultimately, the Army chose to focus on a MLRS 
platform while the Air Force sought an air-launched system. Due to the divergent program 
goals, the Air Force ended its participation in the JTACMS program in 1984. The Army con-
tinued on with the developmental program, renaming it the ATACMS. 

The goals of the ATACMS weapon system were to counter Warsaw Pact second echelon forc-
es, give US Army Corps the ability to cover the entire battlefield, and outrange enemy artillery 
(Rogers 2004:2). The ATACMS would give the Army the ability to attack reinforcements on the 
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deep battlefield independent of Air 
Force support, and was to be used 
in concert with the new Apache 
attack helicopter.  Attacks on the 
deep battlefield disrupted enemy 
command and control structure, 
destroyed reinforcements, and pre-
vented re-supply to the frontlines 
(Rogers 2001:4). As with its sister 
system, the MLRS, the ATACMS 
was designed primarily with a con-
ventional land war in Europe in 
mind. 

The ATACMS is powered by a sin-
gle stage solid propellant motor and 
has a range of about 100 miles. It 
possesses a ring-laser gyro based 
inertial guidance system (Parsch 
2006). Similar to the MLRS, its 
warhead includes 950 M74 an-
ti-personnel/anti-materiel bomblets 
which were distributed over an 
area of 360,000 square feet (Parsch 
2006). The missile is launched from 
the MLRS M270 vehicle, which can 
carry a complement of 12 MLRS 
rockets or two ATACMS. The first 
ATACMS launch took place in 
1988 and initial production of the missile, designated as the XMGM-140, was started later the 
same year (Parsch 2006). The ATACMS entered service in 1991 and replaced the aging Lance 
missile then in service; it remains in service as the primary Army short to medium range tac-
tical ballistic missile system. The initial production contract for the ATACMS was awarded to 
Ling-Temco-Vought, which was acquired by Loral in 1992. The merged Loral Vought Systems 
was in turn purchased by Lockheed Martin in 1996. Lockheed Martin continues to be the prime 
contractor for the ATACMS today (Parsch 2006). 

6.18.4 Testing at LC-33

The first ATACMS launch at WSMR took place in 1988, which was possibly the first test flight 
of the system. ATACMS launches at LC-33 were fired from the Property 20811 Launch Pad. 
There is relatively little documentation available at WSMR with specifics on the ATACMS 
testing at LC-33, but fairly extensive period photography documented a series of ATACMS 
tests during the late 1980s from Property 20811. These launches were made from the M270 
MLRS vehicle, which was anchored to the concrete launch pad with chains.    

Figure 89. An ATACMS streaks skyward from LC-33 in 1989 
(photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).
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6.18.5 MLRS and ATACMS Legacy

The MLRS and ATACMS proved to be highly effective tactical weapons for the Army, unlike 
some of the early Cold War Pentomic Army missile systems that were primarily designed to 
launch tactical nuclear weapons. The efficacy of the MLRS and ATACMS was demonstrated 
during the Persian Gulf War of 1991. Although these systems, and many others, had been de-
veloped to counter a Soviet invasion into Europe, they proved to be very effective against the 
Iraqi forces. The Iraqi Army possessed a numerical superiority in artillery guns, and their stan-
dard models actually possessed a greater range than those of the Coalition forces (Miskimom 
2017). Despite this, the Iraqi artillery capabilities were quickly neutralized by the Coalition 
land and air dominance. The MLRS played a critical role in neutralizing Iraqi artillery, as it 
could rapidly launch accurate counter-battery fire against Iraqi artillery units. As stated in an 
Army history of the Gulf War:

Rockets from the multiple launch rocket system, dubbed “steel rain” by the 
Iraqis, shattered materiel and morale. One Iraqi division lost 97 of its 100 guns 
to a bombardment by 300 rocket pods and two battalions of 203-mm howitzers. 
The Iraqi response to this fire was negligible. At times, Allied gunners even 
tried to bait Iraqi artillery to pinpoint positions for counterbattery fire [Schubert 
and Kraus 1995:165].   

By the end of the Gulf War, 6,000 of the 57,000 artillery rounds fired during the conflict were 
MLRS rockets. Additionally, 32 ATACMS were launched against specific strategic targets. The 
ATACMS was able to reach targets out of range of the standard MLRS rockets, enhancing the 
capabilities of the Army field artillery. Limitations of the MLRS/ATACMS discovered during 
their operational use were primarily logistical in nature; communications and resupply were 
problematic during extended periods of movement and the ATACMS required coordination of 
airspace with Coalition aircraft (McKenney 2007:314). Both the MLRS and ATACMS remain 
in Army inventories today, and those of 14 allied nations (Army Technology 2018). 
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6.19 Other LC-33 Programs

In addition to the well-known historic programs at LC-33, other minor programs were also 
hosted at the complex. These programs generally did not require specific support facilities 
and therefore did not leave a significant architectural signature at the complex. In most cases, 
these programs had a relatively short tenure at LC-33, although they might have been more 
prolific in other locations. The level of archival documentation available on these programs 
is therefore less substantial than historic, high-visibility programs such as the V-2, Hermes, 
Corporal, Viking, etc. In a relative sense, these programs are less significant to the broader 
historical narrative of LC-33. These programs include the Sonic Observation of Trajectory and 
Impact of Missiles (SOTIM) instrumentation system, Nike-based sounding rockets, and two 
target missile vehicles.  

6.19.1 SOTIM Instrumentation System

The SOTIM network was an elaborate, air pressure-based tracking system installed at WSMR 
during the mid-1950s. Individual SOTIM stations consisted of four microphones suspend-
ed over holes, each spaced about 1,000 feet apart (Godby 2018). The stations detected the 
shock waves that spread over the ground in advance of incoming supersonic vehicles, and 
the trajectory of the missiles could 
be triangulated between the various 
SOTIM stations (McClean 1957:1). 
The system was used in tandem with 
radar instrumentation at WSMR. 
Originally, data from these stations 
had to be collected manually, but in 
1957 an improvement to the system 
collected all the SOTIM data at a 
common control facility. The SO-
TIM collection facility was located 
at LC-33 for a period before being 
moved to the SMR (Godby 2018). 
Although LC-33 is identified as 
the location of the SOTIM control 
facility, property records and archi-
val sources do not identify exactly 
which property housed the SOTIM 
control facility. The SOTIM appears 
to have fallen out of use sometime 
during the mid-1960s.

6.19.2 Hawk Missile

Also in 1955, a launcher for the 
Hawk mobile anti-aircraft missile 
system appears to have been brief-
ly mounted to the Property 20839 

Figure 90. A Nike-Apache on its launcher rail on the 
Property 20839 Launch Pad at LC-33, 1964 (photo courtesy 

WSMR Archives).
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Launch Pad near its southeast corner. 
The Hawk missile was the first mo-
bile, medium-range, guided anti-air-
craft missile designed in the US. It 
was also one of the most successful 
American missile systems and is to-
day likely the oldest SAM system 
still active in global inventories (Eck-
les 2013:212). The system was pri-
marily tested at LC-32 beginning in 
1958, but it appears that at least some 
early flight tests of the missile were 
conducted from LC-33. As a mobile 
system, the Hawk required minimal 
infrastructure at LC-33 and it appears 
that the launcher was installed on the 
launch pad for only a brief period 
between 1955 and 1958. According 
to WSMR firing records, 53 Hawk 
missiles were launched from 1955 to 
1957, but it is unknown how many of 
these early flight tests took place at 
LC-33.

6.19.3 Nike-Based Sounding 
Rockets and Target Missiles

As the Nike Ajax was phased out 
in favor of the Nike Hercules, large 
numbers of its simple, solid propel-

Year Type Number of Launches
1960 Nike-Cajun 1
1962 Nike-Cajun 3
1963 Nike-Capache 5
1964 Nike-Capache 8
1965 Nike-Capache 17
1969 Nike-Capache 3
1970 Nike-Capache 8
1971 Nike-Capache 16
1972 Nike-Capache 6
1973 Nike-Capache 9
1974 Nike-Capache 5

Table 10. Nike-based Sounding Rocket Launches at WSMR, 1960 to 1974 (WSMR Museum Archives 
2018). 

Figure 91. A Nike-Cajun launch at LC-33 in 1958 (photo 
courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).
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lant boosters became available in Army inventories as surplus components. Beginning in the 
late-1950s and continuing into the mid-1970s, these surplus Nike boosters were used as the 
basis for target missile vehicles and sounding rockets for upper atmospheric research. These 
sounding rockets were even more economical than the Aerobee, which was the workhorse 
sounding rocket of the period (Alway 1995:147). Numerous variants of these Nike-based 
sounding rockets were produced, and they were primarily differentiated by the type and manu-
facture of second stage that was attached to the Nike booster. By late 1970s, the surplus supply 
of Nike boosters was mostly exhausted, which ended the era of these inexpensive Nike-based 
sounding and target vehicles.   

The Nike-Cajun was a two-stage, solid propellant sounding rocket for upper atmospheric re-
search. It was the successor to the Nike-Deacon sounding rocket. During the early 1950s, 
the Nike-Deacon was a simple sounding rocket used by NACA to accelerate aerodynamic 
models, and it used a Nike Ajax booster as the first stage and a smaller Deacon rocket as the 
second stage (Alway 1995:147). The High Altitude Engineering Laboratory (HAEL) of the 
University of Michigan quickly adopted the Nike-Deacon as a smaller and cheaper alternative 
to the Aerobee for conducting upper atmosphere density research with inflated spheres (Alway 
1995:150). The Nike-Deacon was the first Nike boosted sounding rocket, but many other im-
proved versions were soon developed, among which was the Nike-Cajun.

The Nike-Cajun replaced the simple Deacon upper stage, which used WWII surplus dou-
ble-base propellants, with a rocket that used a more efficient propellant mixture developed by 
Thiokol. This new rocket was known as the Cajun (Alway 1995:151). The first Nike-Cajun 
was fired in 1956, and it proved to be a simple and cost effective sounding rocket. Dozens of 
Nike-Cajuns were launched during the 1957 IGY, and over 800 were launched in total; it was 
one of the most successful sounding rockets ever produced. NASA launched the last Nike-Ca-
jun in 1976 (Alway 1995:151). 

Period photographs from 1958 show a Nike-Cajun launch from LC-33. The launch location ap-
pears to be the launch pad above the Blast Pit. The photographed launch was probably part of 
the 1957 to 1958 IGY launches, and an associated “fact sheet” states that the first Nike-Cajun 
firing at WSMR was in 1958. This launch was in support of Air Force micrometeorite research. 
There was no further documentary information regarding other Nike-Cajun launches at LC-33.  

NASA developed the Nike-Apache during the early 1960s as an update to the Nike-Cajun. The 
Nike-Apache was very similar to the Nike-Cajun, but used an upper stage with a modified pro-
pellant mixture that burned more slowly and efficiently, which generated more heat and thrust. 
Due to the increased heat, the Apache rocket required a phenolic liner to prevent damage to 
its nozzle extension. These were the major differences between the Cajun and Apache, which 
were otherwise externally identical (Alway 1995:156). The first Nike-Apache was launched 
on May 25, 1961 and the last one was launched in 1978. During the intervening years, NASA 
launched 636 Nike-Apache rockets from locations across the US, and from sites in Brazil, 
Canada, India, Norway, Pakistan, Spain, Suriname, and Sweden (Alway 1995:156).

Archival photographs show that Nike-Apache sounding rockets were launched from a rail 
launcher installed on the Property 20839 Launch Pad in 1964; this launcher rail has long been 
removed from the launch pad. No additional information regarding the number of Nike-Apache 
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rockets launched from LC-33 was available in the archival records. In WSMR firing records, 
the Nike-Cajun and Nike-Apache were apparently combined into one listing known as the 
“Nike-Capache” due to the similarity of the two vehicles. The “Capache” designation is also 
referenced in a 1967 technical document on Nike sounding rocket payload recovery systems 
(NASA 1967). The Nike-Cajun and “Nike-Capache” were launched at WSMR from 1960 to 
1974 according to WSMR firing records, which do not include specific launch locations.

Yet another Nike sounding rocket variant launched from the rail launchers on the Property 
20839 Launch Pad was the Nike Javelin. The Nike Javelin consisted of a Nike booster first 
stage and a Javelin second stage. Several variants of the Javelin second stage were produced, 
which resulted in numbered variants such as the Nike Javelin III. The Nike Javelin was first 
launched in 1963 and continued to be used at a variety of locations until 1975 (Parsch 2006b). 
A 1964 photograph shows a Nike Javelin installed on the same rail launcher used for the 
Nike Apache, and 1966 photographs show Nike Javelins installed on an AML-4.3k Twin-Rail 
Launcher installed west of the Nike Apache launcher. 

The Nike Hydac was yet another Nike based sounding rocket variant that was launched from 
Property 20839 during the late 1960s. The Hydac was a solid propellant booster produced by 
Lockheed during the 1960s that was employed in a variety of applications (Alway 1995). It 
was combined with a Nike booster to form the Nike Hydac, a two-stage sounding rocket that 
was launched at WSMR from 1965 to 1983. Photographs from 1968 show Nike Hydac sound-
ing rockets launched from the same twin-rail launcher used for the Nike Javelin. 

Another Nike-based vehicle launched from LC-33 around 1961 was the Speedball, which 
was high-speed target vehicle developed by the NMSU PSL. A similar vehicle was known as 
the Highball. The Speedball consisted of an Apache top stage, Nike booster first stage and a 
mid-section control module (Levengood n.d.). The Speedball was used as a target vehicle for 
testing of the Nike Zeus ABM system, and Radio Doppler Miss Distance Indicator system was 
developed for the Speedball by the NMSU PSL. This miss-distance indicator system was later 
adapted for Nike Zeus tests conducted at the Army Kwajalein Missile Range in the Pacific 
(Lang 2018). A period photograph shows a Speedball on the launcher rail installed on the east 
end of the Property 20839 launch pad. The photo is undated but is probably from around 1961. 
WSMR firing records do not include any entries for the Speedball, but do indicate that three 
Highball targets were launched in 1959.

6.19.4 Ballistic Missile Target System (BMTS)

The Ballistic Missile Target System (BMTS) was a target missile system developed during the 
mid-1960s as a cost effective target for the testing of missile defense systems. Similar to the 
Nike-based sounding rockets of the era, the BMTS used readily available surplus Nike Ajax 
boosters as its first stage, and used either the Cajun or Apache as the second stage (Parsch 
2002b). The BMTS was essentially the same vehicle as the Nike-Cajun or Nike-Apache, but 
carried a radar beacon that simulated the profile of a larger ICBM. A single stage version with 
the radar beacon installed directly to the Nike booster was also produced (Parsch 2002b). All 
variants of the system were assigned the XMQR-13A designation. Two major configurations 
of the BMTS were produced; one was a two-stage vehicle and the other was a single-stage only 
vehicle. Both used the same Nike Ajax booster as the first stage.  
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Figure 92. The BMTS on the rail launcher that was formerly installed on the Property 20839 Launch 
Pad, 1964 (courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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A series of archival photographs show the BMTS on a launcher rail installed on the Property 
20839 Launch Pad at LC-33; the photographs are dated 1964, 1965, and 1968. WSMR firing 
records show that BMTS launches took place from 1963 to 1968, but do not include specific 
launch locations. As with the launchers for the Nike-based sounding rockets, the launcher rail 
for the BMTS has been removed from the Property 20839 Launch Pad.  

6.19.5 The Redhead/Roadrunner Target Missiles

The Redhead/Roadrunner was a supersonic target missile system that was produced by the 
North American Aviation Company during the 1960s. The Redhead/Roadrunner was actual-
ly two vehicles, the Redhead and the Roadrunner. The Roadrunner was longer and heavier 
with a larger ramjet engine than the Redhead (Missile Ranger 1986:6). The Roadrunner was 
the low-altitude variant, while the Redhead was designed to operate at high-altitudes (Parsch 
2007). The Redhead/Roadrunner drone program was managed by Army Rocket and Guided 

Year Type Number of Launches
1963 BMTS 6
1964 BMTS 8
1965 BMTS 10
1966 BMTS 18
1967 BMTS 2
1968 BMTS 8

Table 11. BMTS Launches at WSMR, 1963 to 1968 (WSMR Museum Archives 2018).

Figure 93. A Redhead/Roadrunner launches from Property 20870 at LC-33, early 1960s (photo 
courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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Missile Agency (ARGMA) and its primary usage was as a target for the Hawk anti-aircraft 
missile. Period newspaper coverage also mentions that it was also used as a target for the 
Nike Hercules missile (Wind and Sand 1961:6). The first Redhead/Roadrunner was flown at 
WSMR in 1961, with additional flights from neighboring HAFB. The target missile system 
was designed to operate at altitudes from 300 to 60,000 feet and speeds up to Mach 2, which 
made a very versatile and capable target that provided a realistic simulation of jet aircraft and 
air-breathing (cruise) missiles (Wind and Sand 1963b:1).     

Year Type Number of Launches
1961 Redhead/Roadrunner 11
1962 Redhead/Roadrunner 12
1963 Redhead/Roadrunner 6
1964 Redhead/Roadrunner 3
1965 Redhead/Roadrunner 3
1966 Redhead/Roadrunner 1
1967 Redhead/Roadrunner 1
1968 Redhead/Roadrunner 4
1969 Redhead/Roadrunner 5

Table 12. Redhead/Roadrunner Drone Launches at WSMR, 1961 to 1969 (WSMR Museum Archives 
2018).

Figure 94. Redhead/Roadrunner drone on the Property 20870 pad at LC-33, early-1960s (photo 
courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).
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The Redhead/Roadrunner vehicle relied on a ramjet engine once it was up to speed, which 
required it to be launched with a solid propellant booster that was attached to the underside of 
its fuselage. The Redhead/Roadrunner used the same launcher rail as the Army’s Little John 
rocket, which simplified its ground support equipment needs. The drone incorporated a recov-
ery system that consisted of a retro-rocket to slow the vehicle so that a single parachute could 
deploy. The recovery system allowed the Redhead/Roadrunner to be recovered and reused in 
most cases (Parsch 2007).

The first supersonic low-level evaluation mission of the Redhead/Roadrunner was flown at 
WSMR in 1963, during which it performed a 210 degree turn at an altitude of 2,000 feet and 
a speed of Mach 1.3 (Wind and Sand 1963c:1). In June 1963, the Redhead achieved the first 
supersonic aerial target flight when it reached Mach 2.42 at an altitude of 36,000 feet above 
sea level. Later the same summer, the Roadrunner maintained a speed of Mach 1.41 at 300 feet 
altitude. A Hawk intercepted a Roadrunner flying at Mach 1.26 at an altitude of 500 feet in July 
of 1964; this type of low-altitude, high-speed interception highlighted the capabilities of the 
Hawk missile system (Missile Ranger 1986:6). The target missile was retired as of 1976, when 
a mock-up of the missile was established at the WSMR Missile Park (Missile Ranger 1976b:5). 

At least a few Redhead/Roadrunner drones were launched from a small launch area in the 
northeast corner of the main LC-33 complex. Two launch pads are associated with a wood 
framed bunker in this area. In period photographs, only the east of the two launch pads is visi-
ble, but the similarity and proximity of the two launch pads suggest that both were used for the 
program. The associated bunker building is in very poor condition. 
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6.20 Historic Context Summary

LC-33 was established in 1945 by Army Ordnance as a rocket and missile proving ground in 
support of two concurrent RDT&E contracts. The first contract was the ORDCIT contract, 
which had previously tested the Private series in California and at Fort Bliss. The next OR-
DCIT project was the Corporal, which was a more powerful vehicle that required a larger 
range space to safely flight test. The other contract was the GE Hermes contract, which was 
primarily formulated to process materials and data soon to be recovered from the German 
missile program in Europe. The immediate post-war efforts at WSPG were therefore focused 
on assimilating as much information as possible from the recovered German rocket program as 
well as continuing with the concurrent ORDCIT contract work. A corollary to the engineering 
and operational studies of the missiles was understanding the nature of the upper atmosphere 
through which such vehicles traveled. This basic scientific research was essentially “piggy-
backed” onto the V-2 and WAC Corporal flights in anticipation that it would provide dividends 
in future military applications. 

Numerous spin-offs from the basic V-2 were developed or tested as part of Project Hermes. 
These included the Bumper two-stage vehicle, numerous Hermes experimental variants, and 
the USAF Blossom V-2s, which conducted the first research on mammalian physiological 
reactions to conditions of space travel. 

The V-2 Panel, later known as the UARRP, was an ad hoc panel formed to evaluate scientific 
proposals to be carried aloft aboard the V-2. In lieu of any formal agency in charge of upper 
atmospheric and space research, the UARRP served a critical function as the coordinating 
body that guided the military and scientific partnership based around the V-2 launch program. 
The UARRP continued in this role even after the supply of V-2s was expended and other vehi-
cles replaced it, such as the NRL Viking. The UARRP maintained its advisory role until 1958, 
when NASA was formed in the wake of the Sputnik satellite launch. The research programs 
conducted with the V-2 and the advisory role of the UARRP served as the early nucleus of the 
American Space Program, which really only assumed its own independent identity after the 
failure of the Vanguard program to launch the world’s first satellite.

In addition to pioneering work done with ballistic missiles like the V-2, LC-33 was also home 
to the development of early American air defense and tactical missiles. Air defense against ae-
rial bombing was a major strategic priority after WWII. The aerial bombing conducted during 
WWII had left an indelible impression upon nations worldwide, as major cities on both sides of 
the conflict were bombed into rubble with very high civilian casualties. Further, the equation of 
aerial bombing had changed with the invention of the atomic bomb; a single plane with a single 
bomb could now level a city. More effective air defense therefore became a national security 
imperative for the Cold War. The Nike missile was tested at LC-33 and became America’s first 
nationwide air defense missile system. The Nike was steadily upgraded throughout the Cold 
War into a ballistic missile defense system known as the Safeguard. Only one short-lived Safe-
guard installation was constructed due to treaty limitations, which effectively ended the era of 
nationwide Nike air defense systems.  

Tactical missiles capable of carrying nuclear warheads were also developed at LC-33. These 
systems were an imperative during the period of the Pentomic Army, when the basic Army 
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unit structure was reformulated around the use of tactical nuclear weapons on the battlefield. 
Each Pentomic division possessed the ability to deliver atomic warheads via the Honest John 
artillery rocket, which was tested at LC-33 during the early 1950s. The Army Corporal missile 
was also tested at LC-33 and was the nation’s first tactical ballistic missile. The Corporal pos-
sessed the ability to deliver nuclear warheads at greater ranges than that of the Honest John. 
The Corporal was a manpower and maintenance intensive system that was soon obsolete, but 
was the first in a series of nuclear-capable, short-to-medium range Army tactical missiles.  

A progenitor of the ICBM was also tested at LC-33; the MX-774 was an early Army Air Corps 
development contract for a ballistic missile system that was tested at the complex in 1948. As 
the MX-774 was developed, the Army Air Corps transitioned into the Air Force, and the newly 
independent service branch chose to focus on aircraft and early cruise missile development 
in lieu of the more expensive and long-term development of ballistic missiles. The MX-774 
development was halted in 1947, but its basic design principles were incorporated into the 
Atlas ICBM program a few years later when the Air Force rallied behind ICBM development.  

The Pentomic Army and the Eisenhower-era New Look strategic stance gave way to the doc-
trine of Flexible Response during the early 1960s. Flexible Response brought with it a renewed 
interest in conventional arms and manpower and an accordingly reduced reliance on nuclear 
weapons; it remained as the guiding US strategic doctrine for the remainder of the Cold War. 
With the advent of Flexible Response, the narrow focus on nuclear-capable missiles expanded 
to include a new array of conventional weapons, which included anti-tank missiles and sys-
tems to complement conventional artillery.

These systems included the Lance missile, which though still able to deliver a nuclear war-
head, could also deliver conventional warheads as a highly mobile supplement to long-range 
artillery. The Lance was tested during the 1960s at LC-33. The MLRS, and later the ATACMS, 
were high-tech solutions to the numerical supremacy of Communist-bloc conventional artil-
lery that were tested at LC-33 during the 1970s and 1980s. Both systems proved themselves 
during the first Gulf War and continue to be mainstays of Army tactical missiles today. 

Several former Nike properties at LC-33 were adapted to house dynamic testing facilities 
during the 1960s and 1970s. The work conducted at these facilities included both vibratory 
and environmental testing, which proof-tested missile systems and support equipment against 
conditions that would be encountered during actual field use. 

LC-33 was the first launch complex at WSMR and remained an active test location throughout 
the Cold War. It is therefore associated with many milestones in American missile develop-
ment that are interwoven with the nascent Space Program. The test programs at LC-33 also 
represent the general trajectory of Army missile development, from its earliest stages to the 
post-Cold War era. The complex retains many of its historic Cold War properties, which were 
documented during the current inventory and are described in the following chapter.  
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7. Description of Resources
The LC-33 inventory effort resulted in the recordation of 52 buildings, structures, and objects. 
As part of the inventory methodology, less significant resources representing remnants of LC-
33 supporting infrastructure were recorded as features and are described separately. A total of 
486 features were recorded in association with the buildings, structures, and objects at LC-33. 
The recorded WSMR properties were assigned a HCPI number, were documented on WS-
MR-specific HCPI forms, and the inventory was logged as NMCRIS activity number 139665. 
The HCPI-documented properties include buildings, structures, and objects. The recorded re-
source locations are displayed in Appendix B.  

The NPS defines buildings as properties that principally provide shelter for any form of human 
activity. Per New Mexico HPD guidance, only properties that fit the definition of a building in 
the common sense of having four walls and a roof are referred to as buildings. Structures are 
constructed properties that fall outside the typical definition of buildings, and primarily consist 
of launch pads, instrument towers, and instrumentation sites. Objects are less formal properties 
that are often of pre-manufactured origin and mobile in nature. 

The following section presents a descriptive overview of each property followed by a summary 
of its use and evolution. For additional details of the recorded properties, see the HCPI forms 
included within Appendix C. The properties are organized by the functional types defined 
below.    

7.1 Property Types

The recorded properties at LC-33 are grouped into functional types whose purposes are re-
flected architecturally and structurally. Seven such property categories were identified for the 
recorded LC-33 properties: Launch Control Facilities, Launch Facilities, Instrumentation and 
Communication Facilities, Environmental Testing Facilities, Magazines, Blast Barricades, and 
Miscellaneous Facilities. 

7.1.1 Launch Control 

Launch Control facilities housed the personnel and equipment that controlled the firings at the 
launch pads, and often take the form of a concrete blockhouse. A “blockhouse” is a military 
term for a single building fortification or redoubt, the construction of which dates back to me-
dieval times. At missile ranges, launch control blockhouses are usually constructed to provide 
some degree of impact and blast protection against a mishap during the launch sequence or 
an errant missile; the degree of protection is usually scaled to the type of missile being tested 
and proximity to the launch site. The Army Blockhouse at LC-33 (Property 20814) was one of 
the first such structures built in the US, and was constructed to protect its occupants from the 
worst case scenario of an impact from a missile traveling at several times the speed of sound. 
This was a fairly unlikely situation, and most other launch control facilities were constructed 
to provide protection against a missile exploding during the launch sequence or a similar mis-
hap, rather than a direct hit. Other launch control facilities at LC-33 include Property 20837, 
which was built in support of Nike testing. At the opposite end of the durability spectrum from 
Property 20814 is Property 20872, a wood frame “dugout” style launch control facility that 
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supported launches of the Redhead/Roadrunner drone.

7.1.2 Launch Facilities

Launch facilities are well-represented at LC-33 and represent some of the more prominent his-
toric facilities at the complex. The launch facilities include several large concrete launch pads, 
most of which include some degree of built-in infrastructure such as deluge system plumbing, 
electrical conduit trenches, and launch structure hardware. The launch pad that includes the 
earliest V-2 and WAC Corporal launch locations is Property 20819. The Hermes Launch Pad, 
located east of the Army Blockhouse, was where the remainder of the Hermes Program launch-
es took place during the late 1940s and early 1950s. Property 20817 supported Nike Ajax 
launches beginning in 1948 and into the early 1950s. 

Other major launch facilities at LC-33 include the Property 20820 Gantry Crane and Track, 
along with the associated Blast Pit. The Gantry Crane was used in support of most of the early 
missile and rocket programs at LC-33, including the V-2, Hermes prototypes, MX-774, Viking, 
and Corporal. While the concrete Blast Pit structure was not used for the V-2 launches, it was 
used for the Viking, Corporal, and MX-774 programs. 

Other launch facilities at LC-33 include two different launcher structures for the Nike Hercules 
located near the west side of the main complex. One of these, Property 20836, was a unique 
prototype that failed early tests, while Property 20850 was representative of the typical under-
ground magazine and elevator structure that was used at Nike installations nationwide. 

7.1.3 Instrumentation 

The major defining characteristic of a missile test range is the ability to collect and analyze 
data on the performance of a missile throughout all stages of its flight, from launch to intercept. 
In order to do so, specialized instrumentation systems were developed. Most of these systems 
had humble beginnings as repurposed surplus war equipment after the end of WWII, but grew 
increasingly sophisticated and specialized in the following decades. Missile range instrumen-
tation can be divided into three major groups: optical, electrical, and telemetry. 

Optical instruments include cinetheodolites, high-speed cameras, and tracking telescopes. Op-
tical range instrumentation can be grouped into two large categories: surveillance and met-
ric. Surveillance optical instrumentation is primarily concerned with creating a record of an 
event not intended for precision measurements. Metric optical equipment, on the other hand, 
produces film or plate records from which precise measurements can be calculated. Metric 
optical instrumentation can be further divided into tracking and fixed devices (Delgado 1981). 
Property 20800 likely supported a fixed ribbon-frame camera, and two other undesignated 
instrumentation properties at LC-33 likely supported similar instruments.

Electrical systems are primarily radars of various types. Early range radars were based on 
surplus WWII SCR-584 units, but by the late 1950s units specifically developed as range 
instrumentation were introduced with the AN/FPS-16 radar. Another early radar system in use 
at WSMR through the 1960s was the Doppler Velocity and Position (DOVAP) system, which 
operated on the Doppler principle of wavelength compression and relied on a series of fixed 
receivers and a transponder on the test vehicle. 
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Other instrumentation properties at LC-33 are weather instrumentation towers such as Prop-
erty 20855. Located within what was identified as the “LC-33 Meteorology Area” during the 
mid-1960s, this tower provided important data on low-level wind speeds. Unguided rocket 
systems are strongly influenced by surface winds early in their flight trajectory. The wind 
speed provided by the meteorological tower instrumentation provided important data that was 
used to adjust the launch trajectory and angle in order to compensate for error introduced by 
low-level winds. 

Associated with instrumentation are communications systems that relay data from instrumen-
tation locations to data processing centers, as well as hard-line timing and voice communi-
cations. From the mid-1950s onward, LC-33 has been the location of major communications 
hubs for the WSMR South Range area. The first facility constructed in support of voice and 
telephone communications was Property 20810, which was later replaced by Property 20803. 
Property 21814, near the south margin of the complex, is also identified as a “Communications 
Building” but no additional information was available on its function.   

7.1.4 Environmental Testing Facilities

Environmental testing facilities are used to evaluate the effects of various environmental and 
operating conditions on the performance of rocket and missile systems or their subassemblies 
(Thompson and Tagg 2007:33). Extremes in heat, cold, and humidity can adversely impact the 
function of missile and rocket vehicles, and environmental testing allows for the evaluation of 
these impacts in a controlled environment with a known number of variables. Environmental 
testing at RDT&E facilities typically takes the form of climatic testing facilities and vibration 
test facilities, which are sometimes combined for more realistic simulations.

Climatic facilities, in their simplest form, consist of enclosures that can be used to heat or cool 
a test article to extremes in temperature. This simulates operations in extreme climates, or the 
temperature variations encountered during actual flight. Several climatic chambers or shrouds 
are located at LC-33, which mostly seem to have been installed in support of the Lance missile 
test program. A mobile wood frame structure, the Lance Climatic Shroud, is located near the 
Property 20811 launch pad, as is an independent freezer unit. A concrete pad north of the Army 
Blockhouse is identified in period architectural drawings as the “Nike Hercules Environmental 
Test Pad,” suggesting that this property supported climatic tests of the Nike Hercules during 
the mid-1950s. This activity continues at LC-33 today; a recently installed fenced installation 
identified as the “LC-33 Climatic Area” includes two climatic chambers serviced by an over-
head gantry crane.  

Early rocket or missile systems often developed failures that were later traced to impacts from 
vibration. During the ignition and flight phases, a rocket or missile is subjected to intense 
vibrations, both mechanical and acoustic, which can damage electrical, propellant, or steering 
systems. Realistic simulations of these stresses allowed problem areas or particularly sensi-
tive subassemblies to be identified and corrected prior to the actual flight, greatly improving 
reliability and reducing costs incurred due to in-flight failures. Vibration testing was primarily 
conducted at the former Nike facilities at the west side of the main LC-33 complex (Properties 
20836, 20837, and 20850) along with two facilities constructed especially for this purpose, 
Property 20849 and the Acoustic Vibration Chamber.    
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7.1.5 Magazines

Magazines are a relatively common sight on military test ranges. They come in a variety of 
sub-types and sizes but essentially serve to safely store ordnance, fuzes, or detonators. The 
magazines at LC-33 are of the standard box-type, bolstered with earthen revetments, used 
chiefly for storage of small fuzes or detonators. The stand-alone reinforced concrete structures 
each contain heavy duty steel doors and frames and electrical grounding cables. A series of 
these box magazines are located along the west edge of the main LC-33 fenced area, consisting 
of Properties 20864, 20865, 20866, 20867, 20868, and 20869. 

7.1.6 Blast Barricades

Blast barricades are structures designed to protect personnel and equipment from the blast, 
shockwave, and shrapnel resulting from an explosion. These barricades also acted as shields 
from the concussion that accompanied a rocket or missile launch. The barricades were often 
constructed around assembly or storage buildings where warheads or propellant were handled 
to isolate the building in the event of an accident. Some are more formal structures consisting 
of wood frameworks constructed of milled lumber that are filled with earth. One such barri-
cade, Property 20862, is found at LC-33 along the north side of the Property 20819 launch pad.  

7.1.7 Miscellaneous Facilities

Not all facilities fit neatly into categories and, depending on the type of site, the function of 
support facilities can vary greatly. LC-33 includes multiple facilities that fall into the broad 
category of storage and general support buildings. The most commonly encountered type were 
portable, pre-manufactured steel buildings employed for a variety of uses across the complex, 
usually in support of a larger structure or building. These buildings were mass-produced by 
many companies, with some of the most common Cold War-era manufacturers being Armco 
and Butler.  

7.2 Building Styles

In terms of “style,” the buildings, structures, and objects recorded at LC-33 are primarily de-
termined by functional aspects and not easily categorized. These facilities were purpose-built 
for function and lack most attributes typical of defined architectural styles. Pre-manufactured 
buildings such as common gable-roofed, steel-frame semi-permanent buildings are a common 
example of this kind of function-driven, expedient architecture. However, DOD guidance rec-
ognizes that some utilitarian facilities derive stylistic cues from the Modern movement. These 
permanent buildings follow a consistent design of post and lintel concrete structures infilled 
with CMU walls, or all CMU construction. Many WSMR buildings possess stylistic cues such 
as a horizontal emphasis in elevations and windows, flat or very shallow gabled roofs, and a 
complete lack of decorative elements, all of which point to International Modernism. However, 
this loosely Modernistic design style is not in evidence among the properties at LC-33. LC-33 
is typical of many RDT&E facilities in this manner, in that it emphasizes functional consider-
ations over form or style.  

Although the Modernistic-style is not present among the recorded resources, other notable ar-
chitectural creations are found at LC-33 because they are unique, or excellent examples of ear-
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ly launch complex infrastructural facilities. An example of the former is the Army Blockhouse, 
which is architecturally representative of the earliest American experiments with sounding 
rockets and ballistic missiles. Its overly robust construction compensated for the many un-
known risks and safety hazards that these early tests posed to the missile pioneers at WSPG. 
Aside from the Navy Blockhouse at LC-35, similar examples are not known to exist at the 
national level. LC-33 also contains excellent examples of typical large-scale launch facili-
ties, which are not retained at all launch complexes. The Property 20820 Gantry Crane and 
associated Blast Pit are distinctive properties that are representative of early missile RDT&E 
facilities. As missile systems generally became smaller and more mobile during the duration 
of the Cold War, these types of large scale launch support properties became increasingly rare 
at DOD facilities.     

The steel frame buildings found at LC-33 are common at most ranges, and are the pre-man-
ufactured, steel-frame type, clad in a variety of panels (mostly metal). Extremely popular for 
their inexpensive construction, durability, and adaptability, the steel-frame building has its 
origins in the Quonset hut, the hugely successful WWII-era pre-manufactured building with 
its characteristic half-round shape. Major manufacturers of these common pre-manufactured 
buildings were the Butler and Armco companies. These “Butler-type” buildings, which were 
functionally equivalent to Quonset huts, were capable of being assembled quickly and inex-
pensively and were adapted for many uses. 

The following presentation of the resources recorded during the current inventory is organized 
by functional types which are discussed separately. Each property summary consists of a de-
scriptive overview followed by a summary of its use and evolution. For additional details of 
the recorded properties, see the HCPI forms included within Appendix C. A full discussion 
of National Register eligibility and historic district considerations is presented in Section 8, 
Discussion of National Register Eligibility and Historic District Consideration. The individual 
property eligibility discussions are included as part of the HCPI forms attached in Appendix C. 
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7.3 LC-33 Launch Control Facilities

Launch control facilities at LC-33 consist primarily of the venerable Property 20814 Army 
Blockhouse and the less substantial Property 20837. The Army Blockhouse was the first such 
building constructed at WSMR, and remains at the core of the complex. Property 20837 was 
originally built for the Nike program and is enclosed within an earthen mound near the south-
west corner of the complex. Another launch control property is the Redhead/Roadrunner drone 
control bunker, Property 20872, which was of expedient wood frame construction.  

7.3.1 Property 20814

Property 20814 is a one-story, irregular plan, reinforced concrete blockhouse building whose 
primary function is to act as control room and protective structure for launch control equip-
ment and personnel during the routine rocket and missile launches at LC-33. Placed on axis at 
the southern end of LC-33, the massive structure is comprised of two primary blocks, with a 
number of additions introduced over time. 

Constructed in 1945, the original and main block is a rectangular building, super-reinforced to 
withstand direct impacts. Measuring 60-feet wide by 40-feet deep, the walls are 10-feet thick. 

Figure 95. Property 20814, east and north elevations, view to the southwest.
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The hipped roof is constructed of a steel-reinforced, monolithic concrete pour that measures 
27 feet from the top of the walls to the apex. A steel-frame catwalk runs the length of the roof 
apex; the catwalk was enlarged in 1951. A deluge system consisting of four galvanized steel 
water pipes with evenly distributed spray nozzles run from the roof peak to its hip. This system 
was designed to wash off propellant or other contaminants from the Blockhouse in the event of 
an accident. This deluge system is fed by a 3-inch diameter supply line that runs from grade to 
the rooftop in the center of the south elevation. Running alongside the supply line are embed-
ded steel rungs for personnel access. The building is punctuated by numerous apertures to pro-
vide access ways for electrical conduit, ventilation, and viewing ports. The north elevation has 
two original, horizontally-oriented viewing ports between three 10-inch openings that house 
“periscopes.” Notable features on the building exterior are joints that run the perimeter of the 
walls and roof panels. The wall joints are angled to shed water, while the roof joints are flat.             

The Blockhouse incorporates several historic additions that modified its original square lay-
out to an irregular footprint. Several successive additions were added to the south elevation 
during the late 1940s, the largest of which is a 1947 gable-roof square block “Communications 
Room” addition that occupies most of the original south elevation wall. An addition to the west 
elevation was added in 1948 to house large compressed air storage tanks.  

The interior of the building reflects the distinct spaces created by the additions over time. 
The primary room in the original portion is rectangular with a square block projecting into 
the space on the west elevation. Changes to the interior space are primarily related to finish 
elements and fixtures. In 1952, the raw concrete walls and the unadorned ceiling with exposed 
structural steel members were covered in 6-inch square acoustical tiles; only the ceilings in the 
southern passageway addition were not covered in acoustic tiles. The concrete floors have been 
covered in vinyl tiles.

Due to the accretional additions, the south elevation has a stepped, multifaceted plan formed 
by the various addition walls. From west to east, the south elevation includes the south wall 
of the compressor room, then the latrine addition, and the gable end of the large 1947 addition 
forms the remainder of the elevation. An enclosed passageway addition occupies the center 
of the 1947 south wall. The south elevation of the air compressor addition supports several 
electrical boxes with associated conduit. The latrine elevation is punctuated by two, horizon-
tally-oriented vent windows and metal flashing overhangs the roof. The south wall of the large 
1947 Communications Room addition is mostly plain, but its roofline is separated from the 
wall by a V-shaped groove that runs the length of the elevation. A steel pipe safety rail is af-
fixed to the flat roof of the passageway addition. A single electrical conduit runs the length of 
the gable end with light fixtures placed on the outer ends. The passageway addition is flanked 
by electrical service conduits on the south addition wall and a State of New Mexico historical 
placard is mounted on the east end of the wall.    

The main block is almost completely obscured by the additions on the south elevation, but the 
upper areas are visible. This includes the remnants of the electrical transformer equipment and 
the chain link cage that encompasses it. Also visible are the steel rungs, deluge system supply 
line, staircase and rooftop catwalk. The 1947 light fixtures remain intact at the corners. Painted 
on the lower portion of the roof in large black letters with yellow halos is the name “ARMY.” 
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The east elevation features a full exposure of the original block, with an extension to the south 
formed by the east wall of the 1947 south addition. Starting on the south, the east wall of the 
southern addition continues the roofline groove and electrical conduit seen on the south eleva-
tion. The south end of the wall contains a metal, horizontally-oriented framework with steel, 
sliding panel built in. The panel features a long, narrow, horizontally-oriented slit for viewing; 
this is flanked by steel hand grips for moving the panel in the framework. Below this viewing 
port is a sheetmetal service box. Further down the elevation are multiple service conduits pro-
jecting from the wall; one feeds a conduit and electrical switch mounted on the wall. Bridging 
the connection between the walls of the main block and addition are two large electrical panels 
flanked by smaller switches, from which conduit extends to the ground and over the roofline of 
the south addition. The original wall of the east elevation incorporates a large viewing portal 
which steps down as it recedes to the interior of the building. The port is also off-axis, angled to 
the north towards the Property 20839 Launch Pad. This portal was added to the east elevation 
in 1947, which required demolition of the central part of the original east wall.

Just below the portal is a large concrete box with a heavy steel plate cover; a similarly-sized, 
board-formed concrete box with a steel plate cover is placed to the north. At the base of the 
east wall below the portal is a concrete pad that supports an air-conditioning compressor. The 
eastern quarter of the wall is painted white with black, horizontal lines, but the paint is faded 
with age. Like the south elevation, “ARMY” is painted on the lower roof section and the 1947 
light fixtures are placed at the corners where the walls meet the roof. The deluge pipes and 
catwalk are visible on the roof as well.

The north elevation is comprised primarily of the main, original north wall of the blockhouse. 
This elevation contains two horizontally-oriented viewing ports embedded into the 10-foot 
thick walls. The ports have steel frame inserts with thick, protective glazing panels. Both por-

Figure 96. Property 20814, south elevation, view to the north.
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tals have a metal sunshade above and a steel shelf below; the western opening has the rem-
nants of a moveable mirrored panel to provide a view to the west launching area. The portals 
are placed between three symmetrically-placed openings; the two on the east have projecting 
cylindrical tubes with optical devices that project slightly beyond the tubes. The westernmost 
opening projects slightly but is covered with a square metal plate. Just below this opening is 
a remnant, wall-mounted device that may have been part of the compressed air supply to the 
launch pads. On the eastern side of the north elevation is a concrete extension that connects 
to the primary, below grade cable chase that runs from the blockhouse to the Property 20819 
Launch Pad. A handful of remnant elements are mounted on the roof including a steel bracket 
and speaker. The remainder of the elevation consists of the side elevation of the concrete com-
pressor room with air tank supply against the main block wall. The compressor room wall with 
slab shed roof contains a vent opening in the upper east section and a single, steel, two-panel 
personnel door is placed close to the west side.

Like the south elevation, the west elevation has a stepped and multifaceted plan formed by the 
multiple additions on the south side of the building. From north to south, the west elevation 
is formed by a portion of the original Blockhouse west wall, the air compressor addition, the 
west wall of the latrine block, the west wall of the 1947 south addition, and finally the west 
wall of the south passageway addition on the south end of the building. Two steel plate doors 
are located in the west elevations of the additions, one of which accesses the latrine block and 
the other is the primary entrance to the Blockhouse. South of the main entry door are embedded 
steel rungs with handrails that provide access to the rooftop. 

Symmetrically placed along the west elevation of the compressor addition are a window and 
two louvered vent panels. The window is a fixed, steel frame unit with nine lights located at 
the north end of the wall. A substantial steel vent pipe projects from the base of the elevation 
between the two vent panels and extends above the roofline. Visible above the roof of the 

Figure 97. Property 20814, east elevation, view to the west.
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Figure 98. Property 20814, north elevation, view to the south.

Figure 99. Property 20814, west elevation, view to the east. 
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compressor addition are the wall tops of the compressed air tank storage structure that abuts 
the original Blockhouse wall.

History of Use

Property 20814, the Army Blockhouse, was constructed during the summer of 1945 and com-
pleted in September of that year. Changes to the Army Blockhouse started soon after it was 
completed as Army missile programs proliferated during the late 1940s. By the early 1950s, 
the Blockhouse had evolved into a more complicated control facility:  

The Blockhouse consists of three (3) integrated structures, namely, the fir-
ing control, communications, and compressor rooms. Test, firing and service 
monitoring instrumentation equipments [sic] of the contractual agency and the 
Proving Ground service groups are located in the firing control room. Range 
communications and data transmission wire line and cable facilities for instru-
mentation, triangulation, and observation stations, are terminated at a toll test 
board in the communications room [Simmons 1952:14].

The first addition was made during the spring of 1946. This was a small, one-story, flat-roofed, 
board-formed reinforced concrete passageway that was installed perpendicular to the only en-
try to the building on the west side of the south elevation. Perhaps intended for a windbreak, a 
place to safely mount an electrical substation, or added protection for the flush entry door, the 
structure was only open at the west end.           

The next modification in 1947 was a substantial, one story, reinforced concrete addition placed 
at the south side of the main block. Measuring 41.5 feet wide by 36.5 feet deep, the addition 
dramatically enlarged the footprint of the building. Compared to the original portion, wall 
thickness was only one-and-a-half feet, and the reinforced concrete, shallow gabled roof was 
only three feet thick at its peak compared to the 27 feet of the original block. Nonetheless, the 
roof span of the addition necessitated two internal one-and-a-half foot thick columns to support 
it. The west side of this addition abutted the 1946 passageway addition; the back wall of the 
passageway was opened to create an access doorway into the new space. This addition was 
referred to as the “Communications Room” in period drawings.  

Planned and constructed concurrently with the Communications Room addition was an air 
compressor room addition on the west elevation. Measuring 23.5 feet wide by 13.5 feet deep, 
the walls are eight inches thick. A 2-foot space between the wall of the main block and the 
compressor room was designed to house up to six, 6-foot tall compressed air tanks. These were 
accessed through a projecting area above the roof of the compressor room that was protected 
by a hinged metal covering. 

In 1947, the V-2 launch location was moved to the newly constructed Property 20839 Launch 
Pad east of the Army Blockhouse. However, the original layout of the Army Blockhouse did 
not incorporate viewing ports into the east wall, which was devoid of any fenestration. So it 
was necessary to demolish the central portion of the wall with pneumatic jackhammer equip-
ment in order to add a blast proof viewing port into the wall (Figure 104). A concrete junction 
box that accessed the cable trench that connected to the Property 20839 Launch Pad was also 
added as part of this work. 
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Figure 100. The 1946 enclosed passageway addition on the south elevation of 
the Blockhouse, circa early 1947 (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).

Figure 101. Another view of the 1946 passageway addition on the south 
elevation of the Blockhouse, circa 1946 to 1947 ((photo courtesy WSMR 

Museum Archives).
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The next additions came 
in 1948 when a latrine was 
placed in the corner where the 
1946 passageway and 1947 
Communications Room ad-
dition met. Measuring just 
over 12 feet wide by 8.5 feet 
deep, the latrine block was 
constructed of reinforced 
concrete with 8-inch thick 
walls. The slightly pitched 
roof was finished with built-
up roofing covered in gravel. 
The steel rungs embedded in 
the concrete wall of the 1947 
addition had to be removed 
and relocated to the exterior 
of the latrine addition. The 
last reinforced concrete ad-
dition to the building was 
the small (11 feet by 7 feet) 
passageway to the south en-
try door on the south eleva-
tion of the Communications 
Room addition. 

The last significant addition 
to the blockhouse occurred 
in 1951. A small (12 feet by 
10 feet) reinforced concrete 
generator room was con-
structed on the north side 
of the west elevation of the 
compressor room. The addi-
tion was removed sometime 
in the 1980s, after which 
the original vent on the west 
elevation of the compressor 
room was replaced with a 
steel sash window. Other 
than added conduit and mis-
cellaneous service-oriented attachments, the only additional substantive modification was the 
late 1950s installation of a steel-frame staircase with wood treads that runs alongside the water 
supply line for the deluge system on the roof slope.
 

Figure 102. South elevation of the Blockhouse showing 1947 
Communications Room addition, circa 1949 to 1950 (photo 

courtesy WSMR Museum).

Figure 103. East elevation of the Blockhouse circa 1949 to 1950. 
The building is essentially in its final configuration and remains 

much the same in 2018 (photo courtesy WSMR Museum). 
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The building today remains 
much as it appeared around 
65 years ago. Other than the 
removal of the generator 
room and changes to HVAC 
and electrical, the exterior 
and interior have remained 
mostly unchanged. Subtle 
additions include light fix-
tures mounted on the four 
corners of the main block in 
1947; partition walls in the 
southern addition in 1949; a 
handrail for the steel rungs 
on the latrine wall for access 
to the roof in 1950; air con-
ditioning installed in 1950; 
a second partition wall in 
the southern addition before 
1951; installation of a view-
ing port on east elevation of 
southern addition in 1951; 
frames and safety glass in-
stalled on the main block 
portholes in 1952; a roof 
railing on the south addi-
tion (no longer extant); and 
a safety railing on the south 
entry passageway installed 
at unknown date.

The Blockhouse served as 
the control hub for most of 
the historic Cold War pro-
grams at LC-33. Its con-
struction was completed in 
September 1945, around the 
same time as the first WAC 
Corporal booster launch, so 
it was likely used for that 
program through the end of 
1945. The Blockhouse was 
the control center for the 
first American V-2 launch in 
April 1946 and continued to 
be used for V-2 and Hermes 

Figure 104. The demolished opening in the east elevation wall 
circa July 1947. The opening was necessary for the installation of 
a viewing port that overlooked the recently constructed Property 

20839 Launch Pad (photo courtesy WSMR Museum). 

Figure 105. The final configuration of the southwestern corner of 
the Blockhouse, circa 1952 to 1953, with compressor room and 
latrine additions completed (photo courtesy WSMR Museum).
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launches through 1954. Be-
ginning in 1946, the Block-
house was also used for 
launches of the early Nike 
missile. It served as the con-
trol facility for the Nike Ajax 
program until this program 
shifted to LC-37 sometime 
during the early 1950s. The 
Blockhouse was also the 
control hub for the Honest 
John artillery rocket during 
the early 1950s. The Block-
house is physically connect-
ed to its surrounding launch 
pads (Properties 20811, 
20817, 20819, 20839, and 
the Blast Pit launch pad) via 
cable trenches, which physi-
cally express its function as 
the nerve center of LC-33 for much of the Cold War.

The Blockhouse was also used as the control facility for the Corporal, MX-774, and Viking 
launches. The Communications Room addition was modified in support of Sergeant missile 
tests in 1955; early tests of the Sergeant were conducted at LC-33 prior to the program being 
relocated to LC-32 in 1958. The Blockhouse was also probably used as the control facility for 
the Nike-boosted sounding and target missile programs of the mid-1960s. As it was the only 
control facility available at LC-33 until 1958, it was the de facto control hub for all the LC-33 
test programs. Property 20837 was constructed in 1957 as an independent control building for 
the Nike Hercules testing on the west side of LC-33, and this was probably the first time an LC-
33 launch program was not managed from the Army Blockhouse. The Blockhouse remained in 
use into the 1980s, when it appears to have been used in support of the 1982 Assault Breaker 
tests. The Blockhouse was less necessary for the late Cold War MLRS and ATACMS tests as 
these systems were designed to operate from a mobile platform. Test flights and instrumenta-
tion for these flights could be managed independently of a blockhouse shelter, and the Army 
Blockhouse gradually fell out of use during the late and post-Cold War periods.

Figure 106. West elevation of the Blockhouse with compressor 
room addition and air tank storage compartment visible in upper 

wall, circa early-1950s (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).
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Figure 107. Interior of Communications Room of Blockhouse, circa early 1950s (courtesy WSMR 
Museum).
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7.3.2 Property 20837 

Property 20837 is a reinforced concrete building incorporated into an earthen mound, in a 
manner similar to that of an “igloo” type magazine structure. The individual elevations of 
the building are generally obscured by the earthen mounding, except for the south elevation, 
which is the principal elevation of the property.  The main entryway to the building is centrally 
located on the south elevation, and located at the end of short corridor formed by two but-
tressed wing walls. The west buttress wall makes a 90-degree angle along the south side of the 
mound, forming a retaining wall against the earthen berm. The recessed entry area is sheltered 
beneath a flat concrete slab roof, and consists of two separate two-leaf blast door entrances. 
The entrance to the right accesses the main control room, while the opposite south-facing 
entrance accesses an independent interior room that originally housed industrial generators. 
Both two-leaf doors are blast resistant doors welded from steel plate. A rotary dial phone, still 
operational, is housed in a plastic panel next to the main entrance. Another prominent feature 
on the south elevation is a concrete vent housing with a heavy steel louvered vent panel, which 
connects to an internal ventilator fan.  

The west elevation of the property is distinguished by a concrete enclosure with louvered steel 
double doors, which provided ventilation for the generator room. The east elevation is plain, 

Figure 108. The south elevation and main entrance of Property 20837, view to the north. 
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and simply consists of the earthen 
mound. The north elevation is also 
plain, but is associated with the ad-
jacent Acoustic Vibration Chamber, 
an above-grade cable run, and a con-
crete slab foundation. The concrete 
slab foundation formerly supported 
an air compressor unit associated 
with the Acoustic Vibration Chamber 
(Jeffrey Dallman personal communi-
cation 2017). 

The top of the mound has several 
architectural elements. Two escape 
hatches are located on the top of the 
mound, at the northeast and north-
west corners of the building roof. 
The escape hatch risers are exten-
sions of the building’s concrete roof, 
and are covered by steel plate doors 
that incorporate counter balances to 
assist in opening. The above-grade, 
sheetmetal conduit run that travels to 
Property 20836 connects to the north-
east escape hatch. A large HVAC unit 
is also mounted to the roof, as are 
three concrete footers. The property 
is in good overall condition. 

History of Use

According to a 1963 WSMR prop-
erty inventory, Property 20837 was 
constructed in 1958 as a “Missile 
Control Building” for the Nike fa-
cilities on the west side of LC-33. 
The building served as a hardened control facility for Nike launches from the neighboring Nike 
Cellular Launcher (Property 20836) and the later Property 20850 Nike missile launch and stor-
age facility. Nike testing at these facilities was complete by the early-1960s, and the facilities 
vacant. These Nike facilities were unused as of January 1963, and significant equipment was 
removed in subsequent years up to 1967. 

Plans to convert Properties 20836 and 20837 into the CAVTC were drafted during 1965 to 
1966. Property 20537 was reused as a control building for vibratory tests at the neighboring 
Property 20836 and modified to support an exterior acoustic and vibration test chamber during 
1965 to 1966. Property 20837 served as a hardened control room for what became known as 
the Vibration Test Facility, or the LC-33 Test Facility, from the mid-1960s through the mid-

Figure 109. The main blast doors on the south elevation of 
Property 20837, view to the north.

Figure 110. The escape hatch on the top of Property 
20837, view to the southwest. 
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1990s. The LC-33 Test Facility re-
mained active through the end of the 
Cold War, but soon fell into disuse as 
programs and funding dwindled in 
the post-Cold War era (Jeffrey Dall-
man personal communication 2017). 

In 1980, a request was filed to remove 
the 450 KW generator from the west 
side of Property 20837 (Room 101) 
of the facility for increased space. 
The generator had apparently been 
retained from its original installation 
during its tenure as a Nike control 
facility as the underground facility 
was part of the WSMR Emergency 
Preparedness plan and designated as 
a reserve fallout shelter. As of 1980, 
the generator had not been used or 
maintained for nearly a decade and 
was in poor condition. After the gen-
erator was removed, Room 101 was 
remodeled to serve as an extension of 
the main control room. At the time of 
the current inventory, Property 20837 
was no longer in use, but continued 
to be maintained and supplied with 
electrical power. 

Figure 111. The concrete and steel vent housing on the 
west elevation of Property 20837, view to the southeast.

Figure 112. The control room within the interior of Property 
20837.
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7.3.3 Property 20872 

Property 20872 is a mostly subterranean, wood frame bunker structure associated with Prop-
erties 20870 and 20871 in the northeast corner of the main LC-33 complex. The bunker was 
constructed mostly below-grade, with wood frame walls and roof clad in plywood sheathing. 
The roof was finished with asphalt roll material and was apparently covered with an additional 
layer of sediment; the roof and walls of the building have collapsed inward so the original con-
figuration of the roof is no longer obvious. A portion of the upper north wall extended above 
grade and includes a glass viewing port that allowed eye-level viewing of the nearby Property 
20870 launch pad from the interior. A mounded revetment is still apparent on the north and 
west sides of the building. Access into the bunker was via the west elevation, which included a 
wood framed access passage with a ramp or staircase that led down to a wood panel entry door. 
An outer entry to the access ramp appears to have consisted of a light-duty sheetmetal door set 
as a “cellar door.” The entry passage is in poor condition and mostly buried with sediment, and 
the lower entry is partially buried by the collapsed roof. A window A/C unit is set on a small 
concrete pad and routed to the bunker’s west wall via a sheetmetal duct assembly that runs 
parallel to the access passage. The frame of a more recent shade structure is positioned over the 
southwest corner of the bunker, the vinyl covering of which has weathered away.    

Figure 113. Property 20872 east elevation, view to the southwest. 
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History of Use

Property 20872 was constructed in 
1960 as a “Bunker” according to the 
1963 WSMR property inventory. 
Along with the associated Properties 
20870 and 20871, it supported launch-
es of the Redhead/Roadrunner super-
sonic drone during the early 1960s. 
Period photographs of the building 
show that it housed electronic and 
control equipment for the Redhead/
Roadrunner launches and possessed a 
completely finished interior. Its wood 
construction is somewhat unusual 
among bunker and control facilities 
at WSMR, which generally are of 
more robust concrete construction. 
The building’s earthen revetments 
and mostly subterranean construction 
likely created more than sufficient 
blast protection for its occupants giv-
en the small scale of the Redhead/
Roadrunner drone. However, the 
light-duty wood construction lacked 
durability without regular mainte-
nance. No additional information 
regarding the history of the property 
was available at the WSMR Pub-
lic Works or other archival sources. 
Given its extremely poor condition, 
the property does not appear to have 
been regularly used since the time of 
the Redhead/Roadrunner launches.     

Figure 114. View into Property 20872 interior through 
collapsed roof. 

Figure 115. Property 20872 west elevation, view to the 
southeast. 
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7.4 LC-33 Missile Launch Facilities

Some of the largest and most expansive facilities at LC-33 are the various launch support facil-
ities. Several launch pads are located at the complex, including Property 20811, 20817, 20819, 
20839, 20870, and 20871. The Property 20820 Gantry Crane is a prominent launch facility 
in the heart of the complex, along with the associated Blast Pit. Additional launch facilities 
supported Nike testing at the west end of the complex, including Property 20836 and 20850. 
Other less substantial launch facilities at LC-33 include Properties 20863, 20870, and 20871, 
as well as the remnants of an unknown launcher rail structure. 

7.4.1 Property 20811

Property 20811 is a concrete launch pad structure located in the northwest corner of the main 
LC-33 complex. The launch pad is formed from a segmented concrete slab foundation, with 
the individual segments measuring either 19 by 13.5 feet or 15 by 13.5 feet. The launch pad 
was rectangular in shape with extensions on the southeast and southwest corners, between 
which was an open area. This open area was later infilled with a segmented concrete slab 
foundation, with each slab measuring about 20 by 20 feet. An asphalt strip has been added 
along the south edge of the pad, and a diagonal concrete slab is located at the southwest corner 

Figure 116. Property 20811, view to the northeast. 
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of the pad. The southeastern portion 
of the asphalt extension along the 
southern pad edge is lightly colored 
and appears  to be concrete in aerial 
imagery, but closer inspection shows 
that it is in fact asphalt and distinctive 
from the actual concrete construction 
of the launch pad.

Centrally located on the pad is a small 
concrete building, either a shelter for 
control equipment or a magazine. 
This building is not original to the 
launch pad. The building has a square 
footprint and a concrete shed roof 
that slopes to the north side. A steel 
slab personnel door is located on the 
south elevation of the building, and 
louvered vent panels are located on 
the east and west elevations. An elec-
trical panel is mounted on the north 
elevation of the building. A mobile 
control trailer is also parked near the 
middle of the pad, just north of the 
concrete building, and is marked with 
logos of the “ATACMS PRECISION 
STRIKE” program. This trailer is a 
mobile unit and appears to have been 
only recently parked on the pad.     

A series of electrical panels and cab-
inets are located at the north end 
of the pad, and represent multiple 
eras of electrical hardware, includ-
ing a very recent installation near 
the northwest corner of the launch 
pad. An above ground sheetmetal cable run travels from the electrical installation at the north 
edge of the pad down the length of the launch pad and continues all the way to the Army 
Blockhouse. Also located near the north end of the launch pad are an overhead light pole with 
attached loudspeakers, and calibration targets.  

The launch pad has been used for a variety of programs throughout its history, and as a result 
the pad exhibits a proliferation of repairs, modifications, and extensive hardware attachments. 
Two roughly identical areas of hardware attachments are centrally located on both the east and 
west sides of the pad and are remnants of the original Honest John launcher locations. Each 
launcher location includes a roughly rectangular layout of 10 5/8-inch thick steel discs with 
3-inch diameter center holes, all of which have been torch-cut. These anchor attachment pat-

Figure 117. Concrete building in middle of launch pad, 
south and west elevations, view to the northeast. 

Figure 118. Former Honest John launch location, view to 
the north. 
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terns were also associated with four 
square steel plates measuring 25 by 
17.5 inches, and a “keyhole” shaped 
steel attachment plate. Also associ-
ated with the Honest John launcher 
pads are imbedded tie-down points, 
numerous 3/8-inch and 1/2-inch an-
chor studs, cut 3-inch diameter pipe 
risers, square steel plates, and aban-
doned five by five foot pullboxes. 
A “U” shaped arrangement of steel 
plates and anchor studs is located 
near the northwest corner of the pad. 
Blast damage to the concrete is still 
fairly obvious near the east Honest 
John launcher location. More recent 
and obvious blast damage and scorch 
marks are visible near the former 
location of the west Honest John 
launcher, and is probably from a re-
cent ATACMS launch. 

Along the east and west edges of 
the launch pad are two plumbing 
access vaults. The plumbing vaults 
along the east side of the pad have 
attached plumbing risers with swiv-
eling hose attachments, but some of 
these plumbing attachments have 
been removed from the vaults on 
the west side of the pad. Although al-
tered from its original configuration, 
Property 20811 remains in-use and is 
in fair overall condition.   

History of Use

Property 20811 was constructed as a 
launch pad for testing of the Honest 
John artillery rocket, but records are 
conflicting as to its construction date. 
The 1963 WSMR property invento-
ry, generally a reliable source, indi-
cates that it was constructed in 1945, 
but this date is too early as the pad 
does not appear in early photographs 
of the complex. The Form 2877 Real 

Figure 119. Fire control plumbing at east edge of Property 
20811, view to the northeast. 

Figure 120. Torch-cut steel disc with open 3-inch diameter 
center opening, plan view.
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Property Record for the launch pad indicates that its “Original Construction” was in 1965, but 
this date is obviously derived from later modifications of the pad and not its original construc-
tion.  Based on architectural drawings, the launch pad was constructed in 1950, in support of 
the first Honest John launch in 1951. In 1951, probably soon after its original construction, the 
pad was extended at its southeast and southwest corners (Plan C-133-759). 

After the completion of the Honest John Testing, the launch pad was reused for testing of the 
Lance missile beginning in the mid-1960s. In support of the Lance flight tests, the launch pad 
was expanded in 1964; drawings (Plan WS-22-64) indicate that the open space between the 
“legs” on its south side was infilled with concrete as part of these modifications. Period pho-
tographs show that a variety of support equipment was involved in these tests, including the 
nearby installation of a portable conditioning shelter. 

The launch pad also hosted tests of the Assault Breaker T-22 during 1981 to 1982. The launch 
pad was later used for testing of the MLRS and ATACMS systems, which has continued un-
til very recently as evidenced by the ATACMS support trailer and recent blast marks on the 
launch pad. 
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7.4.2 Property 20817

Property 20817 is a sprawling launch pad structure located west of the Army Blockhouse and 
south of the abutting Property 20819 launch pad. The launch pad consists of a segmented con-
crete slab foundation that includes several modifications and additions. The original structure 
consisted of a rectangular concrete pad with a north-south oriented long axis and driveway ex-
tensions along its west edge. The west edge of the pad incorporated curved transitions into the 
west driveway extensions, which gave the west margin of the launch pad a “scalloped” shape. 
The original launch pad configuration incorporated four launcher stations for the Nike Ajax 
missile, arranged in a north-south line down the east edge of the pad. Each of these stations is 
equipped with an inset electrical access box — 56 inches square — with three bolt-on access 
panels. Each of the launcher station electrical boxes is associated with a diagonal “Y” shaped 
concrete repair that appears to be a sealed cable trench. Each of the launcher locations also 
possesses a visible area of blast-damaged concrete. 

None of the four launcher locations retain any significant launcher hardware or associated 
superstructure. The southern two launcher locations appear to be mostly consistent with their 
original configuration. Each of these locations have associated anchor stud patterns that in-
dicate the former position of a Nike launcher rail, but the patterns are somewhat obscured 

Figure 121. Overview of Property 20817 launch pad, view to the northwest. 
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by reuse that added additional anchor 
points to the launcher stations.  

The two northernmost launcher sta-
tions have been heavily modified 
through reuse and modification. The 
second launcher station from the 
north has been modified by the addi-
tion of three square areas of replaced 
concrete, each of which has four 
inset anchor locations. Additional 
hardware installations and concrete 
repairs are also evident. The north-
ernmost launcher location has been 
the most extensively modified. This 
location includes the installation of 
a pair of low concrete footers and 
replacement section of poured con-
crete that includes four below-grade 
vaults, each covered by steel plates. 
Numerous anchor points and hard-
ware installations — all removed — 
are also associated with this launcher 
location. 

Additional concrete slabs have been 
added to the west edge of the launch 
pad, encompassing the concrete 
driveways that were part of its orig-
inal configuration. The northern of 
these two additions includes what is 
identified in 1955-dated architec-
tural plans as an “Elevator Platform 
Test Facility” for Nike testing. In its 
extant configuration, the elevator 
platform consists of an inset rectan-
gular steel frame that measures 59 feet north-south by 9.5 feet east-west. The interior of the 
steel frame is infilled with sediment; the interior of the frame appears to be several feet deep, 
but its structural composition is hidden by the sediment fill. The steel frame of the elevator is 
surrounded by an independent foundation, approximately 12 inches wide, that is structurally 
isolated from the surrounding concrete slab. According to architectural plans for the instal-
lation, the steel elevator platform was partially filled with concrete. However, most of the 
elevator platform mechanical work was to be “government furnished and installed” and was 
therefore not included in the architectural plans (Plan Set WS-FH). Unfortunately, this pre-
cludes a better understanding of how the elevator platform operated and what role it played in 
Nike testing. All mechanical equipment has been removed from the elevator installation.

Figure 122. Former Nike launcher location near the south 
end of Property 20817, view to the southeast.

Figure 123. The heavily modified north launcher location, 
view to the southeast.
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Overhead lighting for the pad was 
provided by flood lights with green 
enamelware shades mounted on 
wood utility poles, four of which 
are arranged down the east and west 
sides of the launch pad. An inoper-
able emergency decontamination 
shower is located along the east edge 
of the launch pad near its south end. 
A diagonal cable trench with an asso-
ciated pullbox near the south central 
portion of the launch pad has been re-
moved and infilled with poured con-
crete, although the pullbox remains 
open. Several additional pullboxes 
are located within the western addi-
tions to the launch pad. Overall, the 
launch pad is in fair condition and 
has not been recently used or main-
tained.  

History of Use

Property 20817 was built in 1945 ac-
cording to a 1963 WSMR property 
inventory, but this date appears to be 
in error as it is inconsistent with the 
relatively abundant period photog-
raphy of the early launch complex. 
Additionally, Plan Set WS-LL indi-
cates that the “West Launching Plat-
form” was designed and constructed 
in 1948. This is more consistent with 
the testing of the Nike program at 
LC-33. The launch pad was identi-
fied as the West Launching Platform 
in some early drawings and maps, 
but was later identified as the Nike 
Launching Platform. 

The launch pad was modified with 
the “Elevator Platform Test Facili-
ty” in 1955 at its northwest corner. 
This appears to be consistent with 
the magazine elevator used at Nike magazine facilities, but without the associated underground 
magazine storage space. A complete version of the typical Nike magazine and elevator instal-
lation (Property 20850) was constructed the same year in the western part of the complex. The 

Figure 124. Former “Elevator Platform” located near north 
west corner of Property 20817, view to the south. 

Figure 125. Pullbox and patched cable trench in southern 
half of Property 20817, view to the west. 
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rationale behind the seeming redundancy in these concurrent facilities is unknown, but both 
were constructed in support of Nike facility testing. By 1955, the Nike Ajax was a fairly well 
established system, so it seems likely that the elevator platform facility probably supported the 
successor Nike Hercules missile. The scalloped west edge of the launch was also added onto in 
1954 (Plan C-1106-2018), which established its current rectangular footprint.

The Nike Ajax was deployed nationwide in 1954, and the Nike Hercules installations were 
constructed beginning in 1958, replacing Nike Ajax sites nationwide as of 1961. Nike testing 
at LC-33 was therefore complete as of the 1960s, but the various modifications to the Property 
20817 launch pad suggest that it remained in use after the cessation of Nike testing. However, 
there is little documentary evidence of these later test programs. Most of the late-Cold War and 
post-Cold War activity at LC-33 appears to have been concentrated near the Property 20811 
launch pad, so Property 20817 was likely little used during these periods. As of the current 
inventory, the launch pad appeared to have remained unused for many years.  

Figure 126. A Nike missile is fueled at the south launcher station on Property 20817, 1951. Army 
Blockhouse visible in background (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).
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7.4.3 Property 20819

Property 20819 is a concrete launch pad located within the central part of the main LC-33 
complex. The long axis of the launch pad is aligned east-to-west, and it connects at its east 
end to the Property 20820 Gantry Tower and track. The launch pad incorporates a cable trench 
along its north edge and perpendicular cable trench runs through the east central portion of the 
pad, which extends to the south and travels to the north elevation of the Army Blockhouse. The 
launch pad incorporates both the original V-2 launch pad and the WAC Corporal launch pad. 

Prominent in the western portion of the launch pad are two parallel diagonal concrete repair 
patches where the diagonal alignment of the Gantry Tower tracks were removed and infilled. 
The early V-2 launch site is located between the tracks and corresponds with an area of blast 
eroded concrete and square-shaped concrete repair patch that measures approximately six feet 
square (Figure 127). What appears to be a sealed cable trench is associated with the repaired 
area of concrete within the gantry track alignment. The cable trench, sealed with concrete, is 
marked at its east end by a steel plate and extends west outside the old gantry track alignment 
to a square area of replacement concrete. Located within the area of the gantry tracks are three 
sets of four torch-cut anchor studs with 16-inch center-to-center spacing. It appears that there 
were originally four sets of these anchor studs, but the northwest set is missing, likely removed 

Figure 127. Repaired blast damaged area on launch pad associated with original V-2 launch location, 
view to the north. 
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Figure 128. Overview of the original V-2 launch pad and WAC Corporal pads that were incorporated 
into Property 20819. From Plan Set WS-K, 1945. 
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through later construction. Also located between the gantry tracks is the base of a torch-cut 
steel post that measures approximately six inches square, located within an area of modified 
concrete. 

Near the square area of replacement concrete outside the west gantry rail is a torch-cut, 20-inch 
diameter steel ring that is infilled with sediment and broken concrete. The steel ring appears 
to have been placed during the original pouring of the pad to maintain access to ground soil. 
Its position relative to the V-2 launch location suggests that it might have been the location of 
the “umbilical” pole that is visible in many historic photos of the V-2 launches.  Also located 
near the west end of the launch pad are two US Coast and Geodetic survey monuments, both 
of which possess 1965 dates. At the north edge of the pad, near the east gantry track, is a 5-foot 
square repair patch with a small ring anchor in its corner.       

The north-to-south aligned cable trench that connects to the Blockhouse roughly bisects the 
launch pad near its central portion. The steel plates that cover the cable trench measure 48 
inches by 30 inches. The north-south cable trench intersects with the east-west cable trench at 
the north end of the pad at an enlarged “T” junction. This broader junction of the cable trenches 
necessitated steel cover plates that are 64 inches in width. The east-west cable trench ex-
tends along the entire north edge of the launch pad, and originally passed through the concrete 

Figure 129. Central cable trench within Property 20819 that connects with the Army Blockhouse, view 
to the south.
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gantry track alignment. However, the 
section within the gantry track align-
ment has been infilled with concrete. 

The east quadrant of the launch pad 
is occupied by the original concrete 
slab foundation that supported the 
WAC Corporal Launch Tower. While 
the tower itself has long been re-
moved from the pad, the foundation 
footers that supported the triangular 
base of the tower still occupy the pad 
(Figure 133). The footers are essen-
tially identical; each measuring six 
feet square with four torch-cut anchor 
studs at the center of each, and have 
a nominal 26-foot spacing pattern. 
The 1-inch diameter anchor studs are 
arranged with 6-inch center-to-center 
spacing. Electrical conduits are asso-
ciated with each of the footers; two 
conduits are located at the base of the 
two eastern footers, and seven are lo-
cated at the base of the western foot-
er. Some remnant conduit material is 
associated with the southeast footer, 
and a steel and concrete pullbox is 
located just south of this footer as 
well. A patched area south of the 
WAC Corporal footers is probably 
where the original cable trench con-
nected to the Army Blockhouse be-
fore the cable trench was relocated to 
the west to its current configuration. 

Although the southern portion of the 
Property 20819 Launch Pad connects 
to the neighboring Gantry Track and 
associated Blast Pit, an open area 
remains along the north edge of the 
pad. Along the south edge of the 
launch pad is what appears to be an 
abandoned and partially buried ca-
ble trench that is approximately 12 
inches wide and 8 inches deep.

Figure 130. Cable trench that parallels the north edge of 
the launch pad, view to the east. 

Figure 131. Repaired cable trench in south central portion 
of Property 20819, view to the north. 
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History of Use

Property 20819 dates back to the earliest construction at LC-33, as it includes the concrete 
foundation of the WAC Corporal Launch Tower and the first V-2 launch site.  The WAC Cor-
poral Launch Tower and its concrete foundation were constructed concurrently with the Block-
house. Located approximately 600 feet north of the Army Blockhouse, the WAC Corporal 
Tower was 102 feet in total height and consisted of a 77-foot triangular steel tower supported 
by a 25-foot tall tripod base that was 26 feet wide per side. The interior of the tower includ-
ed three launching rails spaced 120 degrees apart with an effective length of 82 feet. The 
tower was constructed by Consolidated Steel Corporation of Maywood, California (Kennedy 
2009:28). The WAC Corporal tower was demolished by the early 1960s, but the tower footers 
remain intact on the launch pad. 

Also constructed in roughly the same interval as the Army Blockhouse and WAC Corporal 
Launch Tower was a neighboring, but independent, V-2 launch pad west of the WAC Corporal 
launch pad. Plans dated to December, 1945, indicate this launch pad as an “Existing Launch 
Platform” (Plan Set WS-K), so it was probably constructed during the summer or fall of that 
year.

Figure 132. Junction of north-south and east-west cable trenches at north end of Property 20819, 
plan view. 
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Figure 133. The remnant concrete footers of the WAC Corporal Launch Tower, view to the east.

LC-33 was significantly expanded during 1946 with the addition of the Gantry Crane (Property 
20820) and associated Blast Pit, and the construction of an expanded V-2 launch pad (Property 
20819). The original V-2 platform and WAC Corporal Launch Tower foundation were already 
present and the Property 20819 Launch Pad expansion incorporated these existing pads (Plan 
Set WS-K, 1945). The original gantry tracks were laid from the Blast Pit to the north, and a 
second diagonal leg of tracks was installed from the end of the north-south alignment to the 
first V-2 launch pad. These tracks were used briefly, as the gantry is installed on them in a his-
toric aerial photo (02.037.033) circa 1946. The diagonal leg of the Gantry Tower tracks north 
of Property 20819 were pulled up in 1947 and used to extend the gantry track south from the 
Blast Pit to the new Property 20839 Launch Pad east of the Blockhouse. 

Recent facilities associated with Property 20819 suggest that it has been re-used somewhat ex-
tensively, but little information was available on its later re-use in the various WSMR archival 
sources. Photographs suggest that Nike Cajun sounding rockets were launched from the pad 
during the 1960s. Although the launch pad has been modified throughout its long history of 
use, it remains in good overall condition. 
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Figure 134. Property 20819 as it appeared in 1946 (photo courtesy W
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Figure 135. Property 20820 Gantry Crane with replica Hermes A-1, view to the north. 

7.4.4 Property 20820 Gantry Tower and Track

The Property 20820 Gantry Tower is located approximately 600 feet north of the Army Block-
house. The tower itself consists of two open steel towers, both of which are 60 feet in height, 
that are joined together at their tops by a framework of steel trusses. The upper section of the 
tower supports a steel deck that is surrounded by protective handrails. The tower is constructed 
of welded steel, with extensive angle iron horizontal and diagonal bracing around an I-beam 
framework. The base of each primary tower is stabilized with a broad pyramidal framework 
of support braces. Above these support braces is the lowest deck for personnel access, which 
is reached via a steel ladder. The main steel access ladder is positioned on the south side of 
the east tower support, and the north side of the west tower support. From these preliminary 
access decks, steel ladders with safety cages provide access to the various upper service decks 
and the uppermost deck at the top of the tower. The tower rests of four pairs of heavy-duty rail 
wheels that rest on crane track rails; each corner is equipped with an attached electric drive 
motor. Operating in tandem, the electric motors would slowly move the tower back and forth 
on the gantry track.      

Located at intervals between the two primary towers are three pairs of adjustable working plat-
forms that are hinged to swing downward to the sides of the tower. This allowed the gantry to be 
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moved into position around a missile 
or rocket, and the service platforms 
could then be swung back into posi-
tion to provide access to the vehicle 
at various working heights. The up-
per truss framework is equipped with 
several hoists for moving the plat-
forms in and out of position, as well 
as service hoists for lifting equipment 
and tools. The process could then be 
reversed when the vehicle was ready 
to be launched. Two other fixed ac-
cess decks are also co-located with 
the hinged service decks within the 
tower structure. The height of the 
tower allowed it to service vehicles 
up to 54 feet in height, and outrigger 
platforms could provide access to ve-
hicles that were taller than 54 feet.   

The gantry tracks are constructed 
atop concrete footer foundations that 
are 24 inches wide, and equipped 
with ¾-inch diameter anchor bolts for 
attachment of the rails. The rails are 
bolted to the footers and also tied 
together with 1-inch diameter steel 
cross supports at 10 foot intervals. 
The track spacing is a nominal 27 
feet center-to-center, and the rails 
are 4 3/4-inch high with 2 3/8-inch width travel surfaces. Most of the interior space between 
the tracks has gradually been buried by windblown sediment, but was originally kept clear 
when the Gantry Tower was still in operation. One of the rails bears a legible manufacturer’s 
mark; “7010 ILLINOIS STEEL CO SOUTH WKS VII 1903.” The original alignment of the 
gantry tracks included a north-south section that extended north from the area of the associated 
Blast Pit, and a diagonal southwest-northeast oriented segment that connected between the 
V-2 launch pad and the north terminus of the main track alignment. As part of a significant 
expansion and reorganization of the V-2 and Hermes launch facilities at LC-33 in 1947, the 
rails from the diagonal segment were removed and the north-south alignment was extended to 
the south to reach the new Property 20839 Launch Pad outside the east elevation of the Army 
Blockhouse. The concrete footers of the diagonal track alignment still remain at LC-33 today.    

As part of the 1985 designation of LC-33 as a National Historic Landmark, the Gantry was 
refurbished and a mock-up of a Hermes A-1, on extended loan from the Smithsonian Air and 
Space Museum, was set amidst its service decks. It and the neighboring Blast Pit are surround-
ed by a chain link fence. 

Figure 136. Gantry Crane tracks and cross supports 
installed on concrete footers, view to the west. 
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History of Use

Property 20820 was constructed between August and November 1946 at a cost of $38,000. 
Prior to its construction, V-2s were raised and prepared for launch using the German Meiler-
wagon and other field equipment. However, the German field equipment had no provisions for 
working with the missile in the vertical position other than via ladder, and a more stable and 
safer means of access was needed. Some sources indicate that it was originally sourced from 
a shipyard (Powell and Scala 1991). The original gantry tracks were laid from the Blast Pit to 
the north, and a second diagonal leg of tracks was installed from the end of the north-south 
alignment to the first V-2 launch pad. These tracks were used briefly, as the gantry was installed 
on them in a historic aerial photo circa 1946. The Blast Pit was constructed in 1946 along with 
Property 20820 and Property 20819. Despite the substantial investment in the Blast Pit’s con-
struction, it was not used for V-2 testing, but was later used for Viking and Corporal launches. 
The Property 20820 Gantry Crane was used for the V-2 launches from Property 20839, but not 
at the Blast Pit.  

Many stories surround the Gantry Tower, a prominent fixture during the early adventurous 

Figure 137. A Hermes A-1 on the Property 20839 Launch Pad with the Gantry Crane in the 
background (photo courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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days of V-2 testing. In terms of safe and comfortable access to the missile in the vertical posi-
tion, the tower offered many advantages over the old German field equipment, but did possess 
its own unique hazards. Falling tools and equipment from technicians working on the upper 
platforms was the most common danger. It was often necessary for technicians to simultane-
ously work on the V-2 at the top and bottom, which exposed those at the bottom to anything 
dropped from the higher service platforms (White 1952:48). Dropped tools would also ricochet 
off the numerous supports of the tower and fall in wild, unpredictable trajectories (Eckles 
2013:176). To partially mitigate this issue, personnel were urged to use care in handling tools 
and equipment, side boards were added to the service platforms, a safety net was added below 
the upper platform, and hardhats were made mandatory for ground personnel (White 1952:48).   

The liquid propellant V-2, along with the Viking and Corporal, presented special hazards 
during the fueling operations. In the event of a mishap, it was difficult to get down from the 
gantry and away from the test vehicle quickly. Descending by the steel ladders was the usual 
mode of descent:

As the first man went down, the next would hop on as soon as the first guy’s 
head disappeared. This is all well and good except we tend to leave our hands 
on the rungs above us as we climb down a ladder. That means the guy above, 
who is hurrying, is likely to step on your fingers. There were more mashed 
and bloody fingers at the launch complex than injuries from explosions [Eckles 
2013:176].

To address this issue, Project Hermes personnel installed an “escape cable with sliders,” ap-
parently similar to a modern zip line, that stretched between an upper platform of the gantry 
to a wood post approximately 200 feet away (White 1952:48). The cable was conceived as a 
means of quick escape from a catastrophic event that rapidly increased distance from the tower. 
Homer Newell, who worked with the V-2 during the early days at WSPG recalled: 

The author vividly remembers working with a companion on a platform 10 to 
15 meters above the ground, inserting live JATO rockets into receptacles in 
the midsection of a fully loaded V-2. Tests had shown that JATO would ignite 
from the slightest applied voltage… Other workers had retired to a respectful 
distance. Slanting cables had been drawn between the work platform and the 
ground, down which — if things went wrong — one could slide and then run 
like hell to safety [Newell 1980:44].       

Gil Moore, who worked for the NMSU PSL during the V-2 era, recalled that the escape cable 
was used when a V-2 payload started spraying sulfuric acid on workers (Eckles 2013:177). 
The acid was installed along with a tank of water to create a visible vapor cloud during the last 
stage of the V-2s flight to better observe upper atmospheric winds. A diaphragm between the 
two tanks would be punctured near the apex of the flight, and the resulting boiling vapor would 
be vented to the outside. Unfortunately, during the final preparations on the day of the launch, 
the diaphragm apparently punctured prematurely and began to spray a nasty cloud of acidic 
steam onto the service platforms. Most personnel escaped via the cable slide, but one man was 
entangled on a ladder and the acid mixture rained onto him from above. A firefighter aimed 
a spray of water onto the man, which diluted the acid and spared him from permanent injury 
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Figure 138. A V-2, possibly V-2 #12, installed on the Gantry Crane at LC-33.
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(Eckles 2013:177). This event is at least partially confirmed by Homer Newell, who noted:

Most distressing were accidents to personnel, as when a fuming sulfuric acid 
mixture being loaded onto a V-2 prematurely ejected, spraying the face of a 
worker and endangering his eyesight. The acid mixture was used to generate 
visible clouds in the stratosphere, which were then tracked to measure strato-
spheric winds [Newell 1980:44].  

In the event that a worker was too severely injured to be moved off the Gantry Tower on the 
ladders, special stretchers were maintained on the gantry so that the injured person could be 
lowered via one of the hoists (White 1952:48). Moving the gantry via its electrically driven rail 
wheels also involved some intrigue. The electric motors operated with a simple on/off function 
which caused the top of the gantry to sway significantly when it started and stopped (Eckles 
2013:176). In some cases, it was necessary to move the gantry within a few inches of a vertical 
missile. In the event of an electrical or mechanical failure in the control equipment, it was 
possible that the gantry might keep moving and topple the missile. As a preventative measure, 
a master disconnect switch was installed and the operator was instructed to keep one hand on 
it during close-quarters operations (White 1952:48).

The Gantry Crane was a product of the early-era of missilery at WSPG, and gradually fell 
of out of use as technology changed and the administration of upper atmospheric and space 
research shifted. It supported launches of the V-2, the various Hermes prototype vehicles, the 
USAF MX-774, the NRL Viking, and the Army Corporal. All these rockets and missiles were 
relatively large in size, and also required a significant amount of pre-launch preparation, par-
ticularly the sounding rocket programs whose instruments and experiments had to be loaded 
just prior to launch. As vehicle sizes shrunk and systems became more reliable, the need for 
the Gantry Crane at WSPG diminished. Additionally, solid propellant systems that remained in 
a ready to launch state no longer necessitated fueling in the vertical position prior to launch as 
with liquid propellant systems like the V-2 and Viking. The establishment of Cape Canaveral 
as a major launch site and the formation of NASA as the primary agency responsible for upper 
atmospheric and space research also shifted the launches of large research and space flight ve-
hicles away from WSPG. The net result of all these factors was that the Gantry Crane was more 
or less obsolete by the end of the 1950s. There is no evidence that the Gantry Crane was used 
in support of any launches at LC-33 after the mid-1950s. While LC-33 maintained quite active 
after this period, the Gantry Crane was simply no longer needed. Fortunately, it remained intact 
at LC-33 so that it could eventually serve as a monument to the pioneering efforts in missilery 
and space exploration.   
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7.4.5 Blast Pit

The LC-33 Blast Pit, which does not appear to have ever been assigned its own WSMR prop-
erty number, is an impressive blast pit structure co-located with the Property 20820 Gantry 
Crane and Track. The blast pit is of poured, reinforced concrete construction, with a central 
vertical well at its west end that is flanked to the north and south by vertical walls. The main 
pit is approximately 35 feet deep beneath the intake portal located between the gantry tracks. A 
large steel grate allowed the blast and flame from a missile or rocket launch to travel down into 
the vertical well of the blast pit.  The central pit is surrounded by buttressed concrete walls and 
the east side of the pit gradually inclines up to grade at its east end; the shape of the pit diffused 
flame and blast forces and directed them outward and upwards. The north and south walls have 
slightly steeper angles than the east side, and are slightly curvilinear as the pit narrows towards 
its east end. A small steel observation deck accessed by a steel ladder is attached to the vertical 
west wall of the pit, near the south edge of the vertical blast well beneath the Gantry Tower. 

The vertical well of the pit, which absorbed the brunt of the blast from a launch, is protected 
by overlapping steel plates. The plates still show some damage from the days when the pit 
was still in use. The center protective plates that were directly beneath the overhead launch 
pad intake have been completely eroded away. Surrounding portions of the plate also show 

Figure 139. Blast Pit, view to the east. 
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Figure 140. An unknown man stands in the main well of the Blast Pit soon after it was constructed 
in 1947. The overlapping steel protective plates are clearly visible (photo courtesy WSMR Museum 

Archives).
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heat deformation. The base of the vertical well beneath the Gantry Tower has a curved bottom 
which transitions into the floor of the pit. The bottom of the pit retains moisture and supports 
a substantial growth of weedy vegetation. Pipe safety railings surround the upper edges of the 
blast pit, and the entire structure, along the adjacent Property 20820 Gantry Tower, is surround-
ed by a chain link fence. Steel I-beam supports are visible beneath the portion of the gantry 
track and launch pad that spans the pit, as is the deluge plumbing that directed water into the 
blast column to quench it. 

History of Use

Construction of the Blast Pit was completed in 1946 as part of the expanded LC-33 launch 
facilities that included the adjacent Property 20820 Gantry Crane and track. The Blast Pit, 
sometimes labeled as the “Blast Deflector Pit,” was designed to channel the blast and flame 
effects away from the launch pad to improve visibility of the launch and mitigate damage to 
the surrounding launch pad and gantry tracks. According to a WSMR fact sheet, the neighbor-
ing Gantry Tower was constructed between August and November 1946 at a cost of $38,000 
(WSMR n.d.). The original gantry tracks were laid from the blast pit to the north, and a second 
diagonal leg of tracks was installed from the end of the north-south alignment to the first V-2 
launch pad. These tracks were used briefly, as the gantry is installed on them in a historic aerial 
photo (02.037.033) circa 1946. Despite the substantial investment in the Blast Pit’s construc-
tion, it was not used for V-2 testing, as these launches were relocated to the Property 20839 
Launch Pad east of the Army Blockhouse in 1947. However, the Blast Pit and its associated 
launch pad were used for the Viking, Corporal, and MX-774 launches. 

Like the Gantry Crane, the Blast Pit was a product of the early-era of missilery at WSPG, and 
gradually fell of out of use as technology changed and the administration of upper atmospheric 
and space research shifted. It supported launches of the MX-774, the NRL Viking, and the 
Army Corporal, which were large vehicles that required substantial infrastructure to support. 
As vehicle sizes shrunk at LC-33, the massive concrete Blast Pit was no longer required to 
manage the blast effects. The establishment of Cape Canaveral as a major launch site and the 
formation of NASA as the primary agency responsible for upper atmospheric and space re-
search also shifted the launches of large research and space flight vehicles away from WSPG. 
The net result of these factors was that the Blast Pit was no longer used by the end of the 1950s. 
A similar blast pit was constructed at LC-35 for support of the Viking program, but was later 
backfilled as it was no longer needed and actually created a hazard for personnel and vehicles. 
Fortunately, the LC-33 Blast Pit remains open and intact behind a protective fence. The pit has 
accumulated some windblown sediment and retains some water, but otherwise remains in good 
overall condition.
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7.4.5 Property 20836

Property 20836 is a large, one-story, high bay building of concrete and steel construction. The 
building has a rectangular footprint and is constructed on a concrete foundation that includes 
both below-grade pits and elevated stub walls that form the lower portions of the north, south, 
and west elevations. This unusual configuration resulted from several phases of construction 
that modified the property from its original form as an open air cellular missile launcher to an 
enclosed building for vibratory testing. The concrete wall portions on the north, south, and 
west elevations of the building rise to approximately eight feet above grade, above which is a 
steel frame, steel clad building superstructure. The building lacks windows, but does possess 
several entrances and multiple vents and HVAC duct connections. The low-pitch gable roof 
of the building is clad in corrugated sheetmetal and equipped with gutters, warning lights, and 
lighting rods. 

The north elevation has a distinctive concrete access corridor that runs the length of the build-
ing, and incorporates small storage rooms at its east and west ends. This portion of the building 
is covered by an independent low, shed roof of composition construction. Attached to the cor-
ridor roof are four large evaporative cooler units, each supported by a steel stand. The cooler 
units have associated ductwork that is routed through the sheetmetal portion of the adjacent 

Figure 141. Property 20836 east and north elevations, view to the southwest. 
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upper wall. An earthen revetment is piled against the access corridor portion of the north ele-
vation, a remnant from the building’s original configuration. Outside the north elevation of the 
building is a water cooling tower constructed on an independent concrete slab foundation. Also 
located outside the north elevation are two concrete slab foundations, one of which supports 
an LP tank installation. 

The west elevation is mostly plain, except for a two-leaf entryway at the west end of the north 
elevation access corridor, which is equipped with heavy steel slab doors that provide a measure 
of blast protection. This entrance is located within buttressed extensions of the access corri-
dor’s walls. The concrete portion of the lower wall is obvious along the west elevation.

The east elevation of the building is distinguished by a central pair of bay doors with sliding 
“barn style” operation. A large ventilation unit supported by a steel stand with an access ladder 
is located just south of the doorway. Ductwork associated with the ventilator unit is attached to 
the wall and travels around the corner to the south elevation. The north elevation access cor-
ridor is also equipped with a two-leaf entrance of steel slab doors on this elevation. However, 
the doorway is framed within a corrugated sheetmetal wall section and is not buttressed like 
the west elevation entrance. A sheetmetal cable run extends from a subterranean connection 
at the southeast corner of the building and is attached to the east elevation wall. The cable run 

Figure 142. Property 20836 west elevation, view to the southeast. 
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is routed up and over the bay 
door entrance, then over the 
personnel entrance at the end 
of the concrete access corridor, 
and back down to the northeast 
corner of the building, where it 
extends towards the neighbor-
ing Property 20849. This ele-
vation consists entirely of the 
steel frame, sheetmetal clad 
portion of the building; it is an 
addition to the original con-
crete launcher footprint that is 
built on an at-grade concrete 
slab foundation.

The south elevation is devoid 
of any fenestration, and the 
east addition to the building is 
clearly visible in the wall con-
struction. The eastern third of 
the wall lacks the lower con-
crete section that is prominent 
along the remainder of the 
wall. The ventilation ductwork 
that originates on the east ele-
vation runs along the length of 
the wall at approximately mid-
height. Above these are two 
large louvered vent assemblies 
installed in the upper wall. 
Located just outside the south 
elevation wall is a large cylin-
drical liquid nitrogen storage 
tank which is partially coated 
with spray-on foam insulation. 
The east end of the tank has an 
attached sheetmetal locker that 
houses plumbing hardware, 
and a sign on this end of the 
tank identifies it as “TE-AE NO 0023 / LN2 TANK NO 1.” A manufacturer’s tag on the tank 
reads “CAMBRIDGE CORPORATION / LOWELL MASSACHUSETTS / CREATORS IN 
CRYOGENICS.”   

Figure 143. Property 20836 north elevation, view to the south.

Figure 144. Property 20836 south elevation and liquid nitrogen 
storage tank, view to the northeast. 
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History of Use

Property 20836 was constructed in 1958 as a three-cell launcher structure known as the “Op-
timum Cellular Launcher” or “Hercules Cellular Launcher” that was apparently a prototype 
configuration of the Nike Hercules launcher that was never actually deployed (Piland 2008). 
The Optimum Cellular Launcher was designed to reduce the land use requirements and num-
ber of essential personnel for Nike installations, as well as improving reliability and response 
times (Thelen 2017b). The cellular launcher arrangement involved a row of individual launch 
cells, each with its own launcher and Nike Hercules missile. The cells were serviced by an 
overhead crane assembly that ran along the entire top of the cell arrangement. All the cells 
were covered by overhead rollaway doors, and the doors, launchers, and missiles were all 
controlled by a single operator in a central control room (Thelen 2017b). In its original con-
figuration, the launcher was surrounded by earthen revetments on all elevations to provide 
additional blast suppression. A Nike Hercules was launched from the LC-33 cellular launcher 
prototype on June 24, 1959 with marginal results; although the missile flight was successful, 
the blast from the missile damaged the launch cell and those adjacent to it. A follow-up test on 
December 19, 1959 produced similar results, and the cellular launcher development was termi-
nated as a result (Thelen 2017b). The electrical supply was provided by three diesel generators 
housed within the west room of the neighboring Property 20837, and the east room served as 
the control room for the installation. Both facilities were apparently vacated shortly after the 
unsuccessful 1959 test.

As part of the CAVTC adaptation of the former Nike launch facilities, Property 20836 was 
converted into an enclosed vibratory test facility. The location was more amenable for tests 
of live ordnance with explosive potential than existing facilities at the former 300k Test Stand 
(Farne 1969). Based on the building’s property records, this conversion started in 1967 when a 
partially enclosed roof was constructed over one of the former launcher cells. The bridge crane 
from the original Nike Cellular Launcher was retained in this configuration, which required 
the roofed portion to remain partially open to allow for its operation. Additionally, drawings 
indicate that liquid nitrogen connections were added and portions of the original concrete walls 
of the east cell were removed to provide exterior access. However, by 1969 this early configu-
ration of the vibratory test facility was inadequate due to increased testing demand:

Production lot testing programs have recently been increased from 3 or 5 mis-
siles per month to 8 to 12 missiles per month. This increased workload has cre-
ated scheduling problems [for] the existing inadequate sized facilities… Only 
one of the three cells in the Cellular Launch Facility #20836 where shock and 
vibration tests are now being conducted has a roof or sectional cover over it. …
Due to the lack of any weather covering over the other two cells where testing 
is being conducted, much test time is lost. Every time it snows or rains or there 
is a wind storm the operation must be closed down [Farne 1969:3].

It took nearly a decade for these improvements to be made, drawings for which were prepared 
in 1977, while the actual construction apparently took place in 1979. These improvements 
made major modifications to the building and were largely responsible for its present config-
uration and appearance. The steel superstructure was added to the original concrete launcher 
walls; this was actually a pre-manufactured steel building produced by the Braden Steel Cor-
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Figure 145. Aerial view of Property 20836 in its original configuration as the Nike Cellular Launcher. 
The corridor along the north elevation (bottom of photo) is useful as a point of reference (photo 

courtesy WSMR Museum Archives).

poration of Tulsa, Oklahoma. The steel building was constructed atop the existing concrete 
walls, except for the new 23 by 57 foot addition on the east elevation, which was constructed 
atop a new concrete slab foundation. The original exterior bridge crane was removed, and 
supports for an interior 10-ton bridge crane were incorporated into the building’s steel frame. 
The earthen revetments that surrounded the original cellular launcher structure were mostly 
removed, except along the north elevation. The blast pits of the original launcher were mostly 
filled in and floored over, except for portions that were retained for below-grade installation of 
shock tables and related equipment. The upper edges of the original blast pit walls are still vis-
ible within the building interior. Additionally, heating and cooling was installed in the building 
to improve conditions for both personnel and equipment.  

After the 1979 update, the modified building now incorporated four test bays. The vibratory 
testing was often conducted at temperature extremes to simulate operation in very harsh envi-
ronmental conditions. Liquid nitrogen was used to simulate sub-zero conditions; which neces-
sitated the large storage tank along the south side of the building to supply the liquid nitrogen 
for these tests. Electric heaters provided the heat needed to simulate the opposite temperature 
extreme. Significant vibratory and environmental test programs conducted at Property 20836 
included the Chaparral, Stinger, and Standard missile systems (Jeffrey Dallman personal com-
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munication 2017). The testing of these systems included tests on “full-up” missiles complete 
with warheads, during which personnel took shelter within Property 20837 for the duration of 
the test. The duration of the tests varied depending on the test article, conditions, and equip-
ment involved. In the case of the Standard missile testing, the vibratory tests were run for about 
one hour per axis (Jeffrey Dallman personal communication 2017).  

In the building’s final configuration, each of its four test bays housed specific types of test or 
support equipment. Bay 1 houses several vibratory machines, the largest of which is housed 
mostly below-grade in the south half of the bay. This unit is a three-axis machine, a pioneering 
device that was designed by Fred Edgington around 1976 (Jeffrey Dallman personal commu-
nication 2017). Most vibratory machines generate mechanical movement in a single axis, and 
the machine and the test article must be reoriented to generate vibration in a separate axis. The 
three-axis shaker devised by Edgington provided vibrations in three directions simultaneously, 
which significantly streamlined the vibratory testing process. The three-axis device was used 
for testing of the Stinger in 1986 (Jeffrey Dallman personal communication 2017).  

Bay 2 is the smallest bay within the building and houses the power amplifiers that provided the 
electricity for the various shaker tables and other vibratory equipment. The power amplifiers 
boosted the buildings electrical supply up to 170 kilovolts to operate the facility’s equipment. 
These amplifiers were water-cooled, and the water was plumbed through the cooling tow-

Figure 146. The interior of Property 20836 as viewed from its east end. 
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er located outside the south side of the 
building (Jeffrey Dallman personal com-
munication 2017).  

Within Bay 3, a vibratory shaker table 
occupies the south side of the bay, which 
is mounted to a “seismic mass.” The 
seismic mass is a massive block of gran-
ite, measuring 18 by 11.5 by 3.3 feet, 
that weighs approximately 60 tons. The 
monolithic piece of granite was mined 
by the Rock of Ages mine in Vermont in 
1983 — it was the largest block the com-
pany had ever cut and finished (Eckles 
1984:1; Jeffrey Dallman personal com-
munication 2017). The mine was award-
ed a $495,000 contract in early-1983 for 
the mining of the block, air support and 
isolation equipment, and the associated 
installation hardware. The monolithic 
granite block is mostly below grade; it 
rests on adjustable air bags and its sur-
face is level with the surrounding floor of 
the bay. The air bag support system sup-
ported the granite block, which isolated 
it from the ground and leveled the block 
(Eckles 1984:1). The shaker table was 
affixed to the top of the block through a 
network of 770 threaded high-strength inserts which allowed shaker tables to be installed on 
the block in almost any position. The block was finished to exceedingly precise standards; the 
surface of the block was smoothed to within .005 of an inch flatness overall, about the width of 
a human hair (Eckles 1984:1). 

Shipping of the block was problematic, not due to its weight but because of its size. The block 
had to be shipped by rail, but the loaded block would not clear some railroad tunnels along on 
the most direct route. So the block had to travel by a circuitous route through Montreal and 
Toronto, Canada. The block then had to be shipped by ferry back to the US; it finally arrived 
at the Orogrande siding for final transportation to LC-33 (Eckles 1984:1; 9). The installation 
of the block into Property 20836 required two cranes. In order to install the block into the 
building, a portion of the roof was removed and the cranes lowered the block into place in the 
floor of the building. The lowering of the block was a painstaking operation as it only cleared 
the floor well by three inches on two sides (Eckles 1984:1). The slab supported electrodynamic 
shakers, which were described as:

These shakers are driven by amplifiers and work just like the speakers on a home 
stereo or car radio. To make it work, a table is set on hydrostatic bearings and 
attached to the shaker or a combination of them. The shaker moves in and out, 

Figure 147. Interior of the Bay 1 test cell within 
Property 20836. 
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like a speaker, and moves the table back and forth on the bearings. The bearings 
are specially designed so metal does not touch metal. The table actually floats 
on a film of oil pressurized to 3,000 pounds per square inch. These shakers are 
capable of running frequencies ranging from five to 2,000 cycles per second 
which would quickly ruin ordinary friction bearings [Eckles 1984:9]. 

As the tables were driven by electrical signals, they could be programmed to simulate a wide 
variety of vibrations or noises, “the shakers could play Christmas carols or even Dixieland 
(Eckles 1984:9). Items to be tested could also be conditioned to certain temperatures, as hot 
as 160 degrees or as cold as -65 degrees Fahrenheit (Eckles 1984:9). The vibratory testing 
simulated the impacts field equipment would experience during months or years of actual use 
into just a few hours of testing. The large vibratory tables also allowed engineers to only sim-
ulate destructive and fatiguing vibrations to further accelerate the evaluation process (Eckles 
1984:9).    

The impressive weight and mass of the granite block provided a stable, isolated platform for 
the attached shaker table that prevented the table from “walking” while it operated, which 
was particularly noticeable when heavy test items were placed on the table (Jeffrey Dallman 

Figure 148. Shaker table mounted to granite “seismic mass” block within Property 20836. The 
styrofoam box atop the table is to insulate refrigerated test articles undergoing vibratory testing.
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personal communication 2017). The structural isolation of the slab also prevented vibrations 
from the shaker table from traveling through the ground and interfering with instrumentation 
or causing structural damage. The shaker equipment in Bay 2 was used for vibratory testing 
of Navy Standard missile containers during the 1980s, in addition to other programs such as 
MLRS and Patriot (Eckles 1984:1; Jeffrey Dallman personal communication 2017). A large 
styrofoam shroud, used to maintain a consistent cold temperature during environmental test-
ing, rests atop the shaker table in Bay 2 (Figure 148).   

Bay 4 houses several drop shock tables and served as a staging area for equipment to be hoisted 
with the overhead bridge crane. The drop tables simulated the shock pulse of falling objects, 
and the shock magnitude and duration could be customized depending on the testing need 
(Jeffrey Dallman personal communication 2017). 

The end of the Cold War, and the attendant cuts in defense spending, drastically decreased the 
demand for the types of testing conducted at the LC-33 Dynamic Test Facility (Jeffrey Dallman 
personal communication 2017). Property 20836 has not been regularly used since the mid-
1990s; future plans are to move some of the equipment into the Army supply system for use 
at other facilities (Jeffrey Dallman personal communication 2017). At the time of the current 
inventory, Property 20836 was not in use, but was regularly maintained.  
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7.4.6 Property 20839

This concrete slab foundation launch pad structure is located east of Property 20814, the Army 
Blockhouse. The slab foundation is formed by individual rectangular slabs, and has gradually 
been expanded and repaired through time. In its original configuration, an asphalt access road 
passed through the launch pad, and this portion has been infilled with concrete to make the pad 
contiguous. 

A small reinforced concrete structure was originally located near the northwest corner of the 
pad, and was referred to as either the “Launch Pad Services Building” or “Junction House.” 
This structure was at the terminus of the cable trench that connected the Army Blockhouse to 
the west side of the launch pad, and provided easy access to electrical and control wiring. This 
structure has been removed, and the associated section of cable trench within the launch pad 
has been infilled. The former location of the structure and its associated section of cable trench 
are demarcated by a large patched area in the concrete surface of the launch pad. 

As with most launch pads at WSMR, the launch pad hosts a large variety of repairs, modifica-
tions, and remnant installation hardware. The most significant features on the pad are the Prop-
erty 20820 gantry tracks and four former launcher installations. Tracks for the Property 20820 
Gantry Crane travel through the east portion of the launch pad and terminate at its south end. 
The V-2 and Hermes launches took place within the gantry tracks, and this approximate loca-

Figure 149. Overview of Property 20839 Launch Pad from Army Blockhouse, view to the east. 
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tion is marked by a large square 
section of replacement concrete 
that likely repaired blast dam-
age from these launches. Just 
east of the gantry tracks is an 
infilled cable trench that paral-
lels the tracks. 

The pad supports four former 
launcher locations, each marked 
by some remnant hardware or 
modifications to the pad. The 
western launcher installation 
is marked by a circular pattern 
of six 1.5-inch diameter an-
chor studs that form a 3.5-foot 
diameter mounting ring. The 
mounting ring is associated 
with electrical conduits and 
some scrapped wiring dumped 
in the center of the mounting 
anchors. The area surrounding 
the mounting anchors is clad 
in steel plate, a square area 
that measures 16 feet per side. 
This was apparently the loca-
tion of an AML-4.3k Twin-Rail 
Launcher that was installed in 
1963 in support of Nike Javelin 
sounding rocket launches.

The next former launcher instal-
lation to the east, located closer 
to the center of the pad, consists 
of a circular pattern of eight 
1-inch diameter bolts that form 
a mounting ring with a diame-
ter of four feet. The mounting 
ring is located within a circular 
concrete scar and is associated with three imbedded electrical conduits and remnant wiring. 
Two associated rectangular concrete imprints with torch-cut anchor studs are located along the 
south edge of the pad. Based on a 1964 photograph, this installation was for a Nike-Apache 
sounding rocket launcher. The launcher consisted of a single steel column with an adjustable 
launcher rail arm. Attached to the top of the main launcher column were two diagonal outrigger 
supports that were anchored to the launch pad near its south edge; these anchor positions are 
still visible on the pad. 

Figure 150. Concrete repair at former location of “Junction 
House,” view to the northwest.

Figure 151. Western launch pad on Property 20839 Launch 
Pad, view to the north. 
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Another former launcher location 
is located in the east central por-
tion of the launch pad. It consists 
of a square concrete patch with 
four 10-inch diameter steel caps. 
The patched area of concrete 
measures approximately 12 by 13 
feet and has an “L” shaped steel 
plate located over the southwest 
corner of the patched area of 
concrete. Based on a 1964 pho-
tograph, this installation was for 
a Navy type twin arm launcher 
used for launches of the BMTS 
target missile. The spots cov-
ered by the steel caps originally 
housed large diameter anchor 
studs that anchored the base of 
the launcher. 

The easternmost launcher rem-
nant is a raised circular concrete 
ring that includes eight torch-cut 
anchor bolts and a circular steel 
plate at its center. The steel plate 
likely covers an opening into an 
associated, infilled cable trench. 
The raised concrete ring, which is 
open at its center, has a nominal 
diameter of six feet. The associ-
ated torch-cut anchor studs are 
¾-inch diameter, and the circu-
lar steel plate has a diameter of 
approximately 30 inches. The 
mounting ring is located within a 
modified section of concrete that 
is roughly square and measures 
approximately 14 feet per side. The modified section of concrete is also marked by a cruciform 
pattern of imprints in the concrete that radiate out from the mounting ring. Based on period 
photographs, this was apparently the location of a rail launcher for the Speedball target missile, 
a Nike based target vehicle developed by the New Mexico PSL for testing of the Nike Zeus 
during the early 1960s. A small concrete footer is located in the east central portion of the 
launch pad and is associated with the Reduced Scale Nike Zeus Launch Tower that is installed 
near the southeast corner of the launch pad; this structure is described separately.  

A series of infrastructural installations are located along the south edge of the launch pad, in-
cluding three vaults, three electrical panels, a fire hydrant, and three pullboxes. The vault at the 

Figure 152. West central launcher mount on Property 20839 
Launch Pad.

Figure 153. East central launcher mount on Property 20839 
Launch Pad.
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southeast corner of the launch 
pad houses fire control plumb-
ing, while the other two vaults 
provide electrical access. The 
electrical pullboxes are spaced 
at intervals along the edge of the 
pad, and the fire hydrant is locat-
ed behind a protective concrete 
blast barrier near the center of 
the launch pad’s south side. The 
north side of the launch pad is 
mostly clear of associated infra-
structural installations, except 
for a pullbox at the northwest 
corner of the launch pad.  

History of Use

Possibly due to a discrepancy 
with the Reduced Scale Nike 
Zeus Test Facility at its southeast corner, Property 20839 is often listed in WSMR property 
inventories with a 1959 construction date. The west side of the launch pad was actually built in 
1947 per its original architectural drawings (Plan Set WS-V) in conjunction with the southern 
extension of the gantry tracks. Once the Gantry Tower was able to travel to the launch pad, it 
became the primary launch location for the V-2 and Hermes Program flights. The launch pad 
originally only extended to the edge of the LC-33 perimeter road, then it was extended east 
past the road to its current extent in 1951 to include a new Hermes “Launching Stand” at its 
eastern end (Plan Set S-61-566). The Nike Zeus Reduced Scale Test Facility was added near 
the southeast corner of the launch pad in 1959, which appears to have been the origin of the 
Property 20839 designation that was eventually applied to the entire launch pad. 

The last Hermes Program launch took place in 1954, after which the pad was re-used for other 
tests. In 1955, the structure was modified to support early tests of the Sergeant missile. The 
concrete “Launch Pad Services Building” or “Junction House” was removed from the eastern 
end of the launch pad and the location repaired and leveled with new concrete. A 10-foot square 
area of concrete within the Gantry Crane track alignment was replaced with a new 8-inch thick 
concrete slab that incorporated anchor bolts. Although not stated in the drawings, this concrete 
slab likely repaired blast damage from the V-2 and Hermes prototype launches at this location. 
These alterations to the launch pad remain visible today. The same drawing set also indicates 
that an access vault for electrical and compressed air lines, labeled as the “Sergeant Pit,” was 
to be added to the south edge of the launch pad, in line with the gantry tracks. However, this 
work was removed from the final version of the plans and the pit does not appear to have been 
constructed.

Also in 1955, a launcher for the Hawk mobile anti-aircraft missile system appears to have 
been briefly mounted to the launch pad near its southeast corner. This was probably installed in 
support of early Hawk flight tests prior to the program finding a permanent home at LC-32 in 

Figure 154. Eastern launcher mount on Property 20839, view 
to the south. 
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1958. As a mobile system, the Hawk required minimal infrastructure at LC-33 and it appears 
that the launcher was installed on the launch pad for only a brief period between 1955 and 
1958.

The reduced scale Nike Zeus tests took place sometime in the 1959 to 1960 period, although 
this test program appears to have been short-lived. The launch pad then supported a variety of 
sounding rockets and target missile programs during the early 1960s. Photographs show sev-
eral independent launchers installed on the launch pad during this period, including the identi-
fied BMTS target missile launcher and the Nike-Apache launcher, both in 1964. Nike-Apache 
launches continued at WSMR until 1973, although records do not indicate just how many of 
these were conducted from LC-33. The BMTS target missile, which also relied on surplus Nike 
boosters, was launched at WSMR during the mid-to-late 1960s (Parsch 2002). 

Documentary evidence for the use of the pad during the remainder of the 1960s and during 
the 1970s is limited, but the pad was again used for launches of the Assault Breaker prototype 
during the early 1980s. Although modified throughout its long history, it remains in good over-
all condition.           
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7.4.7 Zeus Reduced Scale Launch Facility

This concrete and steel tower 
structure, approximately 50 feet 
in height, is located at the south-
east corner of Property 20839. 
The footprint of the tower is 
square and it is open throughout 
its interior and at its top. The 
structure is of reinforced con-
crete construction throughout its 
lower two-thirds, and has a large 
hinged steel panel on its north 
elevation. The concrete portion 
of the base is open on the north 
and south sides. The base of the 
tower interior is equipped with 
a steel plate and I-beam support 
structure that apparently sup-
ported the Nike Ajax missile, 
which acted as a scaled down 
Nike Zeus, when it was installed 
in the vertical launch position, 
although non-structural portions 
of this assembly have been re-
moved. The bottom of the tower 
interior is also equipped with 
curved steel “deflector plates,” 
that directed blast effects from 
the test vehicle outward to the 
open area south of the tower. 
The upper third of the tower is 
of steel plate and I-beam con-
struction, with exterior steel channel and angle iron structural supports. Two I-beam segments 
protrude from the top of the tower on its north side and appear to be cathead hoists.

Based on architectural drawings for the structure (Plan Set WS-IA), the tower was equipped 
with a chassis that hinged down outwards through the large hinged door on the north elevation 
(Figure 158). When extended in the horizontal position, the chassis rested on the small concrete 
footer located north of the tower. The Nike Ajax was then mounted to the launcher chassis in a 
horizontal position, and the chassis then lifted the missile into a vertical launch position within 
the tower. The large hinged steel panel on the north elevation would be closed and secured 
prior to launch. The drawings do not include details on the function of the steel upper third of 
the tower. None of the mechanical equipment from the launcher chassis remains at the facility 
today, and all non-structural elements of its installation have been removed.

Subterranean vaults are located to the east and west of the tower. The east vault is relative-

Figure 155. Reduced Scale Nike Test Facility, view to the 
southeast.
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ly shallow, approximately three feet 
deep, and appears to contain fire con-
trol plumbing; the top of the vault is 
covered by steel panels. The vault 
to the west houses electrical panels 
and wiring and is deeper, allowing 
for full-height personnel access. The 
top of this vault is of concrete con-
struction, with the exception of a steel 
plate access door.   

History of Use

The Zeus Reduced Scale Launch Fa-
cility was constructed in 1959 based 
on its architectural drawings. The 
unique structure was constructed to 
test design concepts for a Nike Zeus 
launcher silo. The structure tested 
concepts for the Nike Zeus “tactical 
cellular launchers” by scaling the silo 
down to a more manageable size and 
using surplus Nike Ajax missiles as a 
proxy for the larger Nike Zeus mis-
siles (Eckles 2013: 180). The duration 
of the testing appears to have been 
brief, given the lack of additional doc-
umentary or photographic evidence. 

The structure is signed as “20839” and 
the 1963 WSMR property inventory 
identifies this number as “Launch Pad 
and Tower” with a 1959 construction 
date. The “20839” WSMR property 
number probably originated with the 
Zeus Reduced Scale Test Facility, 
which would be consistent with the 
numerical sequence of other LC-33 
properties constructed during the 
mid-to-late 1950s. The application 
of the Property 20839 designation to 
the larger pre-existing launch pad east 
of the Army Blockhouse, the original 
portion of which was constructed in 
1947, was likely an error that has 
been institutionalized with the pas-
sage of time. 

Figure 156. Blast deflector panel within base of launch 
tower, plan view. 

Figure 157. Steel framework for the missile support 
chassis within interior of tower. 
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Figure 158. Schematic drawing of the support chassis that elevated the Nike Ajax test vehicle from 
horizontal to vertical position within the tower (from 1958 WS-IA Plan Set).
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7.4.8 Property 20850

Property 20850 is a subterranean shelter for hydraulic equipment (pumps) that supports Prop-
erty 20849. The property is of robust reinforced concrete construction, and has several surface 
connections for access and ventilation. The surface of the structure is indicated by an at-grade 
concrete slab foundation, at the center of which is a low gable roof structure. Originally a Nike 
magazine/launcher, the centrally-located cell doors and elevator have been removed and the 
resulting opening covered by the gable roof structure, which is of steel frame and corrugated 
sheetmetal construction. Near the north end of the gable roof is an elevated section that allows 
the passage of hydraulic plumbing, which consists of six 4-inch diameter pipes supported by 
steel racks. The area of the original elevator and cell door opening is surrounded by a concrete 
curb; the cell door opening is located in the middle of a segmented concrete slab foundation 
that was slightly graded to facilitate rainwater runoff. Small concrete footers with capped pipe 
risers are located at the north corners of the central cell door area.    

A hooded vent assembly at the northeast corner of the foundation appears to be original to 
the installation and connects to Property 20849 via a steel decked cable trench. A capped but 
otherwise similar vent housing is located in the northwest corner of the foundation. A third 
vent housing is located near the southwest corner of the pad. A cable trench, mostly buried, 

Figure 159. Property 20850 overview, view to the northwest. 
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and an electrical pullbox are lo-
cated along the north edge of the 
foundation and these features ap-
pear to be from the original Nike 
installation. 

An escape hatch is located about 
four meters north of the Property 
20850 foundation slab, and con-
sists of a steel plate hatch mounted 
to a concrete riser. The hatch has 
counterweights to assist its open-
ing. The hatch opens onto a ver-
tical shaft equipped with a steel 
ladder, at the bottom of which is 
a steel door that opens onto the 
back of the control room. A similar 
hatch is located near the southeast 
corner of the curb that surrounds 
the original launcher cell door 
opening.  

The main personnel access for 
the property is a bulkhead door 
set into an independent concrete 
foundation. The doors themselves 
are constructed of aluminum tread 
plate and fixed within a steel frame. 
The doors have a small manu-
facturer’s tag that reads “BILCO 
/ NEW HAVEN CT.” Bilco is a 
major manufacturer of bulkhead 
door assemblies, commonly used 
as cellar entrances.  The doors 
open onto a descending stairway 
that runs along the west edge of 
the structure, and end at a landing 
with a secondary doorway into the 
structure’s interior. The large open 
area of the subterranean structure’s 
interior, originally the Nike maga-
zine bay, is filled with several rows 
of electric motors and hydraulic 
pumps connected to a large mani-
fold of hydraulic plumbing that de-
scends from the gable roof enclo-
sure on the surface. No evidence 

Figure 160. Hydraulic plumbing that connects to the 
neighboring Property 20849, view to the northwest.

Figure 161. Primary entry “cellar” doors near the northwest 
corner of Property 20850. 
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of the original elevator launcher 
or cell doors remains within the 
interior. The interior is entirely of 
reinforced concrete construction, 
and large concrete beams in the 
ceiling of the structure provide 
support for the upper concrete 
slab. In the northwest corner of 
the interior is a dogleg corridor 
that connects to a control room 
via a steel blast door. This was the 
original Nike control room, which 
was constructed as a mostly inde-
pendent CMU room that was only 
connected to the main magazine 
bay by the access corridor. In the 
south wall of the control room 
is a narrow steel plate door that 
opens onto a vertical CMU tunnel 
equipped with a steel ladder. The 
ladder accesses the escape hatch 
port on the surface. 

Three fiberglass and plastic hy-
draulic cooling towers are located 
along the west side of the cell door 
area. These towers maintained the 
hydraulic fluids that were pumped 
to Property 20849 at an appro-
priate operational temperature. 
A fourth cooling tower has been 
disconnected and set aside at the 
northeast corner of the property. 
The cooling towers all are labeled 
as “RSD Fiberglass Cooling Tow-
er.” An overhead lifting crane is 
located near the northwest corner 
of the former cell door opening, situated to lower and raise equipment from the subterranean 
interior of the structure through the cell door opening. An independent concrete foundation 
with 11 imbedded electrical conduits and protective bollards is located at the southeast corner 
of the surface slab of Property 20850. This installation appears to have supported an electrical 
installation — now removed — and was not part of the original configuration of the structure.   

All the equipment related to original function of Property 20850 as Nike missile storage and 
launch structure has been removed, including the central elevator assembly. Due to its exten-
sive modification and some weathering effects, the structure is in fair overall condition. 

Figure 162. Property 20850 escape hatch, view to the 
southeast. 

Figure 163. View down the escape hatch shaft, door at 
bottom accesses the control room. 
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History of Use

Property 20850 was constructed 
in 1955 as a “Missile Launch and 
Storage Structure” according to a 
1963 WSMR Property Inventory. 
The structure was essentially iden-
tical to the magazine and launcher 
installations that were a mainstay 
of Nike installations nationwide. 
Per actual Army nomenclature as 
stated in a 1956 manual for the 
Nike, the structure is an “Under-
ground Storage Magazine” (US 
Army 1956:88). The Army Nike 
manual also provides an excellent 
overview of the storage magazine 
and how it operated: 

At permanent CONUS 
installations, each Nike 
section will be normal-
ly emplaced in an under-
ground storage magazine 
site. Each section’s site 
contains an underground 
room for storing the rounds 
(magazine room), an ele-
vator to carry the rounds to 
the surface for firing, four 
launcher operating panels, 
and four launcher-loader assemblies. Three of the launchers are permanently 
emplaced above ground. These are referred to as satellite launchers. The fourth 
launcher is mounted on the elevator. When the elevator is down, a missile and 
booster can be pushed from the storage racks in the magazine room onto the 
launcher on the elevator. When the elevator is raised, the missile and booster on 
the elevator can be pushed from the elevator launcher onto the satellite launch-
ers…The elevator may be raised, lowered, or stopped from the master control 
station in the magazine room, from the controls on the elevator, or from the 
launching section control panel in the personnel room. Doors are provided to 
close the elevator shaft opening when the elevator is down. Hydraulic power to 
operate the elevator and the doors is supplied by the elevator assembly power 
unit in the magazine room. Fresh air for personnel is provided by the air vent 
unit in the magazine room [US Army 1956:88].

The Nike testing at LC-33 appears to have ended in 1959, and the Nike facilities were idle as 
of the early-1960s. The former Nike facilities were modified for use in vibratory testing during 

Figure 164. Interior view of Property 20850 with hydraulic 
plumbing manifold suspended from roof structure. 
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the mid-1960s, and Property 20850 was eventually modified for this use as well. In 1971, a 
request was filed by WSMR TE-AD to use Property 20850 for “remote-controlled hazardous 
drop tests on the XM 250 Chaparral modified warhead” (Nichols 1971:1). Property 20850 was 
requested as space for the test was limited within Property 20836, and the test might endanger 
surrounding pieces of expensive test equipment (Nichols 1971:1-2).

The property assumed its current configuration with the construction of the neighboring Prop-
erty 20849 in 1979. It was then converted to house the hydraulic pumps, reservoirs, and as-
sociated plumbing that powered the vibratory equipment within the neighboring facility. All 
the equipment related to the storage and launch of Nike missiles was removed, including the 
distinctive central elevator and launch rail assembly. Along with Property 20849, Property 
20850 remained in use until the LC-33 vibration test facilities went idle during the mid-1990s.  

Figure 165. A Nike Hercules missile on the elevator of Property 20850, circa late 1950s (photo 
courtesy WSMR Museum Archives). 
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7.4.9 Property 20863

This property is a launcher assembly affixed to a concrete slab foundation east of Property 
20811. The launcher is of welded I-beam steel construction, including 12 by 12 inch, 3 by 12 
inch, and 8 by 8 inch I-beam stock. Rectangular steel tubing, 7 by 6 inch and 4 by 6 inch, is 
also a major component of the launcher construction. The launcher consists of a cruciform 
base that supports two upright A-frame assemblies, between which is a horizontal steel plat-
form; the horizontal platform appears to be an adaptation to the original configuration of the 
launcher. The forward end of the base is constructed of heavy-duty 24 by 1.5 inch thick steel 
plate with interior I-beam supports. The forward section of the base is slotted to permit side-
to-side movement of the upper section of the launcher, allowing for windage adjustment via an 
attached hydraulic cylinder. The A-frame uprights appear to have allowed for elevation adjust-
ment, but this assembly appears to have been modified. Steel tags affixed to the base indicate 
that its “SAFE LOAD AND INSPECTION RECORD” was last completed on “12–5-78,” and 
the horizontal section of the launcher is stenciled “PROOF LOAD 23 JUL 07.” A steel storage 
or electrical box is attached to the east of the launcher base. 

Figure 166. Property 20863, view to the northwest. 
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History of Use

Property 20863 is identified in a 
2003 WSMR Property invento-
ry as the “MLRS Rigid Launch 
Pad,” constructed in 2000. How-
ever, the 2000 construction date 
and property designation appears 
to be specific to the launcher’s 
current installation. The launcher 
itself is visible in the background 
of a 1981 photograph of a Lance 
launch from Property 20811. The 
launcher is located to the west of 
Property 20811 in this photograph, 
which suggests that the launcher 
was a modular unit that was affixed 
to the concrete slab foundation in 
2000 to create Property 20863. 
Although little or no additional 
documentation is available for the 
launcher, it was probably built for 
early testing of the MLRS system.

Figure 167. Property 20863, view to the southwest.

Figure 168. Property 20863, ID tags attached to lower frame. 
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7.4.10 Property 20870

Property 20870 is a concrete launch pad located near the northeast corner of the main LC-33 
complex and is the western neighbor to the nearly identical Property 20871 launch pad. Un-
like the adjacent Property 20871, this foundation lacks any associated hardware or electrical 
infrastructure. The surface of the concrete slab foundation lacks any indication of a launcher 
installation, which suggests that it may have simply been a platform for mobile launchers that 
did not require any support hardware. 

History of Use

Property 20870 was constructed in 1960 as a “Launch Pad” according to the 1963 WSMR 
property inventory. Period photographs show that the neighboring Property 20871 supported 
launches of the Redhead/Roadrunner supersonic drone during the early-1960s, but no such 
photographic evidence exists for Property 20870. However, it still likely supported the Red-
head/Roadrunner launches in some manner given its contemporaneous construction date with 
the nearby Properties 20871 and 20872 and its identical dimensions to Property 20871. No 
additional information regarding the history of the property was available at the WSMR Public 
Works or other archival sources. The pad does not appear to have been used for quite some 
time.    

Figure 169. Property 20870, view to the northwest. 
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7.4.11 Property 20871

Property 20871 is a concrete launch pad located near the northeast corner of the main LC-33 
complex. The launch pad consists of a square concrete slab foundation with a cruciform pattern 
of paired 5/8-inch diameter anchor studs on its east and west sides. Each anchor stud pattern is 
associated with a blast mark in the surface of the concrete. Low electrical panels with conduit 
connectors and outlets are located along the east and west sides of the foundation and are 
protected by pipe bollards. A smaller, independent concrete pad is located to the west of the 
launch pad.  

History of Use

Property 20871 was constructed in 1960 as a “Launch Pad” according to the 1963 WSMR 
property inventory. It supported launches of the Redhead/Roadrunner supersonic drone during 
the early 1960s and is associated with the neighboring Property 20870 and 20872. No addition-
al information regarding the history of the property was available at the WSMR Public Works 
or other archival sources. The pad does not appear to have been used for quite some time.    

Figure 170. Property 20871, view to the southwest. 
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7.4.12 Unknown Launcher Rail 

This property consists of four concrete foundation footers that likely supported a launcher rail 
installation, and is located just west of Property 20870. The four concrete footers are progres-
sively taller south to north, and are all four feet in width. The southern footer is a concrete 
ramp approximately eight feet in length and 20 inches high at its north end. The next footer 
is 16 inches in height, and the next two are 42 inches and 67 inches in height, respectively; a 
line connected across the tops of the foundations would be angled at approximately 45 degrees 
skyward. The middle two footers are 12 inches thick, while the northernmost footer is 16 inch-
es thick, and the upright foundations are spaced at intervals of approximately 14 feet. All the 
footers are equipped with 5/8-inch diameter anchor studs, and the ramp footer and the northern 
footer also include inset steel plates. However, no other mounting hardware remains attached 
to the footers. An electrical conduit connection is located between the second and third footers. 
The property is in fair overall condition.  

History of Use

As this property does not have an assigned WSMR property number, no archival information 
was available regarding its use or history. Given their arrangement and orientation, the footers 

Figure 172. Launcher rail foundations, view to the northwest. 
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are likely to have once supported a 
launcher rail. The proximity to the 
Redhead/Roadrunner launch area 
is suggestive, but no definitive ar-
chival evidence tying this property 
to that program was available. 

Figure 173. Launcher foundations, view to the southwest 
from north end. 

Figure 174. Northern pair of foundations, view to the 
northwest. 
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7.5.1 Property 20800

Property 20800 is a Parabam astrodome instrument shelter installed on an at-grade concrete 
slab foundation situated atop an elevated, gravel-surfaced earthen mound. The concrete slab at 
the top of the mound measures 16 feet per side and the astrodome is anchored to the founda-
tion with anchor studs and epoxy. Two portable concrete instrumentation pedestals are located 
at the north corners of the mound, but neither retains any instrumentation. A brass survey 
monument set into the northwest corner of the concrete foundation reads “WHITE SANDS 
PROVING GROUND / GEODETIC CONTROL F.D.L. / TRAVERSE STATION / 354” but 
lacks a date. FDL stands for Flight Determination Laboratory, the WSPG organization respon-

Figure 175. Property 20800 Astrodome, view to the northeast. 

7.5 LC-33 Instrumentation and Communication Properties

Instrumentation and communication properties at LC-33 consist primarily of communications 
facilities, which include Properties 20803, 20805, 20810, and 21814. Instrumentation proper-
ties include Properties 20821, 20822, 20840 and 20855, and Property 20800, a former ribbon 
frame camera installation. Two additional decommissioned instrumentation properties without 
WSMR property numbers were also documented at LC-33. 
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sible for the early geodetic control 
system at the range. An electrical 
switch box mounted to a steel post 
is located at the southwest corner 
of the concrete slab foundation. 
The box has an embossed cast alu-
minum cover and was manufac-
tured by the Crouse-Hinds Com-
pany; an affixed tag identifies it as 
“CROUSE-HINDS COMPANY 
/ ENCLOSED PANELBOARD 
FOR HAZARDOUS LOCA-
TIONS” and also states various 
technical specifications.  

The Parabam astrodome is of com-
posite construction, with the lower 
wall of the shelter formed from 
sheetmetal and the upper dome 
constructed of fiberglass. No drive 
mechanism is visible on the astro-
dome exterior, and it appears to 
have been installed as a fixed unit. 
The entry door is located along 
the south side of the shelter, and a 
manufacturer’s tag is affixed to the 
door that reads “ASTRODOME 
SHELTER CYLINDER / MODEL 
C-2 / SERIAL 19 / CONTRACT 
DA-29-005-ENG-2162 / PARA-
BAM INC. / EL SEGUNDO, 
CALIFORNIA.” Two WSMR 
property identification tags are 
attached to the astrodome, but 
neither is legible. The instrument 
sheltered by the astrodome has 
been removed and the interior of 
the astrodome is vacant, except for the elevated column that supported the instrument, asbestos 
tile flooring, and some remnant electrical wiring.    

At the northern base of the mound are four wood poles and a decrepit set of wooden steps, pos-
sibly the remains of an elevated observation deck. Along the southern exposure of the elevated 
mound is a series of cobble alignments that probably spelled out the site’s name when viewed 
from above, a common embellishment at WSMR instrumentation sites. However, while the 
cobble alignments are visible the letters they represented are no longer legible. Overall, Prop-
erty 20800 is in fair overall condition. 

Figure 176. Property 20800, view to the southwest.

Figure 177. Interior view of Property 20800.
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History of Use

Property 20800 was constructed in 1959 as the “Jed Site Ribbon Frame Camera Dome” ac-
cording to its property record; it is simply identified as “Instrument Pad” in the 1963 WSMR 
property inventory. The Property 20800 installation was part of a WSMR-wide installation 
of range instrumentation buildings (per Plan Set WS-HK), so it was not necessarily specific 
to testing activities at LC-33. Many of the fixed camera sites across WSMR were gradually 
phased out during the late 1960s and 1970s in favor of mobile instrumentation, which offered 
greater flexibility and less maintenance burden. The site was no longer in use and no longer 
maintained at the time of the current inventory.    

Figure 178. Plan view of Property 20800 installation from 1958 WS-HK Plan Set. 
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7.5.2 Property 20803

Property 20803 is a large, one-story building located off the south side of Range Road 21. Con-
structed on an above-grade concrete slab foundation, the building is of CMU wall construction 
and has a low-pitch shed roof of built-up construction. The roof edge is clad in sheetmetal 
flashing and drains towards its north side, which is equipped with gutters and downspouts. The 
principal elevation of the building is the east elevation, as it incorporates the building’s main 
entrance. The main entrance is sheltered within an entry porch of CMU construction with a flat 
shed roof, and the two-leaf entrance is comprised of plain steel slab doors with small square 
upper lights. Immediately to the south of the main entrance is another two-leaf entrance of 
steel slab doors. This appears to be a service entrance for access to the building’s halon fire 
extinguisher system. The north elevation is mostly plain, with only one steel slab personnel 
door located at the west end of the wall, and a louvered vent panel set high in the wall. The 
south elevation of the building has several large louvered vent panels spaced along the wall, 
and a row of conduits convey wiring through the wall at mid-height from the adjacent Property 
20805 communications tower. The west elevation of the building is entirely plain and devoid 
of fenestration. This elevation is surrounded by a chain link fence enclosure that serves as a 
gated storage yard and parking lot for service vehicles. The building is well-maintained and in 

Figure 179. Property 20803, south and east elevations, view to the northwest.
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good overall condition.    

History of Use

Property 20803 was constructed 
in 1969 as the “Communications 
Building” and is identified in a 
1974 WSMR property inventory 
as the “Communications Relay 
Building.” This building replaced 
the nearby Property 20810 in 1969 
as the communications hub for the 
WSMR South Range. The building 
continues to serve this purpose to-
day, and all South Range telecom 
and fiberoptic communication 
lines are routed through the build-
ing (Leonard Calex, personal com-
munication 2017). 
          

Figure 180. Property 20803, east and north elevations, view 
to the southwest.

Figure 181. Property 20803, north and west elevations, view 
to the southeast. 
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7.5.3 Property 20805

Property 20805 is a steel lattice 
radio tower constructed of angle 
steel, painted in an alternating pat-
tern of red and white. According 
the WSMR realty records, the tow-
er is 75 feet in height. It is locat-
ed immediately south of Property 
20803 and cable connections from 
the tower pass through the south el-
evation of that property. The tower 
is free-standing, or Eiffelized, and 
as such tapers along its height. The 
tower is constructed of angle steel, 
with four primary legs anchored to 
concrete footer foundations. The 
four primary legs of the tower are 
supported by an internal network 
of diagonal braces. An enclosed ac-
cess ladder is mounted to the south 
side of the tower and provides ser-
vice access to the tower’s upper 
deck. An antenna array is affixed 
to the upper part of the tower, and 
two microwave communications 
antennae are attached to the central 
part of the tower. The base of the 
tower is surrounded by a chain link 
fence enclosure. It remains in-use, 
is well-maintained, and in good 
overall condition. 

History of Use

Property 20805 was originally constructed as Property 23398 at LC-36. Sources conflict as to 
its original date of construction at LC-36; a 1963 WSMR property inventory indicates that it 
was installed in 1952, while the tower’s real property record indicates that it was built in 1959. 
Regardless, the tower was relocated to its current location on the south side of Property 20803 
in 1970. The tower supports Property 20803, which serves as the communications hub for the 
WSMR South Range (Leonard Calex, personal communication 2017).

Figure 182. Property 20805, view to the west. 
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7.5.4 Property 20810

Property 20810 is located at the south end of the main LC-33 complex, immediately north of 
the Range Road 21. The rectangular building is of poured, reinforced concrete construction; 
the flat roof of the building is also of poured concrete construction. The exterior of the building 
is highly utilitarian; it is unpainted and lacks fenestration on three elevations. A structural seam 
visible on the north and south elevations indicates that the east end of the building was a later 
addition to the original construction. The principal elevation of the building is the south eleva-
tion, which features three separate entryways. At the west end of the wall is a steel, faux-panel 
personnel door that lacks any porch or entry stoop. Near the middle of the south elevation is 
the main building entrance, which consists of a two-leaf entrance with steel faux-panel doors 
enclosed within an entry porch of steel beam and corrugated metal construction. Above this 
entrance is a flat extension of the roof, which originally sheltered this entrance prior to the 
addition of the steel entry porch. The east entrance on the south elevation consists of a two-
leaf doorway with faux-panel, vented doors. This entrance is sheltered within a concrete entry 
porch with an affixed overhead light. Also visible along the south elevation are a vent housing, 
a sealed vent panel opening, and various attached electrical boxes and conduits. 

The north elevation is mostly plain, but the west end of the wall does include a row of imbed-

Figure 183. Property 20810 south and west elevations, view to the northeast. 
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ded conduits along its upper edge, which appear to be original to the building. These conduits 
were likely required to pass communications wiring through the concrete wall of the building. 
A large HVAC unit and associated ductwork are located near the center of the north elevation. 
The HVAC unit is mounted to a separate concrete slab foundation and its ductwork is routed 
through adjacent portions of the wall. 

The west and east elevations of the building are entirely plain and devoid of any fenestration. 
A pole structure for the routing of communications wiring is located to the southwest of the 
building, and several electrical pullbox features are located just beyond the west elevation of 
the building. 

History of Use

Property 20810 was constructed in 1954 as a communications building; the original architec-
tural plans for the building identify it as a “Signal Building” while the building’s real prop-
erty record indicates it as the “Telephone Exchange,” a description that is reiterated in the 
1963 WSMR property inventory. The building’s substantial reinforced concrete construction 
suggests that it was built to provide blast protection for equipment or personnel, but no justi-
fication for the robust construction was found in any of the related architectural drawings or 

Figure 184. Property 20810 north elevation, note row of conduits in upper wall for passage of 
communications wiring, view to the southeast.
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property records. The western half 
of the building represents the orig-
inal building footprint, with the 
primary entrance located at the 
southeast corner of the building. 
In 1957, an addition was made to 
the building, which extended its 
footprint to the east. The building 
apparently served as a telecommu-
nications hub for the WSMR South 
Range area until 1969, when this 
function was moved to the newly 
constructed Property 20803. Little 
information is found in WSMR 
property records on any reuse after 
1969. At the time of the current re-
cording, the building was used for 
storage, and housed a wide variety 
of obsolete telecommunications 
and electronics equipment.  

Figure 185. Property 20810, main entrance on south 
elevation, view to the northwest. 

Figure 186. Property 20810, east entry doors on south 
elevation, view to the north. 
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7.5.5 Property 20821

Property 20821 is a pre-manufactured steel Butler building with a rectangular floor plan ori-
ented on an east-west long axis. The galvanized metal superstructure includes 26-inch wide 
flat steel panels, and a medium pitch, gabled roof of standing seam metal construction with a 
short eave on all elevations. The metal superstructure is mounted on a concrete slab foundation 
with elevated sections on the north and south elevations that form the lower portions of the 
walls. Fenestration of the east and west elevations is identical, consisting of overhead rolling 
bay doors. The north and south elevations are mostly plain and lack fenestration, although the 
north elevation does house a small locked panel, possibly for electrical access. Each elevation 
includes a globe light fixture mounted above the bay door, an oval-shaped, metal “BUTLER” 
placard mounted adjacent to the fixture, and an embossed “BUTLER” logo beneath the roof 
gable. The building is situated with concrete aprons on the east and west elevations that meet 
gravel access ramps, permitting vehicle access to the east and west sides of the building. The 
building appears to be little changed from its original construction and is in good overall con-
dition. 

Figure 187. Property 20821 south and east elevations, view to the northwest. 
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History of Use

Property 20821 was constructed 
in 1955 as a “Velocimeter Build-
ing” as part of a larger contract 
that constructed “Terminal Area 
Instrumentation Structures” across 
WSMR. Velocimeters operated on 
similar principles to DOVAP sys-
tems but relied on a single radar 
unit. The radar unit transmitted a 
continuous wave signal onto a test 
article, and the same radar unit re-
ceived the reflected return signal. 
As the test article moved away 
from the radar unit, the resulting 
doppler frequency shift was used 
to generate velocity data. The dop-
pler frequency data was recorded 
onto magnetic tape, processed, 
and digitized so that it could be 
calculated by computer (WSMR 
1962). Velocimeters only provid-
ed information on velocity and did 
not provide position data; however, 
velocimeters were a single station 
solution that required much less in-
frastructure than DOVAP. Typical-
ly, a mobile S-band radar unit was 
used, with the Hawk Low Power 
Acquisition Radar (LOPAR) of-
ten employed in this role (Emmett 
Savage, personal communication 
2015). Velocimeters were general-
ly used close to the launch position 
and provided velocity data during 
the initial launch and flight phase. 
Velocimeters were often used with longer range tracking radars to provide complete velocity 
data on a given test flight (Emmett Savage, personal communication 2015). 

Property 20821 was apparently unused as of 1965. In 1970, the building, along the neighboring 
Property 20822, was reassigned to ARMTE for use as additional facility and storage space. 
The building was still in use as a storage building as of 1987 according to realty records. 
During the current recording, the building appeared to be vacant and to have sat unused for 
quite some time. 

Figure 188. Property 20821, north and west elevations, view 
to the southeast.

Figure 189. Property 20821, north and east elevations, view 
to the southwest. 
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7.9.1 Property 20822

Property 20822 is a pre-manufactured steel building produced by the Armco Company. The 
building has a rectangular footprint and is constructed on an above grade concrete foundation 
within the southern portion of the main LC-33 complex. The building walls are clad in flat steel 
panels and the low pitch gable roof is clad in standing seam panels. The roof has a minimal 
eave on all elevations and has louvered vent panels in its gable ends.

The principle elevation of the building is the north elevation, which includes a central two-leaf 
entrance. The two leaf entrance is comprised by faux-panel steel doors. Four windows are also 
present along the north elevation wall, two on either side of the doorway. The windows are 
steel frame units with four lights and awning operation. A steel stand for an evaporative cooler 
stands outside the north elevation and associated ductwork passes through the upper part of 
the wall. However, the evaporative cooler and most of the ducting has been removed. The 
south elevation has a centrally located steel faux-panel personnel door with an overhead light, 
and three louvered vents are located along its upper wall. The east and west elevations of the 
building are plain and devoid of any fenestration. 

A series of portable steel rail units, possible for the mounting of instrumentation, are arranged 

Figure 190. Property 20822, north elevation, view to the south. 
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outside the south elevation. A pull-
box feature is also located outside 
the southwest corner of the build-
ing. Though no longer maintained, 
the building is in fair overall con-
dition.    

History of Use

Property 20822 was construct-
ed in 1955, and is identified in a 
1956 overview map of LC-33 as 
a “DOVAP Transmitter Building.” 
DOVAP (Doppler Velocity And 
Position System) was one of the 
principal tracking radar systems 
used at WSMR through the 1960s. 
DOVAP operates with a ground-
based interrogator, a transponder 
on the target (generally a missile) 
and three or more ground based 
Doppler receivers for each interro-
gator. The transponder on the test 
article would double the frequency 
and re-transmit it to the receiver 
stations.  By comparing the dif-
ference between the signals as the 
missile moved through space, its 
position could be calculated very 
precisely, with the difference of the 
Doppler frequency directly propor-
tional to the speed of the missile 
(Aerospace Corporation 1963:6-3; 
Willis and Griffith 2007:147-148).

The property is later identified as 
an “Instrument Building” in a 1963 
WSMR property inventory. As of 
1965, the building was used for storage of communications equipment in support of the near-
by Property 20810. When the new Property 20803 communications facility was constructed, 
Property 20810 was used for the storage of communications gear, and Property 20822 and 
20821 were reassigned to ARMTE for additional facility and storage space in 1970. The build-
ing was still in use as a storage building as of 1987 according to realty records. During the cur-
rent recording, the building appeared to be vacant and to have sat unused for quite some time.  

Figure 191. Property 20822, south and west elevation, view 
to the northeast. 

Figure 192. Property 20822 south elevation entrance, view 
to the north. 
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7.5.6 Property 20840

Property 20840 is a one-story, pre-manufactured steel building located near the western mar-
gin of the main LC-33 complex. The building has a square footprint and is constructed on an 
above-grade concrete slab foundation. The building is clad in horizontal, sheetmetal paneling 
and is topped by a shed roof clad in standing seam metal panels. Its construction is typical of 
steel buildings produced by Armco, but it does not bear any visible manufacturer’s ID tags. 
The foundation extends beyond the superstructure of the east-facing façade, creating an entry-
way pad that measures five feet in length by 12 feet wide. The fenestration of the east elevation 
includes two, full length, faux-panel, metal bay doors, each with four hinges.  Each door main-
tains a central panel consisting of four horizontal lights. Fenestration of the north and south 
elevations includes one central steel frame window with four lights and hopper operation. The 
west elevation is unadorned with the exception of a portal for a wall mounted A/C unit, which 
has been removed from the building. A somewhat misleading hand-painted sign is affixed to 
the east elevation doors and reads “AIR DEFENSE SHELTER / ARMY BLOCK HOUSE / 
AREA C / SHELTER BLDG. 20850.” Property 20840 obviously offers no protection as an 
air defense shelter, so perhaps the sign was intended to direct personnel to Property 20850, or 
perhaps it was attached to Property 20840 in error. The building is no longer maintained, but is 

Figure 193. Property 20840, east and north elevations, view to the southwest. 
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in fair condition and appears unal-
tered from its original construction.

History of Use

Property 20840 was constructed in 
1959 as a “Balloon Launch Build-
ing” according to a 1963 WSMR 
property inventory. It was used as 
a protective shelter for the inflation 
of weather balloons, and an iden-
tical building (Property 27167) 
is found at the WSMR SMR. The 
building was therefore likely used 
in support of the LC-33 Meteo-
rology Area, located just to the 
north. Realty records indicate that 
it was assigned to the WSMR At-
mospheric Sciences Lab (ASL) 
until 1976, at which time it was no 
longer in use and placed on “hold” 
status (Sedillo 1976).   No informa-
tion exists for its use in subsequent 
years. At the time of the current 
inventory the building was vacant 
and showed no indications of re-
cent activity.

Figure 194. Property 20840, south and west elevations, view 
to the northeast. 

Figure 195. Property 20840 interior view. 
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7.5.7 Property 20855

Property 20855 is a guyed mast 
communications tower structure 
that is approximately 200 feet in 
height. The tower is triangular and 
parallel-sided; it is a single base 
design with lateral support pro-
vided by three sets of paired guy 
lines. The tower base is mounted 
to an elevated, triangular concrete 
foundation block. The guy lines 
are attached at intervals to the up-
per part of the tower and fixed to 
robust concrete anchors. The guy 
lines and anchors appear to have 
been replaced at some point; old-
er, abandoned guy line anchors are 
also located around the tower. A 
central access ladder is enclosed 
with the center of the tower’s lat-
tice structure. Six fixed horizontal 
booms extend from the tower body 
at even intervals and appear to be 
brackets for anemometers, several 
of which are still attached to the 
upper horizontal arms of the tower. 
In addition to the fixed booms, the 
tower also has a series of hinged 
booms, all of which except for 
the lowest boom are folded back 
against the main tower body. An 
elevated sheetmetal cable run rests 
on a series of three concrete footers 
on the north side of the tower base, 
but most of this cable run has been 
removed. A segment of concrete 
sidewalk runs along the west side 
of the tower base. Ropes that con-
nect to a pulley hoist near the top 
of the tower are looped to a nearby 
wood post. The tower appears un-
maintained and is in poor-to-fair 
condition. 

Figure 196. Property 20855, view to the northwest.

Figure 197. Property 20855 guy line anchor.
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History of Use

Property 20855 was constructed 
in 1957 to support wind measure-
ment instrumentation. Towers like 
Property 20855 provided mete-
orological data in support of test 
launches, particularly low-level 
wind speeds. Anemometers placed 
at intervals along the height of the 
tower provided data on low lev-
el wind speed and direction. This 
data was particularly important as 
low level winds made a significant 
impact on the course and direction 
of unguided rockets. The effect of 
surface and low level winds was 
the most pronounced when a rock-
et left its launcher and encountered 
the buffering effects of the wind 
(Jon Busse, personal communica-
tion 2016). 

The tower no longer appears to 
be in use; the foundation exhibits 
some deep structural cracks and the 
tower might have fallen out of use 
due to structural problems. Struc-
tural issues with the tower might 
also have mandated the replace-
ment guy lines. Wind speed data 
now appears to be gathered by a 
portable, trailer-mounted telescop-
ing tower that is parked just north 
of Property 20855.  

Figure 198. Property 20855 base, view to the southeast.

Figure 199. Base of Property 20855 tower, view to the 
northwest. 
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7.5.8 Property 21814

Property 21814 is a pre-manufactured steel Butler building located south of the main LC-33 
complex and north of Nike Avenue. The building is constructed on an above-grade, concrete 
slab foundation and has a rectangular footprint. Typical of buildings of this type, the walls are 
clad in sheetmetal panels and the low-pitch gable roof is also clad in steel panels. The roof 
incorporates a minor eave on all elevations and has prominent embossed “BUTLER” gable 
end caps. A large rotating vent assembly is located at the north end of the roof. All the building 
windows are of an identical type; steel frame units with awning operation and four lights. The 
principal elevation is the west elevation, the fenestration of which consists of five windows of 
the aforementioned type, along with a sealed window aperture at the north end of the wall. Two 
steel slab personnel doors are located along the west elevation, each of which has an associated 
concrete entry slab. An electrical box is mounted to the north end of the wall.

The east elevation has six windows spaced along the wall, but no entrances. The south elevation 
of the building is plain and lacks any fenestration. Mounted to the south elevation wall is a sign 
that originally read “USA ARRADCOM / FIELD ENGINEERING OFFICE.” The “ARRAD-
COM” was later re-painted to read “AMCCOM” while retaining the rest of the lettering. The 
north elevation houses two windows, one of which has textured, opaque glass. A large steel 

Figure 200. Property 21814 south and west elevations, view to the northeast. 
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evaporative cooler stand affixed to a con-
crete slab foundation is located at the base 
of this elevation, but the evaporative cooler 
has been removed. Associated ductwork 
from the former evaporative cooler pro-
trudes from the upper wall. An electrical 
pullbox and propane tank are located to the 
north of the building. The building has not 
been recently used or maintained, but re-
mains in fair-to-good overall condition.      

History of Use

According to a 1963 WSMR property in-
ventory, Property 21814 was constructed in 
1956 as a “Communication Building.” The 
building is located in an area labeled as the 
“JPL Command Center” on 1955 architec-
tural plans related to testing of the JPL Ser-
geant program at LC-33 (Plan Set 550422). 
These plans do not include specific prop-
erty numbers, but do indicate a “frame 
building” in the JPL Command Center area 
that is presumably Property 21814. These 
plans also indicate that a cable trench was 
installed between the JPL Command Center 
and Property 20839, but it appears to have 
been later removed. 

The Sergeant missile was first tested at 
LC-33 in 1956 and 1957 prior to the Ser-
geant program moving to LC-32 in 1958. 
As such, Property 21814 was probably only 
used in support of the Sergeant program 
through 1958. Little additional informa-
tion exists for the property within WSMR 
Public Works or other archival records. The 
interior of the building is currently vacant, 
and does not appear to have been recently 
used or maintained. 

Figure 201. Property 21814 north and east 
elevations, view to the southwest.

Figure 202. Property 21814 south elevation 
signage, view to the north.

Figure 203. Property 21814 interior view. 
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7.5.9 Unknown Elevated Instrument Platform

This elevated steel platform is located near the southeastern margin of the LC-33 complex just 
north of Nike Avenue. The platform is of steel I-beam and angle iron construction and is built 
on concrete footers. A steel staircase is attached to the east side of the platform and provides 
access to the upper deck. The upper deck lacks any instrumentation or shelters, and has been 
overhauled with wood decking. The platform has not been used in a lengthy period and is in 
poor overall condition.

History of Use

No property number is associated with the structure and it does not appear in WSMR GIS data. 
As a result, little information is available regarding the use and history of the property. This 
structure is generally similar to elevated cinetheodolite platforms that were constructed across 
WSMR during the 1960s. However, no evidence of the instrumentation installation remains on 
the platform and the wood decking was likely added during a later period of reuse. 

Figure 204. Unknown Elevated Instrument Platform, view to the southwest. 
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7.5.10 Unknown Instrumentation Pads

This property consists of a pair 
of identical elevated concrete 
slab foundations that are nine feet 
square and stand approximately 
three feet above grade. The foun-
dations have imbedded 4-inch di-
ameter conduits in their southwest 
corners which connect to 22-inch 
diameter sections of steel tubing 
that are imbedded in the center of 
each pad. Around the center con-
duit is an oval-shaped track of steel 
channel that appears to have been 
the base of some form of instru-
ment housing or cover. Within the 
oval steel track is a circular pattern 
of six steel anchors with a 40-inch 
diameter. The instrument mount 
hardware at the center of each pad 
is located within a rectangular area 
of introduced concrete that mea-
sures eight by five feet. The pads 
are located approximately one me-
ter apart.  

History of Use

This instrumentation structure does 
not appear in WSMR property re-
cords or historic maps of LC-33, 
and as such its age and use history 
are unknown. 

Figure 205. Unknown Instrument Pads, view to the 
southeast. 

Figure 206. Unknown Instrument Pad, center instrument 
mount hardware.
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7.6 Environmental Testing Properties

Environmental testing facilities at LC-33 include both climatic chambers and vibratory test-
ing facilities. Climatic testing facilities include the Lance Climatic Shroud near the Property 
20811 Launch Pad and the site of the former Nike Hercules Environmental Test Pad (Property 
20815). Vibration testing was primarily conducted at the former Nike facilities at the west side 
of the main LC-33 complex, and two facilities were constructed especially for this purpose; 
Property 20849 and the Acoustic Vibration Chamber. 

7.6.1 Property 20815

Property 20815 is a multi-part concrete slab foundation with associated infrastructure located 
within the main LC-33 loop road, north of the Property 20814 Blockhouse and west of the 
Property 20920 Gantry Track. The foundation is located within the road alignment and its 
concrete construction interrupts the asphalt surfacing of the road. The main foundation slab 
measures 83 feet north-south by 28 feet east-west, with smaller extension slabs abutting it on 
each side. The smaller extension slabs each measure 14 by 8 feet. The extension pad on the east 
side of the main foundation incorporates a pullbox with steel cover plates.

Figure 207. Property 20815, view to the north.
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Within the east central portion of 
the main foundation slab are six 
torch-cut conduits, each six inch-
es in diameter. Found in the cen-
tral area of the pad are six pairs of 
1-inch diameter threaded sleeves 
arranged in a rectangular pattern. 
Another rectangular pattern of 5/8-
inch diameter threaded sleeves, ap-
proximately six feet by feet, with 
an associated rectangular concrete 
stain are found near the south end of 
the main slab foundation. Despite 
these indications of previous equip-
ment installations, no equipment or 
superstructure remains attached to 
the pad. A weathered patch of con-
crete near the south-central edge of 
the pad somewhat resembles blast 
damage, but could also simply be 
due to natural weathering. The pad 
is in fair overall condition.    

History of Use

Property 20815 was constructed in 
1955 as a “Launch Pad’ according 
to a 1963 WSMR property inven-
tory. Undated architectural draw-
ings for the structure indicate it as 
the “Nike Hercules Environmental 
Test Pad” and indicate that it con-
sisted of a concrete foundation 
with an associated cable trench 
connection, essentially identical to 
its extant configuration. This iden-
tification suggests that the property 
was constructed to support climatic 
testing of the Nike Hercules missile. What appears to be a Nike Hercules on a launcher rail is 
visible on the pad in a 1963 aerial photograph. Little additional information was available in 
archival records to better elucidate the history and function of the structure. WSMR disposition 
paperwork from 1964 discusses the property as a “Launch Pad” that was assigned to AMTED 
as of that year. Use of the property as a launch pad would be consistent with the possible blast 
damage observed at the south end of the main foundation slab. At any rate, the structure does 
not appear to have been used in many years, and its presence within the road prism of the LC-
33 access road mostly goes unnoticed. 

Figure 208. Overview of Property 20815 from Blockhouse, 
view to the northeast.

Figure 209. Pullbox along east side of Property 20815, view 
to the south.
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7.6.2 Property 20849

Property 20849 is a high-bay, pre-manufactured steel building constructed on an at-grade con-
crete foundation. The building is located on the western margin of the main LC-33 complex 
north of Property 20836. The building walls are clad in ridged sheetmetal panels, as is the 
building’s low-pitch gable roof. The building was manufactured by Stansteel, and the roof 
gable end caps feature the company’s logo. A large I-beam framework from an interior gantry 
crane assembly protrudes from the building’s mid-section and east and west elevations. The 
west elevation of the building hosts a large, rolling overhead bay door. Two I-beam support 
posts are located on both sides of the bay door, and are connected to diagonal I-beam supports 
that extend through the wall from the building interior. The I-beam support posts are joined 
across the top by a horizontal I-beam, and interior I-beams extend through the wall to connect 
to the corners of this exterior support assembly. The east elevation is essentially identical, with 
a centrally located rolling bay door frame bracketed by the exterior support framework of the 
interior gantry crane assembly. Both the east and west elevations have attached evaporative 
cooler units supported by steel stands; two units on the east elevation and one on the west. A 
prominent feature outside the east elevation is a large aluminum shaker table assembly, identi-
fied as a WSMR-built six-axis unit (Jeffrey Dallman personal communication 2017). A series 

Figure 210. Property 20849, south and east elevations, view to the northwest. 
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of hydraulic plumbing pipes, sup-
ported by steel brackets, extend 
from the lower south corner of the 
west elevation and connect to the 
neighboring Property 20850. A ca-
ble trench with steel cover plates 
also extends from the west eleva-
tion and connects to the east edge 
of Property 20850.   

Prominent on the south elevation 
is an exterior vertical I-beam sup-
port that is connected to horizontal 
I-beams that extend through the 
wall from the interior. The north el-
evation has an identical I-beam ar-
rangement, and a horizontal I-beam 
joins the two across the building’s 
roof. The south elevation also has a 
steel slab personnel door entrance 
at its east end. An HVAC unit is 
located near this entrance, and two 
evaporative cooler units are also 
located along this wall. Outside the 
north elevation, which lacks fenes-
tration, is a large cylindrical steel 
tank for the storage of liquid nitro-
gen. A rooftop access ladder with 
a safety cage is also affixed to the 
north elevation wall near its west 
end. 

History of Use

Property 20849 was constructed in 
1979 as a “Vibration Test” facili-
ty. The neighboring former Nike 
facilities (Properties 20836 and 
20837) had been adapted into a 
vibratory testing complex during 
the mid-1960s, and Property 20849 
expanded the capabilities of this 
operation. It housed a large be-
low-grade test cell or “reaction 
mass pit,” with support equipment 
and control consoles mounted on 
adjacent at-grade portions of the 

Figure 211. Property 20849, north and west elevations, view 
to the southeast.

Figure 212. Property 20849, exterior support framework for 
interior gantry crane, view to the south.
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building’s concrete slab founda-
tion. Within the building interior 
is a 25-ton gantry crane that runs 
the length of the building on an 
I-beam track, the exterior supports 
protrude through the walls of the 
building. The gantry crane was 
used for moving test articles and 
equipment in and out of the facility 
through the bay doors on the east 
and west elevations.  

A cable trench connected it to the 
adjacent, pre-existing Property 
20850, which was converted to 
house the hydraulic equipment that 
powered the vibratory equipment 
within Property 20849. Property 
20849 was used for vibratory and 
survivability testing of early ver-
sions of the Patriot missile (Jeffrey 
Dallman personal communication 
2017). Outside the east elevation 
of the building is a large, aluminum 
shaker table that was designed as a 
6-axis prototype. The shaker table 
was in the process of installation 
within Property 20849 as the LC-
33 Dynamic Test Facility fell out 
of use due to decreased demand for 
vibratory testing following the end 
of the Cold War (Jeffrey Dallman 
personal communication 2017). 
The interior reaction pit still has 
the massive brackets that would 
have supported the shaker table 
had it been installed. 

Figure 213. Property 20849 interior view.

Figure 214. Six-axis shaker table located outside east 
elevation of Property 20849, view to northwest.
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7.6.3 Mobile Lance Conditioning Shelter

This unusual structure is currently located to the southwest of Property 20811 in the northwest 
corner of the main LC-33 complex. The one-story, high bay structure is constructed with a 
milled lumber frame with plywood sheathing, and the exterior is clad in corrugated aluminum 
sheetmetal. The structure was designed to be mobile, and is supported by pairs, one inside and 
outside, of 38-inch diameter truck wheels at each corner. The wheels are attached to a modified 
I-beam front suspension, and the wheels and suspension appear to have been liberated from 
surplus Army trucks. The entire shelter was designed to roll on these wheel assemblies, but 
it appears that its superstructure has settled significantly and it no longer possesses sufficient 
ground clearance for mobility. The structure has a roughly rectangular footprint, and is covered 
by a gambrel-type roof. The structure broadens near the gambrel roof, so it has a pentagonal 
profile when viewed from the east or west. The gambrel roof encloses an “attic” area which 
is only accessible from the exterior. The principal elevation, if the structure can be said to 
possess one, is the east elevation, which contains two large swing-out bay doors constructed of 
milled lumber, plywood, insulation, and corrugated sheetmetal. Remnant plumbing is attached 
to the east elevation wall and surrounds the doorway. Above the bay doors is a small panel that 
appears to provide access to the structure’s “attic.” Two vent apertures are located on the north 

Figure 215. Mobile Lance Conditioning Shelter, north and west elevations, view to the southeast.
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side of the east elevation wall. 

A steering assembly is attached to 
the northwest corner of the shelter. 
A protruding steel plate is attached 
to the frame of the structure and 
supports a steel frame seat and 
steering wheel mechanism. Various 
pneumatic or hydraulic lines are 
attached to the steering mechanism 
and are connected to a pressurized 
bottle rack that is mounted to the 
adjacent portion of the west ele-
vation. The steering mechanism is 
incomplete, but it appears to have 
been connected to the shelter’s 
truck wheels and provided some 
steering control of the shelter when 
it was towed. 

The west elevation has a central-
ly placed personnel door entrance 
with a slab door that appears to be 
from a commercial refrigeration or 
freezer unit. Next to the door are 
two steel access panels, possibly 
for routing of ductwork into the 
structure. An electrical box and as-
sociated conduit are also mounted 
to the wall. On the upper part of 
the wall is a prominent “LANCE” 
logo which features the missile 
silhouetted against the outline of a 
spearhead.     

The north elevation is mostly plain 
and lacks fenestration, but is nota-
ble for damage from a variety of shrapnel, some of which is still imbedded in the wall. This 
shrapnel appears to be from launch debris from MLRS or ATACMS pod containers. The south 
elevation is likewise mostly plain, but a damaged area in the upper wall where the corrugated 
sheetmetal is missing has been painted with chrome paint, apparently in an effort to provide a 
cosmetic fix to the damage. 

The interior is painted white and is mostly clad with plywood, although some portions are also 
covered with corrugated sheetmetal. The interior is equipped with four sealed, explosion-proof 
light fixtures and ductwork is mounted to the north interior wall, which connects to the duct 
openings on the east elevation. The interior is partially filled with debris, mostly insulation and 

Figure 216. East elevation bay doors, view to the west. 

Figure 217. “Drivers seat” and controls installed at northwest 
corner of shelter, view to the east. 
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sheetmetal from damaged portions of the shelter. 

History of Use

This unique mobile conditioning shelter for the Lance missile appears to have been locally 
designed and constructed at WSMR using common materials and recycled components. It was 
likely categorized as equipment rather than as a real property, so it does not possess a WSMR 
property number. As such, records regarding the use history and age of the building are not 
maintained at WSMR Public Works. Due to this, little or no archival information is available 
for the shelter. However, the “Lance” designation on the west elevation is an obvious statement 
of the structure’s support of that program, and it is also visible in period photographs of Lance 
conditioning tests. A series of 1981 photographs show a frozen Lance missile unit being re-
moved from the “Climatic Shroud,” which was at that time parked at the south end of Property 
20811. The shroud is not known to have been used in support of any other programs at WSMR. 
The structure has remained unused for an extended period and is in poor overall condition.   

Figure 218. Interior conditioning shelter, view to the west.  
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7.6.4 Acoustic Vibration Chamber 

This structure is a specialized acoustic vibration chamber constructed on a concrete founda-
tion that incorporates a subterranean vault beneath its eastern portion. The chamber itself was 
manufactured by Ling Electronics Corporation, and is of heavy steel plate construction. The 
chamber is adorned by several small “LING” logo plates. The chamber’s footprint resembles 
a square horn or cone that opens on its west end. The chamber is broader and taller at its west 
end and narrows to approximately 1 by 3 feet at its east end where it connects to a series of 
pneumatic supply pipes. The west elevation consists of a tripartite wall with two massive doors 
on either side of a central, removable panel. The outer doors on the west elevation are hinged 
and open outwards; the central panel does appear to be removable but lacks hinges. Outside 
the west elevation of the chamber is a steel plate set flush into the concrete slab foundation. 
This was likely the former location of an exterior vibratory shaker table that allowed items to 
be simultaneously tested for both acoustic and mechanical vibration (Jeffrey Dallman personal 
communication 2017).    

The most distinguishing feature of the irregular north and south elevations are large circular 
apertures, two per wall, that are sealed with 52-inch diameter steel inserts. According to the 
original schematics for the chamber, these apertures were for the routing of “pistonphones.” 

Figure 219. Ling Acoustic Vibration Chamber, south and west elevations, view to the northeast.
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The pistonphones were not appar-
ently part of the chamber’s config-
uration at LC-33 and the apertures 
were sealed. A large manifold as-
sembly of 12-inch diameter pipe is 
attached to the northwest corner of 
the chamber. Nearby is a 10-foot 
vertical riser of 12-inch diameter 
pipe. Based on the chamber’s sche-
matics, these pipes are part of the 
muffler and exhaust assembly for 
the chamber, most of which is bur-
ied below ground.    

The east end of the chamber con-
sists of a removable section that 
incorporates a manifold with 10 
pneumatic pipe connections, iden-
tified as the “transition section” in 
the chamber’s schematic drawings. 
This portion of the chamber is at-
tached to the main chamber with 
quick disconnect fittings and rests 
on a trolley cart for easy removal 
and reinstallation. The triangular 
cart rails are affixed to concrete 
footers, and a perpendicular set of 
rails and footers run to the south 
of the chamber. The perpendicular 
rails associated with this area of the 
chamber were for the installation of 
a “progressive wave tube” section 
between the transition section and 
the main chamber. However, the 
progressive wave tube section was 
not extant at the site at the time of 
the recording.    

At the east end of the chamber’s foundation is an access port with a ladder to the subterranean 
vault located beneath most of the chamber’s foundation. This subterranean vault houses a 
separate progressive wave tube assembly that is plumbed to the surface manifold at the north-
west corner of the vault; this unit might have been installed to meet the special requirement 
of a specific customer test (Jeffrey Dallman personal communication 2018). The vault extends 
west, ending beneath the base of the acoustic chamber itself. 

Figure 220. Acoustic Vibration Chamber, south and east 
elevations, view to the northwest.

Figure 221. Acoustic Vibration Chamber, west elevation, 
view to the east. 
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History of Use

The sophisticated combined acous-
tic and vibration chamber or “pro-
gressive wave tube” unit was in-
stalled outside of Property 20837 
as part of the CAVTC between 
1965 and 1966. The chamber used 
air pressure to create acoustical 
pressure waves that vibrated test 
articles at prescribed frequencies 
(Jeffrey Dallman personal commu-
nication 2017). 

The chamber was originally con-
sidered for installation at the 
WSMR Cantonment Tech Area. 
The SA&P Branch of the MSD al-
ready possessed “acoustic drivers, 
power amplifiers, control console, 
and the large (and noisy) diesel 
powered compressor” for the com-
bined acoustic and vibration cham-
ber of the CAVTC, which were 
located in the WSMR Tech Area 
outside Building 1534 (Kaiser 
1965:2). The Ling acoustic cham-
ber was under contract at this time, 
and was to be combined with the 
existing acoustic equipment and air 
compressor to form the acoustic vi-
bration chamber. However, the test 
chamber and its high-volume die-
sel-powered air compressor would 
have been prohibitively loud to op-
erate within the Tech Area. In ad-
dition to the nuisance factor of the 
noise level, the chamber’s proxim-
ity to other structures within the 
Tech Area would result in unde-
sirable echoes and reverberation 
that would interfere with the unit’s 
free-field operation. A final, but no 
less significant, factor was that the 
Tech Area lacked a suitable power 
supply (Kaiser 1965:2). Installa-
tion at the 300k Test Stand was also 

Figure 222. Interior view of vault underneath foundation, 
view towards the west. 

Figure 223. Ling manufacturer’s plate on south wall.
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considered, but was dismissed as it required costly modification of the electrical power infra-
structure and would interfere with the high-volume test schedule at that location. The 300k Test 
Stand’s proximity to the base of the mountains also presented issues for free-field operation of 
the CAVTC (Kaiser 1965:2). 

A 1965 newspaper article described the construction of the acoustic chamber, and noted that it 
produced a noise range equivalent to, “200,000 hi-fi set loud speakers operating at maximum 
volume” (Wind and Sand 1965:1). Per the article, the acoustic test chamber was capable of 
producing 20,000 watts of acoustic power, whereas 1965-era hi-fi speakers produced about 1 
watt of acoustic power; future plans called for the chamber to generate up to 50,000 watts of 
acoustic power (Wind and Sand 1965:1). The chamber replicated acoustic vibrations created 
by high volume sound waves, such as vibrations generated in the skin and airframe of a missile 
by the noise of its motor firing. According to the article, the acoustic chamber not only pro-
duced acoustic vibrations, it was to include a shaker table so test articles could be subjected to 
mechanical vibration simultaneous to the acoustical vibration, which fully simulated both the 
acoustic and vibratory effects of actual flight. This description is consistent with observations 
made by Jeffrey Dallman during a 2017 field visit to the site, where he noted that a vibratory 
shaker table was probably located outside the west end of the acoustic chamber (Jeffrey Dall-
man personal communication 2017).  This type of testing saved both money and man hours 

Figure 224. North and east elevations with associated equipment, view to the southwest.
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compared to actual flight testing. At the time of its introduction, this test chamber was the only 
one of this type in the US to combine both the mechanical and acoustic vibratory effects into 
one facility (Wind and Sand 1965:1). 

Per the Wind and Sand (1965) article, the noise levels were created by a series of 10 acoustic 
transducers that generate sound when compressed air was driven through them. The com-
pressed air was created by a 1,700 horsepower compressor that moved 3,000 cubic feet of air 
per minute at 50 psi (Wind and Sand 1965:1). The large compressor was situated near the rear 
of the chamber and air was routed through the acoustic transducers to introduce sound at the 
rectangular funnel at the rear of the chamber. The shape of the chamber allowed the sound 
waves to reverberate within it, which could subject test items to, “sound pressure levels up 
to 165 pounds at frequencies up to 7,500 cycles per second in a uniform sound field” (Wind 
and Sand 1965:1). Though disconnected, the acoustic transducers used in the chamber are 
still located on-site and are labeled as “Electro-Pneumatic Transducers” manufactured by the 
Altec-Lansing Corporation. 

The acoustical chamber itself, within which the test article was placed to be exposed to the 
acoustical vibration, was produced by the Ling Electronics Corporation of Anaheim Califor-
nia, a division of Ling Tempco Vaught (Wind and Sand 1965:1). The chamber formed an 
exponentially expanding horn with large doors on its west elevation that allowed it to operate 
partially or completely enclosed. The chamber encompassed 500 cubic feet when completely 

Figure 225. Undated photo of chamber, probably late 1960s (photo courtesy WSMR Environmental 
Directorate).
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closed, 1,000 cubic feet when partially enclosed, and the doors could be opened completely 
to test items too large to fit within the chamber itself. The contract for the development of the 
chamber was valued at $150,000 and identified June 1966 as the target completion date (Wind 
and Sand 1965:1). 

The chamber is considered as equipment and as such does not possess an official WSMR 
property number. Therefore, information regarding the use history of the chamber, particularly 
when it ceased to be actively used, was not on file in WSMR property records. At the time of 
the current inventory, the chamber appeared to have remained unused for an extended period. 
Based on consultation with Jeffrey Dallman, the chamber was not in use during his tenure at 
the facility, suggesting that it has remained idle since at least the early 1980s (Jeffrey Dalman 
personal communication 2017).

Figure 226. Photo of chamber from 1983 WSMR Applied Sciences Manual, visible in background is 
what appears to be the air compressor unit that powered the acoustical horns within the chamber 

(adapted from WSMR 1983). 
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7.7 LC-33 Magazine Facilities

Six magazine structures are located along the western edge of the main fenced area of LC-
33. Arranged in two groups of three along a linear north-south alignment, these magazines 
are Properties 20864, 20865, 20866, 20867, 20868, and 20869. These resources are typical 
concrete box magazines that are further reinforced with earthen revetments over their top and 
east sides.  

7.7.1 Property 20864

Property 20864 is a small, board-
formed concrete explosive storage 
magazine with buttress walls on 
its west elevation. The magazine 
itself measures three feet by three 
feet. Property 20864 is within the 
southern grouping of six essential-
ly identical units, arranged in two 
groups of three, which are located 
just west of the main fenced LC-
33 complex. The magazines are 
covered by earthen berms, and the 
buttress walls retain the berms and 
shelter the west elevation access 
doors. A steel plate access door is 
located on the west elevation of the 
magazine and an attached ground-
ing cable is connected to the maga-
zine interior. A steel pipe vent pro-
trudes from the top of the magazine through the berm.  The magazine is in fair-to-good overall 
condition.

History of Use

Property 20864 was constructed in 1960 as a “Fuse and Detonator Magazine.” Properties 20864, 
20865, and 20866 were assigned to AMTED for use by the Douglas aircraft Company in 1965. 
These same magazines were listed as “vacant” and on “hold status” as of 1980 (Sedillo 1980). 
Little additional documentation exists regarding the use history of the magazine, but it appears 
that Property 20864 and its siblings were used for a variety of programs on an as-needed basis. 
The magazines were likely situated in the open area between the main LC-33 complex and the 
western Nike facilities to keep them a safe distance from personnel and active test areas. The 
magazine appears to have remained mostly unused since listed as vacant in 1980. 

Figure 227. Property 20864, west elevation, view to the 
northeast. 
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7.7.2 Property 20865

Property 20865 is a small, board-
formed concrete explosive storage 
magazine with buttress walls on 
its west elevation. The magazine 
itself measures three feet by three 
feet. Property 20865 is within the 
southern grouping of six essential-
ly identical units, arranged in two 
groups of three, which are located 
just west of the main fenced LC-
33 complex. The magazines are 
covered by earthen berms, and the 
buttress walls retain the berms and 
shelter the west elevation access 
doors. A steel plate access door 
is located on the west elevation 
of the magazine and an attached 
grounding cable is connected to 
the magazine interior. A steel pipe 
vent protrudes from the top of the 
magazine through the berm.  The 
magazine is in fair-to-good overall 
condition.

History of Use

Property 20865 was constructed 
in 1960 as a “Fuse and Detona-
tor Magazine.” Properties 20864, 
20865, and 20866 were assigned 
to AMTED for use by the Douglas 
aircraft Company in 1965. These 
same magazines were listed as 
“vacant” and on “hold status” as 
of 1980 (Sedillo 1980). Little ad-
ditional documentation exists re-
garding the use history of the mag-
azine, but it appears that Property 20865 and its siblings were used for a variety of programs 
on an as-needed basis. The magazines were likely situated in the open area between the main 
LC-33 complex and the western Nike facilities to keep them a safe distance from personnel 
and active test areas. The magazine appears to have remained mostly unused since listed as 
vacant in 1980. 

Figure 228. Property 20865, west elevation, view to the 
northeast.

Figure 229. Property 20865, east elevation, view to the 
northwest. 
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7.7.3 Property 20866

Property 20866 is a small, board-formed concrete explosive storage magazine with buttress 
walls on its west elevation. The mag-
azine itself measures three feet by 
three feet. Property 20866 is within the 
southern grouping of six essentially 
identical units, arranged in two groups 
of three, which are located just west 
of the main fenced LC-33 complex. 
The magazines are covered by earthen 
berms, and the buttress walls retain the 
berms and shelter the west elevation 
access doors. A steel plate access door 
is located on the west elevation of the 
magazine and an attached grounding 
cable is connected to the magazine in-
terior. A steel pipe vent protrudes from 
the top of the magazine through the 
berm.  The magazine is in good overall 
condition.

History of Use

Property 20866 was constructed in 
1960 as a “Fuse and Detonator Mag-
azine.” Properties 20864, 20865, and 
20866 were assigned to AMTED for 
use by the Douglas aircraft Company 
in 1965. These same magazines were 
listed as “vacant” and on “hold status” 
as of 1980 (Sedillo 1980). Little addi-
tional documentation exists regarding 
the use history of the magazine, but 
it appears that Property 20866 and 
its siblings were used for a variety of 
programs on an as-needed basis. The 
magazines were likely situated in the 
open area between the main LC-33 complex and the western Nike facilities to keep them a safe 
distance from personnel and active test areas. The magazine appears to have remained mostly 
unused since listed as vacant in 1980. 

Figure 230. Property 20866, west elevation, view to the 
southeast.

Figure 231. Property 20866, west elevation, view to the 
northeast.
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7.7.4 Property 20867

Property 20867 is a small, board-
formed concrete explosive storage 
magazine with buttress walls on its 
west elevation. The magazine itself 
measures three feet by three feet. Prop-
erty 20867 is the northernmost of six 
essentially identical units, arranged in 
two groups of three, which are locat-
ed just west of the main fenced LC-33 
complex. The magazines are covered 
by earthen berms, and the buttress 
walls retain the berms and shelter the 
west elevation access doors. A steel 
plate access door is located on the west 
elevation of the magazine and an at-
tached grounding cable is connected to 
the magazine interior. A steel pipe vent 
protrudes from the top of the magazine 
through the berm.  The magazine is in 
fair-to-good overall condition.

History of Use

A 1963 WSMR property inventory 
indicates that Property 20867 was 
constructed in 1960 as a “Fuse and 
Detonator Magazine.” However, Prop-
erty 20867 and the neighboring Prop-
erties 20868 and 20869 are depicted on 
1955 architectural drawings (Plan Set 
5508062). This suggests that Property 
20867 was actually constructed some-
time in the early 1950s, possibly in 
support of Honest John or Nike testing. 
The magazines were likely constructed 
in the open area between the main LC-
33 complex and the western Nike facilities to keep them a safe distance from personnel and 
active test areas.  

According to WSMR realty disposition records, Property 20867 was requested for use by the 
Raytheon Company in support of the BMTS program in 1965. Little additional documentation 
exists regarding the use history of the magazine, but it appears that Property 20867 and its 
siblings were used for a variety of programs on an as-needed basis. Additional disposition re-
cords note that Property 20867 and 20868 were removed from the ARMTE inventory in 1985. 
It appears that the magazine structure has probably remained mostly unused since that date.

Figure 232. Property 20867 west elevation, view to the 
east.

Figure 233. Property 20867 west elevation access door, 
view to the west. 
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  7.7.5 Property 20868

Property 20868 is a small, board-
formed concrete explosive storage 
magazine with buttress walls on its 
west elevation. The magazine itself 
measures three feet square. Property 
20868 is the middle unit of a group 
of three magazines that also includes 
Property 20867 and 20869; a similar 
group of the three identical magazines 
is located a little further to the south. 
All of the magazines are located along 
a north-south line that is just west of 
the main fenced LC-33 complex.  The 
magazines are covered by earthen 
berms, and the buttress walls retain the 
berms and shelter the west elevation 
access doors. A steel plate access door 
is located on the west elevation of the 
magazine and an attached grounding cable is connected to the magazine interior. A steel pipe 
vent protrudes from the top of the magazine through the berm.  A stenciled warning on the 
access door reads “LIMITS / EXPLOSIVES 20 LBS / PERSONNEL 3.” The magazine is in 
fair-to-good overall condition.

History of Use

A 1963 WSMR property inventory indicates that Property 20868 was constructed in 1960 as 
a “Fuse and Detonator Magazine.” However, Property 20868 and the neighboring Properties 
20867 and 20869 are depicted on 1955 architectural drawings (Plan Set 5508062). This sug-
gests that Property 20868 was actually constructed sometime in the early 1950s, possibly in 
support of Honest John or Nike testing. The magazines were likely constructed in the open area 
between the main LC-33 complex and the western Nike facilities to keep them a safe distance 
from personnel and active test areas.  

Little additional documentation exists regarding the use history of the magazine, but it appears 
that Property 20868 and its siblings were used for a variety of programs on an as-needed 
basis. Additional disposition records note that Property 20867 and 20868 were removed from 
the ARMTE inventory in 1985. It appears that the magazine structure has probably remained 
mostly unused since that date.

Figure 234. Property 20868, west and south elevations, 
view to the northeast. 
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7.7.6 Property 20869

Property 20869 is a small, board-
formed concrete explosive storage 
magazine with buttress walls on its 
west elevation. The magazine itself 
measures three feet square. Property 
20869 is the southern unit of a group 
of three magazines that also includes 
Property 20867 and 20868; a similar 
group of the three identical magazines 
is located a little further to the south. 
All of the magazines are located along 
a north-south line that is just west of 
the main fenced LC-33 complex.  The 
magazines are covered by earthen 
berms, and the buttress walls retain the 
berms and shelter the west elevation 
access doors. A steel plate access door 
is located on the west elevation of the 
magazine and has an affixed “DAN-
GER” sign and a weathered WSMR 
Property ID sign. Also attached to the 
west elevation above the access door 
is a “RESTRICTED AREA / WARN-
ING” sign that includes a lengthy legal 
disclaimer. Attached to the pipe vent 
housing is a sign with the number “4.” 
The magazine is in fair-to-good overall 
condition.

History of Use

A 1963 WSMR property inventory in-
dicates that Property 20869 was con-
structed in 1960 as a “Fuse and Det-
onator Magazine.” However, Property 
20869 and the neighboring Properties 20867 and 20868 are depicted on 1955 architectural 
drawings (Plan Set 5508062). This suggests that Property 20869 was actually constructed 
sometime in the early 1950s, possibly in support of Honest John or Nike testing. The mag-
azines were likely constructed in the open area between the main LC-33 complex and the 
western Nike facilities to keep them a safe distance from personnel and active test areas.  

Little additional documentation exists regarding the use history of the magazine, but it appears 
that Property 20869 and its siblings were used for a variety of programs on an as-needed basis. 
Additional disposition records note that the neighboring Properties 20867 and 20868 were 
removed from the ARMTE inventory in 1985. It appears that Property 20869 has probably 
remained mostly unused since that date as well.

Figure 235. Property 20869, west elevation, view to the 
east.

Figure 236. Property 20869, west elevation signage, 
view to the east.
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7.8 LC-33 Blast Barricades

Only one blast barricade structure was identified at LC-33, Property 20862. Property 20862 
is a wood frame, earth filled blast barricade that is typical of this type of blast barricade at 
WSMR. It is located at the north end of the Property 20819 Launch Pad.

7.8.1 Property 20862

Property 20862 is a large north-
east-southwest oriented blast 
barricade structure constructed 
of milled timbers and filled with 
compacted earth. The barricade is 
located just north of the Property 
20819 Launch Pad. The barricade 
is framed with 8 by 6 inch timbers 
and clad with 3 by 12 inch boards, 
and the framework is held togeth-
er with ½-inch diameter bolts and 
nuts. Tar paper roofing material, 
or “felt”, is applied to the interior 
of the frame to prevent any of the 
earthen fill from spilling out be-
tween gaps in the boards. A short 
extension on the southwest end of 
the barricade gives it a truncated 
“L” footprint. A wood ladder is af-
fixed to the southwest end of the barricade, and a large electrical panel is located on its south-
east side, which faces towards Property 20819. A small steel observation platform is located 
at the northeast end of the barricade. A series of eight PVC pipes pass through the barricade 
from north to south, and were probably used to convey wiring through the structure. Several 
floodlights are attached to the top of the structure. The barricade is constructed over the old 
diagonal gantry track alignment that traveled to the original V-2 launch site.  It is in fair-to-
good overall condition.

History of Use

Property 20862 was constructed in 1960 as a “Barricade” according to a 1963 WSMR property 
inventory. No additional information was available in WSMR realty and archival records re-
garding the history of the structure, or what program it may have been constructed to support. 

Figure 237. Property 20862, north and west elevations, view 
to the east.  
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7.9 LC-33 Miscellaneous Facilities

Several miscellaneous facilities were identified within LC-33 during the current inventory and 
consisted primarily of portable pre-manufactured steel buildings. These properties served a va-
riety of support functions, including office space, storage, and housing of control and electrical 
installations. Miscellaneous properties identified at LC-33 include Properties 21814A, 23331, 
128754, H3023, H3040, H4064, H4116, H4187, and several undesignated portable buildings. 

7.9.2 Property 21814A

Property 21814A is a portable pre-manufactured steel building constructed on a wood skid 
foundation. It is located near the southernmost extent of LC-33 and neighbors the nearby Prop-
erty 21814. The building walls are clad in flat steel panels and the low-pitch gable roof is clad 
in standing seam panels. The roof has a minimal eave on all elevations and its gable ends are 
clad in ridged steel panels. A cylindrical vent housing is affixed to the roof ridge. The building 
is generally similar to units produced by Armco; however, it does not have legible manufac-
turer’s ID plates. The principle elevation of the building is the east elevation, which includes 
a central steel personnel door entrance with an upper light. The door’s upper light is protected 
by a security grille made from rebar and the doorway is illuminated by an overhead light fix-

Figure 238. Property 21814A, east and north elevations, view to the southwest. 
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ture. Adjacent to the doorway is a 
large HVAC unit affixed to the wall 
and supported by a steel stand. The 
north, south, and west elevations 
of the building are plain and lack 
fenestration, although an electrical 
power supply box with attached 
riser are found on the building’s 
west elevation. The building is in 
good overall condition. 

History of Use

The building is associated with the 
neighboring Property 21814 Com-
munication Building, which was 
constructed in 1956. Both buildings 
are located in an area labeled as the 
“JPL Command Center” on 1955 
architectural plans related to testing of the JPL Sergeant program at LC-33 (Plan Set 550422). 
These plans do not include specific property numbers, so it is unclear if Property 21814A was 
originally part of the JPL Command Center or was added to the location later. The Sergeant 
missile was first tested at LC-33 in 1956 and 1957 prior to the Sergeant program moving to 
LC-32 in 1958. It is possible that Property 21814A was added to the location after 1958 and is 
therefore not associated with the JPL Sergeant program.

Portable buildings such as Property 21814A are considered equipment rather than permanent 
properties, and as such are not assigned a formal WSMR property number. Therefore, records 
regarding the use history and age of the building are not maintained at WSMR Public Works. 
Due to this, little or no archival information is typically available for buildings of this type. At 
the time of the current inventory, the interior of the building is empty and it appears to have sat 
vacant for an extended period.         

Figure 239. Property 21814A,  north and west elevations, 
view to the southeast. 
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7.9.3 Property 23331

Property 23331 is a one-story, pre-manufactured steel building with a rectangular footprint. 
Constructed on an above-grade concrete slab foundation, the building is located near the south-
west corner of the main LC-33 complex, just south of Property 20837. The building walls 
are clad in flat steel panels and the low-pitch gable roof is clad in standing seam panels. The 
building is generally similar to units produced by Armco; however, it does not have legible 
manufacturer’s ID plates. The roof has a minimal eave on all elevations and supports a hooded 
sheetmetal vent assembly near its ridge. The north and south elevations both house a central 
entrance that consists of a steel faux-panel personnel door. On the west elevation are two 
windows with steel frames, six lights, safety glass, and awning operation. The east elevation 
supports two identical windows with an evaporative cooler routed through the middle of the 
wall and supported by a wood frame stand. The interior of the building is empty and features 
asbestos tile flooring and a gas heating stove. The south elevation entrance is sealed from the 
interior. The building is in fair overall condition.

Figure 240. Property 23331, north and west elevations, view to the southeast. 
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History of Use 

Property 23331 was constructed 
in 1954 as a “Missile Maintenance 
Shop” according to a 1963 WSMR 
property inventory. Although little 
information regarding the use and 
history of the building is available 
in WSMR archival records, its 
property number is within the range 
of numbers assigned to LC-36 rath-
er than LC-33. This suggests that it 
might have been relocated to LC-
33 and is not part of the 1950s-era 
infrastructure at the complex. 
  Figure 241. Property 23331, west and south elevations,view 

to the northeast. 

Figure 242. Property 23331 interior view.
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7.9.4 Property 128754

Property 128754 is a portable stor-
age container that appears to be 
a repurposed cargo box from an 
Army two-and-a-half ton truck. 
The object is constructed of sheet-
metal and rests on an I-beam skid 
foundation. The north and south 
sides of the object have hinged steel 
vent panels with awning operation, 
but these have been riveted closed. 
The main doors are located on the 
east side of the unit. Several small 
panels and a ladder are attached to 
its west elevation. The roof of the 
unit has a steel rack to which wood 
decking has been affixed, apparent-
ly to allow it to serve as an observa-
tion platform. Within the interior of 
the unit are remnants of electrical 
installations and shelving units. Al-
though it appears to be unused, it 
remains in good overall condition.

History of Use

As an expedient, portable object, 
Property 128754 lacks a formal 
WSMR property number and as 
such, no information regarding its 
history could be located among the 
various archival sources available 
the range. The age and use history 
of the object remain unknown, but 
it is likely contemporary with the 
neighboring Property 21814.        

Figure 243. Property 128754, north and west elevations, 
view to the northeast. 

Figure 244. Property 128754, south and east elevations, 
view to the northwest. 
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7.9.5 Property H3023

This building is a portable, 
pre-manufactured steel building 
constructed on a wood skid founda-
tion. It is located at the east margin 
of LC-33 just north of Nike Ave-
nue. The building walls are clad in 
flat steel panels and the low-pitch 
gable roof is clad in standing seam 
panels. The roof has a minimal eave 
on all elevations and a cylindrical 
vent housing is attached to the roof 
ridge. The building is typical of 
units produced by Armco, but does 
not possess any identifiable manu-
facturer’s ID tags or markings. The 
principal elevation of the building 
is the north elevation, which in-
cludes a steel faux-panel personnel 
door entrance. The east, west, and 
south elevations of the building are 
entirely plain and lack fenestration 
or other features. The building is in 
fair-to-good overall condition. 

History of Use

Portable buildings such as Property 
H3023 are considered equipment 
rather than permanent properties, 
and as such are not assigned a 
formal WSMR property number. 
Therefore, records regarding the 
use history and age of the building 
are not maintained at WSMR Pub-
lic Works. Due to this, little or no 
archival information is typically 
available for buildings of this type. 
At the time of the current inventory, the building was unused and it appears to have sat vacant 
for an extended period.         

Figure 245. Property H3023, north and west elevations, view 
to the southwest.

Figure 246. Property H3023, south and east elevations, view 
to the northeast. 
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7.9.6 Property H3040

Property H3040 is a portable pre-manufactured steel building constructed on a wood skid 
foundation. The building walls are clad in flat steel panels and the low-pitch gable roof is clad 
in standing seam panels.  The roof has a minimal eave on all elevations and the gable ends are 
clad in ridged sheetmetal. The building is very similar to units produced by Armco; however, 
it does not have legible manufacturer’s ID plates. The north elevation is the principal elevation 
of the building and has a centrally located personnel door entrance with a plain steel slab door. 
The wood skid foundation is extended on the north elevation to form a wood entry deck outside 
the entrance. The east and west elevations of the building are plain and lack fenestration, but 
each elevation does include two pairs of unusual glass insulator units that pass through the up-
per walls beneath the roof eave. The south elevation is likewise mostly plain, but does include 
a wall mounted A/C unit that is supported by a cantilevered steel support bracket. Two electri-
cal switches are also mounted to this wall near its west side. Though it appears unmaintained, 
the building remains in in fair-to-good overall condition.

Figure 247. Property H3040 north and west elevations, view to the southeast. 
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History of Use

Portable buildings such as Property 
H3040 are considered equipment 
rather than permanent properties, 
and as such are not assigned a for-
mal WSMR property number. As 
such, records regarding the use 
history and age of the building are 
not maintained at WSMR Pub-
lic Works. Due to this, little or no 
archival information is typically 
available for buildings of this type. 
However, the building probably 
provided supplemental storage or 
working space to the neighboring 
Properties 20836 and 20849 during 
the operation of the LC-33 Vibrato-
ry Test Facility. At the time of the 
current inventory, the interior of 
the building is empty and it appears 
to have sat vacant for an extended 
period.         

Figure 248. Property H3040, west and south elevations, 
view to the northeast.

Figure 249. Property H3040 interior view. 
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7.9.7 Property H4064

Property H4064 is a portable pre-manufactured steel building constructed on a wood skid foun-
dation. The building walls are clad in flat steel panels and the low-pitch gable roof is clad in 
standing seam panels.  The roof has a minimal eave on all elevations and louvered vent panels 
in the gable ends of the east and west elevations. The building is nearly identical to a building 
adjacent to Property 20800; however, it does not have legible manufacturer’s ID plates. The 
east elevation is the principal elevation of the building and has a centrally located personnel 
door entrance. The door consists of a steel door with a square upper light of safety glass. The 
wood skid foundation extends beyond the east elevation to form a short entry deck, the surface 
of which is clad in galvanized sheetmetal. A small metal tag affixed to the east elevation reads 
“US Government Property DAAD07-USA 6254” above which is a small “RCA” logo tag. The 
number “6254” is also stenciled on the east elevation, but this designation and the tags appear 
to be from a previous assignment of the building. The north elevation has one steel frame win-
dow with four lights of safety glass and awning operation, adjacent to which is a sheetmetal 
repair panel. The south elevation has an identical 4-light window with awning operation, next 
to which is an air conditioning unit mounted to the wall via a cantilevered steel mount. The 
west elevation is entirely plain and lacks fenestration. Two large electrical panels are locat-
ed just north of the building, and appear to be related to Property 20811. Though somewhat 

Figure 250. Property H4064, south and east elevations, view to the northwest.
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weathered, the building remains in 
fair-to-good overall condition.  

History of Use

Portable buildings such as Property 
H4064 are considered equipment 
rather than permanent properties, 
and as such are not assigned a 
formal WSMR property number. 
Therefore, records regarding the 
use history and age of the building 
are not maintained at WSMR Pub-
lic Works. Due to this, little or no 
archival information is typically 
available for buildings of this type. 
The building resembles “moveable 
instrumentation shelters” that pro-
vided storage and working space 
at instrumentation sites (Plan Set 
WS-IN), that were installed at in-
strumentation sites across WSMR 
in 1959. However, in its current lo-
cation it is not associated with any 
instrumentation site or installation. 

The building likely supported 
testing activity at the neighboring 
Property 20811. Based on period 
photographs of testing at Property 
20811, the building appears to have 
been moved to its present location 
during the tenure of the Lance pro-
gram. It is visible in the background 
of a 1981 photograph of Lance test-
ing, but does not appear in earlier 
photographs of this portion of LC-
33 during the time of the Honest John tests. At the time of the current inventory, the interior of 
the building is empty and it appears to have sat vacant for an extended period.         

Figure 251. Property H4064, north and west elevations, view 
to the southeast. 

Figure 252. Property H4064, tags on east elevation. 
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7.9.8 Property H4116

Property H4116 is a portable, pre-manufactured Armco steel building constructed on a wood 
skid foundation. It is located on the western margin of the main LC-33 complex, southwest 
of the Property 20811 Launch Pad. The building walls are clad in flat steel panels and the 
low-pitch gable roof is clad in standing seam panels. The roof has a minimal eave on all ele-
vations and its gable ends have small louvered vent panels. The gable ends of the roof ridge 
are equipped with embossed “ARMCO” caps. The principal elevation of the building is the 
north elevation, which includes a steel faux-panel personnel door entrance. The entrance is 
illuminated by an explosion-proof overhead light fixture. The wood skid foundation protrudes 
on this elevation to form a wood entry deck. The west elevation has a steel frame window with 
four lights and hopper operation, and a mesh vent panel located in the upper corner of the wall. 
The east elevation possesses an identical window and an electrical conduit connection on the 
north side of the wall. The south elevation of the building is plain and lacks any fenestration or 
other notable features. The building is in fair overall condition. 

Figure 253. Property H4116, east and north elevations, view to the southwest. 
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History of Use

Portable buildings such as Property 
H4116 are considered equipment 
rather than permanent properties, 
and are not assigned a formal 
WSMR property number. As such, 
records regarding the use his-
tory and age of the building are 
not maintained at WSMR Public 
Works. Due to this, little or no 
archival information is typically 
available for buildings of this type. 
The building resembles “moveable 
instrumentation shelters” that pro-
vided storage and working space 
at instrumentation sites (Plan Set 
WS-IN), that were installed at in-
strumentation sites across WSMR 
in 1959. However, in its current location it is not associated with any instrumentation site or 
installation. The building is located in a somewhat isolated position along the western margin 
of the complex, so it does not appear to be associated with surrounding facilities. At the time 
of the current inventory, the interior of the building is empty and it appears to have sat vacant 
for an extended period.         

Figure 254. Property H4116, west and south elevations, view 
to the north.
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7.9.9 Property H4187

Property H4187 is a portable, pre-manufactured steel building produced by the Butler Compa-
ny. It is constructed on a wood skid foundation, but rests on a pre-existing concrete slab foun-
dation atop an elevated earthen mound. The walls of the building are clad in ridged sheetmetal, 
as is the low-pitch gable roof. The roof has a minor eave on the north and south elevations, 
and embossed “BUTLER” end caps on the gable ends. The east elevation of the building has 
a personnel entrance with a steel faux-panel door. A sealed overhead light is positioned near 
the doorway. The number “4124” is stenciled on the door, but this appears to be an incidental 
designation. The north elevation has a steel frame, awning operation window with four safety 
glass lights. The west and south elevations are entirely plain and lack fenestration. A metal 
“AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY” sign is affixed to the west elevation wall. Two por-
table instrument pedestals, one steel and one concrete, are associated with the exterior of the 
building. A survey monument set into the concrete foundation is stamped “DITT.” Though 
subject to weathering, the building remains in fair-to-good overall condition.       

Figure 255. Property H4187, north and west elevations, view to the southeast.
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History of Use

Portable buildings such as Property 
H4187 are considered equipment 
rather than permanent properties, 
and as such are not assigned a 
formal WSMR property number. 
Therefore, records regarding the 
use history and age of the build-
ing are not maintained at WSMR 
Public Works. Due to this, little or 
no archival information is typical-
ly available for buildings of this 
type. The building does not appear 
to have been originally installed in 
its current location, which was for-
merly an instrumentation site.  At 
the time of the current inventory, 
the interior of the building is empty 
and it appears to have sat vacant for 
an extended period.         

Figure 256. Property H4187, east elevation, view to the 
west. 

Figure 257. Embossed “Butler” cap on roof ridge gable gap.
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7.9.10 Unknown Portable Building 1

This building is a portable, pre-manufactured Armco steel building constructed on a wood skid 
foundation. It is located on the north side of the Property 20819 Launch Pad in association 
with a small cargo container. The building walls are clad in flat steel panels and the low-pitch 
gable roof is clad in standing seam panels. The roof has a minimal eave on all elevations and 
its gable ends have small louvered vent panels. The gable ends of the roof ridge are equipped 
with embossed “ARMCO” caps. The principle elevation of the building is the south elevation, 
which includes a steel faux-panel personnel door entrance. The entrance is illuminated by an 
explosion-proof overhead light fixture. A wall-mounted A/C unit is found next to the doorway 
and is supported by a cantilevered steel bracket. The wood skid foundation protrudes on this 
elevation to form a wood entry deck, which is accessed by one wood step. A WSMR logo sign 
is also attached to the wall next to the entrance. Steel frame windows with awning operation 
and four lights are located on the east and west elevations. The north elevation is plain and 
lacks fenestration save for a vent panel in the upper wall. An electrical panel is positioned just 
north of the building just outside the north edge of the launch pad. Within the interior are two 
electrical cabinets with all the equipment removed. The building is in fair overall condition. 

Figure 258. Unknown Portable Building 1, south and west elevations, view to the northeast.
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History of Use

No visible ID or number was iden-
tified on the building. Portable 
buildings such as this one are con-
sidered equipment rather than per-
manent properties, and as such are 
not assigned a formal WSMR prop-
erty number. Therefore, records re-
garding the use history and age of 
the building are not maintained at 
WSMR Public Works. Due to this, 
little or no archival information is 
typically available for buildings 
of this type. The building’s posi-
tion on the north edge of Property 
20819 suggests that it might have 
supported some late reuse of the 
launch pad. At the time of the cur-
rent inventory, the building was 
unused and it appears to have sat 
vacant for an extended period.         

Figure 259. Unknown Portable Building 1, east and north 
elevations, view to the southwest.

Figure 260. Stripped electronic racks within building interior.
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7.9.11 Unknown Portable Building 2

This small portable building is a pre-manufactured steel unit produced by the Parkersburg 
Company, as identified by labels on the gable end caps of the roof ridge. The building is 
constructed on a wood skid foundation. The building walls are clad in flat steel panels and the 
low-pitch gable roof is clad in standing seam panels. The roof has a minimal eave on all eleva-
tions and louvered vent panels in the gable ends of the east and west elevations. The building 
is nearly identical to Property H4064, but that property lacks any identifiable manufacturer’s 
ID tags.

The north elevation is the principal elevation of the building and has a centrally located per-
sonnel door entrance. The door consists of a steel door with a square upper light of safety glass 
and is illuminated by a sealed dome light. The wood skid foundation extends beyond the east 
elevation to form a short entry deck. The east elevation has one steel frame window with four 
lights of safety glass and awning operation, adjacent to which is an electrical terminal box. The 
west elevation has an identical 4-light window with awning operation, next to which is an air 
conditioning unit mounted to the wall via a cantilevered steel mount. A wood panel that sup-
ports a variety of electrical hardware is located at the base of the west elevation wall as well. 
The south elevation is entirely plain and lacks fenestration. 

Figure 261. Unknown Portable Building 2, north elevation, view to the south. 
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History of Use

Portable buildings such as this one 
are considered equipment rather 
than permanent properties, and 
are not assigned a formal WSMR 
property number. As such, records 
regarding the use history and age 
of the building are not maintained 
at WSMR Public Works. Due to 
this, little or no archival informa-
tion is typically available for build-
ings of this type. However, 1959 
architectural drawings for WSMR 
instrumentation installations (Plan 
Set WS-IN) identify this type of 
portable building as a “moveable 
instrumentation shelter” that pro-
vided storage and working space at 
instrumentation sites. This build-
ing remains in its original location 
near the Property 20800 “Jed Site.” 
Similar buildings are found across 
WSMR independent of instrumen-
tation installations and might have 
been relocated from instrumenta-
tion sites or procured through oth-
er means. The identical nature of 
these portable buildings and lack of 
property records makes it difficult 
to determine their origins, particu-
larly after they are removed from 
their original location. At the time 
of the current inventory, the interi-
or of the building is empty, and it 
appears to have sat vacant for an extended period.         

Figure 262. Unknown Portable Building 2, west and south 
elevations, view to the northeast. 

Figure 263. Parkersburg manufacturer’s tag on gable cap of 
roof ridge. 
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7.9.12 Unknown Storage Container

This portable storage container 
appears to be a repurposed cargo 
box from an Army two-and-a-half 
ton truck. The object is constructed 
of sheetmetal and rests on a steel 
support framework. The north ele-
vation of the unit has two outward 
swinging cargo doors, while the 
east, west, and south elevations are 
plain. A manufacturer’s ID tag on 
the unit reads “BODY BY MID-
WEST / PARIS ILL.” The tag also 
includes a model and serial number 
and a date of “8-20-65.” A docu-
ment box and WSMR property ID 
tags are attached to the north ele-
vation doors, but the property tags 
are illegible. The storage container 
is in fair overall condition. 

History of Use

As an expedient, portable structure, 
this object lacks a formal WSMR 
property number and as such, no 
information regarding the object’s 
history could be located among the 
various archival sources available 
the range. Therefore, the age and 
use history of the object remain 
unknown. 

Figure 264. Unknown Storage Container, north and east 
elevations.

Figure 265. “Midwest” manufacturer’s tag.  
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7.9.13 Fenced Storage Structure

This small storage structure is lo-
cated near the southeastern margin 
of the LC-33 complex just north of 
Nike Avenue. It consists of a steel 
pipe superstructure constructed 
atop an elevated concrete founda-
tion that is approximately twenty 
by eight feet and three feet above 
grade. Chain link fencing is at-
tached to the steel pipe supports on 
all sides, with provisions for two 
gates on the east elevation. The 
steel pipe superstructure supports 
an angle iron roof frame that was 
clad in corrugated sheetmetal, but 
only one sheetmetal panel remains 
attached. The east elevation also 
has a wood parking bumper at-
tached to the edge of the founda-
tion. A set of discarded steel steps, 
probably once attached to the east 
elevation, are located outside the 
west elevation. The property is 
unmaintained and in poor overall 
condition. 

History of Use

Although a weathered property 
sign is attached to the structure, 
no legible property number can be 
discerned on the sign. Due to the 
lack of the property number, no 
documentation of the property’s 
history or use could be identified in 
WSMR realty or archival records. 
Based on its design, the structure 
may have been for the storage of pressurized gas tanks, which could have been easily unloaded 
from a delivery truck given the foundation height. 

Figure 266. Unknown fenced storage structure, north and 
west elevations, view to the southeast.

Figure 267. Cluttered property sign attached to east 
elevation.
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7.9.14 Observation Stands

This property consists of a set of 
seven bleachers for the observa-
tion of launches at LC-33, located 
east of the main complex along the 
original alignment of Nike Avenue. 
The bleachers are oriented on a 
north-south line to provide a clear 
view of the interior of LC-33, in-
cluding the Blockhouse, Gantry 
Crane, and all associated launch 
pads. The bleachers are construct-
ed of steel frames, apparently set 
directly into the ground without 
foundations, with milled lumber 
benches. Each bleacher has seven 
rows of seats. Three of the bleach-
ers feature seats with plastic covers 
to protect the lumber benches from 
the elements. One electrical panel 
with an associated fuse box behind the east side of the bleachers, and another electric panel is 
located to the west of the bleachers. These electrical connections probably once powered a PA 
system. The stands do not appear to have been recently used or maintained. Although they have 
weathered due to exposure to the elements, they remain in fair overall condition.    

History of Use

Little documentation exists on the date of construction for the bleachers. At least a partial set 
of bleachers in the same approximate location are visible in aerial photographs of LC-33 taken 
in 1963. WSMR open-houses featuring missile launches, as well as demonstrations for both 
military officials and the public, were much more common during the 1950s and 1960s, so the 
construction of the stands sometime in the early 1960s is probable. The location of the stands 
along the abandoned stretch of Nike Avenue east of the complex suggests that they have not 
been used in a substantial length of time. 

Figure 268. Observation stands, view to the southeast. 
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7.10 Post-Cold War Additions to LC-33

Several new properties were con-
structed within the primary de-
veloped area of LC-33 during the 
post-Cold War period. Property 
20813 was constructed as a “Test 
Control Facility” southeast of Prop-
erty 20839 in 2000. This large steel 
frame, sheetmetal building is asso-
ciated with an exterior steel com-
munications tower. Additionally, 
permanent climatic conditioning 
chambers were constructed west of 
the Property 20811 Launch Pad in 
2001. These chambers are serviced 
by an overhead gantry crane and 
are located within a fenced enclo-
sure. A pre-manufactured building 
is also located within the fenced 
enclosure. Per an article in the Mis-
sile Ranger, these chambers were 
established in support of MLRS 
and ATACMS testing, and were 
first used in September 2001 (Ro-
driquez 2001). 

Given the recent age of these prop-
erties, they were not considered as 
historic resources. They are men-
tioned here only to provide a bet-
ter understanding of the post-Cold 
War additions and modifications to 
LC-33 and to facilitate future iden-
tification and management. These 
properties are not considered for 
NRHP eligibility either individual-
ly or as contributing elements to a 
possible district representing LC-33.        

Figure 269. Property 20813, east and south elevations. 

Figure 270. LC-33 climatic conditioning area, view to the 
northwest. 
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8. NRHP Eligibility Recommendations 
In evaluating the recorded properties for individual eligibility, the LC-33 resources were as-
sessed in terms of the applicable National Register Criteria. The four eligibility criteria are: 

(a) that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to 
the broad patterns of our history; or

(b) that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or 

(c) that embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of con-
struction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic val-
ues, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components 
may lack individual distinction; or

(d) that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in pre-
history or history.

Special Criteria Considerations are also applied in specific circumstances. One of these criteria 
considerations is applicable to the LC-33 resources: Criterion Consideration G. This consid-
eration allows the NRHP nomination of properties that are less than 50 years in age, provided 
that they are of exceptional importance. Criterion Consideration G and how it applies to the 
recorded resources is discussed in further detail in the Period of Significance section below.   

Throughout the resource evaluation process, the historic context of LC-33 was consulted in 
order to determine events that might constitute significance, facts about the people who were 
important to the history of the range, and attributes of design in the various periods of construc-
tion. Of the evaluation criteria, Criterion B appears to be the least applicable to the buildings, 
structures, and objects at the complex. Generally, any such associations are taken into account 
under the historical trends treated under Criterion A. Criterion D is not applicable in this case 
as the resources are unlikely to provide additional information about their design and con-
struction. Criteria B and D were considered in the evaluation of the LC-33 resources wherever 
possible; however, the more systematic application was made with respect to Criteria A and C. 

During the current inventory, a total of 52 resources were recorded, which were categorized 
into seven different property types. The property types are Launch Control Facilities, Launch 
Facilities, Instrumentation and Communication Facilities, Environmental Testing Facilities, 
Magazines, Blast Barricades, and Miscellaneous Facilities. The NRHP eligibility of the indi-
vidual LC-33 properties is discussed in detail within the HCPI forms included in Appendix C. 
The property eligibility is also summarized in the table below. Many of the historic properties 
within the core of LC-33 are located within an existing NHL. As these properties continue to 
maintain historic integrity, they are, by default, recommended as individually eligible to the 
NRHP. The previous documentation of the historic properties at LC-33 and the existing NHL 
are discussed in further detail below within the section on previous recordings. 

Of the 52 properties recorded as part of the current inventory, nine were recommended for 
individual eligibility under Criteria A and C. Additionally, it was found that LC-33 represents 
a definable concentration of resources, most of which date to the primary period of signifi-
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Table 13. LC-33 Property Eligibility Summary.

Property Property Function Build 
Date HCPI # Individually 

Eligible?
Contributing 

Element?

20800 Instrumentation Site 1959 44643 No No

20803 Communications Building 1969 44644 No No

20805 Communications Tower 1969 44645 No No

20810 Telephone Exchange 1954 44646 No Yes; A, C

20811 Honest John Launch Pad 1951 44647 Yes; A Yes, A, C

20814 Army Blockhouse 1945 37028 Yes; A, C Yes; A, C

20815 Conditioning Pad 1955 44648 No Yes; A, C

20817 Nike Launch Pad 1948 44649 Yes; A Yes; A, C

20819 Launch Pad 1945 44650 Yes; A Yes; A, C

20820 Gantry Crane 1946 44651 Yes; A, C Yes; A, C

20821 Velocimeter Bldg 1955 44652 No Yes; A, C

20822 Instrument Bldg 1955 44653 No Yes; A, C

20836 Nike/Vibratory Testing Bldg 1958 44654 No Yes; A, C

20837 Nike/Vibratory Testing Bldg 1958 44655 Yes; A, C Yes; A, C

20839 V-2/Hermes Launch Pad 1947 44656 Yes, A Yes; A, C

20840 Balloon Inflation Shelter 1959 44657 No Yes; A, C

20849 Vibratory Testing Bldg 1979 44658 No Yes; A, C

20850 Nike Launcher/Vibratory 
Test Bldg 1955 44659 No Yes; A, C

20855 Meteorology Tower 1957 44660 No Yes; A, C

20862 Blast Barricade 1960 44661 No Yes; A, C

20863 MLRS Launcher 2000 44662 No No

20864 Magazine 1960 44663 No Yes; A, C

20865 Magazine 1960 44664 No Yes; A, C

20866 Magazine 1960 44665 No Yes; A, C

20867 Magazine 1960 44666 No Yes; A, C

20868 Magazine 1960 44667 No Yes; A, C

20869 Magazine 1960 44668 No Yes; A, C
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Table 13. Property Eligibility , Cont. 

Property Property Function Build 
Date HCPI # Individually 

Eligible?
Contributing 

Element?

20870 Launch Pad 1960 44669 No No

20871 Launch Pad 1960 44670 No No

20872 Control Bunker 1960 44671 No No

21814 Communications Bldg 1956 44672 No No

21814A Unknown N/A 44673 No No

23331 Maintenance Bldg N/A 44674 No No

128754 Portable Storage Unit N/A 44675 No No

H3023 Portable Building N/A 44676 No No

H3040 Portable Building N/A 44677 No No

H4064 Portable Building N/A 44678 No No

H4116 Portable Building N/A 44679 No No

H4187 Portable Building N/A 44680 No No

Acoustic Vibratory 
Chamber Vibratory Testing Facility N/A 44681 Yes; A, C Yes; A, C

Blast Pit Launch Pad and Blast Pit 1946 44682 Yes; A, C Yes; A, C

Fenced Storage 
Structure Unknown N/A 44683 No No

Climatic Refrigera-
tion Unit Climatic Conditioning N/A 44684 No No

Mobile Lance Con-
ditioning Shelter Conditioning Shelter N/A 44685 No No

Observation 
Stands

Visitor Observation Bleach-
ers N/A 44686 No No

Unknown Elevated 
Instrument Pad Instrumentation N/A 44688 No No

Unknown Instru-
ment Pads Instrumentation N/A 44689 No No

Unknown Launch-
er Rail Launcher Rail Foundations N/A 44690 No No

Unknown Portable 
Bldg 1 Portable Bldg N/A 44691 No No

Unknown Portable 
Bldg 2 Portable Bldg N/A 44692 No No

Unknown Storage 
Container

Portable Storage Unit N/A 44693 No No

Zeus Reduced 
Scale Test Facility

Launch Tower (Property 
20839) 1959 44687 No Yes; A, C
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cance (1945 to 1954). As such, an additional 17 properties were recommended for eligibility 
as contributing elements to a historic district encompassing the primary concentration of Cold 
War-era LC-33 facilities.

In addition to the 52 recorded properties, 486 features were also recorded at LC-33. As these 
features are by definition insubstantial manifestations that cannot be categorized as buildings, 
structures, or objects, they do not possess any significant associations with historic events or 
people, lack any distinction of architectural form or method of construction, and do not possess 
additional information relevant to LC-33 or WSMR. As such, they cannot be recommended for 
eligibility to the NRHP, either individually or as contributing elements to any possible district. 

8.1 Eligibility Criterion A

Criterion A allows for recognition of resources “that are associated with events that have made 
a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history” (NPS 1995:2). This association 
can be with a specific event that marks “an important moment in American prehistory or histo-
ry” or with a longer-term “pattern of events or a historic trend that made a significant contribu-
tion to the development of a community, a State, or the nation” (NPS 1995:12). 

LC-33 is associated with both historic events and historic trends. It was the location of the 
first full-scale launch of the JPL WAC Corporal and first American V-2 launch, which can be 
considered as historic events in the development of American rocketry. They are also part of 
the pattern of events and trends that led to the development of the American ICBM and space 
programs, which are in turn closely associated with the larger historical narrative of the Cold 
War and Army missile development. As an Army facility, LC-33 is a unique type of historic 
property that is subject to more specific guidance published by the Army for Cold War-era 
military industrial properties (Lavin 1998). 

Per the guidance published by Lavin (1998), Cold War-era properties considered as eligible 
under the four criteria must be related to a specific historic theme related to the Cold War. Per 
the guidance offered in Lavin (1998), three specific themes are applicable to LC-33: Basic 
Scientific Research; Materiel Development; and Air Defense, Ballistic Missile Defense, and 
Army Missiles. This discussion will first explore in greater detail the relevant historic themes 
under which the resources were evaluated. This is followed by a discussion of the historic 
significance and eligibility of the LC-33 properties under Criterion A. 

8.1.1 Historic Themes 

Historic themes are used to define and categorize patterns of historic association. Per NPS 
guidance: 

A [historic] theme is a means of organizing properties into coherent patterns 
based on elements such as environment, social/ethnic groups, transportation 
networks, technology, or political developments that have influenced the de-
velopment of an area during one or more periods of prehistory or history [NPS 
1995:8].

Broad historic themes are presented within NPS Bulletin 15, which identifies general themes 
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under “Areas of Significance.” Among these, several are applicable to LC-33, such as Engi-
neering, Invention, Military, and Science (NPS 1995:8). The 1985 NHL nomination recognized 
LC-33 under the general themes of Military and Science, as well as a broadly-applied “Man 
in Space” theme as part of a nationwide NHL study (Butowsky 1984). For the purposes of the 
current inventory, more specific historic themes derived from DOD guidance are relied upon 
to avoid overly broad or inappropriate characterizations of the historic associations of LC-33.

More specific guidance for the identification of historic themes relevant to Cold War era mil-
itary-industrial properties is provided by the Army (Lavin 1998). This guidance is relevant to 
the evaluation of LC-33 as it played an active role in the Army’s military-industrial complex 
during the Cold War. As a significant launch complex for the testing of early Army missiles 
by a combination of military personnel, civilian contractors, and researchers from military-af-
filiated universities, LC-33 was emblematic of the collaboration between the military, federal 
legislation, and the private defense industry, coined as the “military-industrial complex” by 
President Dwight Eisenhower in 1961. Additionally, LC-33 was active throughout most of 
the Cold War period, generally defined as beginning with Winston Churchill’s “Iron Curtain” 
speech in 1946 and ending with the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. From its establishment in 
1945, LC-33 remained an active launch site at WSMR throughout the end of the Cold War and 
into the new millennium. 

Based on the guidance provided by the Army (Lavin 1998), Cold War era properties consid-
ered as eligible under the four criteria must be related to a specific historic theme related to the 
Cold War. Lavin (1998) defines nine such Cold War themes, some with specific sub-themes or 
facilities, for Cold War military-industrial properties. Three Cold War historic themes: Basic 
Scientific Research; Materiel Development; and Air Defense, Ballistic Missile Defense, and 
Army Missiles, are applicable to the LC-33 resources. 

The theme of Basic Scientific Research is defined by Lavin as using “scientific knowledge to 
place the most technologically advanced equipment and weapons into the hands of its soldiers” 
(Lavin 1998:64). The theme of Basic Scientific Research is interrelated with the theme of 
Materiel Development. Scientific research developed new ideas and technology, which were 
transformed into weapons and equipment as part of the materiel development process (Lavin 
1998:64). The American V-2 program was a perfect example of this progression, as it was used 
as a research vehicle to further knowledge in the fields of solar spectrum research, ionospheric 
research, cosmic-ray physics, atmospheric physics, and biological reactions to space. However, 
while substantial gains in these fields were made with the V-2, the goal was always to use data 
from the V-2 research to further military technologies. Improving scientific knowledge was a 
beneficial dividend, but was not the primary objective of the research conducted using the V-2. 

DOD scientific research during the Cold War was largely conducted under the aegis of various 
military laboratories. These laboratories were well represented in the V-2 Upper Atmospheric 
Panel, which guided V-2 experimental and research programs throughout the life of the Ameri-
can V-2 program. The NRL was an important early constituent of the V-2 Panel. The NRL was 
formed in 1923, inspired by none other than Thomas Edison who suggested in 1915 the con-
cept of a joint civilian and military research laboratory (Amato 1998:14). By WWII, the NRL 
was in the process of redefining itself as a major military research laboratory whose role ex-
ceeded the Navy service branch. Other major military scientific laboratories represented in the 
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V-2 Panel were the Army Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL), the Evans Signal Laboratory 
of the Army Signals Corps (SCEL), and the Cambridge Field Station (CFS), later known as the 
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory of the Air Materiel Command (AFCRL) (DeVorkin 
1992:73). Associated with the military research agencies were civilian contract laboratories 
such as the APL and university departments with military contracts, which included Harvard 
University, University of Michigan, University of Colorado, University of Utah, Boston Uni-
versity, University of Chicago, Princeton University, University of Rhode Island, and Rhode 
Island State College (DeVorkin 1992:73; Smith 1954). 

Using the V-2 as a vehicle to carry instruments and experiments beyond the atmosphere re-
sulted in meaningful scientific data. Some of the first photographs of the ultraviolet spectrum 
of the sun were captured by instruments carried by V-2 #12, and the first photographs of the 
earth taken from space were captured by cameras aboard V-2 flight #13. Some of the first ob-
servations and data on mammalian reactions to space travel were recorded on the V-2 Blossom 
series flights, which carried several primates and mice in a program developed by the Air Force 
Aero Medical Laboratory. 

Despite these gains in scientific knowledge, the American V-2 program showed that scientific 
gains would not necessarily be quick and easy just because a rocket had suddenly become 
available. In the longer view, the V-2 did provide a massive jump-start to the American space 
program. The Hermes C-1 design was a spin-off from the GE Hermes program that supported 
the V-2 launches at WSMR, and eventually served as the basis for the Redstone missile series. 
As the Hermes Program wound down during the early 1950s, many of the Paperclip scientists 
were transferred to the Redstone Arsenal outside Huntsville, Alabama. At Redstone Arsenal, 
the Hermes C-1 concept was developed into the Redstone tactical missile under the supervi-
sion of Werner von Braun and other Paperclip scientists. While the Redstone tactical missile 
had a relatively short service life, it was the progenitor of the Jupiter, Mercury, and Mercu-
ry-Redstone vehicles, which were the workhorses of the early US space program. The Jupiter 
C launch vehicle put the first American satellite into orbit in 1958 and the Mercury-Redstone 
launch vehicle carried Alan Shepard, the first American in space, into orbit in 1961 (Kennedy 
2009:61). The evolution of the V-2 into the first American orbital launch vehicles not only 
demonstrates the association of LC-33 with the theme of Basic Scientific Research, but also 
ties into the related theme of Materiel Development. 

The theme of Materiel Development is defined by Lavin (1998:66) as “the process of trans-
forming a concept into an actual weapon or piece of equipment… [in order to]…use superior 
technology to gain an advantage over the Warsaw Pact Forces.” The themes of Materiel Devel-
opment and Basic Scientific Research are related, as both were concerned with “obtaining suf-
ficient quantities of technologically superior equipment” (Lavin 1998:63). Scientific research 
expanded technological knowledge, which in turn could be used to develop new weapons and 
equipment by the materiel development process (Lavin 1998:64). 

Materiel development activities were carried out at Army designated Research, Development, 
and Engineering centers and proving grounds, with WSMR being a significant Army proving 
ground (Lavin 1998:69). LC-33 was a major center for materiel development; not only was 
it the only Army launch complex at WSPG until the early 1950s, it remained a major center 
of RDT&E activity at WSMR even after launch complexes proliferated during the 1950s. As 
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such, LC-33 was home to an abundance of materiel development milestones, starting with 
America’s first sounding rocket, the WAC Corporal, which was launched from the complex 
in 1945.  In addition to the above-referenced evolution of the V-2 into the pioneering orbital 
launch vehicles of the American space program and early tactical missiles like the Redstone, 
LC-33 also hosted launches of the MX-774. The MX-774/HIROC was an early AAF (prede-
cessor to the USAF) ballistic missile program that established design principles that were later 
used in America’s first ICBM, the Atlas. The complex also was home to the early flight testing 
of the Corporal missile, the nation’s first tactical missile. The first eight flights of the Viking re-
search rocket, designed by the NRL, were also launched from LC-33. The Viking was an inno-
vative design that reached unprecedented altitudes for a single-stage vehicle and incorporated 
advanced concepts such as integral tanking and a swiveling engine for better attitude control.

Aside from large missiles like the Corporal, Viking, and V-2, the Honest John artillery rocket 
was also a major test program at LC-33. Simple, transportable, and reliable in the field, the 
Honest John was the first missile of its class able to carry an atomic warhead, which made it a 
hallmark system of the Pentomic Army era. Due to its simple and rugged design, it remained 
in service with the National Guard until 1982. During the later years of the Cold War, mate-
riel development of tactical missiles continued with the developmental testing of the Lance 
missile, which replaced existing Army tactical missiles like the Sergeant and Honest John. 
The progression of Army tactical missiles continued at LC-33 during the late Cold War with 
the testing of the Assault Breaker prototypes, along with the very successful MLRS/ATACMS 
missile family. LC-33 also was home to the nascent Nike missile family, the country’s first, and 
arguably most prolific, air defense missile. The Nike missile is also relevant to the theme of 
theme of Air Defense, Ballistic Missile Defense, and Army Missiles, discussed below. 

LC-33 is also associated with the theme of Materiel Development, as defined by Lavin (1998), 
in another way. From the mid-1960s through the end of the Cold War, LC-33 hosted vibratory 
and climatic testing facilities at the west side of the complex, which in part were based out of 
former Nike launch facilities. As noted by Lavin (1998), this type of testing is an important 
component of the RDT&E process as it subjected equipment and vehicles to extreme con-
ditions that could be encountered in the field, an important consideration in providing the 
“critical qualitative edge for combating numerically superior Warsaw Pact forces and other 
adversaries” (Lavin 1998:92). Given its exceptional level of activity and wide variety of sup-
ported programs, LC-33 was a veritable hub for Army materiel development activity during 
the Cold War. 

The theme of Air Defense, Ballistic Missile Defense, and Army Missiles is also relevant to LC-
33.  Lavin outlines three subcategories under this broader theme: air defense, ballistic missile 
defense, and research and development. The sub-theme of air defense is applicable to LC-33 as 
it was home to the early testing of the Nike air defense missile series. Beginning with the Nike 
46 prototype vehicle and continuing on to the deployed Nike I, later known as the Nike Ajax, 
LC-33 was the primary launch area for Nike testing until the construction of LC-37 during 
the early 1950s. The Nike Ajax was installed at 222 sites nationwide as the primary defensive 
system against Soviet bombers, and as such, was one of the most prolific and visible aspects of 
air defense during the Cold War. The successor to the Nike Ajax, the Nike Hercules, possessed 
superior accuracy, range, and firepower as it could carry a W-31 nuclear warhead that was, 
in theory, capable of disrupting entire squadrons of Soviet bombers. The Nike Hercules also 
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8.1.2 Significance under Criterion A

Under Criterion A, LC-33 is associated with the previously identified historic themes of Basic 
Scientific Research; Materiel Development; and Air Defense, Ballistic Missile Defense, and 
Army Missiles. The early programs at LC-33 paved the way forward for Army missiles, space 
launch vehicles, American ICBMs, and upper atmospheric sounding rockets.

LC-33 is especially relevant to the theme of Basic Scientific Research as the site of the earli-
est American sounding rocket launches. The WAC Corporal was designed as a high altitude 
sounding rocket, although it possessed a limited payload capacity for carrying scientific instru-
ments and experiments aloft. The V-2 was designed to carry a one-ton warhead, and as such 
had payload capacity, if not always the space, to carry a wide variety of scientific gear to the 
upmost limits of the atmosphere. Through the coordinating efforts of the V-2 Upper Atmo-
sphere Panel, later known as the UARRP, scientific experiments in the fields of solar spectrum 
research, ionospheric research, cosmic-ray physics, and atmospheric physics were organized 
for inclusion on the WSPG V-2 flights. Modified V-2s also carried the first mammals beyond 
the atmosphere, and established that mammals could survive spaceflight. The first true two-
stage rocket vehicle, the Bumper, was also launched from LC-33 and laid the foundations for 
later multi-stage launch vehicles. The two-stage Bumper rockets were also the first vehicles 
launched from Cape Canaveral.

The V-2 program at LC-33 and the UUARP also formed the basis for scientific and military 
collaboration that supported the first satellite launch planned for the 1957 IGY. Although the 
Soviet Union “scooped” the first satellite launch from the US, the administrative and scientific 
framework first formed by the UUARP and expanded upon during the ramp up towards the 
1957 IGY served as the intellectual basis for the formation of NASA. The military, private 
industrial, and scientific cooperation that started with the V-2 program laid the groundwork for 
the US civilian space agency, and the more formalized NASA took over the organizational role 
played by former adhoc organizations like the UUARP. 

For scientists interested in wide variety of upper atmospheric phenomena, the V-2 suddenly 

underwent some testing at LC-33, although it was primarily tested at LC-37; the LC-33 testing 
appears to be have been mostly related to evaluation of Nike Hercules launcher structures. 
An early iteration of the anti-missile version of the Nike, the Nike Zeus, also underwent some 
limited supporting tests at LC-33. Eventually, the Nike program evolved into the Safeguard 
ballistic missile defense system, the sole installation of which was constructed at the SRMSC 
in North Dakota during the early 1970s.

The sub-theme of Army Missiles, as defined by Lavin, is also relevant to LC-33 for obvious 
reasons; the complex was essentially the birthplace of the Army missile program. While this is 
mostly covered by the discussion under the themes of Basic Scientific Research and Materiel 
Development, it is worth noting that LC-33 was the location of many “firsts” in the Army mis-
sile program, including the first sounding rocket (WAC Corporal), first American V-2 launch, 
first American tactical missile (Corporal), first nuclear capable surface-to-surface rocket (Hon-
est John), and first air defense missile (Nike). In addition, there were a great many corollary 
Army missile developments that stemmed from testing at LC-33, chief among which was the 
Redstone missile family.  
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provided a means of direct observation and measurement. Yet it did not necessarily result 
in new breakthroughs. The V-2 provided confirmations of fairly well established theoretical 
models, such as the ultraviolet spectrum of the sun and various characteristics of the upper 
atmosphere, but it would take additional research, experimental refinement, and new research 
programs to truly reap the harvest of observational data that upper atmospheric sounding rock-
ets were capable of providing. 

The true significance of the V-2 was through its contributions to ballistic missiles and space 
exploration. In many analyses of the V-2 as a weapon during WWII, it is characterized as a 
failure; inaccurate, ruinously expensive, and mostly ineffective as tactical weapon or an in-
strument of terror (Irons 2003). These characterizations are mostly correct, but unfortunately 
obscure just how much of a technological marvel the V-2 was for its time. No other existing 
rocket or missile was remotely comparable to the V-2 in scale or performance, in fact no other 
ballistic missile even existed as of the end of WWII. The V-2 was easily capable of reaching 
altitudes of more than 50 miles, more than double the altitude record of any previous balloon 
or aircraft. The largest WWII artillery guns could lob projectiles 30 miles; the V-2 had a range 
of 200 miles. By the technological standards of 1945, the V-2 was science fiction made real-
ity. The capture of the V-2 materials, equipment, and scientists by the US and Russia was an 
unprecedented technological windfall. It was highly prescient of US military planners, such as 
Colonel Holger Toftoy, to collect as much of the V-2 program as possible. 

The V-2 not only served as the basis for some of the world’s first IRBMs, it is also served as 
a training tool for the Armed Forces in how missiles operated, and how to launch them. It 
provided a major leap forward in operational experience that carried over to a variety of other 
rocket and missile programs. It was an impressive impetus to the American rocket and missile 
program that carried along with it the development of many supporting developments, such 
as range instrumentation, tracking, timing, and communication networks. Had the US had to 
develop a V-2 equivalent independently, these developments would have in turn been delayed.

The NRL Viking sounding rocket was another major launch series at LC-33 that played an 
important role in the early American space program, the history of which was interwoven 
with the Army missile program. The initial seven Viking flights were launched from LC-33 
before the program was relocated to LC-35. The Viking vehicle, designed by the NRL, was 
a technological achievement, as it reached unprecedented altitudes for a single-stage vehicle 
and incorporated innovative concepts such as integral tanking and a swiveling engine for bet-
ter attitude control. It was among the first American-designed sounding rockets and arguably 
the most sophisticated as of the early 1950s. However, one of the most historically intriguing 
aspects of the Viking was its evolution into the Vanguard satellite launch vehicle, which was to 
launch the world’s first satellite during the IGY of 1957 to 1958. The difficulties of transition-
ing the Viking into the Vanguard were partially responsible for the preemption of the American 
satellite launch by the Soviet Sputnik I. In the ensuing rush to respond to Sputnik, it was the 
Army-designed Juno satellite launch vehicle that placed the first American satellite into orbit. 
In retrospect, this is perhaps unsurprising as the Viking did not possess a very successful or 
lengthy track record — of the 11 flights conducted at WSPG, less than half were successful. 
However, Viking was a purely research based rocket that was designed by the largely civilian 
staffed NRL; it therefore better suited the ideal of a purely science-based, non-military satellite 
launch that was desired by the Eisenhower administration. 
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The Viking, through Vanguard, is also connected to other significant national events. The strug-
gle to place the first American satellite into space effectively launched the Space Race between 
the United States and the Soviet Union. The tremendous fallout from the Sputnik launch led 
to the public belief of a technological gap between the US and the Soviet Union, which was 
expressed as the “Missile Gap,” the fear that the Soviets had ICBMs while America did not. 
The failure of the first American satellite launch prompted the formation of NASA in 1958, 
although advisory panels like the UUARP had already foreseen the need for a central US space 
agency (DeVorkin 1992; Green and Lomask 1970:222). 

The American V-2 program, with LC-33 as its birthplace, was in many ways a wellspring 
for the manned space program. The Apollo moon landings are one of, if not the most, stand-
out scientific and exploratory achievements of the 20th century. Without the technological and 
knowledge boost provided by the V-2, the US manned space program would likely have been 
delayed by years if not decades. As the home of the first American V-2 launches, along with 
other milestone programs such as the Viking, MX-774, and Corporal, LC-33 truly substanti-
ates WSMR’s title as the “Birthplace of America’s Missile and Space Activity.”

Properties that are closely associated with the early V-2 program at LC-33 are the Army Block-
house (Property 20814), Property 20819 Launch Pad, Gantry Crane (Property 20820), and the 
Hermes Launch Pad (Property 20839). These properties are located within the existing LC-33 
NHL, but specific recommendations regarding their individual eligibility have not previously 
been made. The Army Blockhouse retains excellent integrity with the primary period of sig-
nificance; the launch pads have undergone more modifications and alterations, but still retain 
sufficient integrity of key physical traits from the primary period of significance. Due to the as-
sociation with the early American rocket and missile program that formed the foundations for 
the US manned space program, Properties 20814, 20819, 20820, and 20839 are recommended 
for individual eligibility under Criterion A. 

While the Blast Pit was not used for the V-2 launches at LC-33, it was used for launches of 
the Viking, MX-774, and Corporal. In addition to its association with these historic programs, 
it also retains excellent integrity. It is therefore recommended for individual eligibility under 
Criterion A.  

Other LC-33 properties were more closely tied to the historic themes of Materiel Development 
and Air Defense, Ballistic Missile Defense, and Army Missiles as defined by Lavin (1998). 
These properties were constructed in support of Army air defense and tactical missile systems. 
These properties include the various properties built for the Nike missile, including Properties 
20815, 20817, 20836, 20837, and 20850. All of these properties have undergone some degree 
of modification or alteration, and as such are not recommended for individual eligibility under 
Criterion A. However, they are recommended as contributing elements to the identified LC-33 
historic district.  

Other properties served in a support role to the RDT&E activities at LC-33, and provided 
instrumentation and communications support. These properties include Properties 20810, 
20820, 20821, 20840, and 20855. While these properties lack significant associations with the 
identified historic themes, they do contribute to the broader understanding of the facilities and 
operation of the complex. As such, they are not recommended for individual eligibility but are 
recommended as contributing elements to the identified LC-33 historic district.  
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As many of the documented LC-33 properties have significant associations with the identified 
historic themes of Basic Scientific Research, Materiel Development, and Air Defense, Ballistic 
Missile Defense, and Army Missiles, it is recommended that LC-33 as a whole is eligible as a 
historic district under Criterion A. Many of the LC-33 properties that are not recommended for 
individual eligibility are still meaningful to this larger district and are therefore recommended 
for NRHP-eligibility as contributing elements. The consideration of the LC-33 properties as 
contributing elements to a historic district is discussed in Section 8.8 on military landscapes 
and districts. Specifics regarding contributing and non-contributing properties are summarized 
in the eligibility summary table. Epsilon Systems recommends that the existing NHL limits, 
as defined in the original nomination, be maintained within the confines of the larger and more 
inclusive historic district.        

Many RDT&E activities at LC-33 post-date the mid-1960s and the complex continues to be 
actively used today. As these associations are less than 50 years old, they are discussed within 
the section on Criterion Consideration G. The late Cold War and post-Cold War reuse and 
adaptation of the early LC-33 properties are also considered within this section. 

8.2 Eligibility Criterion B

According to guidance in National Register Bulletin 32, nomination under Criterion B requires 
clear associations with a specific individual’s life and works. In the case of the historic pro-
grams at LC-33, the number of scientists and technicians involved in a test makes it difficult to 
identify the accomplishments of a specific individual. Additionally, for a property to be nomi-
nated based on association with an individual significant to history, it must possess meaningful 
association with that person’s life or works during the period when they achieved significance. 

Due to its central place in the story of the American V-2 program and its association with the 
V-2 Upper Atmospheric Research Panel, LC-33 possesses associations with multiple notable 
figures involved in either military rocket and missile programs or associated scientific research 
programs. These include:

Colonel Holger Toftoy- Colonel Toftoy was Chief of Army Ordnance Technical 
Intelligence during WWII and coordinated the recovery of V-2 materials and 
personnel from Europe. Toftoy was a major figure in the formation of the Army 
rocket and missile program.  

Werner von Braun- German rocket scientist who surrendered to American forc-
es at the end of WWII and became well-known in association with the Ameri-
can missile and space programs. 

Colonel H.R. Turner- The first commander of WSPG who is closely associat-
ed with the founding of the proving ground and the early V-2 flights. Turner 
planned the first launch facilities at LC-33, and is credited with co-designing 
the Army Blockhouse with Dr. Del Sasso. Turner was replaced by Brigadier 
General Philip Blackmore in August 1947. 

Dr. Ernst Krause- NRL scientist who served as the first chairman of the V-2 
Upper Atmospheric Panel.
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James Van Allen- Physicist with the APL who was prominent in the V-2 Upper 
Atmospheric Panel and discoverer of the eponymous Van Allen radiation belts. 

Frank Malina- Engineer with JPL who designed the Corporal series of rockets 
and missiles, and also contributed to the design of the Army Blockhouse. 

Homer Joe Stewart- Engineer with JPL who also worked on the Corporal pro-
gram. 

Herbert L. Karsch- During WWII, Herbert “Herb” Karsch served as an officer 
with Army Ordnance Technical Intelligence in Europe and was involved in the 
discovery of the Mittelwerk V-2 factory and Operation Paperclip. He served as 
Deputy Commander of WSPG in 1946 prior to becoming the WSPG Technical 
Coordinator, a position he held until 1954. In his role as Technical Coordinator, 
he played a significant role in the V-2 flight series.

While it could be argued that some of the properties at LC-33, such as the Army Blockhouse or 
Property 20820 Gantry Crane, possess associations with these individuals that would qualify 
them for eligibility under Criterion B, it can be difficult to ascertain the degree of association 
of any of these individuals with the extant physical resources at LC-33. With the exception of 
Colonel Turner, most of the above individuals did not spend a great deal of time at WSPG, and 
were mostly present on the range during relatively brief periods surrounding launches. Colonel 
Toftoy spent most of his career at the Army Redstone Arsenal in Alabama, and then Aberdeen 
Proving Grounds in Maryland. Even Werner von Braun, whose name is often anecdotally tied 
to various resources at WSPG, spent a minimal amount of time at WSPG. Von Braun, along 
with the other Paperclip scientists, was housed at Fort Bliss, Texas prior to being relocated to 
Huntsville, Alabama in 1950. At Fort Bliss, the German rocket scientists served largely in an 
advisory capacity for the American rocket and missile development and had little direct partic-
ipation in the V-2 launches or other American missile program. Having the German scientists 
available as expert consultants helped to keep the American programs on track, even if they 
weren’t directly involved:

In Germany, the von Braun team of governmental, industrial, and educational 
investigators had explored many areas of every known aspect of rocket tech-
nology. Many of them proved to be unfruitful; thus these men were able to 
steer their American counterparts away from blind alleys. In terms of money, 
the Army estimated that this “brain picking” had saved the nation at least $750 
million in basic rocket research alone [Ordway and Sharpe 2007:250]. 

For the Germans, however, this period was frustrating due to their lack of active participa-
tion, and their time at Fort Bliss, “were years of frustration and disappointment” (Ordway and 
Sharpe 2007:250). According to guidance in National Register Bulletin 32, for a property to 
be nominated based on association with an individual significant to history, it must possess 
meaningful association with that person’s life or works during the period when they achieved 
significance. Given the limited involvement of Werner von Braun and his associates with the 
launch activities at LC-33 during the 1940s, application of Criterion B does not seem appro-
priate, and the association of the complex and its constituent properties with the Paperclip 
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scientists is more appropriately addressed under the broader historical aegis of Criterion A.

This analysis also applies to the association of James Van Allen with LC-33. While James Van 
Allen, through the V-2 Upper Atmospheric Panel, was an important figure in the American V-2 
program, he primarily worked out of the APL of Johns Hopkins University in Silver Spring, 
Maryland, with only occasional visits to WSPG. Van Allen achieved national renown as part of 
the team that developed the Explorer I satellite, the first successful American orbital satellite. 
Explorer I included APL-developed radiation sensors that first detected the bands of radiation 
surrounding the earth that soon became known as the Van Allen Belts. As a result of this 
work, Van Allen was nominated to the American Academy of Sciences in 1959, and became a 
well-known scientific advisor and popular advocate for the sciences. Van Allen’s most prolific 
period was arguably surrounding the 1957 IGY, and the subsequent years of the Space Race, 
well after his association with the V-2 program at WSMR. Accordingly, it is difficult to tie 
the most significant period of Van Allen’s life and works directly to LC-33, as this period was 
geographically and chronologically removed from his activities at WSMR.      

Dr. Ernst Krause served as the first chair of the V-2 Upper Atmospheric Panel and also was 
present at WSPG for some of the early V-2 launches. However, he mostly worked from the pri-
mary NRL campus on the banks of the Potomac in Washington D.C. Similarly, Frank Malina 
and Homer Joe Stewart performed the majority of their design and engineering work from the 
JPL facilities outside Pasadena, California and were only on-site at LC-33 during launches of 
the WAC Corporal.

A somewhat stronger association exists between Colonel Turner and LC-33, as he not only laid 
the groundwork for WSPG, but remained on-site through 1947 as the first WSPG Commander. 
He was also fundamental in directing the first year of V-2 launches at LC-33 and is also often 
credited with co-designing the Army Blockhouse. A similar situation exists with Herb Karsch, 
who was involved in the recovery of V-2 parts from the Mittelwerk factory in Germany and 
the orchestration of Operation Paperclip. From January to September of 1946, Major Karsch 
served as Deputy Commander of WSPG, after which he served as the civilian WSPG Tech-
nical Director until 1954. As the WSPG Technical Director, he worked closely with Colonel 
Turner, often acting as an intermediary between Turner and the GE Project Hermes technicians 
(DeVorkin 2007:123). Karsch was also a member of the V-2 Panel during this period. Howev-
er, given the large number of military personnel, contractors, and scientists that contributed to 
the formation of LC-33 and its early launches, it is difficult to single out associations with any 
one individual, including Colonel Turner or Herb Karsch. 

As a launch site, LC-33 is primarily associated with historical events and trends, although 
many well-known scientists and engineers, as well as individuals who are significant to the 
history of WSMR, worked at the complex. However, it is difficult to argue that LC-33 derives 
its historic significance from association with any single individual. With the exceptions of 
Colonel Turner and Herb Karsh, many notable researchers and scientists primarily worked 
from other locations, making it more difficult to demonstrate that LC-33 possesses significant 
associations with their life works. Additionally, stating that LC-33 derives its historic signif-
icance from association with any single individual is likely too narrow of a focus given the 
complex’s associations with major 20th century historic trends such as ballistic missile devel-
opment, space exploration, and the Cold War. Accordingly, Epsilon Systems recommends that 
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8.3 Eligibility Criterion C

LC-33 includes many utilitarian building and structure types that are commonplace at DOD 
test ranges. However, the launch complex also includes several unique buildings and structures 
that are notable for their design and construction. 

Many of the buildings at LC-33 are of concrete or pre-manufactured construction that are 
standardized, ubiquitous types found across WSMR and other military installations nationwide 
during the Cold War and beyond. Poured concrete buildings recorded at LC-33 include Proper-
ties 20810, 20864, 20865, 20866, 20867, 20868, and 20869. Pre-manufactured steel buildings 
are abundant at LC-33, and include Properties 20803, 20821, 20822, 20849, 21814, 23331, 
along with multiple small portable buildings. All of these properties are typical, utilitarian 
DOD properties that do not represent any particular technological advances or innovations in 
their actual construction. These utilitarian buildings are driven by function rather than form, 
and lack distinction in their type, period, or method of construction. Nor do they represent the 
work of a master or possess high artistic value. For these reasons, many of the recorded LC-33 
properties are not recommended for individual eligibility under Criterion C. For additional 
discussion of the recorded properties’ eligibility under Criterion C, the reader is directed to the 
individual property HCPI forms included in Appendix C.   

The Army Blockhouse (Property 20814) is an obvious exception to the generic poured con-
crete buildings at LC-33. The massive construction of the Blockhouse, with a roof 27 feet thick 
and walls 10 feet thick, is a reflection of the many uncertainties that surrounded the first Amer-
ican rocket and missile launches. The Blockhouse was built to withstand a worst-case scenario 
direct strike from a ballistic missile. However, a direct hit by an errant missile was an unlikely 
scenario, and later blockhouse buildings at WSMR were not built to such a standard, reflecting 
a more nuanced understanding of the risks and realities of rocket and missile launches.  As 
such, the construction of Property 20814 is representative of a type and period of construction 
and is therefore recommended for eligibility under Criterion C.

Another major structure at LC-33 that embodies “distinctive characteristics of a type, period, 
or method of construction” is the Gantry Crane (Property 20820), and the associated Blast Pit. 
The Gantry Crane, which was adapted from a shipyard according to some sources, was not 
unique at WSMR, but is one of the few examples of its size and scale that are still extant at 
the range. It is a remnant of the early days of the proving ground, when substantial facilities 
that required significant investment were constructed. The size and extent of the Gantry Crane 
installation, with its several hundred yards of rail tracks and its capability to service the largest 
missiles of the period, embody the pioneering days of American rocketry. The associated Blast 
Pit, especially constructed to handle the substantial flame plume and blast of the V-2, also em-
bodies the period in which it was constructed, when large vehicles such as the V-2, Corporal, 
and Viking were major launch programs at LC-33. Property 20820 and the associated Blast Pit 
are therefore recommended for individual eligibility under Criterion C.        

Multiple launch pads are also found at LC-33, all of which are concrete slab foundations with 
associated electrical and fire control infrastructure, and a variety of attachment hardware. The 

the historic associations of the LC-33 properties are more appropriately considered under the 
broader scope of Criterion A. 
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launch pads range in complexity from the very basic concrete pads used for launches of the 
Redhead/Roadrunner drone, to pads that feature extensive built-in infrastructure and remnants 
of multiple launcher installations, as seen with Property 20839. The simple concrete slab con-
struction of these launch pads does not qualify them for individual eligibility under Criterion 
C, but they are recommended as contributing elements to the NHL and larger district. 

Located outside the NHL boundaries along the west side of the complex are several structures 
constructed in support of the Nike program during the mid-to-late 1950s. Property 20836 was 
a unique type of launcher structure built as a prototype for the Nike Hercules program. Known 
as the “Hercules Cellular Launcher” or “Optimum Cellular Launcher,” it was envisioned as 
a more efficient launcher scheme that would minimize land-use and personnel requirements 
for Nike installations. Ultimately, the cellular launcher scheme did not pass trial tests, and the 
prototype was abandoned. Due to its unique design and construction, Property 20836 would 
likely qualify for individual eligibility under Criterion C; however, it lacks integrity as it was 
extensively overhauled when it was adapted to house vibratory test equipment during the 
1960s and 1970s. Although less extensively modified, the same holds true for the neighboring 
Properties 20850 and 20837. Property 20850 was essentially identical to the magazine and 
launcher structures that were constructed at Nike installations nationwide, but was modified to 
house hydraulic equipment in support of the neighboring Property 20849. This modification 
removed both the interior and exterior Nike missile handling equipment, as well as the original 
launcher doors and elevator. Due to the loss of integrity, Property 20850 is not recommended 
for individual eligibility under Criterion C. Property 20837 was constructed as a hardened con-
trol room for the LC-33 Nike facilities, and relied on reinforced concrete construction within 
an earthen mound to give it sufficient blast protection. While Property 20837 was modified 
during its period of re-use as part of the LC-33 dynamic testing facilities, most of these changes 
were related to its interior layout and equipment, and it retains integrity of most of its original 
exterior characteristics. As it represents a distinctive type of blockhouse construction, Property 
20837 is therefore recommended for individual eligibility under Criterion C.     

There are also properties at LC-33 that are recommended for individual eligibility as they are 
of unique construction. One such unique property is the Acoustic Vibration Chamber located 
in the former LC-33 dynamic testing area. The chamber itself was pre-manufactured by the 
Ling Electronics Corporation, and its original installation incorporated a large diesel powered 
air compressor and other supporting equipment. At the time of its installation, the Acoustic 
Vibration Chamber was the only one of its kind in the nation and similar units remain very rare 
today (Wind and Sand 1965:1; Jeffrey Dallman personal communication 2017). Though the 
air compressor and acoustical horns have been removed and the unit is no longer operational, 
its exterior characteristics remain mostly unaltered. As it embodies distinct characteristics of 
a type, the Acoustic Vibration Chamber is also recommended for individual eligibility under 
Criterion C.        

The final clause of Criterion C, “…a significant and distinguishable entity whose components 
may lack individual distinction” (NPS 1995:2), refers to districts. The district considerations 
for the LC-33 properties are discussed in Section 8.8.10.  
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8.4 Eligibility Criterion D

Per NRHP guidance, Criterion D is most often applied to archeological districts and sites, but 
can be applied to buildings, structures, and objects (NPS 1995:21). However, for buildings, 
structures, and objects to be eligible under Criterion D, the properties themselves must be the 
principal source of important information, which is usually related to design and construction 
details (NPS 1995:21). This is not the case with the LC-33 resources, as the design and con-
struction details of most of the properties are already well documented and additional data is 
unlikely to be derived from the physical resources themselves. As such, no information poten-
tial exists in further study of the LC-33 buildings, structures, and objects. Therefore, none of 
the LC-33 properties are recommended as eligible under Criterion D.

8.5 Previous Research

Three major previous research efforts have been performed at LC-33; a State Register listing 
in 1978; the 1985 NHL listing; and a 1996 documentation effort by HSR. While these previous 
recordings made useful contributions towards the documentation of the LC-33 resources, none 
were comprehensive in scope. These previous documentation efforts were not inclusive of all 
the buildings, structures, objects within the main developed area of LC-33, nor did they include 
a complete historic context.  

The 1978 New Mexico State Register documentation focused solely on the Army Blockhouse 
(Property 20814) and the Gantry Crane (Property 20820) as the basis for State Register (SR) 
580. This early listing stated, “the only two noteworthy structures on the original launching site 
used for testing V-2 rockets on the White Sands Missile Range are the old Army Blockhouse 
and the launching crane, also known as the Gantry Crane” (Cumiford 1977:1). This listing did 
not inventory any other properties at LC-33, nor did it include a discussion of NRHP eligibility 
based on the four NRHP criteria. LC-33 was listed on the New Mexico State Register of Cul-
tural Properties on January 20, 1978. 

The 1978 SR-580 listing was reiterated by the 1985 NHL listing (Butowsky 1984). The 1985 
listing was conducted as part of the National Park Service “Man in Space National Historic 
Landmark Theme Study,” the purpose of which was to evaluate all resources related to the 
theme of Man in Space and to identify resources for designation as NHLs (Butowsky 1984). 
This broad theme also recognized the Mercury Spacecraft Friendship 7, Gemini 4 Spacecraft, 
and Apollo 11 Command Module as nationally significant historic objects, but did not recom-
mend them as NHLs since they were objects in museum collections (Butowsky 1984). The 
Secretary of the Interior designated LC-33 as an NHL on October 3, 1985.      

The 1985 NHL listing coincided with the 40th anniversary of WSMR and the first American 
V-2 launch; the establishment of the NHL was celebrated at WSMR with the posting of com-
memorative signs at LC-33 and extensive coverage in the Missile Ranger newspaper. The NHL 
nomination again focused on the Army Blockhouse and the Gantry Crane, stating: “Launch 
Complex 33 at the White Sands Missile Range has two important structures; the old Army 
Blockhouse and the launching crane, also known as the Gantry Crane” (Butowsky 1984:2). 
As part of the 1985 NHL listing, Historic American Engineering Record (HAER) documenta-
tion was completed for LC-33, with an emphasis placed on the Army Blockhouse and Gantry 
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Crane. While an overview map and discussion of the V-2 and related test properties were 
included as part of the HAER documentation, specific HAER sheets were only drawn for the 
Army Blockhouse and the Gantry Crane/Blast Pit. As indicated on the NHL nomination form, 
the NHL boundary includes the Army Blockhouse (Property 20814), Gantry Crane (Property 
20820), the Blast Pit, Property 20817, Property 20819, the west half of Property 20839, and 
encompasses the north extension of the Gantry Crane tracks (Butowsky 1984). As with the ear-
lier State Register nomination, the NHL documentation does not specifically discuss eligibility 
under the four NRHP criteria.

In 1996, an inventory project conducted by HSR (NMCRIS Number 56033) recorded proper-
ties within the main LC-33 complex under LA 116553. This was part of a larger effort by HSR 
that generated a historic context document for WSMR (Eidenbach et al. 1996) and documented 
multiple properties along Nike Avenue. These properties were generally recorded in clusters 
and documented under Laboratory of Anthropology (LA) archaeological site numbers rather 
than as individual Historic Cultural Properties. As such, the individual properties were not 
assigned Historic Cultural Properties Inventory (HCPI) numbers. Per current state guidelines, 
historic buildings, structures, and objects should be documented using HCPI numbers and 
forms, but this system was not completely established as of the mid-1990s. As a result, the 
documentation of built environment under LA numbers was not unusual during this period. 

HSR documented multiple properties at LC-33 in 1996 as part of LA 116553. The document-
ed properties included Properties 20810, 20811, 20814, 20817, 20819, 20820, 20821, 20822, 
20839, 20840, 20872, and the Environmental-Control Missile Storage Building (Lance Con-
ditioning Shroud). Multiple portable buildings without formal WSMR property numbers were 
also described as part of the LA 116553 recording. However, most of the documented prop-
erties were not assigned individual HCPI numbers or documented on HBIF forms. Only two 
properties recorded as part LA 116553, Property 20810 and 20839, were recorded on HBIF 
forms as part of this inventory effort. HSR recommended Property 20810 and 20839 as eligible 
under Criteria A and C; no formal eligibility determinations or SHPO concurrence were docu-
mented as part of these recordings. 

These previous recording efforts documented, at least to some extent, 21 properties at LC-33. 
The nature of the 1996 recording was somewhat variable; some properties were documented 
as “associated features” and not otherwise recorded. Most of these documented properties did 
not receive recommendations as part of the documentary effort. It is implied that the properties 
specifically identified as contributing elements to SR-580 and the LC-33 NHL are individually 
eligible, likely under Criteria A and C, but this is not explicitly stated in the documentation 
from either effort. Specific recommendations for each of the recorded LC-33 properties are 
provided as part of the current inventory effort, which are included in the individual property 
HCPI forms (Appendix C) and summarized in the eligibility summary table.     

As part of the current effort, all of the recorded resources, including those previously docu-
mented, were evaluated for their NRHP eligibility. Nine of the recorded properties are recom-
mended for individual eligibility under either Criteria A or C. Additionally, it was found that 
LC-33 represents a definable concentration of resources, many of which date to the primary 
period of significance (1945 to 1954). As such, most of the recorded properties were rec-
ommended for eligibility as contributing elements to a historic district.  As an active launch 
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complex within WSMR, LC-33 has accrued some recent additions and modifications that are 
unrelated to or post-date its Cold War era period(s) of significance. However, it is the recom-
mendation of Epsilon Systems that many of the primary, historic properties that have defined 
the complex throughout its existence remain intact and the complex overall retains sufficient 
historic integrity of its physical features to convey its historic significance. As such, Epsilon 
Systems recommends that LC-33 is recognizable as a historic military landscape that is best 
managed as a historic district, per published guidance in Loechl et al. (1994).

8.6 Period of Significance and Criterion Consideration G

The primary period of significance at LC-33 aligns with the halcyon period of early American 
rocketry, from the closing days of WWII into the early 1950s. The final V-2 flight took place 
in 1952, and Project Hermes officially ended in 1954. The end of the Hermes program in 1954 
therefore serves as a useful end date for the primary period of significance at LC-33; the pri-
mary period of significance is therefore defined here as spanning the period between 1945 and 
1954. During this period, the American V-2 and Hermes prototype launches occurred, along 
with most of the flight tests of the WAC Corporal, Corporal, Nike, MX-774, and Viking vehi-
cles. During these years, the Cold War rapidly took form, escalating into the Korean War from 
1950 to 1953. The outbreak of the Korean War initiated a period of renewed defense spending, 
which had been drastically cut following the end of World War II, which resulted in a major 
expansion of facilities at WSPG.    

A secondary period of significance can also be defined for the inter-Cold War period between 
1954 and 1975. This period follows the end of the primary period of significance and extends 
until the end of the Vietnam War, marked by the fall of Saigon in April 1975. This period 
encompasses several Cold War milestones, including the Cuban Missile Crisis, the Missile 
Gap, and the Space Race. Defense spending remained relatively high during this period, which 
accelerated missile RDT&E at WSMR. The launch of the first American satellite and the lunar 
landings of the Apollo Program also took place during this period. This middle period arguably 
represents the height of the Cold War but was less important to LC-33 as it was gradually su-
perseded by the construction of new launch complexes at WSMR. 

A final period of significance can be defined for the period from 1975 to the end of the Cold 
War in 1989, as marked by the fall of the Berlin Wall. After the end of the Vietnam War, de-
fense spending was drastically reduced. This coincided with the signing of several arms limita-
tion treaties during the early 1970s which limited the deployment of BMD systems, which also 
contributed to significant reductions in missile RDT&E funding. The Army also transitioned 
to a volunteer force during the mid-1970s, which coupled with the reduced level of funding 
left it understaffed and poorly equipped, a period that historian Mary Lavin refers to as the 
“Hollow Army” (Lavin 1998:52). This situation improved with the increased defense budgets 
of the Carter and Reagan administrations and a renewed emphasis on technological advances 
as part of the Reagan-era SDI. This period was marked by an emphasis on the development of 
highly advanced defense systems and precision tactical weapons. At LC-33, this period was 
marked by extensive testing of the MLRS and ATACMS systems. Survivability testing at the 
LC-33 Dynamic Testing facility also remained a significant activity at the complex during 
this period. While the complex remained active, few new properties were constructed and the 
testing activities generally lacked the significant historical associations of the primary period 
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Figure 271. Boundaries of SR-580 and 1983 NHL at LC-33, and fenced limits of main complex.  
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of significance.         

The term “historic”, per NRHP guidance, represents events, activities, and properties that are 
over 50 years old. Post-1968 activities and properties at LC-33 are still meaningful to recent 
history, but are not technically considered historic. The historic aspects of LC-33 are mostly 
encapsulated within the primary period of significance from 1945 to 1954, with some exten-
sion into the secondary period significance from 1954 to 1975.       

The post-1968 activities and properties at LC-33, being less than 50 years of age, are consid-
ered within the framework of Criterion Consideration G. This consideration applies to both 
properties and events that are less than 50 years old, if they are of “exceptional importance” to 
recent history. Additionally, per guidance in the National Register Bulletin 15, properties that 
are more than 50 years old but possess significant associations with events less than 50 years 
old must be evaluated under Criterion Consideration G (NPS 1995:43). Criterion Consider-
ation G therefore applies to the continuing use and adaptation of the original LC-33 properties 
constructed prior to 1968, as well as properties built within the last 50 years. 

Major RDT&E activities at LC-33 within the last 50 years include the survivability testing 
conducted at the LC-33 Dynamic Testing Facility, testing of the Lance missile, and testing 
of the MLRS platform and ATACMS missile system. These programs fall into the latter two 
periods of significance for LC-33 but are still relevant to the identified historic themes. The 
LC-33 Dynamic Testing Facility (formerly the CAVTC) subjected equipment and vehicles to 
extreme conditions that could be encountered in the field, an important stage in the materiel 
development process. The Lance missile was developed as a replacement for the Little John 
and Honest John artillery rockets, and eventually replaced the larger Sergeant missile as well. 
It was primarily deployed as a delivery vehicle for tactical nuclear weapons, and as such was 
never fired in battle (McKenney 2007:242). Though it was a rugged and dependable system 
that was well-received by Army artillery forces, today it is mostly remembered for its role in 
the neutron bomb controversy of the 1980s. The Lance was largely eliminated by the 1987 In-
termediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty which eliminated short and intermediate range 
nuclear weapons. The Lance’s role as a conventional weapon was replaced by the ATACMS. 
The ATACMS was fired from the same launcher as the MLRS, but was a semi-ballistic guided 
missile that achieved higher speeds and longer ranges than the Lance and required less man-
power in the field to launch (McKenney 2007:242). The ATACMS remains in use today. 

The vibration and temperature conditioning conducted at the LC-33 Dynamic Testing Facility 
is a fairly standard step in the materiel development process. This type of survivability testing 
was also conducted at other WSMR facilities, as well as at other DOD and private contrac-
tor facilities. As such, it does not meet the standard for exceptional importance as stipulated 
for eligibility under Criteria Consideration G. The development of the Lance and ATACMS 
missiles was part of the evolutionary growth of Army tactical missiles, which were used to 
supplement conventional artillery. Although these systems were successful in the field and 
widely deployed, they do not necessarily meet the standard of exceptional importance required 
of Criteria Consideration G.  New properties were generally not constructed in support of these 
later test programs at LC-33, rather existing facilities such as Properties 20811, 20836, and 
20837 were adapted and reused. 

Specific to the recommendation of LC-33 as a historic district, it is not necessary to demon-
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8.7 Integrity of LC-33 

Per the guidance in Lavin (1998), Cold War-era Army military-industrial properties that are 
eligible for consideration under one or more specific Cold War themes must be judged in 
terms of historic integrity. This discussion primarily focuses on the integrity of the complex 
as a whole as a prerequisite for addressing the possibility of a NRHP district in the following 
section. For details regarding the integrity of individual properties, the reader is directed to the 
property descriptions in Chapter 7 and the HCPI forms in Appendix C.   

Integrity, or the ability of the property to convey its significance via its physical attributes, 
is evaluated by seven qualities. These are the qualities of location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, and association. These specific qualities are derived from NRHP guid-
ance and can be considered individually in regards to the historic character of LC-33. 

The quality of location is related to, yet distinctive from, the quality of setting. The quality of 
location simply refers to the place where the historic events occurred, while setting refers to the 
“character of the place” and “how, not just where, the property is situated and its relationship to 
surrounding features and open space” (NPS 1995:45). NPS guidance states, “The actual loca-
tion of a historic property, complemented by its setting, is particularly important in recapturing 
the sense of historic events and persons” (NPS 1995:44). As such, it is clear that the aspect of 
location has remained entirely consistent for LC-33. The slightly more subtle aspect of setting 
has remained relatively little changed since the late 1960s, at which time LC-33 had mostly 
assumed its current extent and layout. In regards to the aspects of location and setting, LC-33 
retains a high level of historical integrity. This has been aided by the 1985 NHL listing, which 
discouraged modification and reuse within the historic core of the complex.  

The aspects of workmanship and materials are more applicable to individual properties, but 
can be applied to consideration of the general historic fabric of LC-33. Workmanship is defined 
as “the evidence of artisans’ labor and skill in constructing or altering a building, structure, 
object, or site. Workmanship can apply to the property as a whole or to its individual compo-
nents” (NPS 1995:45). Materials are “the physical elements that were combined or deposit-
ed…to form a historic property” (NPS 1995:45). The basic materials, concrete, CMUs, and 
steel, of most LC-33 properties remains intact, a fact which is especially visible in the Army 
Blockhouse (Property 20814), Gantry Crane (Property 20820), Blast Pit, and several of the 
launch pads. These properties have been modified by various additions and modifications, but 
their original workmanship and materials remain evident. 

The primary LC-33 launch pads, including Property 20811, 20817, 20819, and 20839, have 

strate exceptional importance under Criterion Consideration G as the majority of the contrib-
uting properties are historic. Per NRHP guidance, a district with a majority of properties over 
50 years old can also include contributing resources that are less than 50 years old without 
demonstrating exceptional importance of the district itself or those contributing elements that 
are less than 50 years old (Sherfy and Luce 1998:10). As the more recent additions at LC-33 
are a continuation of the same mission and historical patterns that were responsible for the 
construction of the older properties, they therefore are considered as integral and contributing 
elements to the district without the necessity of making a separate argument for their inclusion 
under Criterion Consideration G.
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been subject to the most modification through the removal and replacement of their various 
launcher assemblies through time. This is typical of most launch pad properties at WSMR, as 
the basic concrete slab foundations themselves are very amenable to re-use for new programs 
by simply attaching new launcher units as needed. At LC-33, the original Nike launchers have 
been removed from Property 20817, as have the Honest John launchers from Property 20811. 
The original V-2 launch site at the west end of Property 20819 has also been subject to modifi-
cation and re-use; however, in this case, much of the launch equipment used for the 1946 V-2 
launches was mobile German field equipment, such as a portable launcher table and Meiler-
wagon. As such, there was minimal permanent launch infrastructure installed for the V-2 on 
Property 20819. The most significant impact to workmanship and materials at LC-33 was the 
removal of the WAC Corporal launch tower from Property 20819. The launch tower, a pre-
decessor to the Aerobee launch towers constructed at LC-35, was a significant component of 
the early LC-33 infrastructure and a prominent landmark at the complex. However, the WAC 
Corporal was essentially immediately obsolete and there was no need to maintain its dedicated 
launch tower after the conclusion of the WAC Corporal B flight series in 1947. Accordingly, it 
was removed sometime before 1963, long before sufficient perspective existed for recognition 
of it as a historic structure.

The Gantry Crane (Property 20820) and associated Blast Pit structure both retain a high degree 
of integrity of their original workmanship and materials. These properties have been little al-
tered since they fell out of use during the 1950s, and have been preserved as part of the LC-33 
NHL. Even the blast damaged steel plates that line the interior of the Blast Pit remain intact, 
an evocative detail that conveys the forces the Blast Pit contended with during the heyday of 
large vehicle launches at LC-33.     

Related to setting, workmanship, and materials is the quality of design, which is defined as “the 
combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property” 
(NPS 1995:44). Despite additions to many properties at LC-33, including the Army Block-
house (Property 20814), Property 20819, and Property 20839, the basic original design of these 
properties remains evident. The overall layout and design of LC-33 also retains a good deal 
of integrity. Its original layout centered on the Army Blockhouse and Property 20819 Launch 
Pad, which were connected by the interior loop access road. Additional properties, such as the 
Gantry Crane and Blast Pit and Property 20817 Nike launch pad were added in an integrated 
manner that maintained the organizational layout of the complex interior as defined by the loop 
road. This design was deemphasized by later expansions such as the Property 20811 Launch 
Pad and the 1950s Nike facilities on the west side of the complex. Despite this, the original 
spatial organization of the LC-33 core remains evident and discernable to the modern viewer. 
As such, the complex overall retains good integrity of its original design. Additionally, the 
gradual build-out of the complex through the late Cold War period is consistent with the nature 
of the complex’s RDT&E mission, which required expansion and adaptation through time. 

Cumulatively, the aspects of setting, design, workmanship, and materials contribute to the 
more general aspects of feeling and association. According to NPS guidance, feeling “is a 
property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time” and “re-
sults from the presence of physical features that, taken together, convey the property’s historic 
character” (NPS 1995:45). Closely related to feeling is association, which is “if it is the place 
where the event or activity occurred and is sufficiently intact to convey that relationship to 
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8.8 LC-33 as a Military Landscape and District

The wider perspective of a historic military landscape was considered as part of the LC-33 
inventory. Military landscapes are those that have been uniquely shaped in support of military 
missions, and historic military landscapes are those that have significant associations with his-
torically important persons, events, or patterns or represent significant examples of design or 
construction (Loechl et al. 1994:9). Per the guidance, an identified historic military landscape 
is typically recorded as a historic district or site (Loechl et al. 1994). Historic military land-
scapes are evaluated within the framework of an appropriate historic context that allows for the 
associated military mission, chronological period, geographic context, and historic themes of a 
military landscape to be identified and understood (Loechl et al. 1994:19-20). For the purpose 
of the present undertaking, this historic context is provided within Chapter 6 of this report. 
The consideration of the historic military landscape potential is independent of the previously 
completed NHL for LC-33, which did not explicitly incorporate the landscape approach to the 
complex. 

In addition to the historic context of a military landscape, the physical characteristics of the 
landscape must also be considered. Landscape characteristics are “the tangible evidence of the 

an observer. Like feeling, association requires the presence of physical features that convey 
a property’s historic character” (NPS 1995:45). NPS guidelines are clear that not only must 
a property be “associated with an important historic context” but must also retain “historic 
integrity of those features necessary to convey its significance” in order to be eligible to the 
NRHP (NPS 1995:3). 

The historic core of LC-33 retains a high degree of integrity and, in part due to the 1985 NHL 
designation, has avoided any recent overhauls or additions. The NHL designated portion of 
the complex retains much of its early Cold War feeling and association. The individual prop-
erties mostly retain key physical features that are relevant to the identified historic themes and 
pertinent to the Cold War programs identified in the historic context. The Army Blockhouse, 
Gantry Crane, and Blast Pit are all particularly evocative of the period and readily convey their 
associations to the modern viewer.

The entire LC-33 complex bears a strong resemblance to its historic Cold War configuration. 
The complex attained what would essentially be its full build-out by 1960, and it has retained 
much of its Cold War-era layout and configuration since this time. One significant exception 
is the aforementioned removal of the WAC Corporal Launch Tower from Property 20819. 
The launch tower for the WAC Corporal missile was a prominent early piece of infrastructure 
at the complex, and it was built essentially contemporaneously with the Army Blockhouse. 
Its distinctive height and profile made it a prominent landmark along Nike Avenue, and it is 
quite visible in period photographs of the complex. It was removed sometime before 1963, 
long before sufficient historical perspective existed for recognition of it as a historic property 
worthy of preservation. However, as the footers of the tower remain intact on Property 20819, 
the location still retains some remnant aspects of feeling, setting, and association. As such, 
Property 20819 still retains sufficient integrity of its key physical features to convey its role as 
the first launch pad structure at LC-33, and is thus recommended as a contributing element to 
the identified LC-33 historic district.
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activities and habits of the people who occupied, developed, used, and shaped the land to serve 
human needs; they may reflect the beliefs, attitudes, traditions, and values of these people” 
(Loechl et al. 1994:36). Specific to the evaluation of historic military landscapes, nine such 
characteristics are identified. These characteristics are Spatial Organization and Land Use; 
Response to Natural Environment; Expression of Military Cultural Values; Circulation Net-
works; Boundary Demarcations; Vegetation; Buildings, Structures, and Objects; Clusters of 
Buildings, Structures, and Objects; and Archaeological Sites (Loechl et al. 1994:36-40). Each 
of these characteristics is discussed in relation to LC-33 below.     

8.8.1 Spatial Organization and Land Use

The implementation of military missions directs the way the land of a military installation is 
utilized and how it is spatially organized (Loechl et al. 1994:36). LC-33 was the first launch 
complex established at WSPG and was dedicated to early Army rocket and missile develop-
ment. It therefore predates the other launch complexes along Nike Avenue. All of the primary 
WSMR launch complexes are located along the north side of Nike Avenue in the southern 
portion of the range, leaving the vast range interior to the north available for flight paths and 
impact areas. 

Constructed during the summer of 1945, the first significant properties at LC-33 were the Army 
Blockhouse and the WAC Corporal Launch Tower and its associated launch pad. Construction 
of the Army Blockhouse (Property 20814) at LC-33 started in June 1945 and was completed 
in September at a cost of $95,000. The WAC Corporal Launch Tower was constructed concur-
rently with the Blockhouse, along with its concrete foundation (Kennedy 2009:28). At around 
the same time, a neighboring, but independent, V-2 launch pad was constructed west of the 
WAC Corporal launch pad. By 1947, the two launch pads were connected by additional con-
crete to form Property 20819. 

In addition to the major LC-33 properties constructed in 1945, railroad tracks were also built 
in support of a German-produced V-2 railcar launcher. The railcar launcher was not used for 
any of the V-2 launches and it and the railroad tracks did not remain very long at LC-33, as 
they only appear in a few early photos — the rail equipment and track were removed in 1947 
(Eckles 2013:177).

LC-33 was significantly expanded during 1946 with the addition of the Gantry Crane (Property 
20820) and associated Blast Pit, and the construction of an expanded V-2 launch pad (Property 
20819). According to a WSMR fact sheet, the Gantry Tower was constructed between August 
and November 1946 at a cost of $38,000 (WSMR n.d.). The original gantry tracks were laid 
from the blast pit to the north, and a second diagonal leg of tracks was installed from the end 
of the north-south alignment to the first V-2 launch pad. These tracks were used briefly, as the 
gantry is installed on them in a historic aerial photo circa 1946. The Blast Pit was constructed 
in 1946 along with the Gantry Crane and Property 20819, per Plans WS-K. Despite the sub-
stantial investment in the Blast Pit’s construction, it was not used for V-2 testing, but was later 
used for Viking, Corporal, and MX-774 launches. 

The core of LC-33 continued its rapid build-out during the last few years of the 1940s. The 
Hermes Launch Pad, identified as Property 20839 in some records, was originally constructed 
initially in 1947 per Plans WS-V and included a concrete “Junction House” at its northwest 
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corner. The Property 20839 Launch Pad became the main V-2 launch location for the remain-
der of the Hermes Program through 1954. The launch pad was constructed about 200 feet east 
of the Blockhouse and required the addition of a new observation port in the east wall of the 
Blockhouse during the spring of 1947. An addition to the Army Blockhouse, identified as the 
Communications Room, was also completed in 1947. 

A large launching platform was constructed west of the Army Blockhouse during 1948 to 1949 
in support of Nike missile tests. Early Nike launches took place immediately west of the gantry 
track, opposite the Blast Pit intake grate. This launching site is visible in early photos of the 
Nike 46 and Nike 47 quad rail launcher. The Nike launches were relocated to Property 20817, 
just northwest of the Blockhouse, by 1948 or 1949. 

With the core of the complex mostly occupied by existing infrastructure by the end of the 
1940s, continued expansion of LC-33 during the 1950s moved to the north, south, and west. 
Property 20811 was constructed northwest of the Army Blockhouse as a launch pad for testing 
of the Honest John artillery rocket around 1951. Communication and instrumentation facilities 
were constructed south of the Army Blockhouse. These properties included Property 20810 in 
1954, and Properties 20821 and Property 20822 in 1955.

Expansion to the west in support of the Nike Hercules program took place during the late 
1950s. Property 20850, essentially identical to the combination Nike magazine and elevator 
launcher that were part of Nike installations nationwide, was constructed in 1956. A control 
building (Property 20837) and a partially below-grade, three-cell launcher (Property 20836) 
were constructed in 1958. Relatively little new construction occurred at LC-33 after the 1960s, 
and new activities and test programs were mostly accommodated by adapting existing facili-
ties.

When the complex was established in 1945, the landscape surrounding the Army Blockhouse 
and WAC Corporal launch pad was cleared, graded, and surfaced in what was probably bitu-
minous material. This clearly demarcated the launch complex on the desert landscape in addi-
tion to the fenced boundary around the main complex. The main loop access road within the 
complex also served to define the complex on the landscape. Like all the Nike Avenue launch 
complexes, the actual boundaries of LC-33 extend north far beyond the actual distribution of 
the complex’s built environment. According to WSMR GIS, the overall boundary of LC-33 
encompasses some 1,594 acres, but the actual fenced area of the complex is only approximate-
ly 50 acres. Within this fenced portion of the complex is the primary concentration of built 
environment resources that served as the primary hub of test activity. 

Although many minor properties and structures have been removed or replaced through time 
at LC-33, most of the primary facilities have remained static, so the spatial organization of the 
complex has a high degree of historical continuity. No substantial modifications to the spatial 
organization and land use of the complex occurred during the late Cold War or post-Cold War 
periods. This is not the case at many WSMR launch complexes, whose continual evolution 
often obfuscates their original spatial organization and land use patterns.     

8.8.2 Response to Natural Environment

Significant natural features often influence the location and organization of military installa-
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tions, and climatic factors can influence the types of facilities constructed at these installations 
(Loechl et al. 1994:37). The natural environment was a critical factor in the selection of the 
Tularosa Basin as the location of WSPG in 1945. The proposed proving ground required attri-
butes of flat and open ground, a sparse population, and predominantly clear weather. Other pre-
ferred characteristics included surrounding hills or mountains for observation sites and natural 
barriers, access to railroad lines and utilities, and proximity to an established military post for 
support.  The Tularosa Basin was identified as the best choice by the Army, possessing nearly 
all of the desired characteristics. 

More specific to LC-33 and its response to the natural environment, the location of the complex 
in the floor of the Tularosa Basin provided a huge extent of flat and open ground that allowed 
for excellent line of sight for optical instrumentation and flight lines clear of topographical 
barriers to the north. However, the natural environment was likely not the most important 
consideration in the location selection for LC-33. Rather, the complex was likely located based 
on logistical considerations such as proximity to the main cantonment and technical support 
areas. Typical of the conservative approach taken with the earliest launches at WSPG, LC-33 
was located approximately six miles east of the main cantonment, which provided a substantial 
buffer between the main personnel concentration on the base and the launch activities at LC-
33. The location of LC-33 established Nike Avenue as “launch complex row” at WSMR, with 
most of the later large launch complexes at the range laid out in a linear series along the north 
side of Nike Avenue.   

8.8.3 Expression of Military Cultural Traditions

According to Loechl et al. (1994), military cultural traditions are expressed at military instal-
lations in both organizational and aesthetic senses. These military values include hierarchy, 
uniformity, discipline, utility, and patriotism (Loechl et al 1994:38). However, these values are 
more specific to personnel and administrative areas of military installations, while LC-33 is a 
technically oriented facility. As such, LC-33 expresses the technical requirements of the test-
ing process rather than the hierarchical or patriotic values that would be displayed at military 
barracks or housing areas. The LC-33 facilities were built over a period of years, with most of 
the major construction occurring prior to 1960, and the Army Blockhouse and Property 20819 
Launch Pad were constructed near the center of a cleared area north of Nike Avenue. The 
addition of new facilities at LC-33 was dictated by practical needs, such as proximity to the 
Army Blockhouse or existing launch facilities. As such, there was no particular uniformity or 
expression of military organization to the layout. Rather, the complex grew in an accretional 
fashion as new facilities were added to support various testing programs. 

However, the military value of utility is expressed in the types of buildings and structures 
encountered at the complex. Several of the buildings at LC-33 are of concrete construction — 
most notably the Army Blockhouse (Property 20814) and Property 20810 — whose sole pur-
pose is durability and blast protection. Other properties at the complex are pre-manufactured 
buildings exemplified by the version produced by Butler. These buildings offer expedient con-
struction and excellent durability, but lack recognized architectural styles or ornamentation. 
The utilitarian nature of the buildings and structures at LC-33 reflect the pragmatic nature of 
the military testing mission, which emphasizes function rather than form in order to meet the 
requirements of the RDT&E process.  
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8.8.4 Circulation Networks

Loechl et al. (1994) defines circulation networks as roads and transportation routes that facil-
itate the movement of troops and supplies across military installations. These networks can 
include major primary and secondary roads as well as smaller local roads and access routes to 
specific areas (Loechl et al. 1994:38). At LC-33, circulation networks were mostly used for the 
movement of personnel, equipment, and materials required of RDT&E efforts at the complex 
rather than the movement of Army troops and supplies.

The road network around LC-33 has evolved with time as the range expanded and had to 
accommodate a greater volume of east-west traffic along Nike Avenue. The early alignment 
of Nike Avenue ran right through the center of the main LC-33 complex and terminated at the 
east side of the LC-33 interior loop road. This made sense for the first couple years of WSPG’s 
operation as LC-33 was the only launch complex in operation. Until 1947, Nike Avenue ap-
proached the complex on an east-west line, and then traffic was routed around the center of 
LC-33 on the loop road that linked the Army Blockhouse and Property 20819. By the end of 
1948, historic aerial photographs show that a southern bypass route was established around 
the south edge of the main LC-33 complex; this route approximates the modern alignment of 
Range Road 21. Eventually this became the primary route around the complex, and the old 
portions of the Nike Avenue alignment that approached the complex directly from the east 
and west were closed off and abandoned. However, these alignments still support occasional 
vehicle traffic seeking a “short-cut” into the complex that avoids the circuitous route around 
the Nike Avenue curve. 

Some years later, after 1970, the Nike Avenue alignment was moved further south yet again 
to form the current broad curve along the south side of LC-33’s boundary. The current Range 
Road 21 follows the old southern loop around the complex before its alignment heads due 
north along the west side of LC-33. The primary connector between the modern alignment of 
Nike Avenue and Range Road 21 is Range Road 3, which extends north from the east end of 
the Nike Avenue curve. This is the primary means of access into LC-33 today.  

Within the complex’s interior, most of the original unnamed loop access road remains intact 
although it has been obscured in places by more recent paving and vegetation growth. Addi-
tionally, short road sections and driveways provide access to specific properties within the 
complex’s interior. The old Nike properties along the west side of the main complex, which 
became the LC-33 Dynamic Testing Facility during the 1970s, are accessed by an independent 
unnamed road segment that branches off from Range Road 21.   

Access roads extending north into the undeveloped northern expanse of the larger LC-33 
boundary are limited and mostly consist of unpaved two-track roads. The primary access to 
the northern end of the complex is via Range Road 21, which continues north to eventually 
connect with US Highway 70. As such, the LC-33 circulation network places clear emphasis 
on access to the primary developed portion of the complex, and little improved access exists 
into the northern portion of LC-33 where little launch support activity occurs. Along with the 
fenced boundary that surrounds the main area of the LC-33 facilities, the circulation network 
emphasizes this location as the primary hub of activity at the complex.
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8.8.5 Boundary Demarcations

Boundary demarcations on military installations define the limits of the overall installation 
as well as specific areas of land use within the larger installation, and unlike city limits, are 
often quite visible (Loechl et al. 1994:39). The primary activity area of the launch complex is 
surrounded by a barbed wire fence, which is where the majority of launch support activity has 
historically taken place. The actual limits of the larger LC-33 boundary are not indicated by 
fences or other markers, but this is typical of most WSMR launch complexes. As with many of 
the Nike Avenue launch complexes, the actual boundaries of LC-33 extend north far beyond 
the actual distribution of the complex’s built environment. The west and east boundaries are 
limited by the neighboring LC-32 and LC-34 complexes to the west and east respectively. The 
extended northern area of the complex serves several purposes; it acts as a safety zone for er-
rant vehicles and spent booster stages, provides space for future expansion, and offers locations 
for instrumentation. However, since the mapped limits of the WSMR launch complexes often 
include hundreds of acres of undeveloped desert, it is impractical to demarcate the boundaries 
of each complex with fencing. At LC-33 the actual operational area of the complex is sur-
rounded by barbed wire fencing and, for all intents and purposes, is considered as the “actual” 
LC-33 by WSMR personnel. 

8.8.6 Vegetation

Vegetation can be important to the definition of landscapes as it bears a direct relationship to 
long-established patterns of land use. Landscaped residential areas or intentionally cleared 
areas both communicate different aspects of the military mission on the land. Forests or groves 
of trees can be used as boundary markers or buffers against surrounding communities (Loechl 
et al. 1994:39). However, as a RDT&E facility situated within the larger confines of WSMR, 
LC-33 is somewhat of an exception to the patterns suggested by Loechl et al. (1994).

Vegetation typical of the area is Plains Mesa Sand Scrub (Dick-Peddie 1993). It is likely that 
the current vegetation community in the Tularosa Basin developed from disturbances intro-
duced by human agency during the 19th century, allowing for the development of shrubland in 
lieu of established grasslands (Muldavin et al. 2000a:80). 

This desert scrub vegetation was extensive enough that much of it was cleared from the inte-
rior of LC-33 when the complex was established in 1945. Aerial photographs of LC-33 taken 
around 1946 show an extensive cleared and surfaced area around the Army Blockhouse and 
Property 20819 Launch Pad. The cleared are within the interior of the original complex was 
surfaced in what appears to be bituminous or “chip seal” surfacing and, in lieu of other bound-
ary indicators, helped to define the early complex on the landscape. Aerial photographs of the 
complex show that vegetation clearing was maintained throughout much of the complex’s his-
tory, with occasional periods of mild resurgence. Today, some desert scrub vegetation (mostly 
varieties of mesquite) is attempting to reclaim portions of LC-33’s interior. This reclamation is 
limited and overall the vacant areas within LC-33 remain mostly well-cleared. 

8.8.7 Buildings, Structures, and Objects

Buildings, Structures, and Objects are often the most prominent features on the landscape and 
traditionally the focus of the NHPA compliance process. As defined by the NPS, buildings are 
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designed to shelter some sort of human activity, while structures are designed for functions 
other than sheltering people and their works (NPS 1995). Objects are generally smaller and 
can be moveable, and are often commemorative or artistic in nature such as water fountains or 
statues (Loechl et al. 1994:40). The buildings, structures and objects at LC-33 are the primary 
expression of the military mission on the landscape and define the orientation and layout of the 
complex. Most of the documented resources were buildings, along with a relatively high num-
ber of structures; few objects were recorded. Many of the recorded structures were concrete 
launch pads or associated launch structures. 

The LC-33 inventory effort resulted in the recordation of 51 buildings, structures, and objects. 
Some of these properties were located in definable clusters or linear layouts which are an ex-
pression of the functional activities they supported. As part of the inventory methodology, less 
significant resources representing remnants of LC-33 supporting infrastructure were recorded 
as features and are described separately in Appendix A. A total of 486 features were recorded 
in association with the buildings, structures, and objects at LC-33. These less substantial man-
ifestations of the LC-33 built environment contribute to a broader understanding of the scope 
and extent of activities at the complex. The recorded features generally are associated with 
more substantial built environment and occur at much lower frequencies in undeveloped por-
tions of LC-33. Electrical features were the most common feature type encountered (n=137), 
accounting for approximately 28 percent, followed in decreasing frequency by Refuse Dumps, 
mostly of structural and paving debris, (n=104, 21 percent), Miscellaneous Features (n=94, 19 
percent), Instrumentation Support Features (n=87, 18 percent), Water/Wastewater Infrastruc-
ture (n=49, 10 percent), Launch Support (n=10, 2 percent), and LP Tanks (n=5, 1 percent).

8.8.8 Clusters of Buildings, Structures, and Objects

According to Loechl et al. (1994:40), the organizational and spatial relationships among build-
ings, structures, and objects at military installations are one of the most important character-
istics of military landscapes. The majority of the buildings, structures, and objects at LC-33 
are located within the relatively small 50-acre core of the complex, and as such, organizational 
clusters of properties were difficult to define. However, some spatial distribution of the LC-33 
properties was noted. 

Several communications properties, such as Property 20803, 20805, and 20810, are located 
near the southern end of the main complex and form a somewhat distinctive functional cluster. 
The former Nike installations of Properties 20836, 20837, and 20850 are located along the 
west margin of the complex and form another somewhat independent property cluster. In both 
cases however, the margins between these areas and the main complex are not distinctive, 
and not reliably indicated by fences or spatial segregation. Spatial areas within the complex 
were also generally not recognized historically, with the possible exception of the LC-33 Dy-
namic Test Facility area. However, as this was a later re-use and adaption of the preexisting 
Nike facilities, defining this sub-area also requires some additional chronological qualification. 
Overall, distinctive sub-areas within LC-33 were not well-defined on the ground and were not 
recognized historically. 

8.8.9 Archaeological Sites

Military installations often include prehistoric and historic archaeological sites, but most pre-
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date the military use of the land and are unrelated to the military mission of the installation 
(Loechl et al. 1994:40). Accordingly, the current inventory was thematically oriented towards 
extant Cold War buildings, structures, and objects at LC-33. Archaeological manifestations 
related to this thematic approach were captured as features, which were generally associated 
with buildings, structures, and objects. 

Prehistoric sites have been previously documented in undeveloped areas within the boundaries 
of LC-33 as part of prior archaeological inventory efforts. The land use of these prehistoric 
occupations occurred during different environmental conditions and was motivated by widely 
divergent factors from the 20th century military use of the landscape. As a result, the presence 
of these sites was not incorporated into the present landscape perspective.

The perspective of historic military landscapes is thematically limited to military use of the 
landscape, but historic archaeological sites can nonetheless inform on past military missions of 
the installation (Loechl et al. 1994:40). Some military forts and training areas in the Southwest 
have long histories that began with the concession of the region to the United States by Mexico 
as part of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848. Fort Bliss is an excellent example, which 
was first established in 1849 and has steadily transitioned from a small isolated frontier outpost 
to a major center for Army training and maneuvers. WSMR is a different case, as the earliest 
significant military use of the Tularosa Basin occurred during WWII, predating the establish-
ment of WSPG by only a few years. Accordingly, no historic archaeological sites related to 
the military use of the area prior to the establishment of LC-33 were encountered during the 
inventory. 

HSR documented multiple properties at LC-33 in 1996 as part of LA 116553. The LA 116553 
recording encompassed several prominent buildings at LC-33, including Properties 20810, 
20811, 20814, 20817, 20819, 20820, 20821, 20822, 20839, 20840, 20872, and the Environ-
mental-Control Missile Storage Building (Lance Conditioning Shroud). Despite the inclusion 
of multiple properties, this previous recording did not adequately address the district potential 
of LC-33. As part of the current inventory, the properties within LC-33 that were recorded as 
part of LA 116553 were updated and evaluated for eligibility, both individually and as elements 
of a larger district. 

8.8.10 LC-33 as a Historic District

Consideration of LC-33 within an appropriate historic context and analysis of its physical 
landscape characteristics show that it meets the definition of a historic military landscape as 
presented by Loechl et al. (1994). Not only is LC-33 an identifiable expression of the military 
mission on the land, it also possesses significant associations with patterns and events signifi-
cant to history. Per the guidance offered in Loechl et al. (1994), historic military landscapes are 
nominated as historic sites or districts. The language specific to historic districts is contained 
within Criterion C.

Historic districts are nominated under the important final clause of Criterion C, which allows 
for properties “that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may 
lack individual distinction” (NPS 1995:2), to be nominated to the NRHP. In essence, the dis-
trict clause of Criterion C allows recognition of groups of properties whose whole is greater 
than the sum of their parts (King 2004:113).
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According to NPS guidance, “A district possesses a significant concentration, linkage, or con-
tinuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects united historically or aesthetically by plan or 
physical development” (NPS 1995:5). LC-33 is a significant concentration of buildings, struc-
tures and objects that are united by the historical thread of the earliest American rocket and 
missile launches that served as the nucleus of the later missile and space programs. As such, 
LC-33 represents the manifestation of a military mission on the land and much of its earliest 
infrastructure from the primary period of significance remains intact and relevant. Later ad-
ditions to the complex demonstrate how the Army missile mission rapidly expanded into the 
development of air defense and tactical missiles as the Cold War progressed through the late 
1940s and early 1950s. The mission of LC-33 expanded to include survivability testing during 
the 1960s, which was housed in repurposed Nike facilities along the west side of the complex. 
The RDT&E mission of the complex continued during the last two decades of the Cold War, 
with testing of the Assault Breaker, MLRS, and ATACMS systems. These later periods of 
significance are also well represented by surviving properties at LC-33. While many of the 
resources at LC-33 lack distinction when considered as individual resources, they achieve 
greater significance when considered as a collective within the context of the Cold War historic 
themes discussed above.

It is therefore the recommendation of Epsilon Systems that LC-33 is a recognizable historic 
military landscape eligible to the NRHP as a historic district under Criteria A and C due to 
its significant associations with the identified Cold War themes of Basic Scientific Research, 
Materiel Development, and the combined theme of Air Defense, Ballistic Missile Defense, and 
Army Missiles (Lavin 1998). 

The limits of the recommended LC-33 historic district are proposed as follows: the south 
and west edges are defined by Range Road 21, the north edge is defined by the UXO area on 
the north end of the developed area of the complex, and the east edge parallels the eastern 
boundary fence of the main complex. Additional minor features and properties recorded within 
the inventory area outside the recommended district boundary do not make any meaningful 
contribution to the LC-33 historic district and are thus not included. The district overlaps with 
and is inclusive of the existing NHL. Based on consultation with WSMR cultural resources 
staff, Epsilon Systems recommends that the NHL be maintained as an independent but parallel 
resource within the identified historic district. The historic district is a more inclusive resource 
that supports the NHL and provides additional interpretative potential for the history of LC-33.   

At the individual level, many of the inventoried properties are individually eligible under one 
or more of the four primary criteria; this is particularly true of the properties that compose the 
existing LC-33 NHL (see Table 13). Other properties either lack significance, or more com-
monly, have diminished integrity of the physical characteristics relative to the period of sig-
nificance. As such, they are not recommended for individual eligibility, but in many cases are 
recommended for eligibility as contributing elements to the identified LC-33 historic district. 
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Figure 272. Map of proposed LC-33 National Historic District. 
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9. Summary and Conclusions
LC-33 was the first launch complex at WSPG and the focal point of testing activity through 
the mid-1950s. The list of historic firsts in rocket and missile development at LC-33 is quite 
impressive. LC-33 hosted the launch of the first American sounding rocket, the WAC Corporal, 
in 1945 and was also home to the first American V-2 launch in 1946. The first true two-stage 
launch vehicle, the Bumper, also took flight from LC-33. Additionally, the complex also hosted 
flight tests of the famed Nike air defense missile, as well as the Corporal and Honest John, the 
first Army tactical missiles. Other notable early programs hosted at the complex include the Vi-
king and the MX-774. LC-33 was truly the heart of WSPG during the early years of the Range. 

Additionally, LC-33 remained as an active test complex through the middle and late portions of 
the Cold War. In addition to flight testing, the western part of the complex was home to a very 
active vibratory testing complex from the mid-1960s to the 1990s, an important aspect of the 
materiel development process. Flight tests of the Lance, MLRS, and ATACMS systems were 
also conducted at the complex. Other less prolific programs supported at LC-33 included target 
systems such as the BMTS and Redhead/Roadrunner drone, as well as a series of Nike-based 
sounding rockets.

During the current inventory, a multi-disciplinary team of archaeologists and architectural his-
torians recorded a total of 52 buildings, structures, and objects as well as 486 features at LC-33. 
Pedestrian transect inventory was conducted across 485 acres in the southern portion of the 
complex. The current inventory was logged as NMCRIS number 139665 with ARMS.  

As part of the current effort, all of the recorded resources, including those previously docu-
mented, were evaluated for their NRHP eligibility. Nine of the recorded properties were recom-
mended for individual eligibility under Criteria A and C. Additionally, it was found that LC-33 
represents a definable concentration of resources, most of which date to the primary period of 
significance (1945 to 1954). As such, Epsilon Systems recommends that LC-33 is recognizable 
as a historic military landscape that is best managed as a historic district, per Department of the 
Army guidance (Loechl et al. 1994). An additional 17 properties were recommended for eligi-
bility as contributing elements to a historic district encompassing the primary concentration of 
Cold War-era LC-33 facilities. 

The historic core of LC-33, focused on the Army Blockhouse and Gantry Crane, was listed as 
a NHL in 1985. Based on consultation with WSMR cultural resources staff, Epsilon Systems 
recommends that the NHL be maintained as an independent but parallel resource with the iden-
tified historic district. The historic district is a more inclusive resource that supports the NHL 
and provides additional interpretative potential for the history of LC-33.  
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